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Executive Summary  
This report recommends integrated coastal projects and levee alignments for the entire coast of 
Louisiana with the overriding goal of providing hurricane flood protection and sustaining the 
coastal estuaries.  The report was developed utilizing the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy 
(MLODS) (Lopez, 2006 – see Appendix A) and other sound science and engineering principles to 
define an array of alternative Lines of Defense and statewide habitat goals, which together may 
provide the most promising landscape for a sustainable economy and coastal ecology for south 
Louisiana.  
 
The MLODS (Lopez, 2006) has been adopted by the State of Louisiana in its development of the 
Integrated Ecosystem Restoration and Hurricane Protection: Louisiana’s Comprehensive Master 
Plan for a Sustainable Coast (CPRA, 2007).  This report describes additional recommendations 
supporting the use of the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy to sustain coastal Louisiana.  The 
Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy has also been adopted by the United States Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE) in its ongoing development of the Louisiana Coastal Protection and 
Restoration Plan (LACPR).  This report  should also be considered as additional input to that 
ongoing evaluation, adding robustness and external input.  The overriding goal of all these efforts is 
to promote convergence on a set of optimal recommendations for coastal Louisiana that are based 
on sound science and engineering.  
 
South Louisiana has entered a period when the combination of two powerful forces is working 
against its survival: (1) coastal land loss and (2) more frequent intense hurricanes.  Since the 1950’s, 
the processes driving coastal loss have continued only slightly abated (USACE, 2004), reducing the 
effectiveness of Louisiana’s coast to buffer against storm surge.  Since 1990, meteorological and 
oceanic processes driving tropical systems have more frequently generated Category 4 and 5 
hurricanes (Webster et al., 2005).  More destructive hurricanes are also predicted for coming 
decades (Emanuael, 2005).  South Louisiana’s ongoing peril is the continued overlap of weakened 
hurricane protection with more frequent and intense hurricanes (Frischetti, 2001).  
 
The Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy proposed by Lopez (2006) proposes to integrate two key 
elements to sustain the coast (Figure 1).  The two planning elements are:  

1) Utilizing natural and manmade features which directly impede storm surge or reduce storm 
damage (Lines of Defense),  

2) Establishing and sustaining the distribution goals of wetland habitat types (Wetland Habitat 
Goals). 

 
The Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy is not a new restoration technique; rather, it is a planning 
methodology to coordinate and prioritize conventional restoration methods and projects for coastal 
habitats and flood protection. Coastal restoration is targeted where it can provide flood protection 
benefits. 
 
The “Lines of Defense” include the outer continental shelf of the Gulf of Mexico, the barrier 
islands, bays, sounds, marsh land bridges, natural ridges, manmade ridges, flood gates, flood levees, 
pump stations, non-structural measures (i.e., home and building elevations, flood proofing), and 
evacuation routes. Identification of these Lines of Defense on a map allows hydrologists, levee 
district managers, emergency personnel, etc., to view a common landscape template to evaluate, 
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abate, and monitor flood risk or other storm impacts.  The result is a map that meets the suggestion 
of the National Research Council for Louisiana to develop a clear vision for the coast (NRC, 2006). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1: The Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy diagram shows how the two essential 
planning elements proposed should be defined and maintained with the result of sustaining 
coastal Louisiana.  The Wetland Habitat Goals define the future salinity regime and 
wetland habitats for the coast.  The Lines of Defense are either natural or manmade 
features that will reduce the impact of hurricanes on the coast.  The underlying 
presumption is that a healthy, storm-buffering coast will support an economy sufficient to 
justify future investments to supplement necessary to keep the coast sustaining. A common 
vision is proposed for all plans, but co-mingling of all funds for restoration or flood 
protection is not desirable. 

 
The Wetland Habitat Goals include swamp, fresh marsh, intermediate marsh, brackish marsh and 
salt marsh.  Establishing the targeted wetland habitat regime and then optimally managing the 
habitat types, puts all the natural resources and resource managers on the same page with a unified 
biological and natural resource vision.  Since each habitat has a differing profile of vegetation, 
fisheries, soils, hydrology, waterfowl, etc., it is imperative that geographic areas for each habitat be 
identified to optimize restoration and management.  The establishment and maintenance of the 
Wetland Habitat Goals requires a corresponding salinity gradient goal.  This salinity gradient would 
be maintained by controlled river reintroductions and, if needed, by hydrologic restoration to 
control salinity input.  
 
Since Hurricane Katrina, much has been discussed regarding the “Dutch model” of flood protection.  
The flood surge events in Holland are not due to hurricanes and are far lower in height than the 
surges in Louisiana; nevertheless, the Dutch system has achieved a high level of flood protection 
using major engineering structures, with results similar to what the Lines of Defense proposes for 
Louisiana (right side of Figure 1).  However, the Dutch have not managed their coastal estuary at a 
sustainable level, represented on the left side of Figure 1.  The result has been a dramatic loss 
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(90%) of coastal wetlands and severe water quality problems which they are now retroactively 
attempting to remedy.  In addition, the cumulative actions of the Dutch have engineered a landscape 
where approximately 60 percent of the population lives below sea level, similar to the New Orleans 
area.  Thus, the Dutch will forever be actively managing their anthropogenic landscape, specifically 
with the challenge of future sea level rise. 
 
Through a cooperative effort with the Netherlands and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, a study 
and report was completed that is titled “A Dutch Perspective on Coastal Louisiana Flood Risk and 
Landscape Stabilization” (International Research Office US Army, 2007).  Although not fully 
appreciative of the local subtleties of our landscape, the report suggests using “multiple lines of 
defense” and concludes with a recommendation for southeast Louisiana titled “open estuary”.  Their 
open coast recommendation excludes levees blocking the estuary so that the estuary  may  
accommodate surge.  The report recognizes the value and absolute necessity of a wetland buffer 
complementing a tight levee around New Orleans.  The report also emphasizes the hydrologic 
aspects of the estuary and includes an eclectic approach to restoration and flood protection very 
similar to proposals in this report.  Some striking differences are that the Dutch report does not 
consider the roles of pumping stations, non-structural (elevation), or evacuation routes as part of 
their flood risk reduction plan. 
 
At least two important aspects of the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy should be noted:  
 

First, a natural ridge’s ecologic function is primarily as a hydrologic barrier to 
surrounding wetlands.  Therefore, use of the ridge as an economic corridor is 
compatible with the surrounding wetlands .  Natural ridges, such as those along Bayou 
Lafourche, have parallel protection levees (back levees) that allow the wetlands on the 
outside of protection levees to retain their ecologic function, while being compatible 
with the protected side of the levee (the ridge) functioning as an economic corridor with 
flood protection.  Therefore, the concept of “back levees” or “ring levees” along the 
perimeter of the ridges is emphasized.  This makes back levees a potential ally to 
wetland restoration rather than its enemy.   
 
Second is that with the MLODS,  restoration is generally focused on the features of the 
coast that have survived many years of wetland loss, and therefore, generally avoids 
large areas where previous heavy wetland loss has occurred.  This may avoid some 
areas with chronic causes for wetland loss that may be ongoing, such as subsidence.  
The MLODS does not attempt to “restore it all”, but rather to restore what is absolutely 
necessary. 

 
The Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy does not recommend a single continuous barrier levee 
for the coast.  Sub-regional levee alignments are interrupted by landward extending basins 
allowing for maximum storage and attenuation of surge by both the areal extent and 
distribution of natural landscape habitats.  The geometry of these alignments largely mimics 
the natural landscape of the coast.  
 
The levee alignments proposed by the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy generally follow 
existing levee alignments and take advantage of existing foundations for levee improvement 
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while minimizing the mitigation needed for new levee alignments.  Levees are tightly 
positioned around major municipalities and are generally on the perimeter of ridges or the 
upland-wetland interface where soil foundations are superior.  This is important for flood 
protection for two main reasons.  First, the superior soil foundations will reduce the threat of 
subsidence to the levee system and to the communities inside the levees.  This will discourage 
coastal communities from further development outside of levee in areas poorly suited for 
development.  Second, utilizing the upland-wetland interface will ensure that nearly all 
wetlands and wetland restoration projects are located outside of any levee system.  This 
allows for the highest chance of survival for wetlands with estuarine functions and assures 
that any investment in restoration is part of the coastal buffer which is external to the levees; 
thus all restoration features provide both ecologic and flood protection benefits.  In addition, 
levee alignments avoid large scale angular geometries that may result in funneling effects 
which amplify surge heights, such as those that occur at the convergence of the Mississippi 
River Gulf Outlet (MRGO) and the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway (GIWW) east of New Orleans 
(Mashriqui, 2006) 
  
The restoration recommendations are an eclectic set of restoration techniques including 
diversions, marsh creation, shoreline protection, barrier islands restoration, structures to 
reduce saltwater intrusion and oyster reef restoration.  Marsh management is avoided except 
for the Chenier Plain where modest management is necessary to restore the historical 
hydrology and extent of fresh marsh until large scale hydrologic restoration occurs.  Other 
areas of the coast have broad estuarine gradients.  Marsh creation is used to redevelop the 
critical marsh land bridges and reduce the tidal prism, while being sustained by proposed 
nearby freshwater diversions. (Marsh creation includes either local sediment sources or “long-
distance” piped sources of sediment.)  Recommended protection and restoration of oyster 
reefs targets historic oyster barrier reefs and is intended to help sustain the outer marshes 
exposed to large bays or sounds. The Gulf shoreline and barrier island recommendations are 
proposed to introduce new sand and to reduce sand loss.  Offshore breakers for barrier islands 
are recommended in a few instances but only at the terminal end of longshore sediment drift. 
 
The Multiple Lines of Defense levee alignments are intended to be fully compatible with 
regular moderate flooding of the wetlands with diversions and also with more extreme pulsing 
events which would raise water levels even higher.  In all, twenty-eight diversions, three 
controlled crevasse-type pulsing diversions, and three land-building diversions are proposed. 
(This tabulation includes the Caernarvon and Davis Pond diversions, and the Wax Lake and 
Atchafalaya deltas.)   
 
Comparison of the proposed levee alignments to the Wetland Habitat Goals shows that most 
of the levees (77%) would have fresh habitat adjacent to them on the flood side.  This creates 
an opportunity to restore extensive cypress swamps adjacent to the levees and provide a 
significant measure of protection by dampening surge’s energy (waves and currents), thereby 
reducing the chance of damage to the levee. None of the proposed levees are adjacent to 
brackish or salt marsh habitats where woody vegetation cannot grow. This favorable result is 
one of the natural outcomes of utilizing natural ridges for back levee alignments, recognizing 
that many of the ridges historically had fresh habitats adjacent to them.  
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Diversions in this report are of three types.   
 
“Sustaining diversions” are intended to sustain marsh land bridges identified as a Line of 
Defense.  These diversions are generally less than 40,000 cubic feet per second (cfs) and 
would include structures to pass the water through the MR&T levee, such as siphons, box 
culverts, etc.   Although the processes involved need ongoing monitoring and assessment, the 
working hypothesis is that nutrients will stimulate productivity that will increase resiliency 
and sustainability of the marsh.  In addition, salinity may be managed to emulate a natural 
spring cycle of overflow and freshening while avoiding severe salinity spikes that may be 
detrimental.  
 
“Delta-building diversions” have annual discharges over 75,000 cfs with deep-water 
conveyance channels through the MR&T levee to convey significant discharge from normal 
spring Mississippi River stages.  They are intended to flow continuously over long periods to 
build substantial wetlands in an areas in need flood protection.   
 
“Controlled-crevasse diversions” are intended to have periodic discharges when the river is 
exceptionally high so that large scale overland flow is possible without a large deep-water 
conveyance channel.  These structures would be opened possibly every few years when there 
is sufficient head on the river. The controlled crevasses would likely be designed similarly to 
the existing Bonnet Carré or Morganza Spillways but with significant design changes to 
maximize restoration benefits.  The use of the spillway type structure as a controlled crevasse 
diversion could be vital to introducing sediment into the estuary and is intended to be an 
important adaptive management tool that could be used more aggressively if necessary to 
maintain the wetland extent and functioning of the estuary.   
 
The widths of the three types of diversions’ footprints at the river vary.  A sustaining 
diversion with a structure is likely to be 100 to 600 foot wide.  A delta-building diversion with 
a deep water channel is likely to be 500 to 1500 feet wide.  A controlled crevasse of a 
“spillway type design” is likely to be several thousand feet wide.  The footprint, design and 
performance of these vary and should be considered in overall planning of restoration.  
Although similar examples of all three types of diversions currently exist in Louisiana, all 
three types can be designed now with significant enhancements with more focus and benefit 
to restoration. 
 
All of these diversion outfall areas have regional target habitat goals and an individual defined 
minimum area of overland flow, i.e. water elevation is sufficient to overtop the marsh soil 
elevation. The individual diversion recommendations for each Planning Unit use these 
diversions to sustain the Lines of Defense, such as marsh land bridges.   In addition, the 
combined capacity of diversions within a given Planning Unit is designed to have the 
capacity to flood the entire wetland basin.  This maximum capacity would likely occur in 
flood years and is intended to assure that all reaches of a basin can, at times, be flooded 
beneficially.   
   
The total (maximum) spring-time discharge capacity proposed for the Mississippi River 
diversions is 436,050 cfs (Planning Units 1, 2 and 3a).  Most of this discharge is  roughly split 
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east and west of the river between Planning Units 1 and 2.  The total discharge is less than the 
informally suggested discharge available from the river by the USACE (as much as 525,000 
cfs during the spring average discharge of 700,000 cfs).  Not all potential discharge would 
occur simultaneously to maintain at least 300,000 cfs flowing past New Orleans, which is 
needed to prevent a salt water wedge from developing and contaminating the drinking water 
supply taken from the river. It is recommended that all diversions emulate the natural spring 
cycle of overbank flow in March through June.   
 
Additional freshwater is also proposed for Planning Units 3a and 4. Discharge through the 
Atchafalaya River is proposed to be modified in two ways.  It is recommended that a pulse 
diversion of at least 140,000 cfs is constructed into the Penchant Basin or into Bayou 
Penchant (see PU-3b #10).  In addition, through outfall management, it is recommended that 
an additional 2,000 cfs discharge be directed westward down the GIWW into Planning Unit 4 
(PU-4 #17).   
 
In the spring of normal Mississippi River stage years, the diversion proposals could divert 
approximately 60% directly into the estuary.  In the Atchafalaya River, approximately 10% of 
the discharge would be diverted in most years either east or west into wetlands with the 
remaining discharge continuing to build the Atchafalaya and Wax Lake Deltas and contribute 
sediment to long-shore drift.   
 
A River Flood Restoration Action Plan is proposed to take advantage of an exceptionally high 
water event on the Mississippi or Atchafalaya Rivers, such as those experienced in 1997 and 
2008.  In these high flood stage years, the combined proposals could divert 1,300,000 cfs of 
the discharge from the Mississippi River into the wetlands through diversions and spillways. 
 
Under current legislation, the Atchafalaya receives 30% of the Mississippi River discharge 
through the Old River Control Structure.  The proposed diversions do not seem to require a 
change to this discharge allocation through the Old River Control Structure.  Nevertheless, 
there are reasons to re-evaluate the operational goals of the Old River Control Structure and 
therefore the discharge allocation.  Flexibility to control discharge through the Atchafalaya 
and Mississippi Rivers could prove to be extraordinarily useful for adaptive management, 
especially considering that navigation and drinking water needs must always be met even with 
the uncertainties of future conditions, such as relative sea level rise.  Considering the 
overriding priority to restore the coast and create high levels of flood protection, the 
management priorities need to be re-considered for the Old River Control Structure.   
 
The MLODS recommendations are proposed as pragmatic solutions that are focused on 
restoring a functional estuary and on adequate flood protection for the coast.  The long term 
goal is that together these should provide for a sustainable economy that draws some of its 
economic base from the natural resources of the coast, but also “pays back” a modest 
investment to maintain the coast with ongoing restoration.  The short–term goal is to raise 
protection to 100 year level or higher, which requires a  much more intensive capital 
investment into our coast and flood protection system.  This large capital investment in 
restoration and flood protection should be targeted on the Lines of Defense suggested in this 
report. 
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Introduction 
South Louisiana has many natural resources and coastal assets that together are the basis of the 
coastal economy.  The underlying support for this economy is a culturally rich, blue-collar 
workforce and a reliance on natural capital (i.e., goods and services provided by ecosystems), 
hence, the common reference to Louisiana’s working coast (Gramling, 2004; Laska et al., 2005).  
As reinforced after Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, impacts to Louisiana’s coastal economy lead to 
fluctuations in the national economy.  The disruption of south Louisiana’s economic resources and 
infrastructure, such as energy, seafood and shipping, resulted in reduced supply, increased prices 
and a short-term destabilization of the economy throughout the nation.  Flood protection and coastal 
restoration play a vital role in the economic, cultural and physical well being of Louisiana’s coastal 
communities and infrastructure.   
 
The Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy (MLODS) has been adopted by the State of Louisiana in its 
development of the Integrated Ecosystem Restoration and Hurricane Protection: Louisiana’s 
Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast.  This report describes additional 
recommendations supporting the use of the MLODS to sustain coastal Louisiana.  The MLODS has 
also been adopted by the USACE in its ongoing development of the Louisiana Coastal Protection 
and Restoration Plan (LACPR).  Thus, this report should be considered as additional input to this 
ongoing evaluation adding robustness and external input.  The overriding goal of all these efforts is 
to promote convergence on a set of optimal recommendations for coastal Louisiana, regardless of 
point of origin, that are based on sound science and engineering.  
 

Coastal Land Loss Maps 
Significant documentation exists describing the dramatic land change in south Louisiana, which is 
primary a conversion of wetlands to open water (Boesch et al.; 1994, Coast 2050, 1998; LCA, 
2004).  These reports primarily rely on two different sources of analysis of land change:   
 
The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) has used computer programs to map land change (loss or gain) 
using digital satellite imagery for the specific time period (see Barras et al., 2006).  The maps depict 
land loss or land gain for the following time periods:   

1956 to 1978 
  1978 to 1990 

1990 to 2000 
2000 to 2004 
2004 to 2005 (This period includes Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.) 

 
The USACE uses manual interpretation by overlaying historical USGS quadrangle maps or aerial 
photography of different times to manually trace shifts in shoreline position.  Polygons of land loss 
are digitized and then depicted on composite maps (Britsch and Dunbar, 1996).  The USACE maps 
depict land loss only.  The time periods mapped by the USACE are: 

1932 to 1956 
1956 to 1974 
1974 to 1983 
1983 to 1990  
1990 to 2001  
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Figure 2: Composite Land Change Map of both the USGS and USACE land change data sets for seven time incremental 
periods from 1932 to 2005 (post-Hurricanes Katrina and Rita).  Older land loss is depicted as “cold colors” (blue) and more 
recent loss is depicted as “hot colors” (red).  Note the USGS data classification for burned or flooded agriculture (formerly 
marsh) was reclassified as water, which increases the land loss shown in some regions.  
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Figure 3: Percent Land Changes from 1932 to 2005 (post Hurricanes Katrina and Rita).  Map created using 1932 percent 
land from the USACE data and 2005 land percent from the USGS data.  Percent land was calculated over one square mile at 
every data point (25 meters).  Blue indicates land gain and red indicates land loss. Note the USGS data classification burned 
or flooded agriculture (formerly marsh) was reclassified as water, which decreases the percent land in some regions.
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In 2007, the USGS provided to the Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation (LPBF) the Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) files of the land loss data.  This data was the “unfiltered data” depicting 
complete land loss and not the smoothed (filtered) data set used for printing of land loss maps.   The 
USACE land loss data is posted as high resolution Adobe-pdf files on their website 
(http://www.mvn.usace.army.mil/ ).  The pdf files were carefully converted to GIS shape files by 
decomposing the pdf pixel colors and using the latitude and longitude tick marks posted on the 
maps (see Appendix D for a more complete explanation).  Having the two different land change 
data sets in GIS format allows for compilation of the data and new forms of analysis.  This work is 
progressing but two maps are presented here for general reference for the report.  Figure 2 is a 
composite map showing the seven time periods of land loss from both the USGS and the USACE.  
Figure 3 is the overall land loss as a percent change from 1932 to 2005 (post-Hurricane Katrina).  
Note that there are inherent mapping errors in the initial mapping and additional error introduced in 
the re-mapping and compilation of these data sets.  In some places, the map registration is clearly 
shifted slightly, and so these maps cannot be used for specific mapping. However, they are  
intended to show regional patterns of land change. 
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Evaluation of Risk - Hurricanes and Surge Maps 
Risk from natural hazards varies across the U.S. due to the local environment.  The West Coast has 
earthquakes.  The East Coast and the Gulf Coast have hurricane risk.  As can be seen in Figure 4, 
Louisiana has far lower risk from earthquakes than California due to the natural geologic conditions 
and due to the tendency for California populations to be located in high risk areas because of other 
benefits that coincide with these regions.  In general, these high-risk California cities were settled 
and prospered due to large valleys and natural harbors, which are a direct result of the active fault 
zones that pose the earthquake risk.  California primarily reduces risk through strong 
encouragement and enforcement of high construction standards for earthquake-resistant homes and 
buildings but also has a strong education system that teaches children the basics of earthquakes and 
how to understand and cope with this risk.  A recent popular publication by the California 
Earthquake Authority is titled “Putting Down Roots in Earthquake Country” and includes “The 
Seven Steps to Earthquake Safety”.  These practices are important risk mitigation models to 
consider for Louisiana (see below).  Education of flood risks in Louisiana should begin in 
elementary and high school curriculums.  Since extreme natural hazards are common on all U.S. 
coastlines, Louisiana can learn and improve upon programs such as in California and other coastal 
regions. 
 
California Building Standard Commission website 
http://www.bsc.ca.gov/apprvd_chngs/appStan.htm 
 
Examples of California earthquake education programs 
http://www.scec.org/education/ 
http://cse.ssl.berkeley.edu/SegwayEd/lessons/earthquake_country/5eqcountry.homepage.html 
 
Coastal Louisiana has natural hazards due to occasional severe weather along a flat, low-lying 
coast.  It is the low-lying delta coast which provides both the natural wetland resources that are a 
basis for the local communities but yet also underlie the natural hazards such as the risk posed from 
storm surge due to hurricanes.  Figure 5 is a USGS map of predicted hurricane landfalls over a 100 
year period.  Louisiana, the entire Gulf Coast and the East Coast have a high risk of hurricane 
landfall.  More intense hurricanes (like earthquakes) are less frequent but are more difficult to 
predict because they occur less often.  Based on the historical record, the USACE categorizes the 
storm surge from Hurricane Katrina as a 1 in 396 year event.  This is due to the combined 
characteristics of its intensity and physical size. By contrast, Hurricane Rita which had similar wind 
strengths is considered a 1 in 90 year storm surge event. Figure 6 illustrates the importance of the 
atmospheric pressure and size of the storm to estimate the surge potential.  The combined 
characteristics and resulting surge of Hurricane Katrina suggest is it a rare event and on average 
should only occur in this region once every 400 years. Smaller storms are much more likely to 
occur.  Long-term sustainability or resiliency of coastal residents and communities depends upon 
anticipating the effects of both the large, infrequent storms and the more common, smaller storms. 
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Figure 4: Seismic (Earthquake) Hazard Maps of Louisiana and California.  Maps are 
approximately the same scale.  Note the higher risk hazard and the areal extent of the 
hazard areas in California with the location of San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego 
within the highest risk areas. California addresses risk through high construction standards 
for earthquake resistant homes and buildings. (Source: USGS at 
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/regional/states/) 
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Figure 5: Expected Landfall of Hurricanes within a 100 year Time Period.  The number of 
hurricanes expected to occur during a 100 year period based on historical data—light blue 
area, 20 to 40; dark blue area, 40 to 60; red area, more than 60. Inset maps not to scale. 
Source: the National Atlas and the USGS  (Source: USGS 
http://www.usgs.gov/hazards/hurricanes/)  
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Figure 6: Graph of Gulf Coast Historical Hurricanes by Pressure and Size.  Historical 
tropical systems in Louisiana using storm central pressure and storm radius with overlay of 
general surge height that might be expected based on ADCIRC models.  These storm 
characteristics may be more effective to estimate the potential surge hazard rather than the 
wind speed only characterization of the Saffir-Simpson Scale.  Note that Hurricane Rita is 
considered approximately a 1 in 90 year event and Hurricane Katrina is considered a 1 in 
396 year event (Source: USACE, 2007 and  IPET, 2006 report with annotation added). 

 
Figure 7 gives the expected 1 in 4 chance (26%) that a 1 in 100 year event might affect an 
individual’s home for the duration of a typical home mortgage of 30 years.  Figure 7 only considers 
flood threat from a hurricane.  The actual chance of flooding is higher if you include other hazards, 
such as intense rainfall events or river flooding.  The Greater New Orleans region, the North Shore, 
and even Baton Rouge have experienced major flooding unrelated to hurricanes (for example, the 
Comite & Amite River floods in 1983).  This flooding is primarily is due to spring rain events such 
as the infamous May floods in New Orleans in the 1980’s and 1995.  These flood events were inside 
the levee system when the pump was overwhelmed.  Cities such as New Orleans and Morgan City 
are also under threat of flooding from the Mississippi and Atchafalaya Rivers.  On the North Shore 
of Lake Pontchartrain, there are no flood protection levees and flood events are typically due to rain 
events within the natural or manmade drainage systems (for instance, the Pearl River in 1979, 1980, 
and 1995).  These non-hurricane type rain events are additional risks that are not just additive to the 
hurricane risk (Figure 7) but actually may be more likely with the presence of a levee if adequate 
drainage is not incorporated into the overall flood protection system.  For this reason, pump 
capacity is essential and is included as a “Line of Defense” (see next section), and why elevating 
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homes is also important since it directly addresses flood water from whatever the source or cause 
(see non-structural discussion). 

 
Figure 7: Risk on a 30-year Mortgage from a 100-year Hurricane. The expected chance of 
flooding a home from a “100 year” hurricane event during the term of a typical home 
mortgage (30 years) is approximately 1 in 4 (26%).  The risk of flooding is higher if non-
hurricane causes of flooding are also considered.  Spring river flood events have occurred 
throughout the region and are not related to hurricane events.  South Louisiana 
homeowners should recognize all risk of flooding cannot be eliminated but flood risk can 
be greatly reduced with home elevation, because it addresses flooding from multiple 
causes (Source: http://www.mvn.usace.army.mil/). 

 
Ultimately, neither the State of Louisiana nor the USACE can eliminate all risk of flooding in south 
Louisiana.  Therefore, all coastal Louisiana residents need to understand their personal risk 
exposure and further reduce and prepare for possible flooding.  In many cases, the one action that 
can be done individually and addresses flood risk from multiple causes is home elevation.  For this 
reason and many others, it is strongly recommended that residential construction with slab 
foundations “on-grade” (on the ground), be discouraged or prohibited gulf-ward of the 1000 year 
storm surge flood extent (see non-structural discussion). 
 
Figures 8, 9, and 10 depict the preliminary LACPR modeling results for the statistical surge 
elevation of multiple storms and track for the return periods indicated.  The LACPR draft report and 
modeling results are still a draft and are under review.  Model results will likely change.  
Nevertheless, at this time, these maps best represent the gross patterns of surge for various hurricane 
tracks and characteristics.  The individual planning maps are within the LACPR Draft Technical 
Report released in March 2008 (USACE, 2008).  These composite maps were provided separately 
by the USACE personnel.  Note that along the entire coast, the peak of maximum surge does not 
occur at the same location as the most inland movement of the surge flood.  Rather, there is a 
separation of the maximum surge from the most landward extent of surge.  This phenomenon of 
“detached peak surge” is a reflection of the resistance of the coast to surge which reduces the surge 
elevation as it moves inland.  This pattern of surge is generally beneficial for Louisiana because 
levee alignments further inland may not encounter the maximum surge.  Coastal restoration for 
flood protection that is, the natural Lines of Defense, is recommended within the area gulf-ward of 
the levee alignments to sustain or enhance this detachment of the surge. 
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Figure 8: Preliminary composite map of the Statistical Maximum surge for numerous 
hurricane tracks and hurricanes representing a 50-year return period.  Individual planning 
unit maps are within the USACE’s LACPR Draft Technical Report (USACE, 2008).  Note 
the pattern of “detached peak surge.” 

 
Figure 9: Preliminary composite map of the Statistical Maximum surge for numerous 
hurricane tracks and hurricanes representing a 100-year return period.  Individual planning 
unit maps are within the USACE’s LACPR Draft Technical Report (USACE, 2008).  Note 
the pattern of “detached peak surge.” 
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Figure 10: Preliminary composite map of the Statistical Maximum surge for numerous 
hurricane tracks and hurricanes representing a 500-year return period.  Individual planning 
unit maps are within the USACE’s LACPR Draft Technical Report (USACE, 2008).  Note 
the pattern of “detached peak surge.” 

 
The proposed levee alignments are intended to provide, in conjunction with the coastal lines of 
defense, either 100 year or 400 year level of hurricane flood protection. This arrangement follows 
the Louisiana’s Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast .  The 100 year level has 
institutional and historical significance under USACE authorities or under FEMA coastal 
regulations and insurance.  The 400 year level is less well defined scientifically due to the 
infrequency of these extreme storm events.  Some level of protection greater than 100 year is 
appropriate for areas of higher density of population or assets, such as major metropolitan areas.  
Therefore, the higher level of protection should ultimately be equated to the long-term viability of 
these metropolitan areas and should be linked to benchmarks, such as the expected frequency to 
evacuate or related interruptions to commerce.  We suggest that in the future, a city such as New 
Orleans should not need to require an evacuation more than once in ten years. 
 
This report does not analyze or describe recommendations regarding the design, construction, or 
maintenance of engineered flood protection features, such as levees or flood walls, which is an 
extremely significant subject.  The inadequacies of these structures were in large part a cause for the 
catastrophic events of Hurricane Katrina in Louisiana.  This subject has been extensively analyzed 
in several post-Hurricane Katrina efforts with highly credible professionals.  The lessons learned 
and all the newest science and engineering must be used for new and old levees or other engineered 
flood protection.  Some key references to analyses of levee failures from Hurricane Katrina: 
 
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) and University of California at Berkeley, 2005, 
(November). Preliminary Report on the performance of the New Orleans Levee Systems in 
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Hurricane Katrina on August 29, 2005. Report No. UCB/CITRIS – 05/01. Ver 1.2. Accessed 
September 20, 2006: http://www.asce.org/files/pdf/katrina/teamdatareport1121.pdf 
 
Independent Levee Investigation Team (ILIT), 2006 (July), Investigation of the performance of the 
New Orleans flood protection systems in Hurricane Katrina on August 29, 2005. Final Report. 
Accessed September 20, 2006: http://www.ce.berkeley.edu/~new_orleans/ 
 
LA Department of Transportation and Development, 2007, ‘Team Louisiana’: final Report- The 
Failure of the New Orleans Levee system During Hurricane Katrina see 
http://www.dotd.louisiana.gov/administration/teamlouisiana/ 
 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Interagency Performance Evaluation Task Force 
(IPET), 2005 (December), Summary of field observations relevant to flood protection in 
New Orleans, LA. Interim report to Task Force Guardian. New Orleans Hurricane Protection 
Projects Data. Accessed September 20, 2006: https://ipet.wes.army.mil/NOHPP/_Post-  
Katrina/(IPET)%20Interagency%20Performance%20Evaluation%20TaskFo 
rce/Reports/ASCE_NSF%20Report%20Assessment_%20IPET_120505.pdf# 
search=%22.%20Summary%20of%20Field%20Observations%20Relevant% 
20to%20Flood%20Protection%20in%20New%20Orleans%22 
 
---. 2006a (January), Performance evaluation plan and interim status, report 1 of a series, 
performance evaluation of the New Orleans and Southeast Louisiana Hurricane Protection System, 
draft final report. New Orleans Hurricane Protection Projects Data. Accessed September 20, 2006: 
https://ipet.wes.army.mil/ (Folder Post-Katrina/(IPET) Interagency Performance 
Evaluation Taskforce/Reports/IPET Report 1.pdf) 
 
---. 2006b (March), Performance evaluation status and interim results, report 2 of a series, 
performance evaluation of the New Orleans and Southeast Louisiana Hurricane Protection System 
New Orleans Hurricane Protection Projects Data. Accessed September 20, 2006: 
https://ipet.wes.army.mil/ (Folder Post-Katrina/(IPET) Interagency Performance Evaluation 
Taskforce/Reports/IPET Report 2) 
 
2006c (June), Performance evaluation of the New Orleans and Southeast Louisiana Hurricane 
Protection System. Draft Final Report of the Interagency Performance Evaluation Task Force. New 
Orleans Hurricane Protection Projects Data, Accessed September 20, 2006: ttps://ipet.wes.army.mil/ 
(Folder Post- Katrina/(IPET) Interagency Performance Evaluation 
Taskforce/Reports/IPET Draft Final Report) 
 
Wooley, D. and Leonard Shabman, 2007, Decision-making Chronology for the Lake Pontchartrain 
& Vicinity Hurricane Protection project draft final report for the headquarters, U.S. Army 
 Corps of Engineers submitted to the Institute for Water Resources of the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers at http://www.iwr.usace.army.mil/inside/products/pub/hpdc/hpdc.cfm 
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Report Planning Process 
The Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation (LPBF) and the Coalition to Restore Coastal Louisiana 
(CRCL) formulated an assessment team to develop and promote the application of the Multiple 
Lines of Defense Strategy (MLODS), applying the best science and engineering to coastal 
restoration and flood protection.  The assessment team is composed of highly qualified coastal 
scientists and engineers.  This group is supplemented with additional expertise through universities 
and professional services.  In addition, three technical workshops were held in November 2007 to 
solicit input and critique the draft report.  Public comments that were solicited from August 2007 
until January 2008 are included in the current version of this report.  Comments will continue to be 
solicited to acquire the best information available and public input.       
 
LPBF and CRCL have made a long-term commitment to apply this strategy to their coastal 
programs.  This report is released as the “2008 Report (Version I)” but subsequent addenda or 
modifications may develop in 2008 and into the future.  Significant new and pertinent information 
will be developed or released, which may require additional data or sections in the report.  In order 
to incorporate public input and the best available science and engineering in this document, the 
report will be revised on a yearly basis or more frequently if the information acquired makes it 
necessary.   
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Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy 
 

Flood protection and preservation of coastal habitats are the two essential features of the coast 
needed to sustain the people, natural resources, and economy of south Louisiana.  These two broad 
features of the coast can primarily be addressed by a two-pronged strategy: (1) define and sustain 
Lines of Defense and (2) define and sustain Wetland Habitat Goals (Figure 1). 
 
The MLODS encompasses both natural and manmade features that reduce hurricane impacts.  The 
Wetland Habitat Goals define a gradient of wetland habitats and a corresponding salinity regime for 
surface waters of the coast.  Planning and management of the coast should be proactive in order to 
sustain both.  This is achievable because integration of the Lines of Defense and the Wetland 
Habitat Goals helps define the “where” and “how” of coastal restoration.  The “how” is 
conventional methods appropriately selected for each habitat type, such as marsh creation through 
dedicated or beneficial fill material, river reintroductions, reef construction, rock armoring, etc.  The 
“where” is focusing restoration on the geographic areas defined as “Lines of Defense.”  The 
objective of this strategy is to coordinate and prioritize these conventional methods of restoration of 
coastal habitats for restoration and flood protection.   
 
This report utilizes the MLODS and other sound science and engineering principles to define an 
ideal array of alternative Lines of Defense and statewide Wetland Habitat Goals. The report is 
geographically organized as in the Louisiana’s Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast 
and the United States Army Corps of Engineers’ (USACE) Louisiana Coastal Protection and 
Restoration Study (LACPR), which includes five planning units across the Louisiana coast (Figure 
11). 
 

 
Figure 11: Planning units used in this report are the same as those used in the Louisiana’s 
Comprehensive Plan for a Sustainable Coast and the USACE development of the LACPR 
Study. 

 
Perhaps the most practical aspect of the MLODS is that it selects restoration projects which provide 
both direct ecologic and flood protection benefits.  All restoration projects recommended here 
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should provide two benefits-for-the-price of one.  For the cost of restoration, some sustainable 
threshold of the coast is to be achieved while providing the critical landscape features with the most 
flood protection benefit.  For example, the total marsh creation acreage proposed in the plan is 
approximately 98,000 acres (153 square miles), which are strategically located on critical lines of 
defense as marsh buffers.  This represents just 7.3% of the historical land loss of the coast.  
Nevertheless, the cost to construct 98,000 acres by pumping sediment will be at least $2.6 billion, 
which is all the more reason to be selective and strive to achieve the dual benefits.  This is a 
significant challenge but is entirely achievable for the target date of completion of 2025 when the 
USACE has proposed completion of the higher LACPR level of flood protection for south 
Louisiana.   
 
Similarly, diversions are strategically placed to sustain the marsh creation projects on these land 
bridges, wherever feasible, so that re-occurring expenses for marsh creation are minimized.  Indeed, 
all the proposed elements are interconnected.  Most projects could function alone, but the goal here 
is to maximize the benefits with as little investment as possible.  It is anticipated that a future report 
will be released by this team detailing costs and priorities.  Ultimately, life cycle economics of the 
projects and regional economy will determine the level of sustainability.  Future work by this team 
may assist with this type of analysis, but, at this time, it is imperative to move toward 
implementation with priority projects. 
 
 It is important to clarify that this report is not intended to include all possible environmental 
restoration efforts for the coast; rather, it only recommends the critical measures to restore and 
sustain the coastal features which most appropriately compliment the flood protection system for 
target levels of flood protection.  The report is not a complete environmental restoration plan.  It is 
intended to comprehensively describe a flood protection system for coastal Louisiana.  Because 
establishment of a flood protection system for the coast is the highest priority, the coastal 
restoration projects included here should, in general, be a higher priority than restoration without 
flood protection benefits. 

 

Sustainability 
In the United Nations’  “Brundtland Commission Report” (1987) and the United Nations Report 
(1987), sustainability is summarized in the following statement:  “States shall conserve and use the 
environment and natural resources for the benefit of present and future generations.”  The multi-
generational vision is essential to any definition of sustainability; however, in the modern world, 
achieving this vision requires mutual support from the natural system and human economies.  As it 
has been stated “there can be no conservation development without economic development”.  
Modern approaches to sustainability must recognize that we do NOT have dual independent 
systems composed of the “Environment" and “Development”; rather, we have one system.  When 
we describe Louisiana’s coast as a “working coast,” we are recognizing that our coast is so 
intermeshed ecologically, economically and socially that these aspects cannot be considered 
independently and, therefore, are co-dependent. 
 
Sustainability is NOT: 

• An entirely self-sustaining ecosystem excluding use of economic capital 
• An entirely self-sustaining economy excluding use of natural capital  
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Sustainability is a mutual exchange of natural and economic capital so that:  
• A fundamental system of human economy and culture is indefinitely supportable  
• A fundamental system of historic ecologic functions is indefinitely supportable     

 

 
 
The bottom-line is that the Louisiana coast, upon which the local culture and economy is dependent, 
cannot be made to be entirely self-sustaining.  The Louisiana barrier islands are naturally ephemeral 
and will likely require regular replenishments.  However, a large portion of our coastline could be 
self-sustaining, or sustainable with minimal investment.  It may be possible, by a short-term 
infusion of investment in wetland restoration and by limiting deliberate wetland destruction, that an 
acceptably low rate of wetland loss can be achieved.  
 
By contrast, the Dutch have developed a system of dikes and storm surge barriers that offers a great 
level of protection, but are situated directly on the interface with the sea.  This system is not self-
sustaining and requires annual large-scale investments in order to sustain the level of protection 
desired.  At any given point in time, there are great reaches of this system that are below standards.  
In the face of sea level rise and future uncertainties, these investments will have to continue to grow 
into the future.  The goal of this report is to make these types of re-occurring restoration costs in 
Louisiana sufficiently low so that the economy may economically justify these or other necessary 
investments, therefore, making the coast mutually sustainable with the coastal economy. 
 

Types of Lines of Defense   
One of the basic assumptions of Louisiana’s Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast  
is that a “Multiple Lines of Defense” strategy (MLODS) should guide flood protection decisions 
(CPRA 2007).  The eleven types of Lines of Defense are listed below in the order derived from the 
relative physical location to each other, moving inland from the Gulf of Mexico.  The order is not 
intended to indicate the relative significance, but simply the relative physical position (Figure 12).  
 
The Lines of Defense include natural landscape features, such as the offshore shelf, barrier islands, 
sounds, marsh land bridges, and natural ridges, as well as artificial features like levees and 
floodgates, that affect the propagation, storage, enhancement, and attenuation of storm surge and 
also affect wave impact.  The wetlands’ capacity to reduce storm impact is a service naturally 
provided by the indigenous characteristics of these coastal habitats.  Future restoration and 

The proposed criteria for sustainability for coastal Louisiana as stated by the CRCL and 
adopted here is “A state of the wetlands, waters, and barrier shorelines of coastal 
Louisiana that achieves and maintains a dynamic and productive synergy of ecologic, 
economic and social capacities that are resilient*, adaptive**, and transformable*** to 
meet the needs of future generations with a minimal reliance on human intervention.” 
 
*Resilience – the capacity of a system to absorb disturbance and reorganize while 
undergoing change so as to still retain essentially the same function, structure, identity 
and feedbacks. 
**Adaptability – the capacity of natural processes in the system to influence resilience. 
***Transformability – the capacity to create a fundamentally new system when 
ecological, economical or social structures make the existing system untenable.  
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management of these natural Lines of Defense should expand or accentuate this service without 
compromising other services typically provided by these habitats.  Wetland benefits have been well 
documented and include, at least, water quality enhancement, carbon sequestration, fisheries 
enhancement, aesthetic values, waterfowl habitat, rare and endangered species, etc.  Many of these 
benefits extend well beyond the coastal zone.  This report focuses on the flood protection benefit of 
wetlands but does not intend to undervalue these other services.   
 

 
Without Surge 

 
With Surge 

 
Figure 12: The Lines of Defense profile illustration is a diagrammatic profile of the 
general coast of south Louisiana, indicating the eleven types of Lines of Defense. Lines of 
Defense are natural or manmade features that contribute to the abatement of storm damage 
by reducing storm surge.  One through five are natural landscape Lines of Defense.  Six 
through eleven are manmade Lines of Defense, which may, through design or incidentally, 
provide a measure of reduction in storm damage.  All eleven Lines of Defense may be 
influenced by human activities.  Note that elevated homes are recommended both outside 
and inside levees. 

 
Elevating businesses and homes as a Line of Defense should be applied both inside and outside 
levees.  Even after Hurricane Katrina, not all areas of the coast have adjusted their approaches to 
implementing home elevation for new homes or existing homes.  Base flood elevations required by 
FEMA are often not an acceptable minimum elevation for adequate protection of homes.  FEMA 
base flood elevations have risen in the past and will continue to rise in the future.  The standardized 
formulas do not consider all variables that might affect vulnerability to surge over time.  Too often, 
home elevation is driven by local architectural styles and not by the actual need for home elevation 
over the life cycle of the home.  Home elevation is the only Line of Defense which can be done 
individually (assuming homeowners have the financial assets to do so).  Because home elevating 
can be done individually and can be implemented in months, this option is the most immediately 
implementable Line of Defense. Home elevation and subsidized home elevation programs are 
essential to the sustainability of our coast and are strongly recommended throughout this report.  
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The MLODS involves management of the hydrology of the coast under two fundamentally different 
meteorological conditions, that is, “fair weather” and “hurricane.”  In fair weather, normal rainfall, 
tidal, and riverine processes are operative.   During a hurricane, the coastal hydrology is dominated 
by surge effects and often higher rainfall amounts.  Under the MLODS, the fair weather conditions 
are directly related to the habitat goals that are the result of fresh and saltwater inputs producing the 
estuarine gradient.  Fair weather conditions can be reliably modeled regionally.  Under hurricane 
conditions, the MLODS will achieve the recommended levels of protection (either 100 year or 400 
year).  The assessment of surge can be modeled with advanced modeling programs such as 
Advanced Circulation (ADCIRC) modeling, but with significant caveats.  The effect of wetlands or 
other natural coastal features to modify surge is not well understood and is not fully accounted for 
in typical ADCIRC models.  Nevertheless, the proposals here have been influenced by these 
models.  Additional modeling and additional research must continue on surge behavior in the 
Louisiana coast and should be considered a key element of an adaptive management approach as 
coastal projects are designed, constructed and operated.   
 
It is only in the past few years since Hurricanes Katrina and Rita that ADCIRC modeling, the 
primary surge model used by FEMA and the USACE, has been refined sufficiently to allow 
quantification of the effects of low-lying coastal terrain and vegetation on storm surge and waves.  
Much additional research is needed for further verification, but this information is now allowing us 
to begin to think about “accommodation” hurricane surge along the same lines as floodplain 
managers responsible for addressing river flooding.  The time frame is much shorter, of course, 
hours rather than weeks.  However, we can still think of diverting surge away from population 
centers into prepared storage areas where it will do less damage or threaten less critical or fragile 
infrastructure.  This “accommodation” of surge implies an integration of all elements of the 
landscape, whether natural, artificial or enhanced (restored) into the flood defense system.  This is 
the fundamental concept at the heart of the MLODS approach.   
 
Our long-term success to manage and accomodate storm surge on a subsiding coast ultimately 
depends upon restoring natural processes to build and maintain the deltaic landscape.  Planners hope 
to bring back a restored coastal landscape that works synergistically with necessary and compatible 
levees and floodwalls to increase flood protection reliability over the long-term.  They seek a 
landscape that, once restored, can become largely self-maintaining through reliance upon natural 
fluvial and wetland aggradation processes.   
 
A sustainable coastal landscape that works for people will include a full complement of the 
elements that are identified as “Lines of Defense.” These elements can only be maintained in a 
healthy and flood-protection stance if the necessary river diversions and other marsh building 
projects begin to operate on that landscape at the scale required, either continuously or at suitable 
intervals, to achieve sustainability.  Further, we recognize that if portions of estuaries are artificially 
severed from tidal processes by levee alignments, the estuary and its wetlands are damaged no less 
than when isolated from river influence and can no longer survive.  
 

Importance of Wetland Habitat Goals 
The Wetland Habitat Goals span from fresh to saline habitats and represent a gradient of habitat 
types from inland freshwater habitats to the Gulf of Mexico.  Related to the habitat gradient, salinity 
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also varies across the estuary from fresh to seawater.  More than any other variable, salinity 
determines the basic wetland habitat type in south Louisiana (i.e., fresh, intermediate, brackish or 
saline).  The wetland habitat types are mapped by the vegetative cover, but they also strongly reflect 
the land-animal and aquatic life present.  The wetland habitat types (or goals), therefore, define the 
natural resources of the landscape, including much of its economic potential.  Because the 
biological resources can be strongly influenced by salinity and salinity can be manipulated with 
human intervention, the control of the estuarine salinity gradient of the coast should be a primary 
management goal and not a random result nor simply the incidental result of a restoration project.  
 

The five target Wetland Habitat Types are: 
 

Swamp (0-3 ppt salinity) 
 
  Fresh Marsh (0-3 ppt salinity) 
 

Intermediate Marsh (2-8 ppt salinity) 
 

Brackish Marsh (4-18 ppt salinity) 
 

Salt Marsh & Barrier Islands (8-29 ppt salinity) 
 

(Note: Figure 13 does not distinguish between swamp and fresh marsh.  Goals for maritime 
ridges are also shown where ridge restoration is recommended by this report.)    

 

  Wetland Habitat Goals are essential for Louisiana’s coastal planning because they: 
 

1. Set a target for a sustainable estuary.  Clear and measurable targets are increasingly recognized as 
a fundamental first step in any planning and restoration program. 

 
2. Force the hydrologic integration of separate coastal projects, including levees, flood gates, river 

diversions, and marsh creation. 
 

3. Forecast the natural resource allocation expected for resource users in areas including fisheries 
and forestry.  This allows the state and commercial stakeholders to properly plan for resource use; 
for example, crawfishers or oysterfishers know where crawfish and oysters are to be located for 
future harvests with restoration. 

 
4. Optimize use of funding, including fisheries management programs and coastal restoration 

programs.  For example, the Louisiana Departments of Natural Resources and Wildlife and 
Fisheries can work much more effectively toward enhancing shrimp and oyster fisheries. 

 
5. Shift the estuary toward a more natural and historic riverine system 

 
6. Define areas where levees and freshwater habitat overlap, which can be targeted for restoration of 

cypress swamp buffers 
 
Table 1: Wetland Habitat Goals 
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Geographic definition (mapping) of wetland habitats distribution is necessary for restoration and 
management.  Table 1 lists the benefits of the Wetland Habitat Goals and Figure 13 depicts the 
location of the Wetland Habitat Goals along coastal Louisiana. (Note: Goals for maritime ridges are 
also shown where ridge restoration is recommended by this report).  Figure 14 is a 1997 map of 
existing wetland habitats.  The habitat goals map (Figure 13) defines the proposed future 
distribution of five basic coastal habitats and, therefore, potentially defines the natural resources to 
be derived from the coast when the goals are realized.  The habitat map represents an average, long-
term target around normal seasonal variations defining an estuarine gradient for the future 
hydrology of the coast.  If all projects are forced to be designed to conform to this common vision 
of the hydrology, it assures that all projects will work in concert and result in a desirable estuarine 
gradient.  Defining habitat goals is a method to minimize unintended hydrologic consequences of 
projects that include things such as levee alignments or flood gates.   
 
It is recommended, but not required, that the distribution of the Wetland Habitat Goals is primarily 
based on consideration of a historical baseline and what is biologically and physically achievable 
with restoration, considering the already collapsed condition of the Louisiana coast.  The overriding 
goal of development of the Wetland Habitat Goals is stabilization of land change and sustainability 
of the regional estuaries that compose coastal Louisiana.  Ultimately, this goal may only be 
economically feasible through high organic productivity and efficient riverine sediment importation, 
which suggests allowing the estuaries to function as naturally as possible.   
 
Figure 13 is the proposed Wetland Habitat Goals map for the Louisiana coast.  This map is strongly 
influenced by reconstruction of habitats based on historical habitat data circa 1890 to 1932. The 
distribution reflects a more natural influence of overbank discharge by the Atchafalaya and 
Mississippi Rivers, resulting in the rivers being enveloped by fresh habitat.  The intervening areas 
of Terrebonne Bay and St. Bernard Parish have more saline habitats, which is consistent with the 
historically inactive deltaic influence and less riverine influence.  The historical reconstructions are 
based on historical documentation such as maps of oyster reefs and forest types in coastal Louisiana 
(Gunter, 1952; Wicker, 1979; Rossen et al., 1988; O’Neil, 1949; La. Board of Commissioners, 
1912).    
 
The Wetland Habitat Goals are the desired future habitat distribution proposed in this plan.  This 
habitat distribution was selected because it complements other restoration proposals and represents 
potentially sustainable conditions for the coast.  The wetland habitat distribution, in general, also 
corresponds to the historic distribution of habitats around 1900 before significant alteration by 
humans.  One exception is in the area of Atchafalaya and Vermilion Bays where the habitat goals 
are fresher than the historic 1900 conditions.  The post-1900 freshening in Atchafalaya Bay is due 
to the increase in discharge through the Atchafalaya River, starting as early as 1840 when logjams 
were cleared from the Atchafalaya River (Lopez, 2003).  Vermilion Bay has seen an increase in 
freshwater due to the degradation and removal of large-scale oyster reefs which historically blocked 
the influence of the Atchafalaya River from entering East Cote Blanche Bay.  Many of the wetlands 
in this area are experiencing the lowest rates of wetland loss across the coast due to the influence of 
freshwater and sediment of the Atchafalaya River.  Because it is desirable to continue the land 
building of the active deltas, which also contribute to the western shore’s mud stream, it is not 
considered desirable to re-establish the more saline conditions of 1900 in this area of the coast.  The 
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input of sediments into this area and land-building is a Line of Defense for coastal communities in 
this region.  The need for protection for these communities along Highway 90, such as Franklin and 
Jeanerette, is justified.  USACE (2006) reported the modeled storm still-water surge of 36 to 40 feet 
in this area along the GIWW alignment for a severe Category 5 storm (Table 2).  Although the 
GIWW alignment is not recommended, the recommended alignment is just 6.5 miles further inland 
and would still be subjected to high surge. Maintaining or expanding the coastal buffer here is 
paramount to protecting the Highway 90 corridor.  
 
Historical habitats, such as the cypress tupelo forests near Lake Maurepas (fresh habitat over 1,000 
years old), and the oyster barrier reefs, such as in the Biloxi Marsh and Atchafalaya Bay (brackish 
habitat at least 100 years old), are ancient, stable habitats that attest to the coast being more stable 
prior to the induced state of collapse by anthropogenic impact during the industrialization of the 
coast.  A goal of the strategy is to reduce the current instability of the coast by targeting the historic 
habitats and emulating the natural processes that sustained them. 
 
Comparison of the proposed levee alignments (Figure 21) to the Wetland Habitat Goals (Figure 
13) shows that most of the levees (77%) would have fresh habitat adjacent to them on the flood 
side.  This creates an opportunity to restore extensive cypress swamps adjacent to the levees and 
provide a significant measure of protection by dampening surge’s energy (waves and currents), 
thereby reducing the chance of damage to the levee (Figure 22).  This result is one of the natural 
outcomes of utilizing natural ridges for back levee alignments, recognizing that many of the ridges 
historically had fresh habitats adjacent to them.  All other levee alignments, which do not have fresh 
habitat adjacent, are located in areas of intermediate habitat.  In these areas, utilizing outfall 
management of storm water and treated wastewater may establish a cypress buffer that can provide 
significant additional protection benefit. None of the proposed levees are within brackish or saline 
marsh habitat goals where cypress trees will not grow. 
 
Freshwater introduction and management is included in each of the Planning Units, and these 
measures are intended to be the tools to achieve the habitat goals while also allowing occasional 
pulsing events.  Pulsing events may occur infrequently and may be opportunistic, such as diverting 
more water during a high water event on the Mississippi or Atchafalaya Rivers.  
 
An essential restoration objective is to maintain a salinity regime for the Wetland Habitat Goals and 
to promote the general health of the habitats, including high productivity and appropriate diversity.  
Once the habitat distribution is established and mutually accepted, a multitude of resources can 
focus on each of the habitat types, including both public and private restoration efforts and fisheries 
management.  Greater diligence should be devoted to habitats that are also identified as a Line of 
Defense.  
 
The recommended Wetland Habitat Goals have a reduced area of brackish and saline habitat.  This 
reflects historic conditions but is also consistent with the strong scientific consensus that the 
Louisiana coast should increase the riverine influence to achieve sustainability.  Fisheries will be re-
distributed, but not necessarily reduced.  The Caernarvon diversion has demonstrated that even 
though the oyster grounds were reduced in size, oyster productivity increased.  With more riverine 
influence and habitat goals which align restoration and management, the quality of habitat, in 
general, should increase all over the coast and fisheries should thrive. 
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Figure 13: Proposed Wetland Habitat Goals for Louisiana (Note swamp and fresh marsh are mapped together and goals for 
maritime ridges are also shown where ridge restoration is recommended by this report). 
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Figure 14: Existing Wetland Habitat Types of Coastal Louisiana, circa 2007 (Source: National Wetlands Research Center, 
LA DWF & LSU). 
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Wetland Habitat Goals should be public, stated goals but with minimal legal impediment for 
adaptive management. For example, impacts described under the National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA) should acknowledge that wetland habitats may change to the habitat goal but also that 
habitat goals might need to be changed in the future.  The state’s prerogative to change the habitat 
goals should not be impeded legally but be based on the best scientific information to select 
appropriate habitat goals to sustain the estuary and promote the Lines of Defense that provide flood 
protection.  This goal is consistent with the State Supreme Court reversal of the Avenal oyster law-
suit brought against the State of Louisiana due to operation of the Caernarvon diversion (below).   
 
“First, the right of the state to disperse fresh water from the Mississippi River over saltwater 
marshes in order to prevent coastal erosion is derived from a background principle of Louisiana 
law.” 

…. 
“We find that the implementation of the Caernarvon coastal diversion project fits precisely within 
the public trust doctrine. The public resource at issue is our very coastline, the loss of which is 
occurring at an alarming rate. The risks involved are not just environmental, but involve the 
health, safety, and welfare of our people, as coastal erosion removes an important barrier 
between large populations and ever- threatening hurricanes and storms. Left unchecked, it will 
result in the loss of the very land on which Louisianians reside and work, not to mention the loss 
of businesses that rely on the coastal region as a transportation infrastructure vital to the 
region's industry and commerce. The State simply cannot allow coastal erosion to continue; the 
redistribution of existing productive oyster beds to other areas must be tolerated under the public 
trust doctrine in furtherance of this goal.” 
 
Louisiana Supreme Court - 2003- C-3521 ALBERT J. AVENAL, JR., ET AL. v. THE STATE OF 
LOUISIANA AND THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
 
It is the lack of unity on habitat goals by state agencies in the past which has caused significant 
management problems of the estuary in southeast Louisiana.  The Avenal suit made this clear when 
one set of oyster lease claims considered (and rejected by the Supreme Court) was based on leases 
issued by the state not just after operation of the diversion began, but after the state was on notice of 
the oyster law suit.  Wetland Habitat Goals can and should be used to empower the State and its 
agencies with a single vision of  coastal resources.  
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Levee Alignments: Natural Ridges, Back Levees, Ring Levees 
A critical element in the MLODS is the use of natural ridges as both Lines of Defense and as 
residential/commercial corridors. Natural ridges have low slopes and are vegetated with indigenous 
trees, whereas man-made levees have steeper slopes and have grass vegetation.  Levee alignments 
that do not follow natural ridges invariably cut across basins and alter the natural hydrology.  Such 
trans-estuary levee alignments are antithetical to an estuary and will likely confound the best 
intentions and engineering.  Non-ridge levee alignments create serious engineering problems. The 
soft soil will have higher subsidence rates and, therefore, simultaneously weaken levees, increase 
costs, and require additional maintenance.  Trans-estuary levees will promote the same problems 
that we are now desperately trying to solve, that is, critical loss of wetlands.  Fortunately, the focus 
on ridges for development and protection in south Louisiana is the traditional pattern of land use 
(Figures 15 & 16).   
 

 
Figure 15: Profile illustration of typical development on  natural ridges in coastal 
Louisiana. This diagram is a conceptual profile view of elements of a ridge development 
corridor and an adjacent estuarine basin.  The back levee allows compatibility between the 
development corridor and an estuarine basin.  The estuary on the flood side is subject to 
storm surge, marine influence and elevated water levels from river diversions.  Elevated 
causeways may connect ridges by crossing the estuarine basin between ridges. Back levees 
do require management of drainage and will likely require pump stations. 

 
If one drives through south Louisiana, one finds that most highways are adjacent to a bayou with a 
continuous line of homes and businesses.  What may not be as obvious is that the road is on the 
elevated bank of the bayou which is surrounded by the lower lying marsh.  Although the difference 
in elevation between the ridge and the marsh may only be about 12 inches, the additional advantage 
of the soil foundation makes the ridges highly preferable for development.  Our ancestors 
recognized the natural advantages of ridges and, therefore, the bayou/ridge pattern of development 
dominates our coastal landscape.  This landscape legacy now affords us the opportunity to further 
utilize the advantages of natural ridges by building restoration and flood protection in concert with 
the ridge and basin landscape, utilizing back levee or ring levee alignments.   
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Traditional “back levees” near the outer edges of the ridges along developed corridors such as the 
Mississippi River, Bayou Lafourche, Bayou la Loutre, etc. are not just a pre-1900 cultural legacy. 
They are our own Louisiana style of “Smart Growth,” i.e. homes on high ground and wetlands on 
the low ground (Figure 17).   
 

 
Figure 16: Map illustration of relation of natural ridges to the estuary.  This diagram is a 
conceptual plan view of elements of a ridge development corridor and adjacent estuaries.  
The back levee allows compatibility between the development corridor and an estuarine 
basin.  Ring levees (segmented back levees) may be appropriate in sparsely populated 
areas or areas in need of direct water access. 

 
Definitions (as used in this report): 
 
 Natural ridges – ridges that have a naturally elevated land surface often vegetated with trees.  In 
Louisiana, these are typically derived in at least three ways: as natural levees from overbank flow 
of a river (bayou), as a chenier by longshore transport of sand, or as a former barrier island. 
 
Back levee – an artificial levee located on the wetland flank of a natural ridge designed to reduce 
flooding of the ridge by tides or storm surge. 
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Ring levee - levees that enclose a segment of a natural ridge, which would usually require flood 
gates to allow navigation and tidal flow though the bayou that may dissect the protected area 
enclosed by the levee. 
 

 
Figure 17: Examples of back levees in South Louisiana along Bayou Lafourche and the 
Mississippi River.  Both examples are relatively close to the ridge and have flanking 
wetlands.   The levee in Jefferson Parish is located off the ridge in an area that was 
historically low-lying wetlands prior to development, and it follows the lake shoreline 
rather than the ridge.   
 

The back levees are not just protecting the ridge-based assets but also allow for management of 
diversions within the wetlands to prevent backwater flooding, i.e. marsh water levels rising and 
moving into the adjacent developed uplands.  This issue is acutely problematic for the existing 
Davis Pond Diversion in St. Charles Parish.  Communities were allowed to develop in nearby 
wetlands and now are threatened by backwater flooding from Davis Pond.   Davis Pond is now 
severely limited in use because higher discharge will flood these communities (specifically 
Willowridge development).  The $135 million project generally is now operated at 10% of its 
capacity.  Extensive use of back levees with development on the ridges not only avoids this conflict 
but allows better flood protection and more effective restoration.  The post-construction 
improvements to the Davis Pond Diversion are expected to be completed in 2008 after which the 
structure may be able to run at full capacity. 
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Another important attribute of back levees along the Mississippi River is that the river is a potential 
source of sediment to build the levees, possibly reducing the sediment transportation costs.  Soils of 
ridges will compact and subside less and, therefore, reduce costs of levee construction, as well as 
reduce future investments for maintenance.  In addition, new levee alignments through wetlands 
will require expensive mitigation, adding to the total cost.  With ridge alignments, it is more likely 
that treated waste water and storm water can be diverted to adjacent wetlands to establish robust 
marsh and wetland forest buffers directly in front of back levees reducing municipal cost for 
wastewater treatment.    
 
Therefore, considering the natural landscape (ridges & basins) and the character of surge on the 
Louisiana coast, it is very advantageous for levees to flank natural ridges, i.e. back or ring levees. 
Wetlands should be located outside those levees to buffer surge.  Levees can directly protect people 
and assets on ridges. The surrounding basin and estuary reduce surge heights and surge energy, 
thereby reducing risk of damage to levees and providing a higher level of protection.  
 
The more coastal area that our levees envelope, the less area there is left for surge to be dispersed 
or attenuated.  Conversely, the smaller the areas behind levees, the more area is available to 
allow natural hydrology and estuarine wetlands to flourish.   
 
Louisiana’s Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast (State Master Plan) suggests that 
storage behind levees is desirable to address overtopping (CPRA, 2007, Appendix A page 31).  
However, this suggestion does not consider the tradeoff that an outer trans-estuary alignment will 
greatly increase surge height and, therefore, greatly increase the chance for overtopping and/or 
failure.  Nor does this suggestion address the issue of storing surge water inside the levees, meaning 
that another interior level of protection is required to protect assets that are also inside the levee.  
The USACE is currently constructing hurricane protection levees in New Orleans with an 
overtopping allowance rate of 0.1 cfs per linear foot.  This overtopping rate is minimal and the 
construction design does not take into account any greater rate of overtopping.  Since current levee 
construction in coastal Louisiana is restricted to 1 in 100 year, the risk of overtopping from a large 
event, such as a 1 in 400 year event is high.  Without overtopping protections, the risk of levee 
failures from any event greater than 1 in 100 year increases, thereby deeming the storage area inside 
the levee as much less effective in the event of a failure.  
 
Levees that cross basins also interrupt the natural hydrology of storm surge attenuation.  For 
example, the reported modeled surge levels generated for a levee constructed in Barataria Basin 
along the GIWW is 30 feet (USACE 2006). With a swamp alignment, which is essentially a back 
levee alignment, the 500 year surge levels are no more than 16 feet (USACE Plan Formulation 
Atlas, 2007).  The GIWW levee alignment cuts the areal extent of the estuary in half, but in so 
doing, nearly doubles the surge height at the levees.  Recent USACE modeling has also determined 
that storm surge from a 2,000 year storm event with a back levee alignment would not threaten 
communities northwest of Highway 90 (St. Charles and St. John the Baptist Parishes).  This reduces 
the need for large protection levees into the entire Barataria Basin (USACE Personnel 
Communication, 2007).  The GIWW alignment would require a much higher and much more 
expensive levee per mile.  The alternative back levees, though longer, would be much lower and 
cheaper to build and maintain per mile.  The protected areas behind back levees are long and 
narrow, which allows the protected area to be easily segmented into linear polders.  If there was a 
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failure or overtopping of the back levee, the extent of flooding could be limited by the judicious use 
of polders (see following discussion).    
 
Possibly most problematic is that an outer barrier levee such as a GIWW alignment in Barataria 
Basin would need to be built as high as 45 feet or more for a severe Category 5 storm (see Table 2, 
USACE, 2006).  This alignment would be an unprecedented levee for Louisiana and would retain 
significant uncertainty of its performance.  It would pose an enormous threat if failure of the levee 
occurred.  The release of a 30-foot wall of water by failure of the levee would damage the 
landscape, regional assets, and the levee itself.  It would also be a great life-threat to anyone 
remaining within the region.  An even greater problem occurs further west along the GIWW 
alignment near Atchafalaya Bay where the combined surge and wave height is 55 feet (Table 2), 
nearly equivalent to a 6-story building! 
 

Table 2: Modeled Surge Levels and Wave Heights for a GIWW Alignment (Alignment 
1). Table is from the USACE’s Preliminary Technical report for the LACPR project of 
reported still-water surge levels and wave heights for a GIWW alignment (Alignment 1) 
for an extreme Category 5 storm  (possibly as great as a “3000 year” event).  Locations 
39 through 46 are located along the GIWW alignment in Planning Unit 2.  Levees 
designed to not be overtopped would be required to be built in excess of 45 feet high 
(33 feet SWL & 12 feet for waves).   

 
Proposed trans-estuary levee alignments, such as the GIWW alignment in the Donaldsonville-
to-the Gulf project, are described as “leaky levees” with the suggestion that the levees will 
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allow the estuarine wetlands to remain healthy.  However, there is an abundance of scientific 
documentation of the detrimental effect of impounding wetlands or “structural management” 
(Sanzone and McElroy, 1998).  These effects include, at a minimum, reduction in sediment 
input, reduction of aquatic access for migratory species, alteration of the nutrient budget, 
increases in subsidence, and stranding of salt water leading to salt stress or plant mortality.  
Trans-estuary alignments interrupt natural distribution of sediment.  Sediment moving 
gulfward is impounded.  Sediment moving landward, such as deposition that may be triggered 
by a hurricane, is also interrupted (Turner, 2007).  Levees within the estuary may restrict 
deposition on both the flood and protected side of the levee.   
 
In Louisiana, there is a legacy of failed wetland reclamation in which estuarine-influenced 
wetlands were enclosed by levees.  Examples include Delta Farms, The Pen, Guste Island, 
East New Orleans, Big Mar, Avoca Island, and more.  The intent of these projects was to 
destroy the wetlands and create farmland, but they succeeded only in the destruction of 
wetlands. A particularly disturbing aspect of reclamation of wetlands in Louisiana is that, 
once the wetlands are brought under management, it seems very difficult to bring them back 
as estuarine wetlands.  Often this outcome is due to land subsidence, especially if these areas 
are operated under a pump system.  A casual look at a map of the Louisiana coast reveals 
many unnaturally “square lakes,” which were once wetlands. A large failed area of 
reclamation by levee impoundment is Avoca Island, which is now a lake (Figure 18).  
 

 
Figure 18: Example of the historic impoundment and consequent land loss of Avoca 
Island.  In the early 1900’s, the island was completely land and was used as a cattle ranch 
and farm.  The levee was deliberately breached to relieve stranded flood water from the 
1927 river flood, and the land never recovered, even though, for the past 80 years, the 
breach to Bayou Schaffer has remained open.  Land loss has continued, and a CWPPRA 
project and beneficial-use projects have been authorized. Beneficial use of dredge material 
has rebuilt some land in the southern portion of the lake. 

 
Marsh impoundments for the specific purpose of wetland management may be marginally 
successful, but often, over extended periods, they can be detrimental and, therefore, should be 
considered a measure of last resort to sustain emergent wetlands.  In southwest Louisiana, 
numerous impoundments are managed, but often not for optimum wetland management.  For 
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example many impoundments are managed for waterfowl for duck hunting.  Management for 
ducks is a poor proxy for management of a marsh and may conflict with marsh restoration.  
Therefore, we suggest the reverse approach.  Management for wetland productivity should be 
used as a proxy for waterfowl management.  Although not often discussed, marsh 
management dikes are used to restrict access to private lands, and therefore may perpetuate 
impoundments even when other management might be pursued.  Private landowners may 
have the right to restrict access but it should be recognized that using impoundments can 
compromise the habitat.  Waterfowl management often attempts to maximize grass beds 
(SAV), which is sometimes at the expense of other wetland habitats.  This is not always the 
case.  Ducks Unlimited manages several marsh impoundments and specifically states the goal 
of expanding the emergent vegetation.  
 
A significant and common problem of impoundments, even when being used optimally for 
wetland productivity, is the stranding of saltwater from hurricanes or tropical storms.  Once 
salt water enters the impoundment, it is difficult to remove and may linger for years to the 
detriment of vegetation.   The USGS documented that wetland recovery in southeast 
Louisiana after Hurricane Katarina was much more rapid than in southwest Louisiana due to 
the stranding of saltwater in marsh impoundments (Steyer, 2008) 
 
These historic Louisiana examples are relatively small areas behind levees.  However, some 
of the new proposed levee alignments in Louisiana’s Comprehensive Master Plan for a 
Sustainable Coast (CPRA, 2007) could enclose as much as 2,000 square miles, placing at risk 
an area equal to the cumulative land loss for the entire state since 1932. Although the stated 
intention for these proposals is to maintain these wetlands and not destroy them as historical 
land reclamation, the disrupted physical and biological processes are the same.  That is, 
hydrologic exchange is severely modified with largely unknown consequences to the 
movement of water, sediment, and migrating aquatic species within and outside of the levee.   
 
The use of leaky levees, especially at the scale in some proposed alternatives, has a high 
degree of scientific uncertainty and would place large areas of Louisiana’s wetlands at risk. 
Even if a leaky levee could be designed to reproduce the equivalent tidal exchange, this 
design does not equate to equivalence in migration of estuarine organisms or sediment 
movement.  Modeling would also need to estimate the potential of the stranding of saltwater 
due to overtopping of a levee during a hurricane surge event.  If management cannot 
adequately address the stranding of saltwater, significant mortality of any freshwater 
vegetation within the levee could result.  Considering the historical wetland loss and the dire 
need for wetlands as a surge buffer, the risks posed by regional leaky levees is great and 
should be avoided.  Finally, if the 2000 square miles of wetlands are located behind the leaky 
levees, and even if these wetlands survive, there will be 2,000 square miles less wetlands to 
buffer a storm surge in front of our levees. 
 
Use of back levees or ring levees eliminates the need for “leaky levees”, and therefore, thousands of 
square miles of wetlands would not be placed at risk due to uncertain science and engineering of 
“leaky levee” design and operation.   
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One of the suggested weaknesses of back levee alignments is the potential to create a funneling 
effect of surge.  Although St. Bernard Parish residents were well aware of the funneling effect near 
the MRGO (USACE, 2000), it was not until after Hurricane Katrina that the general public became 
acutely aware of this problem.  Funnels can be any elevated features on the landscape that can focus 
surge into local areas and elevate surge higher than if the features were not present.  Funnels are 
often formed from levees with an angular geometry with the open end facing the potential direction 
of surge.  The infamous MRGO funnel is defined by the levees of the MRGO and GIWW, which 
face Lake Borgne.  When considering levee alignments, local funneling geometries were avoided 
wherever possible.  The back levee alignments proposed in places create regional angular 
alignments, but this scenario is often with the benefit of a large basin to accommodate surge.  In 
addition, where the natural ridge and back levee alignments might create a funneling effect, surge 
spillways may be proposed to allow surge build-up against levees to be distributed across the ridge.   
 
Back levees need to be carefully assessed for geotechnical properties.  Because they are located 
near the boundary from ridge soils to wetland soils, it is possible that thin porous layers may extend 
across the levee alignment.  This arrangement could allow piping of flood water and weakening of 
the levee.  Sufficient geotechnical boring and engineering must assure that this will not happen on 
back levees or any other levees in coastal Louisiana. 
 

Implementation Criteria for Urban Polders 
The definition of a polder varies, but generally, definitions refer to a low-lying region completely 
enclosed by a levee designed to prevent water from the flood side from entering the protected side 
of the levee.  This design often refers to polders for agricultural purposes, such as “land 
reclamation” of wetlands or of the sea. The often cited Dutch example refers to the land reclamation 
polders that encompass over half of the Netherlands.   
 
In the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, the use of polders within heavily urbanized municipalities 
has been heavily discussed and is hereby referred to as urban polders. The “Bring New Orleans 
Back Infrastructure Committee -Levees and Flood Protection Sub-Committee” has proposed a 
specific plan of polders or polder-enhancement throughout the New Orleans area (BNOBC, January 
2006 report; see Figures 19 and 20).  These polders would be pseudo-levees (such as train 
foundations) or other hydrologic barriers that compartmentalize the city with various in situ barriers 
inside the existing regional flood protection levee system. That is, these compartments would be 
polders within a “big polder,” i.e., the Lake Pontchartrain and Vicinities flood protection system.  
Some have suggested that the “urban polder, should be included as the 12th type of Line of Defense 
for coastal Louisiana.   
 
The great attraction of the urban polder is analogous to a submarine or ship, which has many cabins 
that can be isolated with hatches.  If the submarine springs a leak, the flooding can be isolated to a 
section of the submarine. The submarine may survive, and even all the crew may survive if they 
escape the flooded compartment.  In the situation of New Orleans, urban polders have the potential 
to raise flood protection levels for some sections of the city but potentially at the expense of 
lowering flood protection levels for other sections of the city.  Some have lightly referred to polders 
as “You flood and I don’t,” but it may be said as “You flood worse, and I don’t,”  The use of urban 
polders is complex both hydrologically and socially and, therefore, requires careful consideration.   
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The hydrologic issue for urban polders is what modelers refer to as water storage.  Storage is simply 
the available space for flood water to occupy during a flood.  Storage is basically determined by the 
three sides of the container.  The top boundary is the water level during the flood event, the bottom 
is the land surface, and the sides are lateral access of water to move into the area such as through 
overtopping or through a breach.  Polders reduce storage capacity laterally by placing internal 
barriers in what otherwise has free movement of water.  Reducing storage for storm surge, in 
general, has negative consequences.  Because the water volume of surge is basically constant, 
lateral reductions in surge storage usually means that water is forced to go higher and may increase 
the damage to the flooded area. 
 
In New Orleans, a 100 year flood protection system is being built along the Lake Pontchartrain 
lakefront.  For a 100 year event, the designed levee height will allow a minimal rate of overtopping, 
and for larger storms and surges, the rate of overtopping is greater.  The flood maps released by the 
USACE in 2006 illustrate flood levels throughout the city.  Their assumption is that overtopping 
water enters at a certain rate and that the water is dispersed under existing conditions within the 
city, which provides wide access for water to move.  Water might also enter through a breach in the 
flood protection system as happened in several locations during Hurricane Katrina.  Even with 
several massive breaches from Hurricane Katrina, it required three days for the city to flood because 
of the widespread storage of water, which eventually flooded 80% of the city (IPET, 2006).   
 
The critical fact that cannot be overlooked regarding polders in New Orleans is that, during the time 
that the city was flooding , Lake Pontchartrain was draining through its massive passes (Chef and 
The Rigolets), which resulted in lowering of the lake water level as the city was being flooded.  
When flooding stopped by reaching equilibrium, it was due to the rising water level in the city 
matching the lowered water level in Lake Pontchartrain.  During those three days, water moved 
laterally through 80% of the city.  If the city had been effectively compartmentalized with polders 
so that the water could only access 40% (rather than 80%), the water in the flooded polders would 
have risen more quickly and higher because the lake level would not have had the same time to 
lower by natural draining.  In this scenario, the USACE current estimates of flooding in the city 
would change with some sections of city formerly shown as flooded becoming dry and other areas 
flooded to higher levels.  This scenario could be significant enough to require changes to the current 
USACE assessment of the flood protection level provided by the Lake Pontchartrain and Vicinities 
flood protection system.     
 
Urban polders can create acute trade-offs of one person’s enhanced flood protection being partially 
provided by another person’s reduction in flood protection.  This situation is one aspect of urban 
polders that may create very challenging social decisions.  The development of New Orleans has 
resulted in some coincidental and imperfect compartmentalization of the city (Figure 19).   Figure 
20 is proposed new or enhanced urban polders (compartments) by the Bring New Orleans Back 
Committee.  The proposed compartments are significantly smaller than the existing ones.   It is easy 
to visualize that these proposed polders would fill more quickly and that the flood levels would be 
higher in the flooded polders. A first step toward implementation of any proposed polders should be 
rigorous modeling of the hydrology under various storm surges, polder geometries, and outer levee 
alignments (Lake Pontchartrain and Vicinities and potential LACPR alignments).  
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Figure 19: Generalized existing incidental polders (bowls) in New Orleans as described by 
the Bring New Orleans Back Infrastructure Committee Levees and Flood Protection Sub-
Committee (January 2006).  Note: Original figure has mislabeled London Avenue (Street) 
and other features. 

 
Figure 20: Proposed additional “urban  polders” in New Orleans as described by the Bring 
New Orleans Back Infrastructure Committee Levees and  Flood Protection Sub-Committee 
(January 2006). These additional polders are not recommended until further investigation 
(see discussion). 
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The social aspects and implementation of urban polders needs careful consideration.  At first 
consideration, urban polders seem consistent with the MLODS, which promotes the use of multiple 
layers of protection and utilizes attempts to maximize use of varying types of protections, e.g., 
levees and coastal features.  However, the MLODS is intended to be orchestrated around a regional 
flood protection system.  It was the lack of a cohesive flood protection assessment or vision which 
greatly contributed to the catastrophic failure of the flood protection during Hurricane Katrina 
(USACE – IPET report, 2006 and 2007).  The Hurricane Protection Chronology Report describes 
the forces tending to fragment the flood protection system over several decades (Wooley and 
Shabman, 2007).  Since Hurricane Katrina, great emphasis has appropriately been placed on 
regionalizing the engineering, science, and implementation of future flood protection in south 
Louisiana.  The regionalization of levee boards is intended to overcome the negative aspects of 
parochialism.  Polders may greatly enhance parochialism and create inequity in flood protection 
even in spite of administrative changes because the general public who vote and pay taxes may 
view their flood protection needs locally rather than regionally.  Urban polders can just as easily 
divide the people as it may divide the flood.  Urban polders may have consequences even without a 
flood event, such as on property values within varying polders, which are perceived as good or bad 
polders. 
 
Non-structural “Lines of Defense”, such as home elevating, may be applied very locally and is very 
parochial.  However, elevating on piers or pilings does not increase the risk of flooding for others.  
Raising home elevations on soil foundation within a floodplain DOES increase the risk of flooding 
of others.  The reduction of storage capacity within an un-impounded floodplain, as experienced 
from any fill placement, is a well established concept and for that very reason, there are laws or 
restrictions to address the negative aspects of fill in a floodplain.  Polders that prevent internal water 
storage capacity have the same effect on the surge as if the polder were entirely filled.   In this 
respect, polders are analogous to “fill in a floodplain”. Scientific or hydrodynamic data analyzing 
the impacts of polders within a levee must be conducted to begin a dialogue on the use of urban 
polders because they effectively reduce floodplain storage within a “protected” area.   
 
The MLODS, as proposed by Lopez (2006) and as utilized here, also focuses on the regional flood 
protection system.  Because urban polders tend to be antithetical to a regional flood protection 
system, it is not considered a Line of Defense contributing to the regional system.  The flood 
protection levels proposed are intended to be the net result of the integration of the Lines of Defense 
without the use of polders.  Polders may be used to increase flood protection or create redundancy 
beyond the regional standard as long as areas with reduced flood protection are somehow 
compensated or mitigated. Basically, several steps are suggested to move forward with urban polder 
implementation: 
 

1. Hydrologic modeling and assessment of consequences for large-scale rain events and 
hurricane conditions. 

2. Thorough vetting and dissemination to the affected public. 
3. Consistency or compatibility to the regional flood protection system determined 
4. Determination of no net reduction on flood protection to all proposed polders or mitigate 

those risk reductions. 
5. Ultimate determination of the use of urban polders should not take priority over elements of 

a regional flood protection system and should be determined by elections in the effected 
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municipality approved by the Flood Protection Authority and the Coastal Protection and 
Restoration Authority (CPRA) 

 

Structural Protection Features 
Figures 21 and 22 depict the recommended levees and coastal restoration throughout coastal 
Louisiana (see individual Planning Unit maps and tables for more detail).  Note that there is 
no single barrier levee across the coast.  Instead, the regional levee alignments are interrupted 
by landward extending basins, allowing for maximum storage and attenuation of surge by 
both the areal extent and distribution of natural landscape features.  The longest alignment 
east to west is about 50 miles long (New Orleans and Franklin area). The proposed alignments 
do have large scale V-shapes that can focus or funnel surge near the coast, but these re-
entrants penetrate deeply into the coast (40 to 60 miles) so that surge should be diminished 
(Pontchartrain, Barataria, Atchafalaya, and Mermentau Basins) by the time it reaches these 
levee geometries.  The geometry of these alignments largely mimics the natural landscape of 
the coast.  Note on Figures 21, 22, and 23 the location of restoration features around the 
levee protected areas of the coast in relation to population centers to serve as additional 
protection features within the comprehensive protection system. 
 
To offset the enhancement of surge by levees along these re-entrants, surge spillways are 
proposed (as being considered by the USACE for the LACPR) to disseminate the surge away 
from the levee system.  This proposal includes three spillways along the Mississippi River, 
one along Bayou Lafourche, and two east and west of Morgan City.  The spillways need to be 
carefully evaluated but should be seriously considered because they may offset the negative 
effect of levees to concentrate and amplify surge.  The spillway proposals also include the 
potential to divert high-discharge pulse events during infrequent high-river floods through the 
spillway structures.  One advantage of pulsing during a flood stage is that more sediment can 
be deposited in a shorter time period with a reduced long-term effect on salinities due to the 
much higher sediment concentration in river water during a flood event.  
 
The levee alignments generally follow current levee alignments and take advantage of 
existing foundations for levee improvement while minimizing the mitigation needed for new 
levee alignments.  Note that levees are tightly positioned around major municipalities and are 
generally on the perimeter of ridges or the upland-wetland interface where soil foundations 
are superior.  Nearly all wetlands and virtually all wetland restoration projects are outside of 
any levee system.  This arrangement allows for the highest chance of survival for estuarine 
wetlands and assures that any investment in restoration is part of the coastal buffer which is 
outside the levees.  Therefore, all restoration provides both ecologic and flood protection 
benefits.   
 

Coastal Restoration Features 
Most of the proposed restoration measures in this report have been vetted through prior 
planning efforts and are included in Coast 2050 or the Louisiana’s Comprehensive Master 
Plan for a Sustainable Coast.  The report includes restoration utilizing diversions, marsh 
creation, shoreline protection, barrier islands restoration, and oyster reef restoration (These 
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are described in more detail in the individual Planning Unit sections).  Marsh management is 
avoided in all estuarine-influenced areas of the coast.  Modest large-scale marsh management 
is necessary in the Chenier Plain to restore the historical hydrology and extent of freshwater 
marsh until long-term projects can address the intrusion of saltwater into the freshwater 
marshes.   
 
Perhaps the most practical aspect of the MLODS is that it selects restoration projects which provide 
both direct ecologic and flood protection benefits.  All restoration projects recommended here 
should provide two benefits-for-the-price of one.  For the cost of restoration, some sustainable 
threshold of the coast is to be achieved, while providing the critical landscape features with the most 
flood protection benefit.  For example, the total marsh creation acreage proposed in the plan 
(Figure 24) is approximately 98,000 acres (153 square miles), which are strategically located on 
critical Lines of Defense as marsh buffers.  This acreage represents just 7.3% of the historical land 
loss of the coast.  Nevertheless, the cost to construct 98,000 acres by pumping sediment will be at 
least $2.6 billion, which is all the more reason to be selective and strive to achieve the dual benefits.  
This challenge is significant but is entirely achievable for the target date of completion of 2025 
when the USACE has proposed completion of the higher LACPR level of flood protection for south 
Louisiana.   
 
Diversions are strategically placed to sustain these protective land bridges and marsh creation 
projects wherever feasible so that re-occurring expenses for marsh creation are minimized.  
Indeed, all the proposed elements are interconnected.  Most projects could function alone, but 
the goal here is to maximize the benefits with as little investment as possible.   
 
The levee alignments are intended to be fully compatible with regular diversion flooding of 
the wetlands and also with more extreme pulsing events, which would raise water levels even 
higher.  In all, twenty-eight diversions, three spillway-type pulsing diversions, and three land-
building diversions are proposed. (This tabulation includes the Caernarvon and Davis Pond 
diversions, and the Wax Lake and Atchafalaya deltas.)  Typical spring discharge on the 
Mississippi River (below Old River Control Structure) is 600,000 to 700,000 cfs (Gagliano 
and van Beek, 1976).  The total spring-time capacity proposed for the diversions from the 
Mississippi River in this report is 436,050 cfs, which is roughly split east and west of the 
Mississippi River between Planning Units 1 and 2, but also discharge into Planning Unit 3a 
(Figure 24).  The excess discharge of 200,000 to 300,000 cfs will flow through the one 
proposed remaining open pass in the delta below Head of Passes, which is recommended to 
be Pass a Loutre for restoration and navigation purposes (see PU-1 - # 29). With the 
remaining flow through Pass a Loutre, it is possible that sediment will be re-worked into the 
adjacent Delta National Wildlife Refuge (NWR) and the Pass a Loutre Wildlife Management 
Area (WMA).  The total diverted discharge would be less than the informally suggested 
discharge availability for the river by the USACE (normal flow years as much as 525,000 
cfs).  The proposed discharge would also maintain at least 300,000 cfs flowing past New 
Orleans which is needed to prevent a salt water wedge from developing and contaminating the 
drinking water supply taken from the river (USFWS, 2006). 
 
Discharge through the Atchafalaya River is proposed to be modified in two ways.  It is 
recommended that a diversion with maximum design capacity of 140,000 cfs is constructed 
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into the Penchant Basin or Bayou Penchant (see PU-3b #10).  In addition, through outfall 
management, it is recommended that an additional 2,000 cfs discharge be directed westward 
down the GIWW into Planning Unit 4 (#17).  In the Atchafalaya River, during normal flow, 
approximately 10% of additional discharge would be diverted either east or west into 
wetlands for these two projects with the remaining discharge continuing to build the 
Atchafalaya and Wax Lake Deltas.   
 
In high flood stage years, the Mississippi River discharge is over 1,000,000 cfs.  The  
combined proposals of diversion and spillways could divert up to 1,300,000 cfs discharge into 
the wetlands and would probably only be limited by the anticipated discharge need to 
maintain Pass a Loutre.  In the Atchafalaya River, 100% of the discharge in a flood year 
would flow through diversion spillways or into the existing active deltas.   
 
It may be necessary to incorporate additional engineering elements to enhance the benefits of 
diversions or spillways.  One proposed concept is to emplace temporary inflatable weirs just 
downstream of a diversion.  The inflated weir will impede flow of water and sediment down 
river and enhance the potential for water and sediment to flow into the diversion.  Another 
concept is to construct small diversions with caissons jacked into the ground and below the 
river levee to access water flowing near the base of the river channel (inverted siphon).  This 
arrangement could reduce construction cost and capture coarser sediment from the river bed 
into the diverted water (Paul Kemp, pers. comm.).  Finally, it may be necessary to re-establish 
some of the historic sediment load in the Mississippi River to benefit upriver reservoirs, 
which are rapidly infilling with sediment and to enhance the introduction of sediment to the 
Louisiana coast.   
 
Restoration of natural ridges is limited to those ridges located at strategic locations that may 
mitigate or impede movement of surge water inland.  Four ridges are proposed for restoration.  
In some cases, this restoration is simply re-forestation.  Where soils need to be placed to 
rebuild elevation, borrow sites should not adversely affect wetlands.  Ridges restored with 
public funds should have conservation easements so that the ridge habitat is protected and can 
function as a buffer to storm surge. 
 
The habitat goals delineate the five traditional wetland habitat types in south Louisiana.  This 
includes brackish habitat that is associated with the salinity regime conducive to oyster 
growth.  The diversions and hydrologic modifications should be designed to re-establish this 
habitat objective.  However, in addition there are recommendations to restore traditional 
three-dimensional oyster reefs.  The loss of three-dimensional (barrier) reefs in Louisiana has 
contributed to the collapse of the coast.  The area of brackish habitat is intended to 
accommodate a vibrant commercial fishery and restoration of barrier reefs.   The barrier reefs 
may need to be augmented with hard stratum and should be placed in conservation to allow 
the reefs to fully develop into barrier reefs (possibly within state seed grounds).  Areas of the 
coast heavily dependent on oysters to stabilize the shoreline, such as Marsh Island, should 
also have appropriate protection for oyster reefs.  Mining of oyster shell material in critical 
oyster reefs or shoreline reaches should be severely limited.  In addition, the few surviving 
ancient oyster reefs along the coast should be protected from further degradation or dredging. 
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Old River Control Structure 
Under current legislation, the Atchafalaya River receives 30% of the Mississippi River 
discharge through the Old River Control Structure.  The proposed diversions do not seem to 
require a change to this discharge allocation.  Nevertheless, there are reasons to re-evaluate 
the operational goals of the Old River Control Structure and, therefore, the discharge 
allocation.  There is uncertainty regarding changes to the “river regime” of the Mississippi 
River.  As diversions become operational, the Mississippi River will be adjusting and 
developing different characteristics, such as aggradation or degradation of different channel 
reaches.  Flexibility to control discharge through the Atchafalaya and Mississippi Rivers 
could prove to be extraordinarily useful for adaptive management, especially considering that 
navigation and drinking water requirements will always need to be met and uncertainties lie in 
the future, such as sea level rise.  The flexibility to manage the Old River Control Structure 
may also facilitate adaptive management for wetlands.  For example, with the use of proposed 
spillways at Morgan City, a storm surge could cause salt water to be stranded inland in 
freshwater basins, such as the Atchafalaya River Basin.  Allowing more than the 30% 
allocation may allow sufficient discharge into the Atchafalaya Basin to flush saltwater out of 
the basin before stressing the freshwater habitat. 
 
The Old River Control Structure itself has environmental impacts, such as preventing the 
natural migrations of anadromous fish.  Considering the overriding priority to restore the 
coast and create high levels of flood protection, the management priorities need to be 
reconsidered for the Old River Control Structure.
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Figure 21: Coastwide Map of Specific Proposed Lines of Defense Measures by Type.  This map excludes evacuation routes, 
non-structural measures, and municipal drainage, which are considered an integral part of the comprehensive 
recommendations for each planning unit.    
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Figure 22: Coastwide Map of Generalized Proposed Lines of Defense Measures (in black) overlain over the habitat goals.  
Areas protected by levees are shown in red.  Note the relation of restoration projects around the levee alignments.   Levees 
are located in almost entirely all fresh habitats where bald cypress forest can be sustained or restored.   The MLODS restores 
wetlands or other coastal habitats to supplement the natural coastal buffer in the critical areas in need of protection.  
Freshwater diversions (not shown) would sustain the marsh and forest wetlands buffers or build new marsh buffers. 
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Figure 23: Population map of south Louisiana from the USACE Planning Atlas.  Note the population centers correspond 
with high levels of protection with levees and other Lines of Defense shown on Figures 16 and 17.  The population closest to 
the coast also typically follows the ridges along bayous. 
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Figure 24: Proposed total discharges, through diversions and controlled crevasses, and marsh creation for each planning unit.  
This map depicts the typical river discharge for the Atchafalaya and Mississippi Rivers (AvAQ = average annual discharge, 
SpAvQ= spring average discharge; Max Q = maximum historical discharge).  The map also depicts the proposed allocation 
of river discharge through diversions in normal years and through less frequent pulsed discharges through spillways and 
diversions.   
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River Flood Restoration Action Plan 
The Mississippi and Atchafalaya Rivers inevitably have occasional “great floods.”  The last great 
river flood was in spring 2008 (Figure 25) and prior to that in 1997, 1993, 1973, and 1927.  
Geological data show that even larger mega-floods have occurred regularly (Brown and Kennett, 
1999). The occurrence of these flood events is driven by confluence of multiple high-precipitation 
events in the Mississippi River drainage basin.  These events are considered threats for flooding but, 
in Louisiana, represent rare opportunities to have dramatic acceleration of restoration of our coastal 
wetlands because of the volume of sediment-rich water and the abnormal potential to flow large 
volumes of water into the wetlands.   
 

 
Figure 25: Satellite image of southeast Louisiana and the Mississippi River during the 
great flood of 2008.  Note all the sediment that is being lost into the Gulf of Mexico and 
Lake Pontchartrain. 

 
In the spring of 2008, the Bonnet Carré spillway was opened to reduce flood stress on the 
Mississippi River levees in New Orleans.  Louisiana witnessed the power of the river to restore our 
coastal boundary (Figure 26).  Unfortunately, the Bonnet Carré Spillway directs the flow of 
sediment and nutrients directly into Lake Pontchartrain, causing more environmental harm than 
benefit.    
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Figure 26: Satellite photograph of the New Orleans Area in April 2008 showing the 
location of the Bonnet Carré Spillway and the influx of sediment into Lake Pontchartrain. 

 
The “River Flood Restoration Action Plan” would be an action plan to be implemented in the event 
of exceptionally high water on the Mississippi or Atchafalaya Rivers.  The goal of the action plan is 
to maximize restoration benefits to the coast during a major flood event by introducing freshwater, 
sediment, and nutrients into the coastal estuaries.  It should be anticipated that these great high 
water events will carry a disproportionably higher sediment load that may be two or three times as 
great as an average year sediment concentration (Figure 27: Gagliano and van Beek, 1976).  Recent 
data suggests that at least in some years the increase in sediment volume between low water and 
high water may be even greater.  When increase in discharge and increased in sediment 
concentrations are factored together, the  suspended sediment mud volume may be as much as 11 
times as great  and sand 55 times as great (See Table 3). 
 

 
Table 3: Increased sediment load on the Mississippi River during 2008 high water 
(Source: Mead Allison, 2008). 
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The River Flood Restoration Action Plan might include maximum use of controlled freshwater 
diversions in which the normal salinity/habitat targets are not used to limit flow.  Because the flood 
river condition will likely create greater maintenance dredging of navigation channels, the action 
plan could include an emergency beneficial use of dredge material for sites along the Mississippi 
River.   
 

 
Figure 27: Graph of Mississippi River Discharge Frequency and Relation to Sediment 
Load and Sediment Concentration.  High-water events on the river carry higher sediment 
load and represent opportunities for significant restoration (Gagliano and van Beek, 1976). 
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The use of “pulsing” is a well established scientific concept and has been conducted with the 
normal river stages, such as at the Caernarvon Diversion (Keddy, 2000; Day et al., 2003).  
Exceptionally high water on the Mississippi River represents a multi-generational opportunity that 
should be considered within the 100 year planning horizon of this planning effort.  Since some 
fisheries may experience short-term negative impact, the Action Plan should include short-term 
impact assistance for commercial fisheries.  The flood year cannot be predicted and could occur in 
just the next six months; therefore, this should be a standing plan of action that should be developed 
as soon as possible.  It is likely that such an action plan could be utilized several times within the 
100 year time frame and have a dramatic influence toward sustaining the coastal wetlands.  Other 
smaller rivers such as the Pearl, Vermilion, Amite, and Sabine Rivers, could also have their own 
individual action plans. 
 
The individual Planning Units have proposed elements, such as diversions and spillways, to create 
the mechanical opportunity to occasionally have large pulses of river water flow into the estuary. 
However, a regional action plan for high water should be developed to utilize the diversion and 
spillways in a coordinated way to best utilize the river resources while also achieving the goal of 
avoiding flooding of coastal municipalities from the high water of the Mississippi or Atchafalaya 
Rivers. 
 
In high flood stage years, the Mississippi River discharge is 1,000,000 cfs to 2,000,000 cfs.  The 
combined proposals of diversion and spillways could divert up to 1,300,000 cfs discharge into the 
wetlands and would probably only be limited by the anticipated discharge needs to maintain Pass a 
Loutre.  In the Atchafalaya River, 100% of the additional discharge in a flood year would flow 
through diversion spillways or into the existing active deltas.   
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Evacuation Routes 
The MLODS proposes that evacuation routes are Lines of Defense and that the routes need to be 
geographically integrated with other Lines of Defense to anticipate their performance and evaluate 
the requirements to be effective evacuation routes. Figure 28 is the official evacuation route map of 
Louisiana.  On Figure 29, these official routes are superimposed on the map of other proposed 
Lines of Defense for the coast (a few routes are not depicted where the scale does not allow detail).   
 
The MLODS recommendations include the evaluation of evacuation routes throughout the coast 
and integration of these state evacuation routes into the Comprehensive Protection Plans for each 
Planning Unit.  In addition, state and local authorities should coordinate evacuation planning to 
facilitate quick and uncomplicated evacuation of residents in the path of a potential threat.  Every 
effort should be made to educate the public on the evacuation plans and risks associated with the 
protection system at the time of the threat.   
 
A few specific recommendations for evacuation routes are included below:  
 
Interstate 10 in Eastern New Orleans (Irish Bayou area) has a few miles of roadway outside the 
levee and too low for safe evacuation and should be elevated.  

 
Louisiana Highway 1 from Larose south to Port Fourchon is a vital industrial corridor and 
evacuation route.  The section below Larose should be entirely elevated or, at least, have 
sections elevated.  An elevated earthen foundation is probably not desirable because this 
arrangement may focus surge moving inland on either east or west flank of the highway.  This 
is consistent with the current plan for an elevated causeway being constructed by the 
Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development (LDOTD). 
 
Highway 90 and Interstate 49 (I-49) replacement across the Barataria Basin needs to be 
considered as an important evacuation route.  The new I-49 roadway should be an elevated 
causeway outside of the levee system.  This concept is under consideration as a design 
alternative by LDOTD.  
 
Highway 82 should have a more consistently elevated earthen foundation and be armored on 
the seaward side, which will enhance usefulness as an evacuation route,  act as a Line of 
Defense, and impede storm surge. 
 
Highway 3124 to Lafitte, Highway 315 to Theriot, and Highway 57 to Dulac should be 
elevated to allow extended evacuation opportunity and to allow rapid re-entry to these 
municipalities isolated with ring levees.  Improvement should be made for evacuation from 
ring levees surrounding Dulac and Theriot. 
 
If controlled crevasse structures are built along the Mississippi River, such as those proposed 
in Plaquemines Parish, elevated causeways should be constructed.  
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Figure 28: Official evacuation Route Map for the State of Louisiana.  Black circles 
indicate critical areas in need of improvements.
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Figure 29: Evacuation Routes Superimposed on other Lines of Defense measures map.  Note that most evacuation routes 
have high levels of protection from levees and the coastal landscape.  Some major evacuation routes outside of levee 
protection are discussed in the above section.
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Non-structural Measures & Municipal Drainage 
For all communities in coastal Louisiana, non-structural flood mitigation measures need to be 
considered as an essential Line of Defense Strategy and an integral part of the Comprehensive 
Protection Plan for each Planning Unit. Non-structural mitigation measures such as elevating homes 
or businesses are extremely important Lines of Defense.  Elevating assets protects from flood water 
whatever the source – rain, surge, river flood, etc.  
 
Slabs built-on-grade are a very poor choice for south Louisiana because they are low or require fill 
in the floodplain, and they are also very expensive to elevate subsequently.  With the almost 
certainty of flood threat in south Louisiana due to so many variables, slab homes should be avoided 
within the 1,000 year surge floodplain (see Figures 21, 22, 33 or 34).   The Unified New Orleans 
Plan for recovery of the City encourages homeowners to build above the required base flood 
elevations and to demolish flooded slab-on-grade homes.  This “Elevate New Orleans” program 
estimates 85,000 homes should be elevated at a cost of $1.2 billion.  If the most urban center in 
coastal Louisiana is demolishing slabs-on-grade, is there any other coastal Louisiana city which 
should allow new construction of slab-on-grade homes?  The inappropriateness of slab-on-grade in 
coastal Louisiana is a “lesson learned” only if we act on the knowledge.   
 
Figure 30 is a photograph of two camp/homes in St. Bernard Parish, which survived Hurricanes 
Katrina and Rita with minor damage even though they are located outside of any levee protection.  
Figure 31 is a photograph of elevated homes within New Orleans inside of levee protection. Figure 
32 is a photograph of homes being elevated within the New Orleans levee protection system.  
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
Unified New Orleans Plan, 2007
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Figure 30: Elevated St. Bernard Parish camps/homes that Survived Hurricanes Katrina 
and Rita outside of levee protection in St. Bernard Parish (near Delacroix) with relatively 
minor damage.   Many other elevated camps were destroyed, which indicates adequate 
elevation, high quality construction, and some good fortune may be necessary to survive 
severe surge conditions such as Hurricane Katrina. (Photograph: January 2006 by John 
Lopez).  

 
Figure 31: Elevated Broadmoor home in New Orleans that survived Hurricane Katrina 
flooding due to flood wall breaches.  Flood water was approximately 6 feet deep and did 
not extend into upper living area.  The ground level “basement” is unfinished and used for  
non-living purposes such as workshop, storage of replaceable items, etc.   Wood 
construction is exposed and on concrete piers.  The house was re-painted after Hurricane 
Katarina. (Photograph taken October 2007 by John Lopez, who lived in the house in the 
1980’s). 
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Although requirements for elevation of new homes is currently managed through FEMA and local 
parish authorities, such as local zoning, the State could affect elevation requirements through 
statewide building codes.  After Hurricane Katrina, the state legislated new building codes for the 
entire state, but these much-needed code standards primarily addressed wind hazard and not flood 
related hazard.  This situation can and should be changed so that statewide building codes address 
home elevation that exceeds federal guidance and should include strong disincentives for slab-on-
grade buildings within the 1000 year surge floodplain (Figure 33 and 34). The American Society of 
Civil Engineers’ (ASCE) latest guidance on construction (ASCE 24-05) encourages building codes 
that use elevation above federal requirements.   
 
Figure 34 illustrates the importance of elevating homes within a levee.  Because the flood level due 
to overtopping is lower than the flood level outside the levee, the incremental value of elevating 
inside a levee is actually greater than outside a levee.  Considering flooding from just overtopping, a 
slight elevation increase inside a levee may provide dramatic increase in flood protection level.  
 
Non-structural approaches are an integral element of flood damage reduction and an additional 
measure of redundancy or security.  Table 4 lists the basic non-structural approaches that should be 
considered. 

 

Many non-structural measures are actions that can be undertaken by an individual, family, or a 
small business on their own initiative with less need for governmental processes of authority 
although measures must still meet or exceed local codes and regulations. Non-structural measures 
can often be a more appropriate solution to a flood threat, in which the private owner has more 
control.  It is expected to take, at least, several years to many decades to complete 100 year level of 
protection with structural means. For instance, to achieve 100 year level of protection for the 
Morganza to the Gulf alignment, with timely appropriations, will take over 20 years.  Many non-
structural measures, such as elevating a home, can be completed by an individual within a year. 

 
Figure 32: Two historic Broadmoor Homes in New Orleans being raised post-
Hurricane Katrina after being inundated with floodwater due to flood wall breaches.  
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Figure 33: Modified FEMA illustration of stillwater level and V-zone (wave effects) with 
the additional recommendations of this report (in red) to exceed the 100 year standard both 
vertically and laterally.  New slab-on-grade construction should be strongly discouraged or 
simply eliminated within the entire 1,000 year surge flood plain including construction 
both inside and outside of levee protection. Excess elevation above required BFEs is 
desired to address a multitude of issues, such as higher surge, subsidence, sea level rise, 
etc. 

 
Figure 34: Modified FEMA illustration showing the Stillwater level and v-zones with 
levee overtopping (without breaching).   Elevation of homes within a levee may have high 
incremental benefits because a small elevation increase may provide dramatic 
improvement in flood protection levels. 
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Table 4: Non-structural options (source: Rod Emmer, Ph.D. Training course).  
 

Non-structural measures must be placed in a geographic context of the other Lines of Defense 
measures. Most fundamentally, assets are either within a levee protected area or outside. Assets 
outside the levee system may expect the direct impact of storm surge including waves and currents. 
Non-structural standards may be guided by this geographic delineation as shown in Figure 33. 
 
In Figure 33, the orange area delineates the area where assets within the levee system may expect 
the direct impact of storm surge or precipitation.  Therefore, non-structural standards may be guided 
by this geographic delineation as shown in Figure 35. Areas shown in yellow depict the non-levee 
protected coast that requires non-structural approaches.  These areas have the natural coast as the 
primary Line of Defense but typically require additional protection through non-structural 
approaches, such as elevating homes.  This protection should be commensurate to the life-threat and 
economic exposure expected from flooding with waves and currents by direct interaction with storm 
surge and precipitation. Areas shown in orange depict the levee protected areas that require non-
structural approaches commensurate with the exposure of life and assets due to risk of overtopping 
and the risk of failure of a levee, flood gates, flood wall, etc. Areas in orange also need adequate 
capacity for drainage, which will generally require pump capacity to pump water to the flood side of 
the levee. 
 
The non-levee protected coast is subject to direct inundation from storm surge and precipitation. 
Figure 36 is the inundation map of high water for both Hurricanes Katrina and Rita (compiled from 
FEMA Inundation Maps for coastal parishes). Note the similarity between Figures 33 & 34.  The 
yellow area also corresponds with the coastal buffer.  The coastal buffer allows surge to dissipate.  
Individual parish FEMA inundation and Advisory Base Flood Elevation (ABFE) maps are available 
on line for most coastal parishes in Louisiana. 
 
We strongly advise that all significant assets in the yellow areas of Figure 35 should be re-located 
or appropriately elevated with supplemental mitigation measures (Table 4).   Additional areas in 
orange that do not yet have constructed levees should also strongly consider non-structural 
measures immediately.   FEMA issued ABFE maps for most of the Louisiana coast after Hurricanes 

Modify susceptibility to flooding 
 

a. Floodplain regulations – discourage construction in  
flood prone areas 

b. Development and redevelopment – relocate to areas  
less prone to flooding 

c. Warning and preparedness – early warning, evacuation, move assets from harm 
d. Flood proofing – elevating, water-tight structures 
 

Modify impact of flooding 
a. Flood insurance -- adequate insurance 
b. Relief and recovery – Clean-up incentives, pre-storm 

contracting for clean up 
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Katrina and Rita. These should be considered a minimum standard (note Figure 36 is not the ABFE 
map but rather the actual flood elevations from these specific storms). New modeling and new 
analysis is ongoing. It is probable that new and higher elevations will be justified, and revised 
FEMA maps will be issued. Also it is important to understand that these are parish and community 
maps. Local conditions may decrease or increase local inundation under various storm conditions. 
 
 Studies have shown that elevating above the required elevation is cost effective and actually “pays 
back” more than the initial investment through reduced damage and reduced flood insurance rates.  
Incremental cost to elevate above the base flood elevation is estimated to generally be 0.25% to 
0.5% per foot of the cost for a new home.  A new $400,000 home would cost $3,000 to $6,000 to 
elevate three feet.   Outside of the levee system, flood insurance can be reduced as much as 66% by 
elevating three feet above the base flood elevation.  In flood zone A (100 year floodplain), flood 
insurance can be reduced by 50%.  (Jones et al., 2006 – American Institute for Research) Just as the 
USACE adds 2 to 3 feet of freeboard to every levee design, residents are encouraged to add 
freeboard to the home elevation designs, to ensure a level of protection in the face of sea level rise 
and future uncertainties.    It is better to err on the high side when elevating or otherwise 
implementing mitigation measures (Table 4) to assets such as homes and businesses. 
 
FEMA reports recommend exceeding their own BFE standards: 
 
“It is highly recommended that building be constructed to survive flood levels that exceed the base 
flood design conditions” 

Mitigation Team Report -Hurricane Katrina in the Gulf Coast 
FEMA 549/ July 2006 

 
Freeboard is also recommended in the State’s Hazard Mitigation Plan – 2008  
 
“Establish a state freeboard requirement for construction in areas with significant (to be defined) 
subsidence rates, such that during the useful life of a building (e.g., as defined by FEMA BCA 
standards) no increased risk should be encountered.” 
 
As noted from the recent storms, very few structures can withstand the direct impact of moving 
water. Areas in the yellow on Figure 35 should expect the possibility of moving flood water with 
waves.  Figure 36 demonstrates the extent of coastal flooding from Hurricanes Katrina and Rita and 
the minimum extent of the need for non-structural measures.  The revised Flood Insurance Rate 
Maps (FIRMs) will show V-zones where enhanced National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) 
requirements apply.  Extensive information is available for building and recovery in an exposed 
coastal environment. For example, FEMA has a comprehensive “Coastal Construction Manual” 
available to download free on the FEMA website (fema.gov; do a search for the Coastal 
Construction Manual, FEMA 55).  In addition, books, publications, and fact sheets have been 
available since the early 1980s from parish or community floodplain administrators domiciled in the 
local government complex, the state floodplain section, LDOTD, in parish and community libraries, 
and free on the Louisiana State University (LSU) Agriculture Center website. 
(http://www.lsuagcenter.com/en/family_home/hazards_and_threats/recovery_assistance/list.htm).  
The new revised state building code and local building codes should be followed and enforced 
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(http://www.legis.state.la.us/lss/Search.asp?RS=RS&SearchString=%22%22building+code%22%2
2&page=1).   
In terms of mitigating effects of moving surge water, the first choice is to relocate. In terms of 
coastal construction, the #1 rule in areas subject to moving water is to elevate above the expected 
still water plus wave elevation assuming at least a 100 year storm.   
 
The levee protected coast is subject to indirect inundation from storm surge. Due to levee and flood 
wall failures, 80% of New Orleans, 100% of St. Bernard Parish, and most of Plaquemines Parish 
were flooded by Hurricane Katrina. Structures near the failures were severely damaged or 
demolished by moving water. Structures not adjacent to the levee or floodwall failures were 
inundated by rising water, which remained for weeks. This occurrence often results in a need to 
replace wiring, floors, finishing, appliances, etc, but it can also lead to structural damage, especially 
if flood waters remain for more than a few days. The flooding within a levee is generally from three 
possible scenarios: 
 

1. Precipitation in combination with inadequate drainage, 
2.  Surge height and waves sufficient to overtop levees or floodwalls (hurricane surge or 

river flood event), 
3. Failure of the structural protection system. 

 
Therefore, elevating assets (homes and businesses) or flood-proofing non-residential structures 
within levee protection should also be seriously considered.  A 100 year level of protection levee 
has a much higher chance of overtopping than a 400 year protection levee, but in both cases, there is 
still a need for assets to be elevated or for the property to be covered by a flood insurance policy. 
Another factor to consider is the value of the assets.  
 
In New Orleans, pre-1930 architecture reflected the wisdom of two centuries of persistent 
occupation of a region surrounded by water. Old homes were often elevated above a storage area in 
what are locally referred to as (ground level) basements. Often, the lower structure walls are built 
on small concrete or brick piers. The wisdom of this design is immense. Valuables are elevated and 
less likely to be damaged by flood water. Even without flooding, all structures in south Louisiana 
are subject to damage by local subsidence. This elevated structure with exposed structural members 
allows leveling of the house (or re-elevating) to be done at a much lower cost when compared to 
raising a slab-on-grade structure. Finally, this type of structure is a better strategy to minimize 
damage by termites. The concrete pier is a termite buffer and the exposed structural members allow 
ease of inspection, treatment, and repair of wood.  The Louisiana House Checklist for south 
Louisiana home construction recommends for termite resistance that homes be constructed with 
wood floor joists a minimum of 18 inches off the ground (see www.LouisianaHouse.org). 
 
The three totally independent reasons, which justify elevated homes in south Louisiana: 
 

• Flood protection 
• Cost efficiency to re-level a house because of land subsidence 
• Termite resistance   
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Anyone one of these reasons is a strong argument or compelling reason for home elevation.  In most 
areas all three are applicable and make an overwhelming argument for home elevation in coastal 
Louisiana.  
 
In south Louisiana, elevated structures within or outside of levee protection, in general, are much 
more likely to be sustainable.  Considering the combined long-term threats of subsidence 
damage, flood damage, and termite damage, the wisdom of slab homes or businesses built on 
grade anywhere in coastal Louisiana is seriously questioned. 
 

Don’t Wait, Elevate! 
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Figure 35: Non-structural measures.  This map delineates two geographic areas of different approaches to non-
structural measures superimposed on Lines of Defense Measures.   Non-structural measures are an integral 
part of the Comprehensive Protection Plan for each planning unit. 
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Figure 36: Coastwide Inundation Map from Hurricanes Katrina and Rita by FEMA (2006).  Note the concentrations of surge 
in St. Bernard Parish, the Orleans Land Bridge, Terrebonne Parish, the Highway 90 corridor near Vermilion Bay,  and along 
the Chenier ridges in southwest Louisiana.  Also, note the similarity of this map and the previous map (Figure 35) in the 
overlap of coastal inundation to the “non-levee” protected regions of the coast.  In some local areas in PU-1 and 2, surge was 
actually higher for Hurricane Rita than Hurricane Katrina.  (This map is not the FEMA BFE map but rather the actual flood 
elevations to these specific storms). 
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Report Formulation Guidelines  
Louisiana’s Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast (2007) adopted the MLODS to 
achieve four stated objectives.  These four objectives fall within the larger strategy objectives to 
provide adequate flood protection and restoration to sustain the ecology, economy, and culture of 
coastal Louisiana and is summarized in the State Master Plan as “to promote a sustainable coast that 
allows both human and natural communities to thrive over the long-term.”  This report attempted to 
follow these objectives and developed specific guidelines of how this objective might be achieved 
in south Louisiana.  The formulation guidelines, not absolute mandates, were utilized to integrate 
coastal restoration and protection within this report: 
 
1) Utilize the MLODS by geographically and functionally integrating all eleven types of Lines of 
Defense in recommendations to sustain coastal Louisiana. 
 
2) Establish Wetland Habitat Goals along the coast, which will most likely sustain the coastal extent 
and estuarine processes, utilizing historic habitat baselines (circa 1900) wherever appropriate. 
 
3) Provide 400 year or better protection for the major population centers of New Orleans (east and 
west banks), Houma-Thibodaux, Morgan City, and Lake Charles through structural, non-structural, 
and natural measures.   
 
4) Provide 100 year protection with a combination of structural, non-structural, and natural 
measures for lesser population centers outside of the major metropolitan areas with improved 
evacuation routes that are elevated where necessary. 
 
5) Enhance existing levee alignments to satisfy the levee requirement needs of the region wherever 
existing alignments are appropriate (No assumption should be made regarding the geotechnical 
aspects of existing levee alignments. All foundations need to be checked for suitability with the 
existing or future designs.).  
 
6) Utilize back levee or ring levee alignments that are located adjacent to natural ridges wherever 
appropriate. 
 
7) Ring levees must be well-designed and constructed with efficient and adequate pumping 
capacities that are served by reliable evacuation routes (preferably elevated highways).  
 
8) Hurricane protection structures facing open-water lakes and bays must be pile-supported or 
armored, or both to ensure reliability when overtopped by waves or surge.  Wetland buffer strips or 
other measures should be used to reduce wave action on the structure.  Reliability even when 
overtopped should possibly be given a greater priority for expenditure than a higher crest elevation.   
 
9) Non-structural measures must be strongly encouraged everywhere in coastal Louisiana, and in 
many areas, a requirement if flood protection or mitigation is provided publicly (flood insurance, 
levees, etc.).  Coastal residents must be informed of their risk from flooding as much as technically 
possible. It must be also recognized their choice of personal exposure may lead to non-recoverable 
losses. Relocating, elevating, and flood-proofing are measures that can be taken individually to 
mitigate personal choices made that create exposure to the loss of assets.   
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In other words, we should all consider non-structural measures even when they may not be 
required by regulations.  
 
10) Maximize storage of surge by minimizing the extent of wetlands enclosed by levees. 
 
11) Maximize the extent of wetlands outside of levees to attenuate surge and promote the health of 
the estuary.  
 
12) Maximize the potential of the coast to disperse surge through avoidance of funnel geometry, use 
of surge spillways, maintaining or restoring the natural hydrology, and maximizing wetlands for 
surge attenuation. 
 
13) Utilize mechanical restoration (i.e., marsh creation) on marsh land bridges identified as a Line 
of Defense. 
 
14) Wherever possible, utilize land-sustaining diversions to maintain marsh land bridges identified 
as a Line of Defense by extensive overland flow of river water and to maintain the Wetland Habitat 
Goals. 
 
15) Utilize land-building diversions where large scale restoration is needed for a recognized Line of 
Defense. 
 
16) Freshwater diversions and spillways should be built with significant range in discharge capacity 
to allow a variety of discharge levels and adaptive management. 
 
17) Normal freshwater introductions should include significant spring discharge to emulate the 
natural spring overbank cycle and maintain Wetland Habitat Goals. 
 
18) Utilize occasional extreme pulsing freshwater discharge through diversions and spillways into 
wetlands to accelerate vertical accretion over larger extent than normal discharge cycle. 
 
19) Incorporate measures to manage the sand budget of the Gulf shoreline. 
 
 20) MLODS Assessment Team will solicit reviews of coastal experts and consider these reviews 
before finalizing the report. 
 
21) Public input will be solicited at any time.  In order to incorporate public input and the best 
available science and engineering, the report will be revised on a yearly basis or more frequently if 
the new information makes it necessary.  
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Planning Unit 1 (Pontchartrain Basin) 
General Description 
Planning Unit 1 is the coastal area is within a larger basin known as the Pontchartrain Basin.  The 
Pontchartrain Basin includes North Shore uplands and the estuary to the south.  Planning Unit 1 
includes just the estuarine portion of the Pontchartrain Basin (Figure 11).  The primary historical 
habitat impacts to the coastal estuary of Planning Unit 1 is logging of the wetland forests, canal 
dredging (including the MRGO), and severing of the river from the estuary by river levees.  These 
impacts have led to major habitat changes, such as wetland forest converting to marsh and open 
water, fresher wetland habitats to more saline wetland habitats, and generally, a more pervious 
landscape to normal tides and storm surge due to numerous canals and land loss. Descriptions of the 
historical and current impacts to the Pontchartrain Basin are included in Penland et al. (2001); 
Lopez, (2003), LPBF (2006), Keddy et al. (2007).   
 
One metric of this habitat change is wetland loss, which is mostly noted as conversion to open 
water.  Pre-Hurricane Katrina historical land loss in Planning Unit 1 was less than elsewhere in the 
coast, but did result in an estimated loss of 266,177 acres (415 square miles; Table 5). It has also 
been recognized that the rate of wetland loss during 1990 to 2001 increased in Planning Unit 1 
whereas, in other areas of the coast, it declined although the reasons for this increase are unknown 
(LPBF, 2006).  Preliminary estimates of land loss from Hurricane Katrina in Planning Unit 1 
indicate as much as 79 square miles may have been converted to open water.   Some of these 
wetland loss area may be recovering since Hurricane Katrina (see discussion regarding Caernarvon 
area).   
 

 

1932 – 1990 Wetlands converted to open water (Penland et al., 2001)   188,355 acres 
 This may be an overestimate of approximately 10,000 acres.         
A discrepancy was found between 2005 reported land loss and Coast 2050. 

 
1932-1990 Wetlands converted to spoil bank       39,412 acres 
 
1990 -2001 Wetlands converted to open water in the Upper and Middle  8,494 acres 

Sub-Basin (Source NWC/USGS net loss-gain).  This includes 333 acres 
apparently lost in Bayou Sauvage Refuge.               

 
1990 -2001 Wetlands converted to open water in Lower Sub-basin only   29,916 acres 

(USACE 2001 data)            
 
Total est. loss 1932- 2001 (pre-Hurricanes Katrina and Rita)   266,177 acres 
 
Preliminary Estimate of loss from Hurricanes Katrina and Rita          50,688 acres 
 
Total losses 1932 to 2001 & 2004 to 2005 (post-Katrina)*   316,865 acres 
* Land loss from 2001 to 2004 unavailable  
 

Table 5: Pontchartrain Basin Wetland Loss 1932 to 2005  
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Although the one-time loss due to Hurricane Katrina is significant, this loss should be placed in a 
long- term perspective.  The exceptional land loss was largely due to the exceptional (rare) 
characteristics of this storm, which is now considered to be a 1 in 396 year event.  The one day loss 
of 79 square miles, if averaged over 396 years, is less that 1/4th of a square mile per year, which is 
just a small contribution to the long-term average of 6.7 square miles per year from1932 to 2006.  
Nevertheless, these statistical implications do not prevent another Hurricane Katrina type storm 
from reoccurring much sooner than might be expected nor does it reduce the significance of the 
one-time impact 79 square miles of land loss.  These statistics do suggest we should not lose sight 
of the pre-Hurricane Katrina historical land loss which is mostly due to causes other than storms 
and that are largely anthropogenically driven.  
 
Logging for commercial sale or simply for land clearing is one of the anthropogenic changes that 
impacted 100% of the forested wetlands in Planning Unit 1.  All mature cypress stands were logged 
in the Planning Unit 1 by approximately 1930 (Lopez, 2003).  During the commercial logging of 
wetland forests from 1890 to 1930 there was no attempt to manage or re-generate the forests. 
Natural re-generation occurred very modestly in most areas and was then subject to adverse 
conditions to natural growth.  The lack of nutrients and sediments limited growth rates.  Nutria were 
introduced around 1930 and greatly inhibited regeneration.  Studies conducted recently have shown 
some cypress stands in the Maurepas swamp are thirty years old yet no more than a foot tall (Gary 
Shaffer, pers. comm. 2007).   
 
Cypress forests can provide a robust buffer to surge.  The mature stands of our historic virgin 
cypress were impressive with many trees over 1,000 years old and with girths and heights more than 
double the typical cypress seen today in the Maurepas swamps.  These trees undoubtedly survived 
many severe hurricanes while providing a tremendous buffer to both water and wind during 
hurricanes.  
 
The regional hydrologic impact of severing the Mississippi River from the adjacent wetlands is 
tempered in the Pontchartrain Basin by other freshwater sources, such as rainfall and the North 
Shore rivers, (e.g., the Amite and Pearl Rivers, and due to the occasional opening of the Bonnet 
Carré Spillway).  Habitat effects of saltwater intrusion are greatest in St. Bernard Parish but also 
occur as far upward into the estuary as the Maurepas swamps.  Severing of the Mississippi River in 
Planning Unit 1 has had a significant effect on the alluvial river swamps on or adjacent to the 
Mississippi River natural levee.   
 
Much of the Maurepas swamps are considered “relic” swamps by Dr. Gary Shaffer, meaning that 
most trees are dying and would not re-generate if they were logged or simply die (Figure 37) 
(Shaffer et al., 2003).  These degraded swamps are affected not just by salinity spikes but also by 
the reduction in nutrient and sediment input, and the lack of water circulation. These alluvial river 
swamps were historically located along what is now an intensely developed river corridor extending 
from Baton Rouge to Braithwaite and include major concentrated assets such as in the “River 
Parishes,” Jefferson Parish, New Orleans, and Chalmette.  The Central Wetlands in St. Bernard 
Parish are another example of severely degraded alluvial swamp.  The historic alluvial river swamps 
once provided local storm protection to nascent communities all along the river including 
Plaquemines Parish.   Although modern development has encroached across much of the area of 
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these historical alluvial river swamps, there is significant potential to conserve and restore these 
swamps and provide, once again, a measure of storm protection by the natural buffering of surge 
and wave energy, especially in proximity to flood protection levees.   

 
Figure 37: Relic Swamp Classification in Maurepas.  A 2002 Thematic Mapper scene 
(with "supervised classification" in the GIS Imagine) was used to extrapolate known 
classes of swamp (from forty 625 m2 permanent plots) to the Maurepas/Manchac as a 
whole.  Wetland areas include: (a) swamp that has converted to marsh or open water (red) 
as well as a few areas of stable marsh, (b) swamp that will not likely regenerate if logged 
(yellow),  and (c) swamp that will likely regenerate if harvested (green) (Source: Dr. Gary 
Shaffer, Southeastern Louisiana University. 

 
Planning Unit 1 is naturally divided into sub-estuaries (Figure 38).  These sub-estuaries tend to 
have their own sources of fresh water and seawater, and are generally separated by natural ridges.  
These natural hydrologic areas are smaller than the whole basin and could be managed as separate 
components.  Each sub-estuary has recommended diversions that can be utilized to optimally 
manage the sub-estuaries.  There are fifteen different diversions recommended into the sub-estuaries 
in Planning Unit 1 with a total maximum design discharge of approximately 190,400 cfs (Figure 
39).   
 
It is anticipated that these diversions together can be used to sustain these sub-estuaries by 
maintaining, in most years, the habitat goals for the basin.  However, additional discharge capacity 
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is included to occasionally pulse the estuary to introduce greater volumes of water, sediment, and 
nutrients.  It is increasingly recognized that pulsing is essential to the maintenance of these types of 
systems (Keddy, 2000; Day et al., 2003). 

 
Figure 38: Sub-estuaries of Planning Unit 1 (Pontchartrain Basin).  Each of the five sub-
estuaries could be managed through multiple Mississippi River reintroductions.  The East 
Bank Natural Levee & Ridge and the Sub-Delta Region should have uncontrolled 
diversions. All others are controlled diversions to re-establish Wetland Habitat Goals and 
to sustain the integrity of the coast. Outlines adjacent to diversions (arrows) are targeted 
for overland flow by the diversion discharge.  Black lines are historic ridges. Numbers 
refer to the table of recommendations for Planning Unit 1 (see Table 6). 

 
Figure 39: Map of Wetland Habitat Goals for Planning Unit 1 and proposed Mississippi 
River Diversions.  Proposed discharges are maximum design discharges to include 
infrequent pulsing at high discharge.  
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PU-1 
# Location 

Measure Description                                       
cfs= cubic feet per second 

New or 
Existing 
Levee  

Maximum 
Design 

Discharge 
Controlled 
Diversions 

Maximum 
Discharge  

Flood year - 
Pulse events  
Crevasses 

Marsh 
Creation 
acres by 

2025 

1 

Greater NO region including 
Orleans, Jefferson, St. Charles, St. 
John and St. Bernard Parishes 

Levee improvements - 400 year protection provided by 
improvements to the Flood Protection System        

2 Greater Slidell 
New levee along the upland interface - 400 year protection 
provided by the Flood Protection System new       

3 East Bank Plaquemines Psh 
Levee improvements - minimum 100 year protection provided by 
the Flood Protection System existing       

4 South Point of Lake Pontchartrain 
New levee - 400 year protection for Hwy 11 & I -10 provided by the 
Flood Protection System for evacuation & re-entry new       

5 Hwy 90 - Orleans Land Bridge Elevate Hwy 90 foundation minimum +8 feet msl existing       

6 Maurepas Land Bridge 
Restore/enhance wetlands forests with diversions, Use treated 
effluent, conservation - 1000 acres dedicated dredging existing     1000

7 Jefferson & Orleans Psh lakefront 
Construct wetland buffer in front of existing levee alignment - 1600 
acres marsh creation existing     2000

8 East Orleans Land Bridge 

Restore/enhance marsh & natural ridges w/ marsh creation & 
Shoreline Protection - restore marsh ~ 6000 acres of marsh 
creation      6000

9 Lake Borgne-MRGO Land Bridge 
Restore/enhance marsh & natural ridges with marsh creation and 
shoreline protection, constrict  - 4th Supp Projects      1000

10 Bayou la Loutre ridge 
Close MRGO @ ridge& Restore soils and re-forest Bayou la Loutre 
ridge        

11 
Biloxi Marsh Land Bridges -Reef 
Restoration 

Restore oyster barrier reefs and maintain marsh land bridges  - 
utilizing Violet diversion and placement of reef material & 5000 
acres marsh creation      5000

12 Chandeleur Islands Restore Chandeleur Island to Pre-Hurricane Georges extent        

13 Breton/Terre aux Boeufs basins 
Restore/ maintain marsh w/ Caernarvon Div & Marsh creation 5000 
acres      5000

14 Bayou Manchac 
Mississippi River reintroduction maximum design  discharge 200 
cfs   200    

15 Bayou Braud 
Mississippi River reintroduction maximum design  discharge 200 
cfs   200    

16 
Romeville to Blind R. Basin 
Diversion 

Mississippi River reintroduction maximum design  discharge 8000 
cfs   8000    

17 
Garyville to Maurepas Swamp 
Diversion 

Mississippi River reintroduction maximum design  discharge 3000 
cfs   3000    
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18 
Bonnet Carré Spillway to Frenier 
Diversion 

Mississippi River reintroduction maximum design  discharge 5000 
cfs   5000    

19 Bonnet Carré Spillway wetlands 
Mississippi River reintroduction maximum design  discharge 1000 
cfs   1000    

20 
Bonnet Carré Spillway to 
LaBranche wetlands Diversion 

Mississippi River reintroduction maximum design  discharge 4000 
cfs   4000    

21 
Violet  to Biloxi Marsh & Breton 
Sound Diversion 

Mississippi River reintroduction maximum design  discharge 20,000 
cfs to  Central wetlands, Biloxi Marsh, Mississippi sound   20000    

22 Caernarvon to Lake Amedee 
Mississippi River reintroduction maximum design  discharge 8,000 
cfs   8000    

23 White Ditch Diversion 
Mississippi River reintroduction maximum design  discharge 500 
cfs   1000    

24 
Bohemia to Ft. St. Philip - Multiple 
Diversions 

Restore overbank flow and increase diversions to rebuild natural 
levee maximum design discharge of  50,000 to 100,000 cfs: 
includes existing Bohemia diversion, CWPPRA Proposed 
diversion, Bayou Lamoque, N St. Philip, and additional 
improvement for overbank flow ( all uncontrolled discharges)   90000    

25 Benney's Bay  Diversion 
Mississippi River reintroduction maximum design  discharge 50,000 
cfs   50000    

26 Bellaire  to  Poverty Point Controlled Crevasse from the Mississippi River,     200000   
27 Bohemia to Nestar  Controlled Crevasse from the Mississippi River     200000   

28 Head of Passes 
Closure of Southwest & South Pass,  Pass a Loutre deep-draft 
navigation channel with a minimum discharge of 200,000 cfs         

      SubTotals 190400 400000   

      

Total 
maximum 
discharge 
Diversions 
& 
Crevasses   590400   

      

Total 
Marsh 
Creation    20000

Table 6: Planning Unit 1 – Lines of Defense Measures (Evacuation, municipal drainage, and non-structural excluded, see text) 
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Figure 40: Planning Unit 1 Lines of Defense measures map.  This map excludes non-structural measures and municipal drainage, 
which are considered an integral part of the Comprehensive Protection Plan for Planning Unit 1.    
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General Recommendations 
Planning Unit 1 
 (See Figure 40 and Table 6) 

  Elevation of Homes and Businesses - Elevation of homes, businesses, and assets is recommended 
for all of Planning Unit 1 within the 1,000 year surge floodplain.  The Unified New Orleans Plan for 
elevating homes and long-term reduction of slab-on-grade constructions is strongly supported.  
Shifting toward traditional elevated housing in New Orleans is a vital aspect, that when 
complimented with other Lines of Defense (such as levees), will provide high levels of protection 
and redundancy that will allow New Orleans to be sustainable.  St. Bernard and Jefferson Parishes 
should also encourage elevation and discourage slab on grade construction. 
 
The structures within Planning Unit 1 outside of levee alignments should also use elevation as a key 
mitigation for storm surge.   Base flood elevation maps should be considered a minimum standard 
and free board (additional height above the base flood elevation) should be considered if not 
required.  Funding programs should be further developed to supplement home elevation costs. 
 

Don’t Wait, Elevate! 
 
Municipal Drainage within Levees - Levee-enclosed areas need adequate drainage for rainfall 
events alone  or  in conjunction with storm surge.   Pump stations should be storm-proofed and 
located on the perimeter of the flood protection system (as is being done for Jefferson and Orleans 
Parishes).  In general, drainage or navigation canals should not allow storm surge within the leveed 
areas (as was historically done in New Orleans with “parallel protection” of the canals). 
 
Evacuation – The MLODS proposes that evacuation routes are Lines of Defense and that the routes 
need to be geographically integrated with other Lines of Defense to anticipate their performance 
and evaluate the requirements to be effective evacuation routes (Figures 28 and 29). The MLODS 
recommendations include the evaluation of evacuation routes and integration of these state 
evacuation routes into the Comprehensive Protection Plan for Planning Unit 1.  (For more detailed 
information, see the Evacuation Routes Section under Overview of the Proposed Integration of the 
Lines of Defense and Restoration Measures).  In addition, state and local authorities should 
coordinate evacuation planning to facilitate quick and uncomplicated evacuation of residents in the 
path of a potential threat.  Every effort should be made to educate the public on the evacuation plans 
and risks associated with the protection system at the time of the threat.   
 
The new Interstate-10 Twin Span Bridge will be elevated to 30 feet over the lake.  However, on the 
south shore, it lands on the ground at just a few feet above sea-level.  This short stretch of Interstate 
10 is outside of levee protection and very low.  It is the weakest link in the eastern evacuation route 
from the city.  This portion of Interstate -10 needs to be elevated or be within the levee system to 
allow for safe evacuation and return of first responders. 
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Specific Recommendations  
Planning Unit 1 

(See Figure 40 and Table 6)  

1) Greater New Orleans and River Parishes Levee Alignment 
Use of the existing footprint of levees around the greater New Orleans region should be evaluated 
as the primary levee alignment around the city and surrounding region (Figure 40).  This 
recommendation includes the existing levees of Orleans, Jefferson, St. Charles, and St. Bernard 
Parishes and the proposed levee in St. John Parish. There are advantages to this alignment that 
suggest it may be the best overall choice for high levels of protection around Greater New Orleans.  
The levee already represents a significant investment of public funds.  With improvements and 
integration into a larger flood protection system, it may provide an adequate level of flood 
protection (at least 400 year).  The gates constructed at the outfall canals, such as the 17th street 
canal along Lake Pontchartrain, are an example of significant improvement since Hurricane Katrina 
and should be permanent additions integrated into the levees and drainage systems of Jefferson and 
Orleans Parishes.   
 
One possible change to the existing alignment is that the existing levee around Bayou Sauvage not 
be improved and that the 400 year levee protection alignment be located along the Maxtent Canal.  
The lower levee around Bayou Sauvage will provide storage for an extreme surge event.   The 
Maxtent Canal will be a shorter alignment for a 400 year protection type levee which will still 
protect the primary developed areas of East New Orleans.  However, in the event that the existing 
levee is overtopped, Interstate-10 would be flooded and impassible as a route of re-entry.  This 
would need to be assessed if the levee alignment were changed.    
 
The existing levee alignment is compact and all other proposed alignments expand the protected 
area but, as a result, reduce the area for storage of storm surge.  The existing levees have already 
had significant settlement and will need to be raised (IPET, 2007).  Moreover, any new levee will 
go through a rapid period of greater settlement requiring multiple lifts to reach design elevation. 
Many flaws in the existing levees, which have now been well documented, have been addressed and 
plans are already underway to further improve the current levee alignments.     
 
The set of alternative alignments that would close off Chef and Rigolets Passes with a regional 
levee system and flood gates would be extremely expensive.  Levees such as these are located 
further toward the coast and will tend to accentuate storm surge.  Modeling of surge with gates and 
a regional levee alignment indicate increased surge heights outside the levee (USACE, 2006,  
2007).  Surge modeling will ultimately influence the levee alignment selection, but it would be 
inappropriate to assume that new levee alignments are necessary when incremental improvements 
to the existing levees and flood protection system may be adequate at far less cost. 
 
The existing levee around New Orleans is all within the fresh or intermediate Wetland Habitat 
Goals and was historically marsh or swamp habitat.  Restoration of sustainable wetland forests 
outside and adjacent to the levees may be locally possible with the discharge of stormwater or 
treated wastewater into the wetlands.  Even a very narrow buffer of cypress forests may still yield 
additional protection to the levee and should be pursued by municipal water management to benefit 
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local wetland forests adjacent to the levees.  The treated wastewater from locally protected 
communities can also be used to rejuvenate local forests.   
 
A second alternative should be evaluated for Planning Unit 1 (Figure 41).   The proposed 
alternative array of levee alignments, gates, and spillways seems to suggest exceptional advantage 
for St. Bernard Parish, New Orleans, and the parishes adjacent to Lake Pontchartrain.  This 
alignment largely eliminates a funneling effect in St. Bernard Parish and may have the promise of a 
higher level of protection for the region. However, additional modeling and analysis are needed.   
 

 
Figure 41: Alternative levees, gates, and spillway alignments for Planning Unit 1.  This 
array may significantly reduce the “funnel” effect in St. Bernard Parish and may reduce the 
seiche effect in Lake Pontchartrain, which devastated eastern St. Tammany (Slidell) while 
providing improved wetland buffer and restoration.  Additional modeling needs to be 
completed to evaluate the effectiveness of this alternative.  The yellow arrow indicates 
where surge could enter Lake Pontchartrain.  Green arrows are the suggested path of 
outgoing surge along the levee.   

 
The key difference in this second alternative from other proposals is a smoothing of the funnel 
geometry and the surge spillway proposed across Bayou Terre aux Boeufs ridge in St. Bernard 
Parish.  The eastern end of the Bayou Terre aux Boeufs ridge is protected by a 400 year ring levee.  
This alignment allows a separate 400 year levee to extend from The Rigolets Pass to Plaquemines 
Parish in a southwest orientation.   The infamous funneling effect of the MRGO levee is absent and, 
in its place,  is a relatively straight 50 mile levee alignment, which has a significant wetland buffer 
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adjacent to it.   The overall orientation may deflect surge southward from east driven surge across 
the Biloxi Marsh and Mississippi Sound.  The gates and levees should reduce surge water flow into 
Lake Pontchartrain.  The Rigolets Pass would be the only location allowing surge to move freely 
into Lake Pontchartrain.   Avoiding the need for a gate at The Rigolets Pass avoids an expensive 
and challenging flood protection element.  The proposed spillway across Bayou Sauvage and the 
Chef Pass gate would allow water to only flow out of Lake Pontchartrain. Therefore, Lake 
Pontchartrain surge is limited to one opening, and the seiche effect due to west wind is reduced by 
allowing water to flow out of the lake at three locations.   
 
Under this alternative scenario an additional freshwater diversion would be constructed at the 
Meraux Pasture in St. Bernard Parish.  Diverted water would benefit the Central Wetlands and the 
Bayou Sauvage wetlands.  The proposed Violet diversion is essentially unaltered but has the 
additional benefit that the diverted water outfall is now located immediately in front of the 400 year 
levee and maximizes the restoration of the buffer  in front of the levee.  Modeling of this alignment 
is being pursued to further evaluate the benefits or detrimental aspects of this alternative. 
 
2) Greater Slidell Levee Alignment 
This alignment should follow the upland/wetland interface south of Slidell.  The alignment will be 
challenging because of the natural drainage toward the lake and the navigable waterways the 
alignment would need to cross.  Nevertheless, it is an option that should be evaluated to protect the 
incorporated and most densely populated area of Slidell which was severely flooded by Hurricane 
Katrina.   
 
3) East Plaquemines Levee Alignment 
This alignment  is the existing “back levee alignment” through Plaquemines Parish.  This region 
was severely damaged by Hurricane Katrina.  This levee system experienced the highest surge 
levels from Hurricane Katrina in Louisiana where water was pushed against this levee.  It would be 
difficult to build and justify the cost for 400 year level of protection for this low population area.  A 
100 year level of protection may be feasible and should be complemented with non-structural 
measures such as buy-outs or assistance in elevating homes and businesses.  This linear, ring-levee 
alignment will facilitate the use of polders to limit flooding from overtopping or failure of a levee. 
 
This levee alignment is entirely within the habitat goal of fresh wetlands and is historically swamp 
habitat.  Restoration of sustainable wetland forests outside and adjacent to the levees should be an 
adjunct to levee design, construction, and maintenance.  The treated wastewater from locally 
protected communities can also be used to rejuvenate local forests.   
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4) Protection of Interstate 10 near Irish Bayou  
Interstate 10 is an essential evacuation route for New Orleans.  The new elevated Twin Span Bridge 
being constructed across Lake Pontchartrain will be a significant improvement to the effectiveness 
of the interstate for evacuation or re-entry into the city.  However, there is a short segment of the 
interstate near Irish Bayou, which is highly vulnerable to surge flooding.  This 1.5 mile stretch of 
interstate extends from the “Lake Pontchartrain and Vicinities” levee in New Orleans East to the 
base of the new bridge under construction.  The new bridge on the south shore will connect to the 
existing interstate segment, which is outside of the New Orleans levee protection.  Unless some 
measures are taken, Interstate 10 will be closed in a high-water event.  The proposal here is to levee 
or elevate the interstate so that the entire Interstate-10 from downtown New Orleans to the North 
Shore could be utilized for safe evacuation or re-entry.   
 
 5) Hwy 90 Elevated Earth Foundation 
Highway 90 is an important economic corridor with historical significance.  It is also useful as a 
secondary evacuation route.  The highway is on a soil foundation, but its elevation varies 
significantly outside the levee system across the East Orleans Land Bridge.  Some sections are just 
2-3 feet above sea level and are quickly flooded during a storm or even a non-tropical wind event.  
The proposal here is to elevate Highway 90 to a more uniform height of approximately 8 feet above 
sea level.  This elevation will improve the usefulness of the highway for evacuation and make the 
highway less prone to frequent minor flooding events, increasing the economic viability of the 
region.  In addition, in a severe surge event, the highway will act as a “line of defense” and impede 
flood water movement east to west into Lake Pontchartrain.  This may reduce the flood threat to 
most of the rim of Lake Pontchartrain including Jefferson and Orleans Parishes.  Elevating the 
highway may compound surge from a seiche effect as surge waters attempt to flow out of Lake 
Pontchartrain from a west wind.  This design could increase surge levels in the Slidell region, and 
therefore should be evaluated by hydrologic modeling. 
 
6)  Maurepas Land Bridge 
The Maurepas Land Bridge is critical to maintaining the integrity of Lakes Pontchartrain and 
Maurepas.  Figures 8, 9, and 10 of maximum surge illustrate the build-up of surge at the land 
bridge.  The land bridge significantly dampens wave height and surge elevation which must pass 
across the land bridge from Lake Pontchartrain.  Communities in the surrounding parishes around 
Lake Maurepas all benefit from storm protection from the land bridge.  None of these communities 
currently have levees and are largely dependent on natural attenuation of surge from Lake 
Pontchartrain to the Lake Maurepas swamps, including the land bridge. 
 
The wetland forests of the Maurepas Land Bridge have only had slight recovery since being logged 
in the early 1900s. Lack of freshwater and nutrients, herbivory, and other factors have generally 
resulted in forests that are highly stressed with a high rate of tree mortality (Keddy et al., 2007). 
Current conditions will allow very little regeneration if trees are logged or if they die from salt 
stress.  Continued conversion of swamp to marsh or open water will allow more frequent and severe 
flooding from hurricanes, which threaten nearby communities and the interior swamps. 
 
The land bridge is a transportation corridor including an interstate evacuation route and a railroad. 
 

Proposed Project Features: 
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• Conserve all coastal wetland forests on the Maurepas Land Bridge. 
• Reintroduce Mississippi River water into the Maurepas swamp (maximum design discharge 

of 3,000 cfs). 
• Reintroduce Mississippi River water from the Bonnet Carré Spillway to Frenier (maximum 

design discharge of 5,000 cfs). 
• Create 1000 acres of elevated soils to enhance cypress tree growth on the land bridge. 

 
7) Jefferson & Orleans Parishes Marsh Buffer and Shoreline Stabilization 
Placement of rip rap and construction of the lakefront seawall directly on the shoreline have reduced 
the natural ecological benefit of the fringing marsh that once existed along Jefferson and Orleans 
Parishes’ shoreline of Lake Pontchartrain.  In Jefferson Parish, rip rap was placed opportunistically 
from nearby demolition projects, such as an airport runway.  Therefore, rock was not appropriately 
sized for wave conditions.  Nearly all of this material was washed away during Hurricane Katrina.  
During high-water events, the shoreline and base of the levee may be flooded and may be subject to 
wave erosion.  This erosion poses a risk of failure of the levee and additional maintenance costs. 
 
Construction of an offshore breakwater would create a quiet water area for restoration of natural 
shoreline habitat functions (Figure 42).  Restoration includes placement of soil fill along the 
shoreline to create emergent marsh adjacent to the lake’s shoreline.  Placement of reef balls between 
the marsh and breakwater would further reduce lateral wave energy and create structures that would 
be utilized by small fish, crabs, and other indigenous species.  The combined impact of the offshore 
breaker and the wetland habitat would be to reduce wave energy and produce an additional measure 
of risk reduction for damage to the levee. Rock utilized for the offshore breakwater would be 
appropriately sized for the project life.   Approximately 2,000 acres of marsh creation are 
recommended spread across the length of the south shore of Lake Pontchartrain.   
 
Restoration of wetlands in New Orleans in the vicinity of the Lakefront Airport to South Point may 
have an additional benefit aside from that described above.  When a storm moves ashore, west 
winds reverse the surge flow toward the east.   The current armored shoreline accentuates the 
amplification of surge.  Wetlands along this shoreline should absorb some of the surge energy, 
resulting in reduced sloshing of surge water toward Slidell.  
 
The LSU School of Architecture has developed some conceptual designs for the integration of 
marsh restoration, shoreline stabilization, and recreation.  These can be seen on line at   
http://www.laseagrant.org/pdfs/JeffersonRestoration.pdf. 
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Figure 42: Illustration of restoration and stabilization of the Lake Pontchartrain shoreline - 
South shore in Jefferson and Orleans Parishes.  The proposed width of the wetland buffer 
and breaker is a minimum and is dependent on the degree of protection allocated to the 
buffer for the levee. 

 
 
8) East Orleans Land Bridge 
The East Orleans Land Bridge is critical to maintaining the integrity of Lake Pontchartrain and 
Mississippi Sound.  Figures 8, 9, and 10 of maximum surge illustrate the build-up of surge at the 
land bridge.  The land bridge significantly dampens wave height and surge elevation which must 
pass across the land bridge from Mississippi Sound or Lake Borgne.  All of the communities in the 
surrounding parishes around Lake Pontchartrain benefit from storm protection from the land bridge.  
None of the North Shore communities currently have levees and are largely dependent on natural 
attenuation of surge across the land bridge. 
 
The East Orleans Land Bridge and its two large natural passes are well known as a landscape vital 
to maintaining the hydrologic exchange between Lake Pontchartrain and the Gulf sounds and lakes 
(see http://www.lca.gov/noelb/).  The hydrologic exchange allows movement of aquatic organisms 
in and out of the estuary while dampening the extreme high water surge developed by hurricanes.  
The land bridge is complex with other natural features, such as the Pine Island Ridge, Lake St. 
Catherine, and other smaller tidal passes.  It is also an exceptionally important commercial corridor 
with 2 railroads, 1 interstate highway, evacuation routes, state highways, power lines and pipelines, 
etc., and is considered the eastern entrance to the Greater New Orleans area and the western 
entrance to the Mississippi Gulf Coast.    
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The land bridge has lost approximately 4,000 acres of wetlands since 1956 (USGS land loss data).   
Hurricane Katrina damaged several critical areas, such as interior marsh loss in the Alligator Bend 
area and shoreline erosion along the Lake Pontchartrain shoreline.  The Habitat Evaluation Team 
(HET) in the LACPR Draft Technical Report used historical land loss rates from 1978 to 2005 to 
project future land loss for the next 100 years (USACE, 2008).  The base loss without restoration 
was 8,000 acres for the next 100 years.   The recommendation here is to restore with marsh creation 
6,000 acres over the next ten years.  This restoration combined with other measures, such as 
shoreline protection, diversions, etc., should sustain the land bridge.  
 
This recommendation is proposed to maintain the East Orleans Land Bridge’s functions to regulate 
the estuary and its natural capacity to dampen storm surge.  This includes marsh creation to rebuild 
marsh areas and by stabilizing critical shoreline reaches.  The Pine Island Ridge should be evaluated 
to restore its elevation and the ridge forest.   
 
Restoration of the land bridge should include at least: 

• CWWPRA Alligator Bend Marsh Creation project 
• Coastal Impact Assistance Program (CIAP)  shoreline stabilization south of Alligator Point 

in Lake Borgne 
• Shoreline protection with rock armoring  to stabilize high erosion areas 
• Selected marsh creation of the Lake Pontchartrain shoreline of the land bridge 
• Bank stabilization of the Rigolets channel bank, which threatens Lake St. Catherine 
• In total, approximately 6,000 acres of marsh creation spread throughout the land bridge over 

the next ten years 
 
9) Lake Borgne – MRGO Land Bridge 
The narrow band of wetlands separating the MRGO channel from Lake Borgne is rapidly eroding 
on both the channel and lake sides. Since Hurricane Katrina, Lake Borgne is transgressing into the 
MRGO channel.  If Lake Borgne and the MRGO continue to coalesce, the environmental impacts 
include at least the following: increase in salinity, disruption of natural littoral transport, expansion 
of a sediment sink, loss of fringing marsh, increase in the tidal prism, and an increase in hydraulic 
flushing.  This marsh does provide some protection to the levees in St. Bernard Parish. Although not 
adequate by themselves to protect the levee (as demonstrated by Hurricane Katrina), further loss of 
the wetlands will increase the need for other measures to protect the levees. The Golden Triangle 
wetlands are the only natural, direct buffer to surge within the infamous “funnel” between the 
MRGO and the GIWW.  In total, 1,000 acres of marsh creation are recommended to enhance the 
land bridge.  
 
Figure 43 is a graphic supplied by the USACE, which illustrates the proposed projects for the 
MRGO-Lake Borgne Land Bridge.  These projects will largely address the restoration of the land 
bridge.  The Violet diversion will help sustain the land bridge once the diversion is operational. 
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Figure 43: Map of USACE projects on the MRGO--Lake Borgne Land Bridge as funded 
by the 4th supplemental appropriations approved by Congress in 2006.  If completed, this 
work would substantially address the land bridge rebuilding except for the need for the 
Violet diversion, which would help sustain this marsh land bridge in the future.  (Graphic 
provided by the USACE). 

 
10) Restoration of Bayou la Loutre Ridge 
Bayou la Loutre Ridge is composed of the natural levees developed along Bayou la Loutre when it 
was an active distributary of the St. Bernard delta.  The resulting natural ridge has subsided and 
been affected by saltwater intrusion.  The ridge forest is nearly lost.  The ridge is also breached by 
the MRGO.  Closure of the MRGO at Bayou la Loutre Ridge and restoration of the ridge will 
provide a natural Line of Defense and impede surge water movement.    
 
Restoration of the south bank of the Bayou la Loutre Ridge (Figure 44) is widely supported and is 
within the Louisiana’s Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast and within St. Bernard 
Parish's coastal plan (CPRA, 2007).  Unlike Bayou la Loutre Ridge, nearly all natural ridges in 
Louisiana have intense development, which impedes restoration of the natural coastal forests.  The 
restored Bayou la Loutre Ridge will provide important habitat for wildlife, including many birds 
and fur-bearing species.   
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Restoration will require placement of sediment to raise the soil elevation of the ridge and 
reforestation with indigenous trees (primarily live oak).  Figure 45 illustrates a proposed profile to 
illustrate the desired elevation and reforestation.  Restoration of a ridge such as Bayou la Loutre will 
have technical challenges and some engineering uncertainty.   It is estimated that 1,100 acres should 
be planted over 14 miles of the ridge including approximately 40,000 trees (target 30 trees per acre 
with 20% mortality).  Fill requirement is estimated to be 4 million cubic yards.  The type of fill 
required, how to contain the fill, management of the plant succession, etc. are uncertainties in this 
recommendation.  
 
The USACE has released a draft final report of a plan to close the MRGO with a rock dam 
constructed at the south bank of Bayou la Loutre (USACE, 2007).  This measure is supported for its 
environmental benefit in limiting saltwater intrusion and for its flood protection benefit in restoring 
the Bayou la Loutre Ridge.  The dam elevation should match the elevation of the restored ridge to 
prevent focusing of surge.  The closure of the MRGO as a federal navigation waterway was 
approved by Congress in Water Resources Development Act (WRDA) language in November 2007, 
and final legal deauthorization of the reaches below the GIWW occurred on June 5, 2008, when the 
report was transmitted to Congress (USACE, 2008).  This document also directs the USACE to 
develop a plan for ecologic restoration of the area impacted by the MRGO.  Several elements in this 
report should be included in this plan, such as the Bayou la Loutre ridge, the land bridges, 
diversions, shoreline protection, and marsh creation recommended in this report.  
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Figure 44: Restoration of the south flank of Bayou  la Loutre Ridge.  The proposed 
restoration location (yellow), and the proposed rock dam (plug) of the MRGO channel at 
the south bank of Bayou la Loutre  (green).  The rock dam is the recommended closure of 
the MRGO by this report and by the USACE (USACE, 2007).  Cost of the rock dam is 
estimated to be $13.5M. Additional restoration measures are recommended here to address 
other effects of the MRGO (2005 CIR image). 

 
  

Figure 45: Illustration of restoration of the south flank of the Bayou  la Loutre Ridge.  As 
proposed, the restored ridge would have the highest elevation near the bayou at 
approximately +6 feet with a 100:1 slope toward the marsh.  Reforestation would include 
planting of indigenous species and management of the forest succession (green area).   
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11) Biloxi Marsh Land Bridges and Reef Restoration 
The Biloxi Marsh Land Bridges compose the outer rim of the Biloxi Marsh.  The Biloxi Marsh has 
been demonstrated to contribute to dampening of storm surge as far east as the MRGO levee.   
The Biloxi Marsh Land Bridges are critical to maintaining the integrity of marsh platform and the 
hydrologic integrity of Mississippi and Chandeleur Sounds.   Figures 8, 9, and 10 illustrate the 
build-up of maximum surge levels at the land bridge.  The marsh platform significantly dampens 
wave height and surge elevation that must pass across the land bridges from Chandeleur Sound.  
The Biloxi Marsh is absolutely vital to protecting the entire eastern flank of  Orleans and St. 
Bernard Parishes from storm surge.   
 
Maintaining the land bridges will assure that the overall integrity of the Biloxi Marsh is sustained.  
This region was once highly prolific in oysters and included major oyster barrier reefs.  Restoration 
of the marsh should focus on re-establishment of the historic reefs in Mississippi and Louisiana 
(Figures 46 & 47).  Closure of the MRGO facilitates the effectiveness of a freshwater diversion at 
Violet, Louisiana, to achieve this goal.  Reef development should also be supplemented with 
placement of cultch and structural reef building material.  Approximately 3,000 acres of marsh 
creation are recommended to “patch’ the marsh framework on the land bridges.  Reef restoration, 
with selective marsh creation and shoreline protection with traditional armoring and with the Violet 
diversion are proposed to sustain the Biloxi Marsh.   
 
The demolition concrete from the I-10 Twin Spans is recommended as a source of shoreline 
stabilization and reef material.  On April 2008, LPBF submitted a proposal to LA DOTD to use the 
Twin Span concrete for stabilization and reef development on the north flank of the Biloxi Marsh 
along Mississippi Sound.  This area has high rates of erosion with a steep shoreface that should 
allow access to place material (LPBF, 2008). 
 

 
Figure 46: Historic oyster reefs of the Biloxi Marsh and Mississippi Sound (black). 
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Figure 47: Wetland Habitat Goals for Planning Unit 1 (including the Ford and Palmisano 
lines) target proposed in the 1984 Feasibility Study for the Bonnet Carré Diversion project. 

 
 
12) Chandeleur Islands  
In the last decade, the Chandeleur Islands have been significantly reduced in areal extent due to 
several tropical storms including, Hurricane Georges and Hurricane Katrina.  Hurricane Katrina, in 
particular, may have caused the loss of as much as 70% of the islands.  However, due to a lack of 
storm impacts and a return to fair-weather wave conditions, some recovery has been observed in 
2006, 2007, and 2008 (Figure 48). Continued loss of the islands due to future storms would expose 
Biloxi Marsh to increased wave energy, alter the salinity regime of interior marsh and sounds, and 
increase the chance for long-period deep-water waves to penetrate deeply into the estuary during a 
hurricane.  Long-period waves were reported to have occurred during Hurricane Katrina and 
contribute significantly to wave run-up and wave energy.   
 
The Chandeleur Islands contain unique marine habitats that are found nowhere else in the State.  
While the islands themselves are part of the Breton National Wildlife Refuge and, therefore, under 
federal jurisdiction, the shallow aquatic habitats and vast meadows of seagrasses on the bayside of 
the island are “State waters”.  These habitats are essential to many valuable fishes and fishery 
resources including commercial species (e.g., blue crab Calinectes sapidus), recreational species 
(e.g., red drum or “redfish” Sciaenops ocellatus), and federally threatened and endangered species 
(e.g., various sea-turtles).  Recent fishery research by the Nekton Research Laboratory at the 
University of New Orleans (UNO) provides numerous examples of why these habitats need to be 
preserved for the sake of fishery resources.  For example, larval and juvenile groupers have been 
collected from seagrass beds throughout the summer.  This may be the only place in the State where 
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nursery habitat for this species occurs.  There is also evidence that lemon sharks (Negaprion 
breviorstris) use the Chandeleur Islands as “pupping grounds.”  If confirmed, it means this area is 
one of the few places in the Gulf of Mexico where this shark species reproduces.  
Federally-threatened gulf sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrinchus desotoi) are known to feed in shallow 
habitats associated with barrier islands and there are known occurrences of sturgeon occurring in 
the Chandeleur region.  If the islands are not restored and allowed to disappear, Louisiana will lose 
unique and valuable fishery habitats that are formed and protected by the Chandeleur Islands.   
 
The USGS has been contracted through US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) to assess the 
Chandeleur Islands for their potential restoration.  It is the recommendation here that restoration 
should include replenishment of sand and frequent vegetative plantings on the main island chain 
within the Breton NWR.  
 

 
 

 
Figure 48: Chandeleur Islands recovery in February 2007 shows signs of natural recovery 
with sand accumulating on the Gulf shoreface adjacent to isolated marsh platform 
remnants that remained after Hurricane Katrina. 

 
13) Breton – Terre aux Boeufs Basin 
This region is an important buffer to the levee alignments of lower St. Bernard and Plaquemines 
Parishes.  Historical wetlands loss rates have been modest until Hurricane Katrina.  Due to 
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, approximately 40 square miles of emergent marsh were severely 
damaged or lost (converted to open water) (Figure 49;  Barras, 2006, 2008).  Fortunately, the 
western side of this area (west of Bayou Terre aux Boeufs) has the beneficial impact of the 
Caernarvon Diversion.  In 2006, the diversion was run at approximately 4,000 cfs through the end 
of May and seemed to have had a significant benefit to the damaged wetlands.  Unfortunately, 
vegetative response to the 2006 diverted water was limited in areal extent and did not have 
maximum benefit to the damaged area (Figure 54).  Dr. John Day, who has been evaluating this 
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region for many years, is monitoring the recovery.  He has preliminarily reported that recovery is 
occurring rapidly where the marsh platform is still intact.    

 
Figure 49: USGS map illustrating apparent wetland  loss during the 2005 hurricane 
season.  Green outline is the target area for enhanced restoration (#13) utilizing overland 
flow from the Caernarvon Diversion (Barras, 2006).  Approximately 2,500 acres are 
recommended to be restored with pumping of sediment (marsh creation). 

 
 
The Caernarvon Diversion historically discharged less than the design capacity of 8,000 cfs.  In 
large part, this discharge was appropriate to maintain the optimum isohalines of the area around 
Black Bay.  The original Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) limited the discharge to 6,600 cfs 
but a new Environmental Assessment (EA) allowing discharge at higher levels has been approved 
by the USACE (USACE, 2008). 
 
The proposal here is to maximize the areal extent of the benefit of the Caernarvon discharge with 
overland flow to the area shown in the outline for the Breton-Terre aux Boeufs Basin.  These upper 
reaches of the basin will have established robust fresh and intermediate habitat that will recover 
from storm impacts.  To achieve this goal will require higher discharge and outfall management to 
direct water across northeast of Lake Lery and possibly across Bayou Terre aux Boeufs.  A 
CWPPRA project similar to this was selected for Phase I design in PPL17 under CWPPRA and is 
recommended.  Increased discharges should be used to the extent necessary without over-freshening 
the target oyster habitat in Breton Basin, except possibly during periods of need for accelerated 
recovery, such as the current situation. In addition, marsh creation should be used to re-build 
approximately 5,000 acres of critical areas of marsh loss from Hurricanes Katrina or Rita where it is 
unlikely that natural recovery will occur.   
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14) & 15) Bayou Manchac and Bayou Braud 
Historically, Bayou Manchac and Bayou Braud acted as occasional, minor distributaries of the 
Mississippi River.  Both are currently severed from the river.  Two small diversions are proposed 
for Bayou Manchac and for Bayou Braud (to Alligator Bayou).   These diversions are primarily 
directed toward water quality improvement and enhancement of swamps south and east of Baton 
Rouge.  It is recommended that the discharges be approximately 200 cfs each. 
 
16) Blind River Basin Diversion 
The Blind River Basin alluvial swamp has been deprived of overbank flow from the Mississippi 
River due to construction of the USACE Mississippi River and Tributaries Project (MR&T) river 
levees.  The need for additional freshwater and nutrients has been well documented in the adjacent 
Maurepas Swamp area by Dr. Gary Shaffer at Southeastern Louisiana University (Shaffer et al., 
2003).  Both CIAP and  Louisiana’s Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast include a 
diversion into the Blind River Basin (CPRA, 2007).  The recommended maximum design discharge 
is 8,000 cfs, although hydrologic modeling should consider the detention time and nutrient uptake 
to assure there is no eutrophication in open water bodies such as Lakes Maurepas and Pontchartrain.  
The maximum design discharge is assumed to be used infrequently for necessary pulse events and is 
greater than the expected discharge for normal spring flows.  It is recommended that all diversions 
emulate the natural spring cycle of overbank flow in March through June.  The goal of the project 
should be to stimulate primary plant productivity in the wetlands, to develop a complete forest 
canopy of cypress and tupelo, and to sustain the Blind River swamp. 
 
17) Maurepas Swamp Diversion 
The Maurepas alluvial swamp has been deprived of overbank flow of the Mississippi River due to 
construction of USACE (MR&T) river levees.  The need for additional freshwater and nutrients has 
been well documented by Dr. Gary Shaffer at Southeastern Louisiana University (Shaffer et al., 
2003).  Both CIAP and Louisiana’s Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast include a 
5,000 cfs diversion into Maurepas swamps (CPRA, 2007).  The recommended maximum design 
discharge is 3,000 cfs.  Hydrologic modeling should consider the detention time and nutrient uptake 
to assure there is no eutrophication in open water bodies such as Lakes Maurepas and Pontchartrain.    
 
Currently, a Maurepas Swamp diversion is under design by the State and the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA).  They have concluded that the maximum design discharge should be 
1,500 cfs (http://www.lacoast.gov/projects/overview.asp?statenumber=PO%2D29).  
It is recommended that the diversion structure be built to have excess capacity for pulsing and for 
modeling uncertainty of the appropriate discharge.  A larger structure will allow flexibility in 
adaptive management.  The maximum design discharge is assumed to be used infrequently for 
necessary pulse events and is greater than the expected discharge for normal spring flows.  It is 
recommended that all diversions emulate the natural spring cycle of overbank flow in March 
through June.  The goal of the project should be to stimulate primary plant productivity in the 
wetlands and to develop a complete forest canopy of cypress and tupelo. 
  
18) Frenier Diversion via Bonnet Carré Spillway 
The southern end of the Maurepas Land Bridge in the vicinity of Frenier, Louisiana is an alluvial 
swamp that has been deprived of overbank flow of the Mississippi River due to construction of 
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USACE (MR&T) river levees.  The need for additional freshwater and nutrients has been well 
documented by Dr. Gary Shaffer at Southeastern Louisiana University (Shaffer et al., 2003).  
LPBF’s Comprehensive Habitat Management Plan includes a recommendation to use the Bonnet 
Carré Spillway to divert water west across the west guide levee directly into the adjacent swamps.  
An alternative diversion site is immediately upriver of the spillway and may avoid complications of 
use of the spillway for the diversion. The recommended maximum design discharge is 5,000 cfs.  
Hydrologic modeling should consider the detention time and nutrient uptake to assure there is no 
eutrophication in open water bodies such as Lakes Maurepas and Pontchartrain.   There is also the 
additional opportunity to occasionally have larger flow during a Bonnet Carré Spillway opening for 
flood control.  The diverted water in either case would be directed west and northwest by the St. 
John the Baptist Parish levee to be constructed to the south and the railroad foundation to the north 
along the Lake Pontchartrain shoreline.   
 
It is recommended that the diversion structure be built to have excess capacity for pulsing and 
because of modeling uncertainty of the appropriate discharge.  A larger structure will allow 
flexibility in adaptive management.  The design maximum discharge is assumed to be used 
infrequently for necessary pulse events and is greater than the expected discharge for normal spring 
flows.  It is recommended that all diversions emulate the natural spring cycle of overbank flow in 
March through June.  The goal of the project should be to stimulate primary plant productivity in 
the wetlands, to develop a complete forest canopy of cypress and tupelo, and to sustain the forest. 
 
19) Bonnet Carré Wetlands Diversion 
Within the Bonnet Carré Spillway, significant stands of wetland forest are present.  Two major 
stands are located north of Airline Highway adjacent to the east and west guide levees.  The marsh 
wetland area in between the forests has an estuarine influence from Lake Pontchartrain facilitated 
by some hydrologic management conducted by the USACE, which oversees the spillway land.  
These wetlands could be enhanced with minor introduction of freshwater through an opportunistic 
project utilizing the Spillway control structure.  Reintroduction may occur through unavoidable 
leakage through spillway “needles” or through additional discharge by removal of some of the 
spillway needles.  A similar project was approved in 1999 by CWPPRA but never completed (PPL 
9).  It is recommended that minor outfall management be utilized to direct as much as 1,000 cfs 
water toward the wetland marsh or forest.   
 
20) LaBranche Diversion via Bonnet Carré Spillway 
The LaBranche wetlands have been deprived of overbank flow of the Mississippi River due to 
construction of USACE (MR&T) river levees.  LPBF’s Comprehensive Habitat Management Plan 
includes a recommendation to use the Bonnet Carré Spillway to divert water east across the east 
guide levee directly into the adjacent swamps.  Diverting water into LaBranche from the Bonnet 
Carré Spillway is complicated by the soil contamination associated with historic discharges into 
Bayou Trepagnier and subsequent dredging of the bayou.   If the contamination is deemed a 
constraint, an alternative site for a diversion near Interstate 310 (I-310) should also be evaluated.  
However, the Bayou Trepagnier Working Group was formed by the Secretary of the Louisiana 
Department of Environmental Quality (LDEQ) in 2000 and is comprised of representatives from 
LDEQ, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS), Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries (LDWF), Louisiana Department of 
Natural Resources (LDNR), CRCL and LPBF (non-government environmental groups), Motiva 
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(responsible party), and USACE.  The working group has developed an initial plan to address the 
area of contamination in the upper reach of the bayou referred to as Operating Unit 1.  A decision 
document underwent public review and has been approved.  It requires the responsible party to 
address contamination in operating Unit 1, including creation of an 800 foot wide clean corridor 
(Figure 50).  The purpose of the clean corridor is to create an uncontaminated area that would allow 
for construction of a conveyance canal for diverted water eastward from the Bonnet Carré spillway 
into the LaBranche wetlands without risk of remobilizing contaminants.  The width of the clean 
corridor must be adequate for the maximum design discharge (4,000 cfs), probably requiring at least 
800 feet width. 
 

 
Figure 50: Map from DEQ illustrating the location of the “clean corridor” to be 
established through initial remediation of the Bayou Trepagnier contamination.  The 
purpose of the clean corridor is to create a potential site to divert water from the Bonnet 
Carré Spillway to the LaBranche wetlands without risk or complications due historic local 
contamination. 

 
The recommended maximum design discharge is 4,000 cfs.  Hydrologic modeling should consider 
the detention time and nutrient uptake to assure there is no eutrophication in open water bodies such 
as Lake Pontchartrain.  There is also the additional opportunity occasionally to have larger flow 
during a Bonnet Carré Spillway opening for flood control.  The diverted water in either case would 
be directed eastward along the St. Charles Parish levee toward Jefferson Parish.  
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It is recommended that the diversion structure be built to have excess capacity for pulsing and 
because of modeling uncertainty of the appropriate discharge.  A larger structure will allow 
flexibility in adaptive management.  The design maximum discharge is assumed to be used 
infrequently for necessary pulse events and is greater than the expected discharge for normal spring 
flows.  It is recommended that all diversions emulate the natural spring cycle of overbank flow in 
March through June.  The goal of the project should be to stimulate primary plant productivity in 
the wetlands and provide a healthy nursery for Lake Pontchartrain fisheries and waterfowl. 
 
21) Violet Diversion 
A small siphon currently exists at Violet, Louisiana, but is inadequate (discharge of 200 cfs) to 
address the needs of the estuary.  As discussed previously, the Pontchartrain Basin is a series of sub-
estuaries which can be managed by appropriately located and sized river diversions.  The Violet 
Diversion is proposed to manage the Borgne-Biloxi Estuary, including Mississippi Sound (Figure 
51),   which is a large region that can be feasibly managed with the closure of the MRGO.  The 
MRGO has been legally deauthorized and the USACE recommends physical closure with a rock 
dam in the MRGO at Bayou la Loutre’s south bank (USACE, 2007).  This project could be 
completed as early as 2008.  Closure is also recommended in the Louisiana’s Comprehensive 
Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast (CPRA, 2007).   
 
Hydrologic modeling of the Violet Diversion, assuming that the MRGO is closed, has been 
conducted by a team of engineers and scientists at the University of New Orleans.  Funding was 
provided by the Pontchartrain Restoration Program.  Georgiou et al. (2007) report that 10,000 to 
15,000 cfs may be needed to freshen the Biloxi Marsh to brackish salinity with the assumption that 
the MRGO is closed (Figure 52).  The model was run for 60 days in a normal rainfall year.  It is 
recommended that a 20,000 cfs diversion be constructed.  Long-term modeling indicates that 
continuous operation of a Violet diversion at high flows could over-freshen Lake Pontchartrain. 
Salinity control throughout the estuary will require innovative and integrated management of this 
and other freshwater inputs. UNO is conducting further modeling of multiple diversions into the 
Pontchartrain Basin and this work  is expected to be completed in the Summer of 2008.  The final 
design should target the larger estuary and habitat goals but also the Central Wetland area between 
the MRGO levee and the 40-arpent levee in St. Bernard Parish.  The Central Wetlands also can be 
enhanced with beneficial use of treated effluent for the New Orleans Sewage Plant, as proposed by 
the City of New Orleans.  
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Figure 51: Map of the historic sub-estuaries in the vicinity of the Violet Diversion.  With 
closure of the MRGO, the hydrologic integrity of the Borgne-Biloxi estuary is re-
established.  Modeling demonstrates a diversion at Violet can be used to manage this 
estuary. 

 
Figure 52: Eastward shift of isohalines from a diversion at Violet, Louisiana, with a 
constriction of the MRGO at Bayou la Loutre (Georgiou et al., 2007). 
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22) Caernarvon Diversion 
The Caernarvon Diversion has been operational since 1991 and is the most studied of all diversions 
in Louisiana.  In spite of this history, there are still unknowns about the performance of the 
diversion.  Caernarvon was successful in re-establishing historic habitats and significantly 
increasing oyster production in the Breton Basin.  Other fisheries patterns are less clear.  Land loss 
studies prior to Hurricane Katrina showed some areas of loss and some areas of land gain in the 
outfall area.  In total through the 1990s, there was little, if any, net gain in wetlands in the outfall 
area of the Caernarvon Diversion, as indicated by the USGS monitoring for the Caernarvon outfall 
management project completed by CWPPRA.  It was also troubling that, in the distal outfall area 
around Spanish Lake, there were increases in land loss in the 1990 to 2000 period (seen on USACE 
data reported in LPBF, 2006).   
 
Hurricane Katrina interrupted the normal coastal processes and diversion ongoing performance by 
creating a tremendous land loss event directly in the outfall area of the Caernarvon diversion.  The 
USGS estimates 39 square miles of land loss in the area where Caernarvon Diversion outfall has 
traditionally occurred (Barras, 2006).  Nearly all of this loss corresponds to the area of fresh or 
intermediate marsh.  It is suspected that weaker soils associated with these habitats may have 
contributed to the vegetation’s vulnerability to the physical stress of the storm (waves and currents).  
This loss seems to be land to water conversion, but apparently, significant areas still have a shallow 
marsh soil platform intact.  Other areas have deeper water scour.  The shallower areas of loss should 
have much greater chance of rapid recovery by re-vegetating with emergent plants.  The brackish 
marsh in the lower portion of the Breton Basin appears to have been undamaged from the storm, 
although some slight shoreline erosion probably did occur. 
 
The maximum design discharge of the Caernarvon structure and conveyance canals is 8,000 cfs but 
has never been significantly operated at the maximum discharge level until 2008.  Figure 53 shows 
the discharge of a typical year prior to Hurricane Katrina.  The purple line indicates the estimated 
potential discharge of the structure.  Discharge was reduced dramatically at the end of April 2004.  
The total annual discharge represents approximately 20% of the potential discharge based on the 
actual river stage for 2004.   
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Figure 53: Graph of actual discharge and the estimated potential discharge through 
Caernarvon for 2004.  

 

 
Figure 54: USGS illustration of pre- and post-growing season imagery in 2006 after 
Hurricane Katrina.  The yellow outline (added) indicates an area of robust plant re-growth, 
which corresponds with the general area of the Caernarvon discharge plume.  The imagery 
tentatively indicates some recovery is occurring and corresponds with plume discharge.  
Time and fieldwork is needed to access the true extent of recovery. 

 
. 
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Figure 55: Apparent post-Hurricane Katrina recovery in 2006 (yellow outline) near 
Caernarvon superimposed on post-Hurricane Katrina land loss map (see Figure 54).   

 
In 2006, slightly higher discharge flowed than in 2004, but for the first time, there was significant 
discharge during the spring.  Figure 54 is pre- and post-growing season photography in 2006.  It 
indicates robust vegetative growth in the area corresponding to the discharge plume.  Damaged 
areas outside of the plume show far less growth based on the photographic patterns (Figure 55). 
 
The recommendation for the Caernarvon Diversion is to expand the area of benefit southwestward 
toward the Mississippi River and eastward across Bayou Terre aux Boeufs.  In 2007, CWPPRA 
approved a project for design to direct Caernarvon discharge toward Bayou Terre aux Boeufs (see 
PPL 17 projects on www.LACOAST.gov).  USFWS is the lead agency for the CWPPRA project.  
Directing the discharge eastward can be accomplished through a combination of higher discharge 
and outfall management.  The area targeted (Figures 40 and 49) is a swath of marsh south of the 
lower St. Bernard Parish levees.  This marsh will continue to provide an important buffer for St. 
Bernard Parish from storm surge.  The goal should be to maximize the ability to have overland flow 
to the target area (recommendation 13) while maintaining the brackish marsh in the lower portion of 
the Breton Basin marsh.   
 
23) White Ditch Diversion 
White Ditch is an approved CWPPRA project on the PPL 14 
(http://www.lacoast.gov/projects/overview.asp?statenumber=BS%2D12) that is currently being 
designed for a total of 500 cfs discharge through two structures.  One structure is being repaired and 
may already be actively discharging.  The second structure is new and is being designed.   
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The area to benefit from the discharge is the historic alluvial swamp adjacent to the Mississippi 
River.  This area is typically bypassed by discharge from the Caernarvon Diversion. The project is 
recommended as currently designed to benefit the bypassed area along the Mississippi River. 
 
24) East Bank Natural Levee & Ridge Diversions (Bohemia Spillway Area) 
The east bank of the Mississippi River below the town of Bohemia is beyond the southernmost 
extent of the USACE (MR&T) river levees.  This reach of river bank down to Fort St. Philips has 
re-growth of a natural levee forest (live oak, black willow and bald cypress) and has benefited from 
some seasonal overbank flow of the Mississippi River.  It is here referred to as the East Bank 
Natural Levee & Ridge (Figures 38 and 60).   The road, built on the natural levee,  had extended as 
far south as the Ostrica lock. The road was damaged by Hurricane Katrina, but was locally re-built 
with a limestone rubble foundation.  It is unclear to what degree the road foundation or other 
alteration may be impairing the natural overbank flow of the Mississippi River.  It is anecdotally 
reported that between Nestor and Bohemia, the road is overtopped locally by the river 
approximately twice per year due to higher stages on the river.  However, aerial photography 
indicates that the road further south may be impeding flow and negatively influencing vegetation 
growth near Buck’s Bay.   
 
In 2008, high water on the Mississippi River overtopped a significant section of the limestone 
rubble road along the Bohemia spillway area.    Overtopping (0.5 to 1.5 feet) occurred for 
approximately 0.75 miles and at least at 4 breaches (3 feet to 9 feet below road surface) occurred, 
including the largest at the site of the old Bohemia Diversion structure (See Figure 56).  Discharge 
through these culverts, overtopping or breaches is under investigation (Figure 57). The culverts 
may have been installed after Hurricane Katrina.  
 
A larger, inoperable diversion is located at Bayou Lamoque (12,000 cfs; Figure 38).  The Fort St. 
Philip diversion is under design and another diversion is proposed within the CWPPRA program.  A 
10,000 cfs diversion is proposed south of Bohemia in the CWPPRA program and is recommended 
(Figure 58).  The total discharge recommended for the East Bank Natural Levee & Ridge is 
100,000 to 150,000 cfs, utilizing these diversions and additional diversions dispersed along the East 
Bank Natural Levee & Ridge. 
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Figure 56: High Mississippi River water in 2008, overtopping the limestone rubble road 
just down river of the old Bohemia Diversion structure, which was replaced by culverts 
that were washed-out by high water in 2008 (see next figure).  Dr. Mark Kulp of UNO is in 
the distance. 
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Figure 57: Breach of limestone rubble road and metal culverts at the site of the old 
Bohemia structure due to high water on the Mississippi River in 2008.   Three 6 foot pipe 
culverts were located under the road prior to high water in 2008.  Additional culverts 
further south (two 6 foot) were flowing but remained intact in 2008 (John Lopez, pers. 
comm.). 
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Figure 58: Location of CWPPRA PPL 17 diversion project.  Upper picture illustrated the 
relation of the Mississippi River to the adjacent wetlands without an artificial flood levee.  
The lower left picture illustrates that the roadbed may unintentionally retard overbank flow 
because it is slightly higher than the natural levee elevation.   

 
Figure 59: Bohemia culverts breached by high river water in 2008, located a few miles 
north of the authorized CWPPRA project (see previous figures). 
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Figure 60: East Bank Natural Levee and Ridge in Planning Unit 1 below the USACE 
(MR&T) levees.  This area includes one operable diversion, one inoperable diversion, one 
proposed diversion, and one authorized diversion in the CWPPRA program.  Additional 
small uncontrolled diversion projects are recommended so that the total discharge is 
50,000 to 100,000 cfs into the East Bank Natural Levee and Ridge.  Benney’s Bay 
Diversion is being designed as sub-delta diversion under CWPPRA (2005 CIR 
photography.)  

 
The recommendation is to utilize the existing diversions and several additional diversions to re-
establish or emulate the natural overbank discharge and to continue to re-build the East Bank 
Natural Levee & Ridge.  This area will provide protection for the west bank of Plaquemines Parish 
and the Mississippi River channel.  The discharge should be widely dispersed across the 20 mile 
reach of the river but could total as much as 100,000 cfs.  The Bayou Lamoque diversion is in the 
Louisiana’s Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast and is a priority project.  In 2007, 
CWPPRA approved a project for design a 10,000 cfs diversion at Bohemia (see PPL 17 projects at 
www.LACOAST.gov).  EPA is the lead agency for the CWPPRA project.  The East Bank Natural 
Levee and Ridge should be managed as one landscape feature with multiple diversions, which could 
be uncontrolled.  This area’s habitat is unique in Louisiana since other river banks have intense 
development.  It also represents a unique opportunity to understand the biological and physical 
processes and development of a natural levee on the Mississippi River.  Since there is need for 
vehicular access along the river, the roadways should be designed to accommodate larger discharge  
structures or overtopping of the natural levee.  
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25) Benney's Bay 
Benney’s Bay is a CWPPRA diversion project currently being designed as a 50,000 cfs land 
building diversion (Figure 33).  This project is recommended to continue the sub-delta land 
building process.  This measure will provide protection for the Venice area on the west bank. 
 
26) Mississippi River Spillway Between Belaire and Poverty Point 
Two controlled crevasses are proposed along the Mississippi River to allow high discharge of 
sediment-laden water during high water events on the river.  Theses spillways are located at critical 
areas of the marsh where delivery of sediment for long-term sustainability is important for the Lines 
of Defense and where sites are amenable to these types of structures.  For example, the site at Wills 
Point has no back levee (Figure 61).   On this reach of the river, there is simply a MR&T levee and 
Highway 39 adjacent to open wetlands of the Breton Basin.   This 5- mile stretch of undeveloped 
land is a very good location for a controlled crevasse diversion, which would likely be 1 to 2 miles 
wide.    The location for controlled crevasses lower on the river is simpler to design because there is 
no MR&T river levee.   Lowering of the elevation of the roadway (see East Bank Natural Levee and 
Ridge discussion) or natural overbank would facilitate discharge.   
 

 
Figure 61: Proposed location of a controlled crevasse structure to flow during high water 
on the Mississippi River.  Structure would be designed to maximize sediment delivery.  
This location offers relative ease of construction due to the lack of a back levee and 
development.  Open wetlands of the Breton Basin are within 200 feet of the Mississippi 
River.   
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28) Delta Management with Selective Pass Closures 
A “pass closure” plan is proposed for redesigning the lower delta for better management of both 
restoration and navigation.  The pass closure plan is to close two of three existing passes and to 
leave one principal pass open for navigation.  From the standpoint of the environment and possibly 
for navigation, the preferred choice would be to close Southwest Pass and South Pass (Figure 62).  
Pass a Loutre would be dredged and maintained as the new navigation channel.  This pass provides 
a shorter route for shipping. Flow in this new navigation channel could have the discharge 
optimized to minimize maintenance dredging.  The environmental benefits could be far-reaching.   
 

 
Figure 62: Recommended delta management elements of the lower Mississippi River.  
Southwest and South Passes are closed with minimal discharge.  Pass a Loutre is improved 
to accommodate deep draft navigation of the Mississippi River.  Beneficial use of dredge 
material is utilized in the adjacent Delta NWR and the Pass a Loutre WMA. 

 
 
A pass closure project could make available 60% of the river flow for river reintroductions for 
restoration without reducing flow necessary to maintain the navigation channel.  In addition, water 
and sediment that do reach the Gulf of Mexico have a much greater chance of being incorporated 
into the delta plain simply because of the discharge position relative to the delta and prevailing 
winds.  The discharge plume through Pass a Loutre will tend to be pushed into the adjacent bays 
(Figure 63).  These bays include two wildlife refuges, which have seen 62% - 83% loss of 
wetlands.  Dredge material from Pass a Loutre could be used beneficially to dramatically offset this 
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loss within areas already under conservation. Under existing conditions, Southwest Pass is in a very 
poor position to entrain sediment into the delta.  The discharge plume from Southwest Pass is 
generally pushed by winds and currents away from the delta and into the open Gulf water.  
Southwest Pass could still be used by commercial and recreational vessels and could become a 
harbor and fishing reef.  It would be a valuable asset even without deep draft navigation.  It is 
recommended that the pass closure alternative be considered a prime alternative for future 
management of the river. 

 
 

 
Figure 63: Imagery (1985) of the sediment plume of the Mississippi River.  The brown 
plume is depicted with two distinct patterns. The entire discharge and suspended sediment 
load carried by Southwest Pass drifts westward away from the delta and into deep water 
shelf areas.  The discharge and sediment on the east side of the delta, such as Pass a 
Loutre, tends to drift into the delta.  The inset wind rose diagram shows the dominance of 
south to east winds, which explains this pattern of plume movement.  All of the discharge 
in Pass a Loutre is in a more favorable location to support the Mississippi River delta and 
the two large conservation areas. 
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Planning Unit 2 (Barataria Basin) 
General Description 
It is certain that Planning Unit 2 has had one overriding hydrologic alteration.  Prior to 
anthropogenic alteration, the fresh water input into the basin was dominated by discharge from the 
Mississippi River.  After hydrologic modifications, as early as 1904 (closure of the Bayou 
Lafourche distributary and Mississippi River levee construction), the primary and almost sole 
source of fresh water into the Barataria Estuary was rainwater.   
 
It has been estimated that the average annual rainwater inflow into Barataria Basin is approximately 
5,300 cfs (BTNEP, 1995).  Some east-flowing discharge occurs through the GIWW into the basin 
and is estimated to be on average 2,200 cfs (Swarzenski, 2003). The existing freshwater pump into 
Bayou Lafourche only adds an additional 400 cfs.  This total represents just 2% of the average 
annual discharge of the Mississippi River.  Considering that there are 175 miles of Mississippi 
River bank in the Barataria Basin, it seems highly likely that discharge by overbank flow before 
levees far exceeded the 2% contribution by rainfall.  Just three inches of overtopping over this 
length of levee would result in at least 200,000 cfs discharge (28% of typical Spring discharge of 
the river).  BTNEP (1995) “conservatively” estimated that discharge into Barataria and Terrebonne 
Basins was at least 111,767 cfs prior to 1904.  The result of severing the Mississippi River from the 
Barataria Basin is that the estuary switched its dominant freshwater source from the river to rainfall 
(BTNEP, 1995).  The result, however, is not that the system is dominated by rainfall, but rather by a 
century of progressive saltwater intrusion.   
 
The consequences of having only rainfall for freshwater input are that far less freshwater is 
introduced, it is on a different cycle than the Spring overbank flow, and the rainfall is distributed 
geographically equally across the basin rather than from its northern or eastern flank at the 
Mississippi River.  For example, BTNEP (1995) described: 
 

“It is interesting to note that most freshwater previously entered the BTES during late 
spring and early summer, which is the time of year currently experiencing a freshwater 
deficit.” 

 
In addition, far less sediment and nutrients are introduced.  As a result, the habitat distribution and 
estuarine gradient are principally dominated by saltwater intruding into the basin rather than by 
freshwater input.  Because rainfall has been constant over time and the basin has collapsed due to 
extensive land loss and channelization, the habitats have shifted toward more saline wetland types 
along paths of greater saltwater access, such as the Barataria Waterway.  Overall, habitats have 
shifted northward through the central bays and lakes of the estuary toward the upper estuary 
(Figure 64).  
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Figure 64: 1988 Wetland habitat map for Barataria and Terrebonne Basins in BTNEP 
(1995) from Chabreck (1988). 

 
The extent of saltwater intrusion and the resulting shift in habitats is extensive and began more than 
a century ago.  In 1952, Gunter published a review of decades prior changes to the Mississippi 
River and the adjacent estuary dating to the early 1900’s.  He stated: 
 

“From the above reports it appears rather conclusive that the older oyster reefs in the 
lower bays have died out.  That an increase in salinity was the direct or indirect cause, 
is indicated by the fact that reefs came to life again under the influence of the sudden 
influxes of fresh water from crevasses.  The establishment of oyster beds in the upper 
bays where none grew before and in areas which were fresh water a few years before, 
indicates in another way that salt water is moving inland.  These arguments supplement 
each other logically.  Therefore, it seems safe to conclude that the salinity of 
Terrebonne, Timbalier, Barataria Bays and the adjoining smaller bodies of water on 
the Louisiana Coast has been increasing for some 45 years or so and probably more.  
This process seems to have been gradual.  The influence of this change upon the 
organisms of the areas has doubtless been great, as we have indicated above, but they 
have not been recorded except in a very general way for oysters. “ 
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Gunter cited evidence from early 1900 reports on the location of oyster reefs and added that 
subsequent reefs, such as in Bay Chene Fleur (upper rim of Barataria Bay – see Figure 67), were 
oyster reefs developed on a shell mound of fresh water clams (Rangia cuneata), which indicate a 
formerly much fresher environment.  In 1910, just a few years after the closing of Bayou Lafourche, 
new oyster reefs were described near Leeville (LCA Study, USACE, 2004).  All of this supports his 
argument that the original oyster reefs in Barataria were further south and east in Caminada Bay and 
southwestern Barataria Bay in Jefferson Parish.  The net result of the saltwater intrusion was that, 
by 1988, the saline habitat now occupied areas once fresh and intermediate (around Barataria Bay) 
and that brackish habitats had moved northward 30 miles to “The Pen,” which is within a few miles 
of Lake Salvador.  
 
The Louisiana Coastal Area (LCA) Ecosystem Restoration Report by the USACE reported USGS 
estimates by Barras et al. (2003) of historical and projected land loss for Planning Unit 2.  The 
historical loss from 1932 to 2000 is 451 square miles, and an additional 186 square miles are 
expected to be lost by 2050 (Figure 65).   
 

 
Figure 65: USGS map of historical (1932 to 2000 in red) and projected land loss (2003 to 
2050 in yellow) in the area of Planning Unit 2 (Barataria Basin).  Blue line is boundary of 
the analysis. Yellow line is a GIWW levee alternative, which is not recommended. 
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Barataria Basin has been known to have some of the worst land loss problems on the coast.  There 
are a plethora of causes including channelization, compaction-subsidence, fault driven subsidence, 
saltwater intrusion, impoundments, etc. (see Coast 2050, Boesch et al., 1994, USACE, 2004).  From 
1978 to 2000, 213 square miles were lost (USACE, 2004).  Land loss in Barataria Basin reported in 
Coast 2050 from 1932 to 1974 is 238 square miles.    
 
It is even more sobering to put the Barataria Basin land loss in the context of restoration.  CWPPRA 
has spent approximately $607 million (federal share) to restore or preserve 101 square miles of 
wetlands for projects constructed or authorized to be constructed by 2006 (La Coastal Wetlands 
Conservation and Restoration Task Force, 2006).  Including local cost share and administration, this 
cost is $13,000 per acre for restoration primarily conducted in the 1990s.  This includes a mix of 
restoration techniques. Marsh creation is considered more expensive than most other techniques of 
restoration and is heavily dependent on energy costs.  Therefore, we conservatively estimate that 
marsh creation  in the future in south Louisiana will cost at least $26,000 per acre, possibly 
significantly higher.  Table 7 projects the potential costs of restoration by marsh creation to 
historical conditions of 2003, 1978, and 1932.  Another indication of the financial challenge is from 
a state contracted study of long-distance piping of sediment for restoration in Barataria and 
Terrebonne Basins.  For the proposed marsh creation in the two basins, it was projected to cost $634 
million per year for 50 consecutive years or $32 billion.  
 
Period Square Miles lost 

or predicted to be 
lost 

Restoration cost at 
Historical CWPPRA cost 
($13,000 / ac), includes 
25%  Cost share & 10% 
Administrative cost 

Restoration cost with Post-
Hurricane Katrina, Marsh 
Creation cost ($26,000/acre),  
includes inflation, energy costs, 
etc. 

2003-2050 186 $1.5B Cost to Maintain                $3.0B 
1978-2050 (186+213)= 399 $3.3B Cost to Restore to 1978     $6.6B 

1932-2050 
(186+213+238)= 

637 
$5.3B 

Cost to Restore to 1932   $10.6B 
 

Table 7: Estimates of Costs to Re-build Wetlands in the Barataria Basin to Historical 
Extents.  Estimates of future costs (far right column) to substantially re-build wetlands to 
historical extent in 2003, 1978, and 1932 in the Barataria Basin by 2050.  These high costs 
suggest more selective restoration is necessary, particularly for mechanical restoration such 
as “marsh creation.” 

 
The levee alignments recommended for Planning Unit 2 generally follow existing levees and 
extensions of these levees in a back-levee configuration (Figure 66).  The overall alignment is 
similar to the swamp alignment in the Louisiana’s Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable 
Coast (or the “ridge alignment” in the LACPR draft technical report).  Hydrologic modeling in the 
USACE Preliminary Technical Report demonstrates that the alignment along the GIWW 
(Donaldsonville to the Gulf – see Figure 65) generates extreme surge events as high as 40 feet for 
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an extreme  Category 5 type storm.  Models of existing conditions with an open estuary indicate 
that surge is less than half of that (14 feet) with a 400 year event, and  for  most of the planning unit, 
surge is about 6 to 10 feet (USACE Plan Formulation Atlas, 2007).    
 
The LACPR draft technical report (USACE, 2008) allows a slightly more direct comparison of the 
two alignments.   The 100-y, 400-y and 1000-y levee height requirements determine that the 
maximum levee heights on a GIWW alignment would need to be 45%, 29% and 38% higher than 
the maximum height of the swamp or ridge alignment as recommend in this report.  This additional 
levee height would dramatically increase borrow material by about 100%; and therefore, on a per-
mile basis likely increase cost by more than 100%.   However, the GIWW alignment modeled by 
LACPR (see Figure 65) allows significant overtopping requiring that the swamp alignment be in 
place anyway.   The “GIWW weir alignment” as a partial barrier therefore is a longer overall 
alignment requiring higher levees than a swamp alignment alone.  The previous Preliminary 
Technical report (USACE 2006) tested the GIWW as a complete barrier and demonstrates surge 
amplification is overwhelming.   
 
Compounding the problem of either of the GIWW alignment (Figure 65) alternatives as a partial or 
complete barrier is a funnel effect between the Plaquemines levee and the proposed levee along the 
GIWW.  In all three LACPR models of the GIWW alignment, the maximum levee height was at the 
apex of the angle created by these two levees.  The right angle created apparently focuses surge.  
The GIWW alignment would require higher back levee on the West Bank of Plaquemines Parish 
(not shown in LACPR since these are not federal levees).  A similar effect can be found where the 
GIWW alignment intersects the levee at Bayou Lafourche. The LACPR estimates that the back 
levee at Larose and Cut Off would need to be elevated from 14 feet (swamp alignment) to 23 feet 
(GIWW Weir alignment).  Simple visual inspection of the GIWW alignment to the swamp 
alignment illustrates that with the swamp alignment there is no funnel geometry to adjacent levees 
and therefore, there is no funnel effect.   
 
The swamp alignment would keep the estuary open and have similarly have lower surge heights 
than a trans-estuary alignment such as the GIWW or Hwy 90 alignments.  The recommended 
alignment has the benefits of a “back levee” as described in the introduction.  It minimizes 
impoundment of wetlands, maximizes estuarine function, and allows flooding of the estuary for 
restoration.  Most importantly, it avoids the extreme and artificial surge amplification associated 
with outer alignments such as the GIWW alignment. 
 
The restoration recommendation for Planning Unit 2 follows the MLODS by identifying the key 
Lines of Defense, which include the Gulf/barrier shoreline, three marsh land bridges, two critical 
marsh buffers near levees, and one ridge (Figure 66).  Restoration considers the urgency of flood 
protection by recommending marsh creation on the marsh lines of defense (such as the land bridges 
and levee buffers), and utilizing appropriately located diversions to sustain these areas in the future.  
The blue outlines on Figure 66 indicate the target areas for overland flow.  The diversions should 
be modeled to have a discharge at least sufficient for overland flow within the blue outlines.  The 
recommended discharges are the best professional judgment of the necessary discharge to achieve 
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this overland flow.  Hydrologic modeling is being initiated to refine these estimates. Due to the 
enormous land loss, subsidence, and other local factors, a delta building diversion is proposed near 
Buras where the Gulf has breached into the estuary.   
 

 
Figure 66: Key restoration recommendations for Planning Unit-2.  (Arrows=diversions; 
Green=fresh; orange=intermediate; purple=brackish habitat goals).  Blue outlines are 
where overland flow is recommended from diversions.  Solid blue area (#24) is a land-
building diversion delta. 

 
Figure 67 is a map of 2007 oyster seed grounds and leases in Planning Unit 2.  In the future, oyster 
production in Planning Unit 2 would be restricted to the yellow outline of brackish habitat.  
Achievement of the habitat goals would dramatically alter the distribution of fisheries in the lower 
portion of Planning Unit 2.  It should be anticipated that the areal extent of oyster production would 
decline significantly; however, the productivity per acre should rise significantly.  Overall 
productivity, as measured by vegetation or fisheries, should dramatically increase with the proposed 
restoration. 
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Figure 67: Map of 2007 oyster leases and seed grounds in Planning Unit 2.  The oyster 
leases are in pink, seed grounds are cross-hatched, and the yellow outline is the brackish 
habitat goal area where oyster production would be restricted with achievement of the 
habitat goals with the recommended diversions.   
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PU-2 
# Location Measure Description 

New or 
Existing 

levee   

Maximum 
Design 

Discharge 
Controlled 
Diversions 

Maximum 
Discharge  

Flood year- 
pulse events 
w/spillways 

 Marsh 
Creation 
acres by 
2025

1 
St. James, St. John & St. Charles  
Psh west bank 

Back levee on upland wetland margin for surge and diversion flood 
protection - 400year protection  provided by FPS new       

2 Jefferson & Orleans Psh west bank 
Back levee & existing alignment on the Orleans West Bank- 
400year protection provided by FPS existing       

3 Myrtle Grove to Happy Jack Back levee (ring levee) to 400year protection existing       
4 Port Sulphur to Empire Back levee (ring levee) to  minimum 100 year protection existing       
5 Buras to Venice  Back levee (ring levee) to   minimum 100 year protection existing       
6 Thibodaux to Cut Off Back levee (ring levee) to 400year protection existing       
7 Galliano to Golden Meadow Back levee (ring levee) to 100 year protection existing       
8 Lafitte Ring levee to 400year protection new       

9 Westwego to Lockport Land Bridge 
Maintain marsh to  present extent with aggressive use of Davis 
Pond Diversion        

10 Barataria Basin Land Bridge 

Restore marsh to ~1983 extent Use marsh creation - 15,000 acres 
(long-distance pumping from River), restore canals, shoreline 
protection & aggressive use of Jesuit Bend Diversion (#21)      15000

11 Golden Meadow to Myrtle Grove  

Restore marsh to ~1983 extent, Use marsh creation - 6000 acres 
(long distance pumping), shoreline protection  & aggressive use of 
Myrtle Grove Diversion (#22) & restore canals,      6000

12 Port Sulphur to Empire 
Restore marsh buffer adjacent to levee with marsh creation/ 
beneficial use dredge material (3000 acres)      3000

13 Buras to Venice  
Restore marsh buffer adjacent to levee with marsh creation/ 
beneficial use dredge material (5000 acres)      5000

14 Sandy Point to Quatre Bayou Pass 
Restore Gulf shoreline & barrier islands,  close unneeded 
navigation  channels        

15 
E  Grande Terre to Pt. Chenier 
Ronquile 

Construct offshore breakwaters to trap sand of terminal end 
shoreline drift        

16 
Northeast side of Fourchon 
headland 

Development of oyster reefs and restore marsh with marsh creation 
(3000 acres)        

17 Bayou Grande Cheniere Restore ridge integrity of Bayou Grande Cheniere,          

18 Near Lagan in St. James Parish 
Mississippi River reintroduction maximum  design  discharge 1000 
cfs   1000    

19 Near Edgard in St. John Parish 
Mississippi River reintroduction maximum design  discharge 1000 
cfs   1000    
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20 St. Charles/Jefferson Parishes 

Mississippi River reintroduction at Davis Pond Diversion used 
aggressively for overland flow across land bridge west and north of 
Lake Salvador (feature #9) maximum discharge 10,500 cfs   10650    

21 Jesuit Bend, Plaquemines Parish 

Mississippi River reintroduction at Jesuit Bend used aggressively 
for overland flow for marsh northeast of Little Lake and north of 
Barataria Bay maximum design  discharge 10,000 cfs   5000 150000   

22 Myrtle Grove, Plaquemines Parish 

Mississippi River reintroduction at Myrtle Grove used aggressively 
for overland flow for marsh southeast of Little Lake and north of 
Barataria Bay maximum design  discharge 20,000 cfs   20000 120000   

23 Deer Range, Plaquemine Parish 

Mississippi River reintroduction at Deer Range used aggressively 
for overland flow for marsh east of Bayou Grande Cheniere, 
maximum design  discharge 10,000 cfs   10000    

24 Sunrise to Bolivar Point, Plaq Psh 

Land building diversion directed eastward toward Bay Adams, 
annual discharge 100,000 to 140,000 cfs, possibly located in or 
part of spillway structure proposed    140000    

25 West Bay Southeast of Venice West Bay Diversion,  maximum discharge 25,000 cfs   25000    

26 South of Cut Off, Bayou Lafourche 

Controlled hurricane surge spillway:  east to west or west to east 
across Bayou Lafourche, also used for flood year pulse events east 
to west  discharge         

27 Caminada Headland, Fourchon Beach nourishment & selective marsh creation  for headland existing      

      
Sub-
Totals 212650 270000   

      

Total 
maximum 
discharge 
Diversion 
& 
Crevasses   482650   

      

Total 
Marsh 
Creation    29000

Table 8: Planning Unit 2 – Lines of Defense Measures (Evacuation, municipal drainage, and non-structural excluded, see 
text) 
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Figure 68: Planning Unit 2 Lines of Defense measures map (excluding municipal pumping, and non-structural measures).
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General Recommendations 
Planning Unit 2 
 (See Figure 68 and Table 8)  

 

Non-Structural Measures - Non-structural flood mitigation measures need to be considered as an 
essential Line of Defense Strategy and an integral part of the Comprehensive Protection Plan for 
Planning Unit 2. Non-structural mitigation measures, such as elevating homes or businesses, are a 
fundamental element of flood risk reduction and an additional measure of redundancy or security.  
(For more detailed information, see the Non-Structural Section under Overview of the Proposed 
Integration of the Lines of Defense and Restoration Measures). 
 
Non-structural measures must be placed in a geographic context of the other Lines of Defense 
measures. Most fundamentally, assets are either within a levee protected area or outside. Many 
areas within Planning Unit 2 consist of assets located within a levee protection system (West Bank 
of New Orleans, Plaquemines Parish, and Larose to Golden Meadow).  As experienced during 
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, assets within the levee system should expect the indirect impact of a 
storm and require non-structural (elevation) approaches commensurate with the exposure of life and 
assets due to heavy precipitation, the risk of overtopping, and the risk of failure of a levee, flood 
gates, flood wall, etc. 
 
Communities outside of levees are not protected by structural measures.  Those communities should 
expect the direct impact of storm surge, including waves and currents. The non-structural 
approaches should be commensurate to the life-threat and economic exposure expected from 
flooding with waves and currents by direct interaction with storm surge and precipitation.  
 
In terms of mitigating effects of moving surge water, the first choice is to relocate. In terms of 
coastal construction, the #1 rule in areas subject to moving water is to elevate above the expected 
still water plus wave elevation, assuming at least a 100 year storm.   
 
In south Louisiana, elevated structures within or outside of levee protection, in general, are much 
more likely to be sustainable.  Considering the combined long-term threats of subsidence damage, 
flood damage, and termite damage, the wisdom of slab homes or businesses built on grade 
anywhere in coastal Louisiana is seriously questioned. 

 

Don’t Wait, Elevate! 

Evacuation Routes - The MLODS proposes that evacuation routes are Lines of Defense and, need 
to be geographically integrated with other Lines of Defense to anticipate their performance and 
evaluate the requirements to be effective evacuation routes (Figures 28 and 29). The MLODS 
recommendations include the evaluation of evacuation routes and integration of these state 
evacuation routes into the Comprehensive Protection Plan for Planning Unit 2.  (For more detailed 
information, see the Evacuation Routes Section under Overview of the Proposed Integration of the 
Lines of Defense and Restoration Measures). 
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In addition, state and local authorities should coordinate evacuation planning to facilitate quick and 
uncomplicated evacuation of residents in the path of a potential threat.  Every effort should be made 
to educate the public on the evacuation plans and risks associated with the protection system at the 
time of the threat.   
 
Specific recommendations for evacuation routes within Planning Unit 2 are included below:  

 
Louisiana Highway 1 from Larose south to Port Fourchon is a vital industrial corridor 
and evacuation route.  The section below Larose should be entirely, or at least 
partially, elevated.  An elevated earthen foundation is probably not desirable because 
this arrangement may focus surge moving inland on either east or west flank of the 
highway.  This situation is consistent with the current plan for an elevated causeway 
being constructed by the LDOTD. 

 
Highway 90 and I-49 replacement across the Barataria Basin needs to be considered as 
an important evacuation route.  The new I-49 roadway should be an elevated 
causeway outside of the levee system.  This elevation is under consideration as a 
design alternative by LDOTD.  

 
Highway 3124 to Lafitte should be elevated to allow extended evacuation opportunity 
and to allow rapid re-entry to these municipalities isolated with ring levees.   

 
Municipal Drainage - Areas within structural protection systems need adequate capacity for 
drainage, which will generally require pump capacity to pump water to the flood side of the levee.  
With ridge alignments, it is more likely that treated wastewater and storm water can be diverted to 
adjacent wetlands to establish robust marsh and wetland forest buffers directly in front of back 
levees, reducing municipal cost for wastewater treatment.   In these areas, utilizing outfall 
management of storm water and treated wastewater may establish a cypress buffer that can provide 
significant additional protection benefit. 
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Specific Recommendations  
Planning Unit 2 

(See Figure 68 and Table 8)  

 
1) St. John the Baptist, St. James and St. Charles Parish (West Bank) Levee 
A back levee is proposed for St. James, St. John the Baptist and St. Charles Parishes.  The levee 
should be built to 400 year protection with integration of all other flood protection measures.  This 
levee should also be designed to prevent back flooding from nearby diversions.  The levee will 
require additional internal drainage improvements, including the capacity to pump water to the 
flood side of the levee.  Based on the USACE Plan Formulation Atlas, the maximum 400 year surge 
height is 14 feet.   
 
This levee alignment is entirely within the habitat goal of fresh wetlands and is historically swamp 
habitat.  Restoration of sustainable wetland forests outside and adjacent to the levees should be an 
adjunct to levee design, construction, and maintenance.  The treated wastewater from locally 
protected communities can also be used to rejuvenate local forests.   
 
2) Jefferson and Orleans Parishes (West Bank) Levee  
A back levee extension should be to 400 year protection with integration of all other flood 
protection measures.  This levee should also be designed to prevent back flooding from nearby 
diversions.  The levee will require additional internal drainage improvements including the capacity 
to pump water to the flood side of the levee.  Based on the USACE Plan Formulation Atlas, the 
maximum 500 year surge height is 14 feet.  
 
This levee alignment is entirely within the habitat goal of fresh wetlands and is historically swamp 
habitat.  Restoration of sustainable wetland forests outside and adjacent to the levees should be an 
adjunct to levee design, construction and maintenance.  The treated wastewater from locally 
protected communities can also be used to rejuvenate local forests.   
 
3) Myrtle Grove to Happy Jack Levee 
A back levee extension should be improved to 400 year protection with integration of all other flood 
protection measures.  This levee should also be designed to prevent back flooding from nearby 
diversions.  Based on the USACE Plan Formulation Atlas, the maximum 500 year surge height is 
19 feet.  Surge may be less with constructed spillways. 
 
This levee alignment is entirely within the habitat goal of fresh wetlands and is historically swamp 
habitat.  Restoration of sustainable wetland forests outside and adjacent to the levees should be an 
adjunct to levee design, construction, and maintenance.  The treated wastewater from locally 
protected communities can also be used to rejuvenate local forests.   
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4) Port Sulphur to Empire Levee 
A back levee should be improved to at least 100 year protection with integration of all other flood 
protection measures.  This levee should also be designed to prevent back flooding from nearby 
diversions.  Based on the USACE Plan Formulation Atlas, the maximum 500 year surge height is 
17 feet.  Surge may be less with constructed spillways. The levee should be designed for 
overtopping.  Non-structural measures need to be incorporated for the assets on the protected side.   
 
This levee alignment is entirely within the habitat goal of fresh wetlands and is historically swamp 
habitat.  Restoration of sustainable wetland forests outside and adjacent to the levees should be an 
adjunct to levee design, construction, and maintenance.  The treated wastewater from locally 
protected communities can also be used to rejuvenate local forests.   
 
5) Buras to Venice Levee 
A back levee extension should be improved to at least 100 year protection with integration of all 
other flood protection measures.  This levee should also be designed to prevent back flooding from 
nearby diversions.  Based on the USACE Plan Formulation Atlas, the maximum 500 year surge 
height is 17 feet.  Surge may be less with constructed spillways.  The levee should be designed for 
overtopping.  Non-structural measures need to be incorporated for the assets on the protected side.   
 
This levee alignment is entirely within the habitat goal of fresh wetlands and is historically swamp 
habitat.  Restoration of sustainable wetland forests outside and adjacent to the levees should be an 
adjunct to levee design, construction, and maintenance.  The treated wastewater from locally 
protected communities can also be used to rejuvenate local forests.   
 
6) Thibodaux to Cutoff Levee 
A back levee extension should be improved to at least 400 year protection with integration of all 
other flood protection measures.  This levee should also be designed to prevent back flooding from 
nearby diversions.  Based on the USACE Plan Formulation Atlas, the maximum 500 year surge 
height is 12 feet.  The LCPR draft technical report estimates levee for a 400 y level with the swamp 
alignment to be 10.5 to 14 feet (USACE, 2008).  
 
This levee alignment is entirely within the habitat goal of fresh wetlands and is historically swamp 
habitat.  Restoration of sustainable wetland forests outside and adjacent to the levees should be an 
adjunct to levee design, construction, and maintenance.  The treated wastewater from locally 
protected communities can also be used to rejuvenate local forests.   
 
7) Galliano to Golden Meadow Levee 
A back levee extension should be improved to at least 100 year protection with integration of all 
other flood protection measures.  This levee should also be designed to prevent back flooding from 
nearby diversions.  Based on the USACE Plan Formulation Atlas, the maximum 500 year surge 
height is 13 feet.  The LCPR draft technical report estimates levee for a 100 y level with the swamp 
alignment to be 17-feet (USACE, 2008).   
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Since the levees in this reach would be 100 year designs, they should be designed for significant 
overtopping and non-structural measures need to be incorporated for the assets on the protected 
side.   
 
Although this levee alignment is entirely within the habitat goal of intermediate wetlands and is 
historically marsh habitat, restoration of sustainable wetland forests adjacent to the levees may be 
possible locally adjacent to the levee at stormwater or treated wastewater outfall.  A very narrow 
buffer of cypress forests may still yield additional protection to the levee and should be pursued by 
municipal water management to benefit local wetland forests adjacent to the levee.  The treated 
wastewater from locally protected communities can also be used to rejuvenate local forests.   
 
8) Lafitte 
A ring levee and/or home elevation program should be evaluated for the developed corridor around 
Lafitte.  The protection goal should be 400 year protection with integration of all other flood 
protection measures.  A levee or non-structural measures should also be designed to prevent back 
flooding from nearby diversions.  Based on the USACE Plan Formulation Atlas, the maximum 500 
year surge height is 12 feet.  An adequate evacuation plan needs to be developed for the community, 
considering the potential vehicular isolation during a storm surge.   
 
This levee alignment is entirely within the habitat goal of fresh wetlands and is historically swamp 
habitat.  Restoration of sustainable wetland forests outside and adjacent to the levees should be an 
adjunct to levee design, construction, and maintenance.  The treated wastewater from locally 
protected communities can also be used to rejuvenate local forests.   
 
9) Westwego to Lockport Land Bridge 
Restoration includes some shoreline protection and aggressive use of the Davis Pond Diversion to 
maintain the wetland extent.  Although it is estimated that 7,000 acres of wetlands have been lost in 
this region since 1974, the wetlands still have a low percent of open water.  Little if any marsh 
creation is necessary for the performance of this land bridge as a Line of Defense.  It is more 
important to maintain the health of this swamp with robust plant growth.  Great emphasis should be 
on wetland forest conservation and promotion of regeneration and health of cypress forests. The 
Davis Pond Diversion should supply overland flow to the north side of the land bridge (Figure 66).  
Beneficial use of treated wastewater should be considered from communities along the Mississippi 
River and along Bayou Lafourche to help regenerate the cypress forest.  The target for cypress 
regeneration is to develop a complete forest canopy of cypress/tupelo.  Select shoreline protection 
may be needed for shorelines with high erosion rates. 
 
10) Barataria Basin Land Bridge 
Restoration on the Barataria Basin Land Bridge should complement ongoing restoration efforts 
through CWPPRA (Figure 69).  It is recommended that restoration include significant marsh 
creation to restore the marsh to at least the ~1974 extent (Figure 70), which  is estimated to be at 
least 15,000 acres.  Selective shoreline protection will be needed for shorelines with high erosion 
rates.  It is also recommended that an aggressive program to infill the numerous oil and gas canals 
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and degrade spoil banks be completed.  The open canal network contributes to the poor health of 
this marsh by erosion and an impediment to overland flow and should be addressed to maximize the 
sustainability of this critical Line of Defense (Turner, 1997).  The Jesuit Bend Diversion should 
supply overland flow to the east side of the land bridge (Figures 66 & 69).   

 

 
Figure 69: Barataria Basin Land Bridge with CWPPRA projects. This image of the 
Barataria Basin Land Bridge has outlines of constructed or approved CWPPRA restoration 
projects in red.  Visit http://www.lacoast.gov for project details.  Twelve projects have 
been approved for a total cost (federal) of $241M (La Coastal Wetlands Conservation and 
Restoration Task Force, 2006).  Additional marsh creation, canal restoration, and a 
diversion at Jesuit Bend are recommended to sustain this land bridge.  
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Figure 70: Composite USGS and USACE land loss map of the Barataria Basin Land 
Bridge between Lake Salvador and Little Lake.  Note that the central and eastern portions 
have had major land loss threatening the landscape integrity.  In addition to CWPPRA 
projects, more marsh creation and canal restoration is recommended along with a diversion 
at Jesuit Bend.  

 
 

11) Golden Meadow to Myrtle Grove Land Bridge 
Restoration on this land bridge is almost non-existent.  There are no CWPPRA projects constructed 
or approved for this land bridge.  It is recommended that restoration include significant marsh 
creation to restore the marsh to at least the 1983 extent, which is estimated to be at least 6,000 acres.  
Select shoreline protection will be needed for shorelines with high erosion rates.  The Myrtle Grove 
diversion should supply overland flow to the east side of the land bridge (Figure 66).  The goal for 
the land bridge is to at least maintain or lower the hydrologic connections between Little Lake and 
Barataria Bay. 
 
12) & 13) Wetland Buffers adjacent to Lower Plaquemines Levees, Port Sulphur to Venice 
Wetland loss in this region of the Barataria Basin has been catastrophic to the extent that the Gulf of 
Mexico is breaching into the estuary (Figure 71).  Recommendation #24 includes a land building 
diversion; however, this diversion will take several years to construct and probably two decades 
before natural land building begins.  As a transitional protection measure for lower Plaquemines 
Parish, it is recommended that a solid wetland buffer be constructed through marsh creation 
adjacent to the lower Plaquemines levee.  The width of wetlands (new and existing) should be at 
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least 1/2 mile outboard from the levee and should be planted with cypress once fresh water is 
introduced to the region.  Beneficial use of dredge material from the Mississippi River should be 
evaluated as a sediment source.  Otherwise, dedicated dredging from the Mississippi River may be 
necessary.  It will be necessary to place armoring in front of the constructed wetlands.    

 

 
Figure 71: USGS land loss map in lower Plaquemines Parish.  Red is historical loss (1932 
to 2000) and yellow is projected loss through 2050.  Green box is a square 4 square miles 
in area.  It is estimated the cost to restore the 4 square mile area with marsh creation would 
cost at least $66 million.  The scale of land loss and the unfavorable conditions of 
subsidence make any large scale restoration with mechanical marsh creation (pumping 
sediment) to prior extent unwise.  Interim mechanical marsh creation is recommended for a 
½ mile swath adjacent to the levees and restoration of the Gulf shoreline.  A land building 
diversion is needed in this area for sustainability. 

 
14) Sandy Point to Quatre Bayou Pass 
Three or four Gulf shoreline projects have been approved by CWPPRA in the Gulf reach from 
Sandy Point to Quatre Bayou Pass.  These projects are recommended to go forward.  However, 
additional work should evaluate closures of unneeded navigational channels or at least better 
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management of the sediment budget of the shoreline.  The Empire jetties are a classic example of 
interruption of sediment transport leading to an erosional shadow (Figure 72).  Shell Island was 
affected and now is a major breach of the Gulf shoreline.  It is also recommended that the Shell 
Island project within the LCA Study be constructed. See Figure 74 for an overview of the Gulf 
shoreline management proposed in Planning Units 2 and 3a.   
 

 
Figure 72: 2002 satellite image of the Gulf shoreline near the Empire canal and jetties.  
Jetties were constructed several decades earlier and interrupted the sediment transport from 
east to west.  Shell Island is within the erosion shadow where sediment is no longer being 
supplied by longshore transport.   

 
 
15) East Grande Terre to Pt. Chenier Ronquille 
This reach has undergone retreat, and tidal passes are enlarging.  The reach of Gulf shoreline 
between East Grande Terre to Pt. Chenier Ronquille is the convergence of  longshore transport.  
East of this reach, sediment transport is east to west.  West of this reach, sediment transport is west 
to east.  In other words, sediment naturally converges to this reach.  It is the terminal transport point 
for the Gulf shoreline on either flank.  Under current conditions, longshore sediment is deposited 
landward or seaward and is lost to the coast line.  See Figure 74 for an overview of the Gulf 
shoreline management proposed in Planning Units 2 and 3a.   
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It is proposed that offshore breakwaters be constructed along this reach.  The effect will be to 
capture sediment behind the breakers that would otherwise be lost from the shoreline, which will 
reduce shoreline retreat.  It will also reduce the rate of widening of the passes.  In addition, the 
accumulated sand will be a potential reservoir for future beach nourishment of the adjacent Gulf 
shorelines.  An example of sediment accumulation at the terminal end of sediment transport can be 
seen at Raccoon Island in Planning Unit 3b (Figure 73). 
 

 
Figure 73: Map and aerial photograph of Raccoon Island.  Raccoon Island is at the 
western terminus of barrier islands.  Sand is accumulating behind offshore breakwaters.   

 
 
The proposed offshore breakwaters at East Grande Terre to Pt. Chenier Ronquille may be in a 
favorable location for oyster reef growth once diversions are operational.  If so, the breakwaters 
should be designed to enhance oyster reef growth, which will help sustain the breakers and improve 
fisheries and estuarine health.  
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Figure 74: Sand management for the Gulf shorelines in Planning Units 2 and 3a.    1, 2, 3, 
4, and 5 are the natural sand transport reaches, which should be maintained.  Planning 
Units 6, 7 and 8 are breakwaters, which accumulate sand reservoirs.  9, 10, 11 are the sand 
reservoirs (sand sinks).  Planning Units 12, 13, 14 are dredge transport of sand from sand 
reservoirs to up-drift location of the Gulf shoreline.  15 and 16 are long-distance dredge 
transport of sand from Ship Shoal to up-drift locations on the Gulf shoreline.  

 
16) Northeast of Port Fourchon Headland  
This marsh area has had significant land loss and is needed to protect the north side of the Port 
Fourchon headland where significant industrial assets are located.  This area is within the brackish 
habitat goal (Figure 13).  Once diversions re-establish a salinity regime, this marsh area should be 
aggressively developed for oyster production and re-establishment of oyster reefs.  Marsh creation 
is also recommended to re-establish the integrity of Caminada Bay and to buffer Bayou Lafourche 
and LA Highway 1.  It is important to maintain the integrity of the ridge at this location even if an 
elevated causeway is constructed for LA Highway 1.   A healthy oyster habitat should sustain the 
marsh.  
 
17) Restore ridge along Bayou Grand Chenier 
The primary purpose of restoring the Bayou Grand Chenier Ridge is to direct diverted water from 
the Deer Range diversion site southward in front of the levee.  Concentrated discharge here will 
restore and nourish the marsh buffer adjacent to the levee (Figure 75).  Restoration of the ridge may 
only require closing canal breaches through the ridge.  Depending on expected diversion flood 
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levels, the ridge may need to be re-built.  A secondary reason to restore the ridge is to provide a 
buffer to storm surge.  Suitable areas should be re-forested.   

 
Figure 75: Area of two proposed diversions near Myrtle Grove (2005 CIR image).  
Restoration of Bayou Grand Chenier is recommended to contain discharge east of the ridge 
so that benefits of the diversion are maximized along the Plaquemines levee where 
significant wetland loss has occurred. 

 
18) 1,000 cfs Diversion near Lagan in St. James Parish 
The alluvial swamps in St. James Parish have been deprived of overbank flow of the Mississippi 
River due to construction of USACE (MR&T) river levees.  The need for additional freshwater and 
nutrients has been well documented elsewhere in southeast  Louisiana’s alluvial swamps by Dr. 
Gary Shaffer at Southeastern Louisiana University (Shaffer et al., 2003).  The Louisiana’s 
Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast includes a 1,000 cfs diversion into the swamps 
in St. James Parish (CPRA, 2007).  The recommended maximum design discharge is 1,000 cfs.  
Hydrologic modeling should consider the detention time and nutrient uptake to assure that there is 
no eutrophication in open water bodies.  Figure 66 shows the target area for overland flow from 
this diversion. 
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19) 1,000 cfs Diversion near Edgard in St. John the Baptist Parish 
The alluvial swamps in St. John the Baptist Parish have been deprived of overbank flow of the 
Mississippi River due to construction of USACE (MR&T) river levees.  The need for additional 
freshwater and nutrients in southeast Louisiana’s alluvial swamps has been well documented 
elsewhere by Dr. Gary Shaffer at Southeastern Louisiana University (Shaffer et al., 2003).  The 
Louisiana’s Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast includes a 1,000 cfs diversion into 
the swamps in St. John the Baptist Parish (CPRA, 2007).  The recommended maximum design 
discharge is 1,000 cfs.  Hydrologic modeling should consider the detention time and nutrient uptake 
to assure that there is no eutrophication in open water bodies.  Figure 66 shows the target area for 
overland flow from this diversion. 
 
20) 10,650 cfs Davis Pond Diversion 
The Barataria Basin Land Bridge north of Lake Salvador has been targeted for restoration in 
CWPPRA because it is a landform critical to the integrity of the estuary and a Line of Defense.  
Additional shoreline protection is recommended.  In addition, it is recommended that the Davis 
Pond Diversion be used aggressively to sustain the land bridge.  The Davis Pond Diversion has had 
outfall management problems due in part to backwater flooding of local neighborhoods.  It may be 
necessary to raise the local protection levees so that water levels can be maintained at a higher level 
and to facilitate water drainage southward.  These levee improvements would also improve the 
neighborhood’s protection from storm surge.  Hydrologic modeling should consider the detention 
time and nutrient uptake to assure that there is no eutrophication in open water bodies.  Figure 66 
shows the target area for overland flow from this diversion. 
 
21) 5,000 cfs Diversion at Jesuit Bend in Plaquemines Parish   
The Barataria Basin Land Bridge south of Lake Salvador has been targeted for restoration in 
CWPPRA because it is a landform critical to the integrity of the estuary and a Line of Defense.  
Additional marsh creation and shoreline protection is recommended.  In addition, freshwater and 
nutrients from a nearby diversion at Jesuit Bend is recommended to sustain this land bridge.  The 
recommended maximum annual design discharge is 5,000 cfs.  The structure should also be 
designed to discharge up to 150,000 cfs during high water flood years.  Hydrologic modeling should 
consider the detention time and nutrient uptake to assure that there is no eutrophication in open 
water bodies.  Figure 66 shows the target area for overland flow from this diversion. 
 
22) 20,000 cfs annual diversion & Controlled Pulse Crevasse at Myrtle Grove in Plaquemines 
Parish 
The land bridge extending between Myrtle Grove and Golden Meadow has been targeted for 
restoration because it is a landform critical to the integrity of the estuary and a Line of Defense.  
Additional marsh creation and shoreline protection is recommended.  In addition, freshwater and 
nutrients from the proposed Myrtle Grove diversion are recommended to sustain this land bridge.  
The recommended maximum design discharge is 20,000 cfs.  The structure should also be designed 
to discharge up to 150,000 cfs during high water flood years. Hydrologic modeling should consider 
the detention time and nutrient uptake to assure that there is no eutrophication in open water bodies.  
Figures 66 & 69 illustrate the target area for overland flow from this diversion. 
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If flood spillways are not technically feasible and , therefore, are not constructed for major flood 
pulsing (as recommended here), the Myrtle Grove Diversion, maximum design discharge should be 
significantly greater than 20,000 cfs for pulsing discharge in flood years 
 
23) Diversion near Deer Range in Plaquemines Parish 
A diversion is recommended just a few miles south of Myrtle Grove (Figure 75).  The diversion 
site would be located just south of the confluence of the back levee with the Bayou Grand Chenier 
ridge.  The ridge can be used to direct water parallel to the back levee for approximately 12 miles.  
This area has had significant wetland loss and is needed as a wetland buffer adjacent to the back 
levee. The recommended maximum design discharge is 10,000 cfs.  Hydrologic modeling should 
consider the detention time and nutrient uptake to assure that there is no eutrophication in open 
water bodies.    
 
24) 140,000 cfs Land-building diversion near Sunrise in Plaquemines Parish 
As described previously, the land loss in lower Plaquemines Parish has been catastrophic (see 
Figure   71).  For a region stretching for 10 miles parallel to the river and extending for 7 miles 
from the river to the coast, historical land loss approaches 100%.  Coast 2050 reported that the 
mapping unit “Bastian Bay” had 84% land loss by 1990.  The adjacent “Grand Liard” mapping unit 
had 67% loss through 1990.  Land loss has continued and has led to second order landscape changes 
by the amalgamation of several former bays into one large bay referred to here as “New Bastian 
Bay” (Figures 76, 77 & 78).  Similarly, “New Adams Bay” has begun to amalgamate several other 
bays.     
 
Causes for land loss include most of the typical causes in south Louisiana, such as channelization, 
saltwater intrusion, shoreline erosion, etc.  However, this area has even more extreme conditions 
deleterious to the coastal wetlands.  Subsidence rates are classified as the highest in the coast 
(Figure 79), which includes a significant component of compaction due to a thick Holocene 
section.  In addition, at least two active faults are likely to be present (Empire and Bastian Bay 
Faults, see Gagliano et al., 2003).  Movement on these faults is likely to be episodic, but the faults 
do appear to have influenced patterns of land loss here, such as the abrupt wetland boundary cutting 
across Adams Bay (Figure 80).  The region is also one of the more prolific oil and gas areas.  It is 
possible that extraction of oil and gas has contributed to subsidence as described for other regions of 
the coast (Morton, 2001). It is possible that reduced rates of mineral extraction in the future will 
lessen the possible contribution of extraction to subsidence.   
 
Table 7 and Figure 71 illustrate the high cost to restore these marshes with marsh creation.  These 
high costs may need to be supplemented with additional maintenance costs if there are high loss 
rates of newly created marsh due to ongoing processes causing land loss.  In coming years, it is 
likely that “New Bastian Bay” (Caprien Bay) will coalesce with “New Adams Bay.”  The narrow 
Gulf shoreline will not hold back the Gulf of Mexico and these bays will rightfully be called a 
sound.  The breach of the Gulf shoreline at Sandy Island Bay (Figure 72) threatens first order 
landscape change that is already of major concern.    
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In sum, this region has some of the very worst land loss and some of the worst conditions to 
sustain wetlands, except for the fact that it is adjacent to the Mississippi River.  It is a vital area 
with an important economic corridor.  Therefore, the recommendations are: 

• to strategically use wetland creation by dedicated dredging or beneficial use, to build 
wetlands adjacent to the Plaquemines Parish Levee (see recommendations # 12 & 13) 

• to strategically repair sections of the Gulf shoreline (see recommendation #14) as interim 
measures  

• to immediately begin to build a delta building diversion (#24) to sustain the region.   
 
The recommended discharge is 140,000 cfs.  The created wetlands eventually would be sustained as 
a cypress forest.  The Gulf shoreline will begin to benefit from a Gulf mudstream from the 
diversion.  The assessment team is convinced that this cypress forest buffer and a large diversion is 
essential to sustain this region.   
 
The size of the recommended discharge (140,000 cfs) was evaluated using several different 
approaches.  On a gross scale, the proposed diversion project is similar to that of the Wax Lake or 
Atchafalaya deltas where the wetland extent is comparable to the landbuilding needed for the 
project area for the Buras Diversion (Figure 81).    The LACPR’s HET has utilized a modified 
spreadsheet algorithm to calculate landbuilding for proposed diversions throughout the coast.  Both 
the original spreadsheet produced by Boustanty (2008) and a modified algorithm by the USACE 
Engineering Research and Development Center (ERDC) lab were used for this report.   The HET’s 
goal was to simply sustain the little remaining wetlands present, and therefore, it is not surprising 
that their analyses suggested small diversions at Port Sulphur and Buras (total 15,100 cfs to 83,211 
cfs).  We reject the implication of the HET analysis that here in Lower Plaquemines Parish the 
status quo of wetland extent is acceptable to provide a sustainable future. 
 
The recommendation is to actually rebuild a significant amount of wetlands to provide a future 
buffer for lower Plaquemines Parish.    Using the ERDC modified and the original Boustany 
spreadsheets produced similar results.  In both cases, an average annual discharge of 80,000 cfs was 
input, the project area was 90,0000 acres, and the remaining wetlands in 2005 were 13,300 acres.  
Other variables were similar or identical to HET inputs.  The outputs generated for the proposed 
diversion suggests approximately 2 square miles per year would be created.  Based on the actual 
land building of the Wax Lake and Atchafalaya deltas, this estimate may be somewhat high.  Our 
best judgment is that the land building should be expected to be between 1 to 2 square miles per 
year for the proposed diversion.  However, the model does not include an expected delay in 
initiation of land building, which would likely be delayed by ten years.  Over the course of 50 to 
100 years, a diversion of this size would create land sufficient to occupy much of the open water 
now existing between the lower Plaquemines Parish levee and the Gulf shoreline and, therefore, 
does seem to satisfy the goal of recommendation to rebuild a sufficient buffer for lower 
Plaquemines Parish.   
 
Aside from the calculated delta land building, the proposed diversion would be expected to have 
other significant regional benefits.  Some coarse sediment would be contributed to the 20 miles of 
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Gulf shoreline and, therefore, would, over time, be essential to maintaining the Gulf shoreline to 
Quatre Bayou Pass.   Maintaining this reach will support the overall integrity of the entire Barataria 
Basin.  The calculations for land building assume that only 20% of sediment is captured for land 
building.  The 80% “lost” sediment is still put into the system and would likely sustain or even build 
wetlands over a much larger and dispersed area.  The creation of an active delta will stimulate 
significant fisheries and continue to make Barataria Basin a world class habitat for recreational and 
commercial fishing for many decades to come with better access than the lower delta located 30 
miles south.   
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Figure 76: Former bays and wetland extent near Buras as indicated on an older USGS 
quad map.   

 

 
Figure 77: 2005 imagery of the coast near Buras (CIR photography).  Former bays located 
near Buras now coalesced due to wetland loss. 
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Figure 78: “New Adams Bay” and “New Bastian Bay” near Buras (2005 CIR 
photography).  Many former bays have coalesced into one large bay referred to here as 
“New Bastian Bay.” 

 

 
Figure 79: Subsidence Patterns in South Louisiana.  Map included in Coast 2050 (1998) 
depicting general subsidence patterns interpreted by Gagliano (1998).  Note high 
subsidence rate near the area of Buras where land loss has approached 100%. 
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Figure 80: Composite USGS and USACE land loss map (see Appendix D).  Note 
widespread wetland loss and the postulated active faults (Gagliano et al., 2003). 

 
Figure 81: Restoration Recommendations for the West Bank of Lower Plaquemines Parish 
includes: Restoring a wetland buffer, restoring the Gulf shoreline and a new land building 
diversion.  The image of the Wax Lake delta is superimposed to illustrate the extent of the 
delta at the local scale.   The proposed diversion at Buras has twice the discharge of the 
Wax Lake Outlet and is estimated that it would build 1 to 2 square miles per year after an 
initial 10 year delay (2005 CIR, LDNR SONRIS). 
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25) West Bay Diversion in Plaquemines Parish 
The West Bay Diversion is a constructed CWPPRA project built for 25,000 cfs discharge.  The 
current plan is to modify the crevasse breach to increase the discharge to 50,000 cfs.  It is 
recommended that this increase be re-evaluated.  The area benefiting by eventual land building is 
far south of  the  levee or an area in need of flood protection.  It is possible that funds and river 
discharge may be better used elsewhere.  The recommendation is to maintain the current discharge 
level. 
 
26) Controlled surge Spillway across Bayou Lafourche Ridge south of Cutoff 
It is proposed that a controlled spillway structure be evaluated across Bayou Lafourche just south of 
Cutoff.  The primary purpose would be to disperse surge by allowing flow across the Bayou 
Lafourche ridge to reduce maximum surge height within the basin most threatened.  The spillway 
structure would replace the flood protection levee locally and would allow flow across the natural 
elevation of the Bayou Lafourche ridge.   
 
This spillway could be critical to reducing surge on the west side of Bayou Lafourche in Planning 
Unit 3a.  In Planning Unit 3a, ring levees and non-structural measures are recommended for regions 
south of Houma (in lieu of the current Morganza to the Gulf proposal).  Reduction in surge by the 
spillway could reduce expected surge height and therefore the cost of non-structural measures there.  
 
In addition, during significant pulse events into Barataria Basin during a high water event on the 
river, the spillway could be used to divert discharge from the Barataria Basin to the Terrebonne 
Basin.  Even modest discharge may be very beneficial to this area generally deprived of riverine 
influence. Modeling of water level in the Barataria Basin is necessary to determine if sufficient head 
would be available to flow a modest discharge (10,000 cfs) across the spillway during a flood pulse 
event possibly as much as 400,000 cfs from the two spillways proposed along the Mississippi River.  
 
27) Restoration of the Caminada Headland near Fourchon 
Restoration of Caminada Headland is significant to maintain the Gulf shoreline and protect vital 
commercial assets.  The headland is the only line of defense for vital port facilities, such as at 
Fourchon.  The port here and related infrastructure supports offshore oil and gas activities and 
facilitates the shipment of hydrocarbons to inland refineries.   
 
The recommended restoration includes beach nourishment and marsh creation on the north side of 
the headland.  Some ridges should also be restored.  The ridges are unusual for this area of the coast 
and will provide additional surge buffer benefit.  These recommendations are similar to those by the 
USACE in the LCA plan (USACE, 2004).  
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 Planning Unit 3a (Terrebonne Basin)   
General Description 
Planning Unit 3a is composed of Terrebonne Basin, which includes wetlands partitioned by 
numerous small bayous and ridges branching off Bayou Lafourche north of Houma, and extends 
south toward Terrebonne and Timbalier Bays (Figure 82 and Figure 83).  It is the confluence of 
bayous around Houma that provides a concentration of ridges that first encouraged settlements and 
development in this area.  Several state highways are located along these bayou ridges, extending as 
much as 30 miles south of Houma.  These state highways are bounded by a continuous line of 
development, including residences, camps, and businesses that form several small communities, 
such as Theriot, Dulac, Chauvin, etc.  Typically, these communities were developed with a single 
row of structures immediately adjacent to the bayou on each bank.  
 
The bayous around Houma, such as Little Bayou Black and Bayou Terrebonne, once carried 
freshwater from Bayou Lafourche southward into the estuary around Terrebonne Bay.  It is likely 
that, before damming Bayou Lafourche in 1904, some portion of the bayou discharge flowed into 
these bayous.  Nineteenth century reports of discharge in Bayou Lafourche during Mississippi River 
high water range from 6,000 to 11,000 cfs (LCA study, USACE, 2004).  The volume of historic 
discharge is not known but must have been much less than Bayou Lafourche itself. 
 
Timbalier and Terrebonne Bays were already large open bays in 1900.  The barrier islands 
separating the bays from the Gulf of Mexico were certainly larger than now, and the major tidal 
pass (Cat Island Pass) was about 2 ½ miles wide rather than the 5 miles it is now (Williams et al., 
1992).  Nevertheless, compared to Barataria Basin, these large bays were historically much more 
open to the Gulf.   
 
A result of the historic low freshwater input and the openness of the bays to the Gulf is that the 
Terrebonne Basin has, in general, had higher salinity than the adjacent basins (Barataria or 
Atchafalaya).  The historic distribution (circa 1900) of oysters appears to have been at the outer rim 
of Terrebonne and Timbalier Bays.  The implication of these characteristics is that the Terrebonne 
Basin was in a state of slow natural collapse, including reduction in the extent of barrier islands and 
wetlands.  However, the state of natural collapse does not account for the extreme rates of land loss 
after 1932 that are due to several types of human impacts to the basin.  
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Figure 82: 2002 Satellite image of Planning Unit 3a.  Note white or light green areas are 
bayou ridges emanating from Bayou Lafourche and extending south.  Most highways and 
development are located on these ridges. 

 
Figure 83: LIDAR imagery representing ground elevation as remotely measured by aerial 
survey.  Yellow is near sea level.  Red indicates higher elevations on the ridges.  
Meandering patterns of ridges parallel the bayous.  All major development in the region is 
along these ridges as seen by location of highways.  Six ridges emanate south of Houma.  
Houma itself is located on the confluence of many ridges, providing near continuous 
higher elevation. 
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Figure 84 illustrates the patterns of land loss in Planning Unit 3a.  From 1932 to 1956, significant 
land loss occurred in a band of “interior land loss” running east to west, south of Houma.  The 
marshes adjacent to Terrebonne and Timbalier Bays have been relatively stable.  Major causes of 
the interior loss are impoundments, oil and gas canals, and saltwater intrusion (Coast 2050, 1998). 
 
The barrier islands of Planning Unit 3a have diminished in their areal extent due to natural 
processes and human impacts, such as canals.  The natural process of an abandoned delta is that, 
over hundreds of years, the barrier islands become smaller and evolve into submerged shoals 
(Penland et al., 1988).  Manmade canals across the islands accelerate erosion and fragment the 
islands. Maintaining these islands in the future will likely become increasingly difficult but is 
warranted.  Studies have reported that the majority of the wetland loss in Terrebonne Parish is due 
to the direct and indirect impact of oil and gas canals, possibly as much as 66% (LDNR, 2007).  
Sand nourishment of the islands may become prohibitively expensive in the future and is not by 
itself a self-sustaining measure, requiring multiple applications into the future.  The islands are 
separated by large passes.  The passes allow sediment to be swept bayward or Gulfward and be lost 
to longshore transport and the islands.  Successful sand replenishment has been accomplished on 
East Timbalier Island.   Raccoon Island (Figure 73) has offshore breakers that seem to have an 
overall positive effect, which is due to the fact that the breakers are located near the terminal end of 
the longshore transport of the islands. Although some localized success has been achieved with sand 
nourishment and breakwater projects, most of the islands will continue to experience loss of 
sediments from oceanic and natural processes.   
 
Planning Unit 3a currently has minimal flood protection provided by levees.  The Terrebonne Levee 
and Conservation District (TLCD), for many years, has increased levee heights and attempted to 
regionalize the levee system at its own expense.  This effort has consisted mostly of a patchwork of 
levees built on ridges, spoil banks, roadways, etc, which are located as a broad arc around the 
southward extent of bayou ridges on which the state highways and communities are located (Figure 
82 and 83).  Marsh management projects have also resulted in many small, non-protective levees in 
the region. The parish, state, and USACE have partnered to develop a more comprehensive and 
enhanced levee protection project for this region.  This project is termed “Morganza to the Gulf of 
Mexico Hurricane Protection Project”, and project planning began in 1992.  A USACE Feasibility 
Study was completed in March 2002 and a Chief’s Report was submitted to Congress three years 
before Hurricane Katrina in August 2002.  The state and local residents have requested levee 
improvements for more than a decade.  Based on the Feasibility Study, the total project cost for the 
initial recommended plan was $860 million.  
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Figure 84: Historic Land Loss and the Morganza to the Gulf levee alignment.   Map shows 
historic land loss in blue (upper) & red (lower).  Projected land loss to 2050 in yellow 
(lower) (source:  USGS).  Note the massive historic and anticipated land loss south of the 
levee alignment.  Also, note the funnel geometry created in conjunction with the Bayou 
Lafourche back levee (solid yellow).   Green arrows indicate the general pattern of surge 
convergence and amplification as flood water moves inland.  Blue line is the boundary of 
land loss analysis. 

 
Considering the aftermath of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, including the lessons-learned, the federal 
financial limitations, and the specter of greater storm surge threats, it is necessary to re-assess the 
Morganza to the Gulf project.  Those that might think the hurricanes are de facto proof of the need 
for Morganza to the Gulf misunderstand the lessons the storms provided.  In New Orleans, it was an 
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inadequate flood protection system that resulted in the disastrous consequences of Hurricane 
Katrina.  The recent Team Louisiana report issued by the LDOTD (2007) and the report released by 
the ASCE (2007) make this abundantly clear.  We must ask if the current Morganza to the Gulf 
levee design would create, like New Orleans’ levees, a false sense of security, which ultimately 
leads to disastrous consequences. Terrebonne Parish needs and deserves better flood protection, but 
the form of that protection needs to be carefully planned by critically reviewing of the Morganza to 
the Gulf project.  Since Hurricane Katrina, some changes to the project have been discussed, but are 
not well documented.  So, a brief critique of the Morganza to the Gulf project as described by the 
2002 Feasibility Study is presented first.  Following is a review of the post-Hurricane Katrina 
project. 
 
Morganza to the Gulf of Mexico Hurricane Protection Project (Pre-Hurricane Katrina 
project) 
The Morganza to the Gulf project was conceived in a different time when less surge and more 
coastal restoration were anticipated.  To the contrary, restoration has not been adequate and greater 
storm surge is now predicted due to better modeling, and more frequent, higher category hurricanes.  
Figures 84 and 85 dramatically illustrate the proximity of the alignment to the Gulf, the adjacent 
historic land loss, and the potential of future land loss.  Morganza to the Gulf places a regional levee 
alignment too far south with too little land separating the levees from the Gulf of Mexico. Levee 
heights were planned to be 9 to 15 feet and are now known to be very inadequate even for just 100 
year protection.  Table 9 summarizes the concerns of the pre-Hurricane Katrina Morganza to the 
Gulf project. 
 

 
Table 9: Concerns with pre-Hurricane Katrina 100 year Morganza to the Gulf (USACE 
2002 alignment) 

 
 
The initially proposed (2002) levee alignment would enclose significant wetlands and reduce the 
storage for storm surge.   Of the 253,100 acres to be protected, 63% (159,000 acres) are designated 
as wetlands (USACE, 2002).  The direct impacts are reported in the 2002 Feasibility Study as 
follows: 
 
“With the proposed project, the direct impacts to all wetlands, including borrow areas and levee 
footprint total an estimated 4,112 acres. Compensatory mitigation for the direct loss of fresh, 

1. Levee is too close to the Gulf 
2. Levee does not have an adequate wetland buffer 
3. Levee encourages development that is inherently at high risk 
4. 100 year levee is not designed to be overtopped 
5. Levee design does not include armoring 
6. Levee will put over 150,000 acres of wetlands at risk of loss  
7. Evacuation is not included in levee planning 
8. Non-structural measures are not enhanced appropriately 
9. Levee has “funnel geometries” that would amplify surge 
10. Levee heights are not adequate for 100 year protection 
11. Intended protection includes low density development  
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brackish and saline marshes would involve creation of 1,352 acres of marsh habitat in the study 
area. “  
 
Therefore, 159,000 acres of marsh would be affected by the proposed levee, and the wetland 
mitigation is plan is to create 1,352 acres, representing less than 1% of the effected marsh. 
 
The concern for these wetlands is now even greater because enclosure of these wetlands removes 
area for storm surge to occupy and disperse.   Terrebonne Parish’s Comprehensive Master Plan 
“Planning for the Good Earth” identifies over 90% of the land in Terrebonne Parish as 
Environmentally Sensitive (i.e., wetlands).  As implied by this high percentage of wetlands, much 
of the protected area has low population figures, especially within the southern half of the region, 
which is dominated by typical rural communities strung thinly along small bayous.    
 

 
Figure 85: 2005 Imagery and Proposed Morganza to the Gulf levee alignment.  Various 
proposed levee alignments around Houma and the Morganza to the Gulf of Mexico 
Hurricane Protection Project on 2005 CIR imagery.   The Louisiana’s Comprehensive 
Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast includes both the Morganza to the Gulf (parish or 
USACE alignment) levee alignment and a 500 year levee alignment south of Houma along 
the GIWW.   This report recommends a modified 400 year levee alignment and 100 year 
ring levees in lieu of a continuous Morganza to the Gulf alignment.   
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A particular challenge with any levee alignment is identifying the interaction between the levee 
itself and the amplification of storm surge levels.  For Morganza to the Gulf, this challenge occurs 
between the Bayou Lafourche back levee (Larose to Golden Meadow Protection System) and the 
east flank of the Morganza to the Gulf alignments (Figures 84 & 85).   The Bayou Lafourche levee 
extends for 12 miles, and the eastern flank of Morganza to the Gulf for 18 miles.  This funnel 
geometry is approximately 50% larger than the size of the now infamous MRGO funnel east of 
New Orleans (9 miles & 12 miles).  The alignment, if built, creates a new storm surge problem 
while producing a false security for the region that would encourage more development.  In 
addition, this alignment would increase the risk to those communities within the Larose to Golden 
Meadow Protection System.  Upgrades to this system to account for this increased risk are not 
currently included in the Morganza to the Gulf alignment.  The LACPR (2008) has modeled the 
post-Hurricane Katrina levee alignment and has confirmed the presence of funnel geometry (see 
next section). 
 
In reviewing the Morganza to the Gulf project, it was found that levees proposed in the 2002 
USACE Feasibility Study were for a 100 year level of protection, yet there is no plan for armoring 
the levees or protecting the communities from overtopping of the levees.  Evacuation planning 
elements are not included in the Morganza to the Gulf study, nor does Morganza to the Gulf include 
any wetland restoration although it is very clear that the coastal buffer for this levee alignment is 
severely degraded.  The proposed levees do follow some of the bayou ridges and existing 
hydrologic barriers, but the alignment jumps across several ridges, resulting in enclosure of 
extensive wetlands.  In addition, many of the existing hydrologic barriers that are being utilized for 
the proposed alignment are only one to six feet above marsh elevation and will continue to allow the 
attenuation of storm surge into the wetlands.  The construction of large-scale levees will diminish 
the capacity of wetlands to absorb the storm surge.   
 
The conclusion to be drawn is that the pre-Hurricane Katrina Morganza to the Gulf Project is not 
just an obsolete engineering design; it is a design not utilizing a MLODS approach or the higher 
safeguards for levee design.  The Morganza to the Gulf project is truly a project molded from an era 
of deficient knowledge, incomplete integration, and inadequate engineering, permitted by the 
outdated notions that levees alone are adequate and that traditional levee designs will not fail. The 
residents who live within this region deserve more than an outdated and ineffective flood protection 
system design.   
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Figure 86: Planning Unit 3a recommendations near Houma.  Red line indicates the 
recommended levees (400 year protection for Houma; 100 year for ring levees).  Areas 
indicated by 4, 5 & 6 are recommended for marsh creation.  The base map is a composite 
land loss map (see Appendix D).   

 
Morganza to the Gulf of Mexico Hurricane Protection Project (Post-Hurricane Katrina 
Project) 
The post-Hurricane Katrina Morganza to the Gulf project is a “moving target” that reflects the 
incremental changes to the project because of the many inadequacies in the original project 
recognized since the 2005 hurricane season. A strong effort has been made to obtain the latest and 
most accurate information regarding the project.  The USACE’s Draft Technical Report for LACPR 
(2008) was reviewed.  Several meetings and field excursions with local levee officials and aerial 
reconnaissance of the project area were conducted.  A request for information included 52 questions 
to the levee district (see appendix for response).  We also received numerous public comments on 
the draft report.  In addition, a planning workshop was held in Houma in November 2007.   
 
Table 10 summarizes the residual or new concerns with the current Morganza to the Gulf project. 
Although the new post-Hurricane Katrina project planning does attempt to improve the levee 
project, it fails, in at least one profound respect, by not reevaluating the levee alignment.   The post-
Hurricane Katrina changes to the original 2002 levee alignment are slight adjustments and do not 
address the fundamental problems of the original levee alignment (Figure 85).    
 
As seen in New Orleans in 2005, levee locations matter.  The parallel protection selected for the 
New Orleans’ outfall canals was disputed between local and federal agencies for decades.  This 
politically charged and emotional decision led to catastrophic failure and flooding (see USACE, 
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2008 Decision Chronology and IPET).  The post-Hurricane Katrina assessments of numerous 
experts now concur that the decision on the location of the “parallel protection,” favored by the 
local agencies, was deeply flawed.   Location of a flood protection system must consider not just 
what it protects inside but how it can perform.  This includes many factors influenced by the 
location, such as surge effects outside the levee.  In the case of the Morganza to the Gulf levee 
alignments, both the 2002 proposal and the current proposed levee locations create funnel effects 
between it and the levee along Bayou Lafourche, which focuses and amplifies surge.  This funnel 
effect is one of several concerns specifically regarding the levee alignment (1 through 11), but 
additional concerns are also included for the overall levee project (12 through 16). 
 

 

 
Table 10: Concerns with post-Hurricane Katrina 100 year Morganza to the Gulf Project 

 

1. Levee alignment is too close to Terrebonne and Timbalier Bays and the open Gulf  of 
Mexico (see Figure 85) where surge height and wave energy are severe 

2. Levee alignment has many areas of poor soils and high subsidence, increasing construction 
and maintenance costs 

3. Levee alignment has only a narrow gulfward wetland buffer to dampen surge (see Figure  
85) 

4. Levee alignment encourages development that is inherently at high risk 
5. Levee alignment has a “funnel geometry,” which will amplify surge (see Figures  84 and 

89), possibly made worse by post-Hurricane Katrina changes  
6. The funnel geometry of the levee alignment increases surge for the Larose to Golden 

Meadow levee, resulting in the need for higher levees (as much as 21 feet).  The Larose to 
Golden Meadow Levee is currently 11 feet (See Figure 90) 

7. Preliminary modeling indicates that the levee heights will be up to 28 feet for a 100-year 
level of protection, which is nearly double the originally proposed levee height,  requiring 
at least three times the borrow material for construction. 

8. It is highly unlikely that the 100 year levee, if built, could be improved to a higher level of 
protection due to the extreme levee heights already required and its location on the 
landscape.  Protection higher than 100-year, requires an entirely new second levee for 
Houma (see CPRA Master Plan). 

9. Levee alignment includes low density development with reduced economic benefits (see 
Figure  85) 

10. Levee alignment puts 159,000 acres of marsh (ponds and wetlands) at risk (see Figure  85) 
11. Levee alignment includes additional penetrations through the  levee to create a “leaky 

levee” for wetlands benefit but may be detrimental to the integrity of the levee 
12. Levee design will require additional lifts, which delays completion 
13. Levee design costs will rise tremendously (The USACE has already stated the project will 

need to be re-authorized because new costs are more than 20% higher.  Preliminary cost 
estimates by USACE were reported to be $10.7 to 11.2 billion (Times Picayune June 17, 
2008) 

14. Levee design will required more clay material than is available 
15. Levee protection project has inadequate evacuation measures  
16. Levee protection project has inadequate non-structural measures, such as home elevation 
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The most positive aspect of the new Morganza to the Gulf levee project is that the levee is being  
designed to new levee criteria released by the USACE after Hurricane Katrina.  The new levee 
standards come with additional costs, and these standards may not be realized in construction 
(Hurricane and Storm Damage Reduction System Design Guidelines – INTERIM, October 2007 
New Orleans District Engineering Division USACE).   The new design should include new 
adequate levee heights and armoring for 100 year level of protection.  There is concern that 
adequate clay material for the levee will be not available or will be too expensive.  At a CPRA 
meeting on February 26, 2008, CPRA commissioner Wendell Curole expressed this concern for 
Morganza to the Gulf and suggested standards may need to be modified (See CPRA transcripts 2-
26-08 and 3-19-08 at 
http://www.lacpra.org/index.cfm?md=pagebuilder&tmp=home&nid=39&pnid=4&pid=27&fmid=0
&catid=0&elid=0).  The implication of this suggestion is to lower standards.  In the aftermath of 
Hurricane Katrina, we strongly disagree that standards should be lowered. 
 
The southernmost point of the post-Hurricane Katrina levee alignment has not changed and was 
confirmed through a response from TCLD former Executive Director Jerome Zeringue as follows: 
 

“The distance between the levee alignments and the open water of Terrebonne Bay vary, 
depending on which piece of the alignment you are considering. The southernmost point of 
the alignment is still the crossing of Bayou Little Caillou. This point has not changed; it 
lies approximately 6 miles to the north of Terrebonne Bay and 17 miles from the entrance 
to the Gulf.” 

 
As can be seen on Figure 53, there exists but a few miles of wetlands and open sound between the 
levee and the Gulf of Mexico.  Figure 87 is a surge map for the coast of Louisiana for a 500 year 
storm (LACPR 2008.)  It illustrates that the peak of surge is directly south of Houma -  precisely 
where the Morganza levee is proposed (a 100 year storm has the same pattern of peak surge).   
Figure 88 illustrates this relative location of surge and the levee in profile.  Comparing this pattern 
to southwest or southeast Louisiana illustrates that peak surge there is generally over wetlands 
outward from the primary levee alignments. Due to wetland loss allowing surge to move further 
inland and to the southerly location of the proposed levee in Terrebonne Parish, the proposed levee 
is located within exactly the area of maximum surge.   
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Figure 87: Maximum statistical surge map of 500 year storm simulations.  Note the 
location of the Morganza to the Gulf alignment within an area of maximum surge 
conditions.  Surge for 100 year and 1,000 year have the same relative pattern of maximum 
surge (Source: LACPR surge models, with levee alignments added).   

 

 
Figure 88: Profile of surge across Terrebonne Parish for the 400 year surge simulations 
(See prior figure for location of profile).  Note the maximum surge is immediately south of 
Houma and within the area of the Morganza to the Gulf levee alignment. 

 
The area traversed by the levee alignment skips across ridges of Bayou Pointe Chien, Bayou 
Terrebonne, Bayou Petit Caillou, Bayou Grand Caillou, and Bayou du Large.  Where the levee 
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alignment crosses between ridges, the levee footprint is within highly organic soils, which are likely 
to have very poor geotechnical attributes for construction of a levee.  These soils are exceptionally 
thick where the levee alignment is positioned near the geologic channel of the Mississippi River as 
seen in the older stratum (Pleistocene; Kulp et al., 2002).  The poorly compacted stratum 
(Holocene) upon which the levee is to be constructed is approximately 180 feet thick, which is more 
than twice as thick as the New Orleans region where compaction has already led to major 
engineering challenges for levees and contributed to levee failures. 
 
The levee alignment includes a sparsely populated region, especially the southern reaches.  The 
population density between the post-Hurricane Katrina levee alignment and the state’s 500 year 
levee south of Houma is less than 70 people per square mile. The average population density for the 
entire state of Louisiana, including all rural and urban areas, is 102 people per square mile (US 
Census, 2006).   Urban areas typically have more than 2,000 people per square mile.  Land use 
depicts a similar situation.  The “study area” described has only 26,438 acres of development, 
which is 9.4% of the “study area.”  In other words, 90% of the “study area” is undeveloped, of 
which 177,037 acres (64%) are undevelopable because they are water or wetlands (Table 11).   The 
levee encloses ten times more area than is required for the actual developed landscape, and 
nearly three times more developable land than what is actually developed. The proposed levee  
excessively, encourages new growth and development either in wetlands or land that is barely above 
sea level and both being dependent on a proposed levee that has numerous engineering challenges, 
providing at best 100-year protection. 
 

 
Table 11: Land use for the Morganza project Area as reported by USACE (2002) 

 
One of the most significant “lessons learned” from Hurricane Katrina is often referred to as a 
“funnel effect.”    This effect refers to levee alignments, which are not smooth but have angles 
between somewhat linear segments of the levee.  To have a funnel effect, the angle needs to be open 
on the flood side of the levee.  Therefore, as surge approaches the levee, the surge is deflected 
toward the apex of the angle where there is less space for the water, forcing it upward.  The water is 
focused by the convergence of the levees and is forced upward, raising surge elevation higher than 
what might occur without the levee.   The MRGO funnel has been described by Team Louisiana 
and Dr. Hassan Mashriqui (formerly at LSU) and is relatively well known.   The angle of the funnel 

Land cover in the study area was classified into the following four categories based on 
development potential: 

• Currently developed: vegetated and non-vegetated urban land. A total of 26,438 acres 
of currently developed land is present in the study area. 

• Highly developable land: There is a total of 71,226 acres of highly developable land in 
the study area, comprised primarily of 66,313 acres (93 percent) of agricultural 
cropland. 

• Marginally developable land: fresh marsh, wetland, deciduous, evergreen, and mixed 
forests.  There is a total of 92,900 acres of marginally developable land currently in the 
study area. 

• Non-developable: wetland; water; intermediate, brackish, and saline marshes.  There 
is a total of 84,137 acres of non-developable lands in the study area. 

USACE 2002 
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is 65 degrees and has an area of approximately 30 square miles.   The funnel is open directly 
eastward and would have a maximum funnel effect with the worst winds of a storm, i.e. the east 
winds in the northeast quadrant of the storm.   
 
Unfortunately, the proposed levee for Morganza to the Gulf would create a funnel between the 
proposed levee and the existing Larose to Golden Meadow levee along Bayou Lafourche (Figure 
84).  These levees have an angle of 75 degrees, which faces the flood side and has an area of 200 
square miles.  Therefore, the Morganza funnel has a similar angle to the MRGO but is six times 
larger than the MRGO funnel.   The angle faces south and would be most effective with a south 
wind, which is the second to worst quadrant of a hurricane.    
 
The Morganza funnel has now been demonstrated through surge models conducted through the 
LACPR.  Figure 89 is a map of additional surge created by the Morganza to the Gulf levee 
compared to baseline conditions without a levee.    According to this model, the levee creates 3 to 
11 feet of additional “still-water” surge height between the converging levees demonstrating a 
“funneling” effect caused by focusing of surge between the levees (LACPR, 2008).  Near Chauvin, 
the 100 year still-water surge height would be greater than 20 feet with waves likely exceeding 5 
feet. The increase in wave heights dramatically increases energy of the surge. 
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Figure 89: Map of additional surge created by the Morganza to the Gulf levee compared to 
baseline conditions without a levee.  The dramatic increase in surge located between the 
converging levees of the proposed Morganza to the Gulf levee and the existing Larose to 
Golden Meadow levee, demonstrating a “funneling” effect caused by focusing of surge 
between the levees (LACPR, 2008). 
 

 
Figure 90: Maps of required levee heights with 100 year storm simulations.  The new 
levee height is 28 feet for Morganza to the Gulf where it is located along the funnel.  The 
original levee height was proposed between 9 and 15 feet (USACE, 2002).  The required 
height for the Larose to Golden Meadow levee is 21 feet along the funnel area.  This levee 
is currently 11 feet.  
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Figure 90 illustrates the new 100 year levee heights required for the Morganza to the Gulf 
alignment based on the latest models by the USACE (LACPR, 2008).  As might be expected the 
segment of levee facing the funnel has the highest requirement and is now estimated to be 28 feet.  
Original levee heights for the 2002 Feasibility Study were 9 to 15 feet. The new levee requirements 
are higher than the levee required for the levee facing the MRGO in St. Bernard Parish.  Also 
significant is the increase in surge against the existing Larose to Golden Meadow levee.  This levee 
would need to be raised from 11 to 21 feet.   
 
Finally, the futility of ever improving the proposed Morganza to the Gulf alignment beyond a 100 
year level of protection should be recognized.  The 28 foot levee height would be a “super-levee” 
compared to normal engineering in south Louisiana.  It would be an extraordinary engineering 
challenge.  However, the estimated levee height for the 400 year surge is 36.5 feet and is probably 
not feasible (1,000 year height is 41 feet).   Therefore, if the 100 year level is built on the currently 
proposed alignment, it is very unlikely that flood protection can be raised beyond that level in the 
future.  Any higher level of protection would require non-structural approaches or a new additional 
levee (as proposed in the Louisiana’s Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast). 
 
The new levee heights would likely require at least a threefold increase in levee material (clay) 
volume, which has doubled or tripled in cost per yard since 2005.  The geotextile and armoring 
costs would have to be incorporated into the project and would require withstanding waves at least 
5 feet high.  Considering these basic construction cost changes, it is not surprising that, just four 
months after authorization of the Morganza to the Gulf project, the USACE has announced the cost 
increases will require Congress to consider re-authorizing the project for it to be built as a federal 
project.  A preliminary cost estimate from the USACE for the current alignment ranges from $10.7 
to $11.2 billion (Times Picayune, June 17, 2008).  Although this estimate is preliminary, it indicates 
the large increase in costs of levee construction due to increased levee standards and the increased 
costs of materials and labor.   
 
The new alignment still encloses 88,000 acres of wetlands and 70,000 acres of open water marsh 
ponds.  Slight adjustments to the levee alignments have been made by TLCD, which reduced the 
wetlands directly impacted by the project but actually increased the marsh area within the levee.  
One example is in reach J where a local re-entrant to the levee was smoothed.  In the environmental 
assessment, the levee district claims that there is a net environmental impact reduction.   However, 
the analysis does not take into account that the new alignment actually places approximately 1,000 
acres of marsh within the new levee and alignment, therefore, increasing the wetlands at risk.  
Mitigation for the new project is being evaluated but is still very low.  Based on the response to the 
TLCD (see appendix), so far 25 acres of wetlands have been restored for reach J-1 and another 396 
are planned for two other reaches of the project (H-2 and H-3).   The 396 acres is just 0.3% of the 
159,000 acres of marsh (wetlands and open water ponds) enclosed by the levee. 
 
Creation of a leaky levee system requires additional penetrations through the levee.   Unless 
designed, operated, and maintained properly, these structures pose additional risk.   The Interagency 
Performance Evaluation Task Force (IPET) reported that many levee failures in New Orleans were 
related to penetrations through the levee (Boutwell, 2006; IPET, 2006).  Penetrations through levees 
require various transitions that may influence the configuration or materials of the levee.  Surge 
water tends to seek out these zones as weaknesses in the levee system. Inclusion of wetlands within 
the levee threatens not just the wetlands but the residents and assets it is intended to protect.   
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The LACPR’s HET assessed the indirect impacts of all proposed levee alignments including the 
Morganza to the Gulf alignment.  The LACPR draft report describes the HET finding as a -5 on a 
scale of +8 to -8 with negative being more detrimental to the wetlands.  The LACPR-HET 
assessment concludes that the Morganza to the Gulf levee would negatively impact: 

• Hydrology 
• Fisheries 
• Induced development 
• Ecological sustainability 

 
Enclosing a large wetland area creates a huge inefficiency in coastal funding.  The wetlands within 
the levee will require additional planning and expense.  If the planned management of these 
wetlands fails, as history would suggest it would fail, additional expense may be incurred to re-build 
or undo the problems created by the levee project.  This time, money, and energy are for wetlands 
INSIDE of the levee, which cannot act as a buffer to the levee system.   If just 10% of the enclosed 
wetlands were damaged and were re-built, the cost could easily be more than $300 million.  It is 
much more practical and efficient to keep wetlands outside of the levee alignment so, when wetland 
restoration is done and a large-scale investment is made, it provides the two-for-one benefits, i.e. 
flood protection and coastal sustainability. 
 
 

 
Figure 91: Aerial photograph of the J-1 reach under construction for the Morganza to the 
Gulf levee.   Note the levee is nearly as wide as the ridge it is designed to protect. 
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Recommended Morganza to the Gulf Alternative  
The goal is to provide 100 year or 400 year flood protection to all of Terrebonne Parish residents 
who wish to have it. Recommendations for Planning Unit 3a start with a new levee alignment to 
protect the greater Houma region, including Montegut and Chauvin with 400 year protection 
(Figures 81, 85 and 92).  Ring levees with 100 year level of protection are proposed around Dulac 
and Theriot.  Protection outside of the levees is to be provided by the coastal buffer and home 
elevation.  Many homes are already elevated, and financial support is recommended to raise all 
homes outside the levee to at least 100 year surge levels.  A possible surge spillway is also proposed 
to reduce surge levels within the critical eastern side of Terrebonne Parish.  Modeling is being 
completed to compare the different proposed levee alignments and surge spillway. 
 
 

 
Figure 92: Summary map of the flood protection system for Terrebonne Parish.  The 
recommended levees (in red) will need a buffer of cypress forests and marshes, which is to 
be restored through marsh creation and plantings and then sustained with large diversions.  
Elevation of homes and businesses (in orange) is recommended for those both inside and 
outside of the levees. 
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Figure 93: Profile illustration of the recommended Lines of Defense for Planning Unit 3a.  
Vertical axis is surge height, and horizontal axis is miles inland.  

 
One of the habitat goals for this region is to maintain fresh habitat adjacent to the levee on the flood 
side.  This arrangement creates conditions favorable to restore cypress swamps adjacent to the levee 
and provide improved flood protection (Figure 22, 92 and 93).  Wetland restoration by marsh 
creation (~40,000 acres) is focused on the wetlands adjacent to the proposed levee alignments.  The 
perimeter marshes around Terrebonne and Timbalier Bays should be restored to a brackish habitat.  
Oyster productivity and oyster reefs should be actively promoted and developed here.  Reefs should 
be located around the peninsular ridges extending into the bays.   
 
Freshwater introduction is to be dramatically increased in several ways.  The LACPR’s HET 
proposed a large diversion in the “R1” proposal for the LACPR (USACE, 2008 Draft LACPR 
Technical Report).  This diversion has some similarity to the Third Delta Conveyance but should 
not be referred to as the Third Delta because the intent is to be a large sustaining diversion and not a 
true large land building delta as conceived in the Third Delta Conveyance proposal.  This diversion 
would deliver as much as 40,000 cfs from the Mississippi River to the Terrebonne Basin to sustain 
the entire eastern half of Terrebonne Parish.    Similarly, a diversion either through Lake Palourde 
or Bayou Penchant ( >20,000 cfs) is proposed to deliver fresh water into western Terrebonne Parish.   
The GIWW discharge would also be increased and better managed once the Houma Navigation 
Canal Lock and other locks are completed.  

 
Table 12 summarizes the population relative to the various proposals.  Both the Louisiana’s 
Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast and this report propose higher levels of 
protection for the greater Houma region.  The post-Hurricane Katrina TLCD alignment has 
approximately 1,500 residents outside of their alignment.  The MLODS proposal has a total of 
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6,000 outside of the proposed levee alignments.   Those that wish higher protection outside of the 
levee should have financial aid to elevate their homes or businesses.  The 6,000 residents equate to 
roughly 2,400 structures. Many of these are already elevated, but if all 100% were elevated, the cost 
would be $240 million ($100,000 per home).  Elevating in-place is economically feasible. 
 
 
 

  
 USACE 
2002 

Post‐
Katrina 
TLCD 

State 
Master 
Plan 

MLODS 
Recommendation 

Length of levees  72 miles  66 miles  91 miles  60 miles 

% population inside 400 year levee  0%  0%  87%  92% 
% population inside 100 year or 400 year 
levee   98%  98%  98%  94% 

% population with at least 100 year 
protection, including home elevation  98%  98%  98%  100% 

 
Table 12: General Comparison of Proposals for Flood Protection in Terrebonne Parish.  
Population data is analyzed from U.S. 2000 census data.  Both the pre-and post-Hurricane 
Katrina Morganza to the Gulf projects limit protection to 100 year events.  Both the 
Louisiana’s Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast and this report propose 
higher levels of protection for the greater Houma region.  The State Master Plan excludes 
Chauvin and Montegut from the 500 year protection, but these communities are included 
in the proposed alignment in this report.  
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PU-3a 
# Location Measure Description 

New or 
Existing levee  

Maximum 
Discharge 
Controlled 

div 

Maximum 
Discharge 

Flood year-
pulse events 
w/spillways

Marsh 
Creation
By 2025

1 
Greater Houma, including Chauvin, 
Montegut, and Crozier 

New levee - 400 year protection provided by the Flood Protection 
System including lock on HNC new      

2 Theriot 
Ring levee -  100 year protection provided by Flood Protection 
System new      

3 Dulac 
Ring levee -  100 year protection provided by Flood Protection 
System new       

4 Lake Boudreaux Basin 
Restore marsh to ~1978 extent with marsh creation (7,000 acres), 
restore hydrologic connections & restore canals,      7000

5 
W.  Pointe au Chien WMA (Madison 
Bay) 

Restore marsh to ~1978 extent with marsh creation (12,500 acres), 
restore hydrologic connections & restore canals,      12500

6 
E. Pointe au Chien WMA (Madison 
Bay) 

Restore marsh to ~1978 extent with marsh creation (12,500 acres) & 
restore canals,      12500

7 Caillou Lake to Upper Timbalier Bay 
Aggressive oyster reef restoration and restore marsh with marsh 
creation (8,000 acres)      8000

8 Houma Navigation Canal Construct multi-purpose lock structure including salinity control        

9 
Hwy 57  and other artificial  hydrologic 
barriers Restore hydrology with additional culverts to Lake Boudreaux Basin        

10 Isle Derniers Barrier Island Maintain barrier islands w/ Ship Shoal sand        

11 Cat Island Pass 
Construct offshore breakwaters to trap sand of terminal ends 
shoreline drift        

12 East & West Timbalier Islands Maintain barrier islands w/ Ship Shoal sand        

13 South of Cut Off, Bayou Lafourche 

Controlled hurricane surge relief spillway:  east to west or west to east 
across Bayou Lafourche, also used for flood year pulse events east to 
west  discharge freshwater         

14 

Lake Palourde (East Atchafalaya 
Restoration Spillway) or Bayou 
Penchant Diversion 

Outfall management to enhance freshwater movement from Lake 
Palourde diversion or Bayou Penchant (in Planning Unit 3b) to  
western Terrebonne Parish   20000 20000   

15 

 Mississippi River Diversions into 
Terrebonne Basin - Bayou Lafourche 
and  sustaining diversion 

Divert approximately 30,000 cfs from Mississippi River through the 
Barataria Basin and into eastern Terrebonne Basin through a new, 
regional conveyance canal.   30000 30000   
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Table 13: Planning Unit 3a – Lines of Defense Measures (Evacuation, municipal drainage, and  non-structural excluded, see text) 
 
 

16 
Management of Freshwater 
discharge through the GIWW 

~Outfall management of Atchafalaya Discharge via GIWW for 
baldcypress forests near levee    10000    

17 
Hwy's 665, 55, 56, 57 and 315 Home 
elevation 

Seek financial assistance to elevate homes and businesses  as 
priority protection        

      

Total 
maximum 
discharge 
Diversion & 
Crevasses  60000    

      
Total Marsh 
Creation    40000
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Figure 94: Planning Unit 3a Lines of Defense measures map.  This map excludes non-structural measures, and municipal 
drainage, which are considered an integral part of the Comprehensive Protection Plan for Planning Unit 3a.   
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General Recommendations 
Planning Unit 3a 
(See Figure 94 and Table 13)  

Non-Structural Measures - Non-structural flood mitigation measures need to be considered as an 
essential Line of Defense Strategy and an integral part of the Comprehensive Protection Plan for 
Planning Unit 3a. Non-structural mitigation measures such as elevating homes or businesses are a 
fundamental element of flood risk reduction and an additional measure of redundancy or security.  
(For more detailed information, see the Non-Structural Section under Overview of the Proposed 
Integration of the Lines of Defense and Restoration Measures). 
 
Non-structural measures must be placed in a geographic context of the other Lines of Defense 
measures. Many areas within Planning Unit 3a consist of assets located within and outside a levee 
protection system.  As experienced during Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, assets within the levee 
system should expect the indirect impact of a storm and require non-structural (elevation) 
approaches commensurate with the exposure of life and assets due to heavy precipitation, the risk of 
overtopping, and the risk of failure of a levee, flood gates, flood wall, etc. 
 
Communities outside of levees are not protected by structural measures.  Those communities should 
expect the direct impact of storm surge including waves and currents. The non-structural 
approaches should be commensurate to the life-threat and economic exposure expected from 
flooding with waves and currents by direct interaction with storm surge and precipitation.  In terms 
of mitigating effects of moving surge water the first choice is to relocate. In terms of coastal 
construction, the #1 rule in areas subject to moving water is to elevate above the expected still water 
plus wave elevation assuming at least a 100 year storm.  Many homes and businesses are already 
elevated in southern Terrebonne Parish, but may need additional elevation. Programs to subsidize 
home elevation inside or outside of the proposed levee system should be immediately expanded. 
 
In south Louisiana, elevated structures within or outside of levee protection, in general, are much 
more likely to be sustainable.  Considering the combined long-term threats of subsidence damage, 
flood damage, and termite damage, the wisdom of slab homes or businesses built on grade 
anywhere in coastal Louisiana is seriously questioned. 

 

Don’t Wait, Elevate! 
Evacuation Routes - The MLODS proposes that evacuation routes are Lines of Defense and that 
the routes need to be geographically integrated with other Lines of Defense to anticipate their 
performance and evaluate the requirements to be effective evacuation routes (Figures 28 and 29). 
The MLODS recommendations include the evaluation of evacuation routes and integration of these 
state evacuation routes into the Comprehensive Protection Plan for Planning Unit 3a.  (For more 
detailed information, see the Evacuation Routes Section under Overview of the Proposed 
Integration of the Lines of Defense and Restoration Measures). 
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In addition, state and local authorities should coordinate evacuation planning to facilitate quick and 
uncomplicated evacuation of residents in the path of a potential threat.  Every effort should be made 
to educate the public on the evacuation plans and risks associated with the protection system at the 
time of the threat.  Louisiana Highway 315, 55, 56 and 57 need to be evaluated for adequate 
evacuation considering the proposed levee alignment for Planning Unit 3a.  Elevated roadways 
connecting the ring levees to Houma should be considered.  
 
Municipal Drainage - Areas within structural protection systems need adequate capacity for 
drainage. This will generally require pump capacity to pump water to the flood side of the levee.  
With ridge alignments, it is more likely that treated waste water and storm water can be diverted to 
adjacent wetlands to establish robust marsh and wetland forest buffers directly in front of back 
levees reducing municipal cost for wastewater treatment.  In these areas, utilizing outfall 
management of storm water and treated wastewater may establish a cypress buffer that can provide 
significant additional protection benefit. 
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Specific Recommendations  
Planning Unit 3a   
(See Figure 94 and Table 13) 

1) 400 Year Hurricane Protection for Houma and Vicinity 
The greater Houma region has a significant concentration of assets and population and should be 
provided a high level of flood protection.  A levee and flood gates are proposed to provide 400 year 
protection.  The alignment extends slightly south of Houma near Highways 56 and 55 to include the 
towns of Chauvin and Montegut, which now have minimal protection.  The proposed 400 year 
protection levee alignment would provide a higher level of protection for these towns than the 
proposed Morganza to the Gulf alignment (100 year protection) or the 500 year levee in the 
Louisiana’s Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast, which is north of these 
communities.  The proposed 400 year levee does cross some small segments of the marsh, such as 
between Highways 56 and 57 to reduce local funneling effects by the levee.  The western end of the 
alignment terminates along the Bayou Black ridge.  The eastern end of the alignment is at the back 
levee along Bayou Lafourche.  The overall alignment is intended to disperse surge laterally (east – 
west) and into adjacent basins, which is important because the peak surge in Terrebonne Parish 
tends to be located on any of the proposed levee alignments (See Figures 8, 9, and 10).  The release 
of this concentrated storm surge into adjacent basins is critical due to the poor condition and limited 
extent of wetlands between the levee alignment and the Gulf of Mexico. 
 
This 400 year levee alignment is entirely within the habitat goal of fresh wetlands, and therefore, 
restoration allows re-planting of cypress adjacent to the levee to enhance protection.  A very narrow 
buffer of cypress forests may still yield additional protection to the levee, and municipal water 
management plans should consider ways to benefit local wetland forests adjacent to the levee.  The 
treated wastewater from locally protected communities can also be used to rejuvenate local forests.   
 
2) 100 Year Protection for Theriot (Ring Levee) 
3) 100 Year Protection for Dulac (Ring Levee) 
Ring levees are proposed for Dulac and Theriot to provide 100 year protection for these 
communities.  The levees should be designed to be overtopped without failure of the levee.  
Concentration of assets or population in these small communities is not vast.  Nevertheless, a levee 
protection is recommended because these small settlements can support the much larger highway 
corridors of Highways 315 and 57.  Protection will allow commercial viability to continue for a 
much larger area.  The ring levee will encourage future concentration of commercial assets that are 
not very desirable or amenable to being elevated (such as gas stations, grocery stores, drive-through 
businesses, etc.) within the ring levees.  Non-structural measures, such as flood-proofing businesses 
and elevating residences, will need to be required within the levee to provide a level of protection 
greater than the 100 year protection of the levee system. 
 
4) Restoration in Lake Boudreaux Basin 
Significant wetland loss has occurred in the Lake Boudreaux Basin and the adjacent basin to the 
west.  These wetlands can provide critical protection benefits to the proposed 400 year protection 
system south of Houma (see #1) and to local residents dependent on non-structural protection.  It is 
recommended that the marsh extent be restored to the ~1978 extent, which is approximately 7000 
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acres with marsh creation.  The location of the restored wetlands may vary from the 1978 precise 
extent due to current localized conditions.  It is crucial that the restored wetland areas are integrated 
into the protection system and act as a storm surge buffer for the levee system.  It may be desirable 
to utilize long-distance piping of sediment from offshore. 
 
In addition, increasing the natural hydrologic exchange is proposed by using culverts below 
Highway 57 (see #9) and other artificial hydrologic barriers.  Freshwater introduction is proposed 
through the GIWW and into the Houma Navigation Canal (see #8).  The increased hydrologic 
connectivity and increase in freshwater into the system will aid in sustaining the wetlands restored 
with marsh creation.   
 
It is also recommended that an aggressive program to infill the numerous oil and gas canals and 
degrade spoil banks be completed.  The open canal network contributes to the poor health of this 
marsh by erosion and an impediment to overland flow and should be addressed to maximize the 
sustainability of this critical Line of Defense (Turner, 1997).   
 
5) Restoration in West Pointe Au Chien WMA  
Significant wetland loss has occurred in the western Pointe au Chien Basin.  These wetlands can 
provide critical protection benefits to the proposed 400 year protection system south of Houma (see 
#1) and to local residents dependent on non-structural protection.  The area for restoration includes 
the Pointe au Chien WMA, which has experienced dramatic wetland loss and will benefit 
significantly from restoration. It is recommended that the marsh extent be restored to ~1978 extent 
which is approximately 12,500 acres.  The location of the restored wetlands may vary from the 
1978 precise extent due to current localized conditions.  It is crucial that the restored wetland areas 
are integrated into the protection system and act as a storm surge buffer for the levee system.  It 
may be desirable to utilize long-distance piping of sediment from offshore.   
 
In addition, increasing the natural hydrologic exchange is proposed by installing culverts below 
Island Road or other artificial hydrologic barriers crossing the basin.   
 
It is also recommended that an aggressive program to infill the numerous oil and gas canals and 
degrade spoil banks be completed.  The open canal network contributes to the poor health of this 
marsh by erosion and an impediment to overland flow and should be addressed to maximize the 
sustainability of this critical Line of Defense (Turner, 1997).   
 
6) Restoration in East Pointe Au Chien WMA  
Significant wetland loss has occurred in the eastern Pointe au Chien Basin.  These wetlands can 
provide critical protection benefits to the proposed 400 year protection system south of Houma 
(see#1) and along Bayou Lafourche.  The area for restoration includes the Pointe au Chien WMA, 
which has dramatic wetland loss and will benefit significantly with restoration. It is recommended 
that the marsh extent be restored to ~1978 extent which is approximately 12,500 acres.  The 
location of the restored wetlands may vary from the precise location of the 1978 extent due to 
current localized conditions.  It is crucial that the restored wetland areas are integrated into the 
protection system and act as a storm surge buffer for the levee system. It may be desirable to utilize 
long-distance piping of sediment from offshore.   
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It is also recommended that an aggressive program to infill the numerous oil and gas canals and 
degrade spoil banks be completed.  The open canal network contributes to the poor health of this 
marsh by erosion and an impediment to overland flow and should be addressed to maximize the 
sustainability of this critical Line of Defense (Turner, 1997).   
 
7) Restoration in Caillou Lake to Upper Timbalier Bay  
The perimeter marshes around Terrebonne and Timbalier Bays should be restored to a brackish 
habitat.  Oyster productivity and three-dimensional oyster reefs should be actively promoted and 
developed in this region.  Reefs should be located around the peninsular ridges extending into the 
bays.  These marshes are relatively stable.  Oyster productivity will enhance this stability.  
Armoring of some shorelines may be necessary for those areas with persistent high rates of 
shoreline retreat.  Shoreline stabilization projects (such as the CWPPRA demonstration project) in 
Terrebonne Bay should be constructed to incorporate oysters reefs, allowing for enhancement of 
this biological resource as well as providing protection from wave and storm action on the 
shoreline. These marshes are relatively stable, but some marsh creation is recommended (~8000 
acres). 
 
8) Houma Navigation Canal 
The HNC is a 36.6-mile navigation channel that begins at the GIWW in Houma and extends 
southward to the Gulf of Mexico.  The HNC is being impacted by the intrusion of saltwater north 
through the canal to threaten the drinking water supply of Lafourche and Terrebonne Parishes.  The 
saltwater intrusion is also contributing to wetland loss in the Lake Fields area.  The saltwater wedge 
caused by the HNC has been reported as far north as Bayou Lafourche.  The construction of a 
multipurpose lock is recommended near the canal’s intersection with Bayou Grand Caillou to 
facilitate the navigational, restoration, and flood protection needs of the adjacent communities.  The 
lock would utilize freshwater from the Atchafalaya River, through the GIWW, to restore and 
maintain wetlands in the Lake Boudreaux, Lake Mechant, and Grand Bayou areas.  The lock will 
also prevent the HNC from acting as a direct conduit for storm surge, recognizing however, that 
surge will also flow around the lock and over the marsh.   
 
9) Restore Hydrology at Highway 57 and Other Artificial Hydrologic Barriers 
The portion of Highway 57 between Highway 56 and Dulac is on an earthen foundation, 
impounding the estuary to the north around Lake Boudreaux.  This area is targeted for restoration 
with marsh creation and should be allowed to optimally thrive.  Multiple culverts should be 
constructed underneath Highway 57 to allow a more natural exchange of hydrology and help sustain 
the marsh buffer to the north.  The culverts will also allow drainage of the additional freshwater that 
will be introduced into the system. 
 
10) Isle Dernieres Barrier Island 
The Isles Dernieres is a transgressive barrier island arc that has undergone extensive fragmentation 
and area loss since the mid 1800s.  The entire beach face has migrated landward at an average rate 
that exceeds 10 m/year (Dingle and Reiss, 1989).  The Isles Dernieres, specifically the West Isle 
Dernieres, should be evaluated for additional restoration needs.  Periodic sand nourishment is 
recommended to maintain the integrity of the islands.  Island dimensions should be optimized to 
minimize the risk of breaching and reduce sand loss from overwash (USACE, 2004).  See Figure 
74 for an overview of the Gulf shoreline management proposed in Planning Units 2 and 3a.   
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11) Cat Island Pass and Little Pass Timbalier breakwaters  
Cat Island Pass and Little Pass Timbalier have continued to widen for over 100 years.  It has 
become a major sediment sink for sand transported east or west from adjacent islands.  Longshore 
transport from either flank converges toward Cat Island Pass.  Offshore breakwaters should be 
constructed to capture sand at both passes, which will create reservoirs of sand for future sand 
nourishment projects.  It is also likely to create a new emergent island. 
 
12) East and West Timbalier Islands  
West Timbalier Island has had successful restoration completed under CWPPRA.  Although the 
island seems to have not suffered major damage from Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, periodic sand 
nourishment will be needed to maintain the integrity of the island.  Island dimensions should be 
optimized to minimize the risk of breaching and reduce sand loss from overwash (USACE, 2004).  
If local sand sources are not available, sand should be dredged from Ship Shoal.  
 
13) Controlled Spillway across Bayou Lafourche Ridge South of Cutoff 
It is proposed that a controlled spillway structure be evaluated across Bayou Lafourche just south of 
Cutoff.  The primary purpose would be to disperse surge by allowing flow across the Bayou 
Lafourche ridge to reduce maximum surge height within the basin most threatened.  The spillway 
structure would replace the flood protection levee locally and would allow flow across the natural 
elevation of the Bayou Lafourche ridge.  Gates would be required across Bayou Lafourche to 
prevent surge from moving up the bayou. 
 
This spillway could be critical to reducing surge on the west side of Bayou Lafourche in Planning 
Unit 3a.  In Planning Unit 3a, ring levees and non-structural measures are recommended for regions 
south of Houma (in lieu of the current Morganza to the Gulf proposal).  Reduction in surge by the 
spillway could reduce expected surge height and, therefore, the cost of non-structural and structural 
measures required in the affected region.  
 
In addition, during significant pulse events into Barataria Basin during a high water event on the 
river (see PU-2 # 26, 27 & 28 and the Mississippi River Action Plan), the spillway could be used to 
divert discharge from the Barataria Basin to the Terrebonne Basin.  Even modest discharge may be 
very beneficial to the Terrebonne Basin area that is generally deprived of riverine influence. 
Modeling of water levels in the Barataria Basin is necessary to determine if sufficient head would 
be available to flow a modest discharge (10,000 cfs ) across the spillway during a flood pulse event 
in which as much as 400,000 cfs is being proposed from the two spillways along the Mississippi 
River (see Planning Unit 2 #26, 27, 28).  
 
14) East Atchafalaya Restoration Spillway near Lake Palourde and Bayou Penchant 
Diversion Alternative 
A new spillway is proposed in Planning Unit 3b just north of Morgan City (see Figure 98 and 
Planning Unit 3b recommendations).  A description of this project can be found in Kemp and 
Hyfield (2006). The purpose of the spillway is to divert Atchafalaya River water into the Lake 
Penchant area and further east toward Terrebonne Bay.  The freshwater is needed to sustain these 
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wetlands and to maintain the salinity of Terrebonne Bay.  The proposed discharge is 20,000 cfs, but 
modeling is needed to determine the correct discharge.  Greater discharge capacity should be 
considered for pulsing events.  More information is provided in the project descriptions for Planning 
Unit 3b. 
 
An alternative to the East Atchafalaya Restoration Spillway is a diversion across Avoca Island and 
into Bayou Penchant.  This diversion should target discharge into the Bayou Penchant Land Bridge 
(Figure 99), which is identified as a critical land form.  Routing the water south of the Penchant 
Basin may avoid some problems of water velocity through the Penchant Basin, which has 
significant floatant marsh. 
 
15) Mississippi River Diversions into Terrebonne Basin  
The Bayou Lafourche Diversion was initially being designed under the CWPPRA program 
(LACOAST website) and is currently being developed by the State.  The current plans are to divert 
1,000 cfs into Bayou Lafourche from the Mississippi River at Donaldsonville.  The project is 
expected to have benefits for both the drinking water supply for communities along Bayou 
Lafourche as well as restoration benefits for wetlands south of the diversion that receive the 
discharge.  The project is recommended, and additional discharge is desirable.  Nineteenth century 
reports of discharge in Bayou Lafourche during Mississippi River high water range from 6,000 to 
11,000 cfs (LCA study, USACE, 2004).  However, the feasibility of greater discharge is severely 
challenged by the intense development along Bayou Lafourche, which would be in conflict with 
further channel improvements.  It is recommended that the discharge be preferentially managed into 
the Terrebonne Basin, which has fewer opportunities for freshwater introduction than the Barataria 
Basin to the west.   
 
Due to the dramatic land loss in the Terrebonne Basin and the need to sustain these wetlands for the 
coastal ecology and coastal surge buffer, a larger Mississippi River diversion into the Terrebonne 
Basin is recommended.  A similar recommendation has been made by the HET and reported in the 
LACPR draft technical report (USACE, 2008).  The HET team recommended large “sustaining” 
diversions from the Mississippi River with as much as 80,000 cfs combined discharge capacity.  
This discharge would require a conveyance channel to be constructed similar in location to that 
contemplated in the Third Delta Conveyance (LDNR, 2004 and 2007). 
 
The feasibility report of the Third Delta conveyance (LDNR, 2007) portrays a very challenging 
project with high construction cost (~$8.7 billion - pre-Hurricane Katrina estimate but including a 
50% contingency), significant wetland impact (16,000 acres), and significant delays in land building 
benefits (>30 years before a net positive growth).  Based on these findings, the recommendation of 
this report is for a smaller “sustaining” type diversion of approximately 30,000 cfs.  The location of 
the conveyance would be potentially similar to alternatives considered in the feasibility report but 
with some significant cost savings with a smaller project.   
 
We suggest the following elements could significantly reduce the cost for the project or increase 
cost effectiveness of a conveyance channel to the Terrebonne Basin: 
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1. One conveyance channel into Terrebonne Basin, i.e. eliminate eastern conveyance branch 

into Barataria Basin, thereby eliminating 36 miles of the project  (“eastern lobe” or Reach 2) 
2. A shorter conveyance channel to Terrebonne due to a more northerly alignment of the 

MLODS 400 year levee (This reduces channel length by 10 miles) 
3. Reduced channel dimensions due to lower discharge  
4. Smaller guide levees due to lower stage 
5. Possibly reduced flood protection requirement of the back levee along Bayou Lafourche 

north of the GIWW, e.g. possibly eliminate the need for a new levee 
6. Incorporate the Lagan Diversion, as proposed in this report and in the Louisiana’s 

Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast, into this proposal, e.g. one river levee 
penetration rather than two.  It may be also possible to include the next downriver diversion 
north of Lac Des Allemands, which is also in the Louisiana’s Comprehensive Master Plan 
for a Sustainable Coast. 

7. Possible future cost savings of the Bayou Lafourche Diversion by reducing or eliminating 
the need to pump water from the river because freshwater could be introduced to lower 
Bayou Lafourche via the new conveyance canal. 

8. Use of the structure for hydroelectric generation  (this could generate a small amount of 
power that could have long-term economic benefit, especially with soaring energy costs) 

9. Reduced mitigation due to smaller footprint of the project  
10. Reduced real estate cost due to reduced footprint of the project  
11. The conveyance channel does have potential use for navigation, but must be stringently 

designed and managed with priority on coastal restoration in the Terrebonne Basin 
 
Even with application of all these cost-saving measures, which are unlikely to all apply, the 
sustaining diversion project will still be costly and ambitious (multi-billion).  It is interesting to 
compare this project to the California aqueducts.  The California aqueduct is over 400 miles long 
and crosses mountains, valley, rivers, farmland, urbanized areas, etc., while conveying 10,000 cfs.   
Where the aqueduct crosses active drainage, the aqueduct is subterranean so that the natural surface 
drainage is allowed to flow.  Although the benefited population is much larger than the population 
of Terrebonne Parish, the aqueduct does demonstrate the engineering obstacles that can be 
overcome with modern engineering.  The MLODS proposed conveyance channel would be 
approximately 60 miles in length (as compared to104 miles in the Third Delta project) and convey 
30,000 cfs.  From an engineering standpoint, there is no doubt that this project can be built.   
 
The potential total discharge into the Terrebonne Basin is 
Mississippi River Diversion      30,000 cfs 
GIWW Conveyance       10,000 cfs 
East Atchafalaya Spillway or Bayou Penchant Diversion    >20,000 cfs 
      TOTAL           >60,000 cfs 
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It is anticipated that this discharge will achieve the wetland goals and sustain restored wetlands in 
the Terrebonne Basin as long as there is also restoration of the hydrology (canal mitigation) and 
without further hydrological alterations.  
 
16) Management of Freshwater discharge through the GIWW 
There is an opportunity to more beneficially use freshwater discharge conveyed eastward through 
eh GIWW.  Freshwater should be utilized to maintain optimum salinity of marsh with fresh and 
intermediate habitat goals.  Highest priority should be on the baldcypress forests adjacent to the 
proposed levee south of Houma.  The floodgate and the Houma navigation lock can be used and 
other additional outfall management features.  
 
17) Home Elevation Program for Lower Terrebonne Parish 
Due to the critical need for flood protection and the likely prolonged period to construct a 100-year 
protection levee, an immediate and aggressive home elevation program for southern Terrebonne 
parish is warranted.   A program to supplement home elevation and businesses should be targeted 
for this region.  Local, State and Federal funds should be utilized.  Any home elevation now will 
incrementally provide higher levels of protection once a 100 year levee is constructed.  Therefore 
home elevation is wise investment for the short-term and long-term sustainability of the region. 
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Planning Unit 3b (Atchafalaya/Vermilion Basin) 
General Description 
Compared to other planning units, Planning Unit 3b has the greatest extent of sustainable wetlands 
along the Louisiana coast.  There is historic and ongoing land loss, but these rates are modest.  
Although there is a net land loss, this loss is offset approximately 60% by the land gain associated 
with the two active emergent deltas, the Atchafalaya and Wax Lake Outlet Deltas.  This numeric 
offset of land loss does not suggest that the land loss in all areas of Planning Unit-3b is acceptable.  
Localized areas that are not affected by the landbuilding deltas are experiencing great loss of 
wetlands.  The largest area of historically high loss and ongoing loss is the Penchant Basin area 
southeast of Morgan City (Figure 95).  This area is characterized by widespread floatant marsh, and 
in some places, the water underneath is deep, eliminating the potential for restoration of land and 
emergent vegetation.  Break-up of floatant marsh has occurred and contributes to the land loss 
classification of conversion of “land” to “open water.”   
 
Land gain is occurring at the Atchafalaya and Wax Lake Outlet Deltas (Figure 95).  The Wax Lake 
Outlet receives approximately 1/3 of the Atchafalaya River discharge (~90,000 cfs).  The 
Atchafalaya Delta receives approximately 2/3s of the Atchafalaya River discharge (~180,000 cfs).   
 

 
Figure 95: Historic and Projected Land Loss in Planning Unit 3b (NWRC map).  Note the 
location and position of the Highway 90 corridor in relation to the coast and adjacent bays. 

 
The Wax Lake Outlet Delta is a naturally forming delta from discharge by a man-made channel 
where Atchafalaya water flows through the GIWW into the Wax Lake Outlet. There has been little 
human manipulation of the Wax Lake Outlet Delta which is building land naturally.  In contrast, the 
Atchafalaya Delta has had significant man-made “delta training,” but is sourced by a natural river 
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(Atchafalaya River).  The delta training is, in part, justified to address navigational needs through 
the continued maintenance of a navigation channel through the delta.  The actively accreted land of 
both deltas is within the state’s Atchafalaya Delta Wildlife Management Area.    
 
The total Atchafalaya River discharge has increased dramatically from 1831 to 1963.  This increase 
was primarily due to the channel improvements on the Atchafalaya River starting with Captain 
Henry Shreve dredging a channel between the Red and Mississippi Rivers (now the site of the Old 
River Control Structure) and his clearing of massive log jams on the Atchafalaya River (Lopez, 
2003).  These actions brought to critically unstable conditions on the Atchafalaya River and with 
the “levees only” policy of the USACE (1870 to 1927) on the Mississippi River, led to dramatic 
systematic rise in flood stage at its connection to the Atchafalaya River (Barry, 1997).  The 
artificially improved Atchafalaya channel led to an artificially higher flood stage and artificially 
accelerated the capture of Mississippi River discharge (Gunter, 1952) so that, in 1963, the Old River 
Control Structure was built to control the flow between the Mississippi and Atchafalaya Rivers.  
The discharge was fixed at the artificially increased level of 30% of the total Mississippi and Red 
River discharges.   
 
This higher discharge has resulted in significant deposition in the Atchafalaya Basin and infilling of 
laucustrine lakes.  Once the accommodation space for sediment was reduced in the Atchafalaya 
Basin, deposition moved downriver into Atchafalaya Bay.  The 1973 flood introduced 640,000 cfs 
through the channel.  An emergent delta began to form in Atchafalaya Bay as a result of this 
significant depositional event.  However, Kemp and Hyfield (2005) have shown that the 
Atchafalaya Delta has matured and is not efficient in creating land, which is evident by the fact that 
the delta is mostly built of sand.  Approximately 10% of sediment delivered to the Atchafalaya 
Delta accounts for all of the ongoing land building.  This implies that 90% of the sediment (nearly 
all of the suspended load) is not actively creating emergent delta.  The sediment is being dispersed 
across Atchafalaya Bay and to the Gulf shoreline.  The sediment contributes significantly to the 
Gulf shoreline mud-stream further west of Marsh Island. 
 
Due to the increase in freshwater into the Atchafalaya Bay through these two deltas, the adjacent 
estuary has shifted toward more freshwater habitats and away from the more brackish habitats of the 
early to mid 1900s. This shift is most evident by the lack of re-growth of the historic oyster reefs 
that were once so prominent in Atchafalaya Bay.  O’Neil’s 1949 map of vegetation types indicates 
large areas of brackish marsh around the bays in PU-3b.   
 
Another major impact to Planning Unit-3b was the mining of major oyster barrier reefs in 
Atchafalaya Bay in the 1900s (Coast 2050, 1998).  In the 1800s, these reefs were alive and extended 
from Point au Fer Island west to nearly Marsh Island (Figure 96).  The reefs actually extended the 
peninsula of Point au Fer several miles into the bay.  Mining of the live and fossil shell was allowed 
for decades so that most of the shell and reef had been removed.  The freshening effect in 
Atchafalaya Bay has reduced the ability of the reefs to regenerate.  Live reefs do currently exist on 
the Gulf shoreline of Marsh Island.  Coast 2050 includes a proposal to build a structure from Point 
Chevreuil to Marsh Island.  The offshore rock dike is referred to as a reef proposal, but the actual 
goal is outfall management of discharge from the Atchafalaya River.  It is unlikely that the structure 
would create an oyster reef of significant extent at this location because it would concentrate fresh 
water discharge along it.  The goal of the project is to enhance brackish salinity conditions to the 
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west for recreational species such as speckled trout (Cynoscion nebulosus).  This project is not 
recommended. 
 
 

 
Figure 96: 1878 Coast Survey Map of Atchafalaya Bay and White Shell Keys Reef 
(highlighted).  This oyster reef was mined, and subsequent increases in freshwater limit the 
recovery of the barrier reef.  The recommendation is to restore the barrier reef seaward of 
the historic reef where salinity regime is more appropriate for oyster productivity.  

 
 
The USACE’s Preliminary Technical Report (PTR) indicates that the highest surge for an extreme 
Category 5 storm in the entire state is generated along an alternative GIWW levee alignment in 
Planning Unit -3b (USACE, 2006).  Table 2 indicates still water surge height for the extreme 
Category 5 storm may be as high as 40 feet with 15 foot waves above that. Even with a levee 
alignment further north along the Highway 90 corridor, surge heights will still be significant.  New 
modeling in LACPR Draft Technical report (USACE, 2008) shows that surge without this GIWW 
alignment is much less (see Figures 8, 9, and 10).  The LACPR report models demonstrate that 
levee along the GIWW would need to be 28 feet for 400 y protection.  Levees along the GIWW in 
Planning Unit 3b are ill-advised. It is apparent that modeling demonstrates that surge builds up 
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significantly due to the long continuous GIWW levee alternative, that is located so close to 
Vermillion and Atchafalaya Bays.  This report recommends levees be placed further north adjacent 
Bayou Teche natural ridge protecting the developed corridor on this ridge such as Highway 90.  
 
During Hurricane Rita, surge around the bays was highest at the west end and onshore of Vermilion 
Bay.  Surge was 12 feet just 7 miles south of Abbeville (Figure 36 - FEMA 2006 Inundation Map).   
The Highway 90 corridor was also threatened by flooding from the north side of the ridge. Surge 
during Hurricane Rita was as high as eight feet within the Atchafalaya Basin (Figure 36).  The loss 
of the historic barrier oyster reefs has contributed to the openness of the Atchafalaya Bay and 
probably to the higher surge heights.   
 
The orientation and proximity of the Highway 90 corridor to the Gulf is a direct result of the 
location of the Bayou Teche ridge on which Highway 90 and several communities are located.   
This atypical bayou orientation has created a development corridor (Patterson to New Iberia) which 
is nearly continuous for forty miles and just eleven miles (average) from the adjacent bays.  Locally, 
the bays are as little as six miles from the Highway 90 corridor and may produce some focusing of 
surge.  The Highway 90 corridor includes at least three significant state Highways (Highways 90, 
182, and 87), two railroads, and the towns of Morgan City, Berwick, Franklin, Jeanerette, Patterson, 
New Iberia, and others.  Also, nearby is the Henry’s Hub, which is a regional natural gas gathering 
point for interstate gas transmission. 
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Table 14: Planning Unit 3b – Lines of Defense Measures (Evacuation, municipal drainage, and  non-structural excluded, 
see text) 

PU-
3b # Location Measure Description 

New or 
Existing levee 

Maximum 
Design  

Discharge 
Controlled 
Diversions 

Maximum 
Discharge  

Flood year- 
pulse events 
w/spillways   

1 Morgan City 
Existing levee - improve to 400year protection provided by flood 
protection system existing       

2 Berwick/Paterson 
Existing levee - improve to 400year protection provided by flood 
protection system existing       

3 Bayou Sale 
Existing levee - improve to 400year protection provided by flood 
protection system existing       

4 Franklin to New Iberia  
New levee alignment 400year protection provided by flood  
protection system new       

5 South Marsh Island Restore to ~1978 marsh extent with marsh creation (500 acres)      500
6 Outer Atchafalaya Bay Restore structural oyster reefs at appropriate isohaline conditions        
7 Point au Fer Island Restore to ~1978 marsh extent with marsh creation (1000 acres)      1000
8 Wax Lake Outlet Maintain status quo of active delta   50000 200000   

9 Atchafalaya delta Reduced discharge for the Lake Poulourde diversion (-20,000 cfs)   140000 260000   

10 

Lake Palourde to Penchant Basin 
(East Atchafalaya Restoration 
Spillway) Atchafalaya  River diversion, maximum design discharge 20,000 cfs   140,000 140000   

11 GIWW - Hwy 317 to Hwy 82 Outfall management to convey freshwater east of Hwy 82        
      Sub-Totals 330000 600000   

      

Total 
maximum 
discharge 
Diversion & 
Crevasses   600,000   

      
Total Marsh 
Creation     1500
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Figure 97: Planning Unit 3b Lines of Defense measures map (excluding municipal drainage, and non-structural measures). 
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General Recommendations  
Planning Unit 3b  
(See Figure 97 and Table 14) 

Non-Structural Measures - Non-structural flood mitigation measures need to be considered as an 
essential Line of Defense Strategy and an integral part of the Comprehensive Protection Plan for 
Planning Unit 3b. Non-structural mitigation measures such as elevating homes or businesses are a 
fundamental element of flood risk reduction and an additional measure of redundancy or security.  
(For more detailed information, see the Non-Structural Section under Overview of the Proposed 
Integration of The Lines of Defense and Restoration Measures). 
 
Non-structural measures must be placed in a geographic context of the other Lines of Defense 
measures. Many areas within Planning Unit 3b consist of assets located within and outside a levee 
protection system.  As experienced during Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, assets within the levee 
system should expect the indirect impact of a storm and require non-structural (elevation) 
approaches commensurate with the exposure of life and assets due to heavy precipitation, the risk of 
overtopping, and the risk of failure of a levee, flood gates, flood wall, etc. 
 
Communities outside of levees are not protected by structural measures.  Those communities should 
expect the direct impact of storm surge including waves and currents. The non-structural 
approaches should be commensurate to the life-threat and economic exposure expected from 
flooding with waves and currents by direct interaction with storm surge and precipitation.  In terms 
of mitigating effects of moving surge water the first choice is to relocate. In terms of coastal 
construction, the #1 rule in areas subject to moving water is to elevate above the expected still water 
plus wave elevation assuming at least a 100 year storm.  Many homes and businesses are already 
elevated in Planning Unit 3b, but may need additional elevation. Programs to subsidize home 
elevation inside or outside of the proposed levee system should be immediately expanded. 
 
In south Louisiana, elevated structures within or outside of levee protection, in general, are much 
more likely to be sustainable.  Considering the combined long-term threats of subsidence damage, 
flood damage, and termite damage, the wisdom of slab homes or businesses built on grade 
anywhere in coastal Louisiana is seriously questioned. 

 

Don’t Wait, Elevate! 

Evacuation Routes - The MLODS proposes that evacuation routes are Lines of Defense and that 
the routes need to be geographically integrated with other Lines of Defense to anticipate their 
performance and evaluate the requirements to be effective evacuation routes (Figures 28 and 29). 
The MLODS recommendations include the evaluation of evacuation routes and integration of these 
state evacuation routes into the Comprehensive Protection Plan for Planning Unit 3b.  (For more 
detailed information, see the Evacuation Routes Section under Overview of the Proposed 
Integration of the Lines of Defense and Restoration Measures). 
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Municipal Drainage - Areas within structural protection systems need adequate capacity for 
drainage. This will generally require pump capacity to pump water to the flood side of the levee.  
With ridge alignments, it is more likely that treated waste water and storm water can be diverted to 
adjacent wetlands to establish robust marsh and wetland forest buffers directly in front of back 
levees reducing municipal cost for wastewater treatment.  In these areas, utilizing outfall 
management of storm water and treated wastewater may establish a cypress buffer that can provide 
significant additional protection benefit. 
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Specific Recommendations  
Planning Unit 3b  
(See Figure 97 and Table 14) 

1) Morgan City Hurricane Protection 
Levees and floodwalls around Morgan City should be improved to the 400 year level of protection, 
utilizing the existing alignment and providing protection from both storm surge and flooding from 
the Atchafalaya River.  This levee alignment is entirely within the habitat goal of fresh wetlands and 
is historically swamp habitat.  Restoration of sustainable wetland forests outside and adjacent to the 
levees should be an adjunct to levee design, construction, and maintenance.  The treated wastewater 
from locally protected communities can also be used to rejuvenate local forests.   
 
2) Berwick/Patterson Hurricane Protection 
Levees and floodwalls around Berwick Bayou Vista, Patterson, and Calumet should be improved to 
the 400 year level of protection, utilizing the existing alignment and providing protection from both 
storm surge and flooding from the Atchafalaya River. This levee alignment is entirely within the 
habitat goal of fresh wetlands and is historically swamp habitat.  Restoration of sustainable wetland 
forests outside and adjacent to the levees should be an adjunct to levee design, construction, and 
maintenance.  The treated wastewater from locally protected communities can also be used to 
rejuvenate local forests.   
 
3) Bayou Sale Hurricane Protection 
Levees and floodwalls around Bayou Sale are to be improved or constructed to the 400 year level of 
protection, providing protection from flooding from both surge directly from the Gulf or indirectly 
through the Atchafalaya River.  
 
4) Franklin to New Iberia Hurricane Protection  
Levees and floodwalls around Franklin, New Iberia and communities between these two are to be 
constructed to the 400 year level of protection, providing protection from both storm surge and 
flooding from the Atchafalaya River.  This levee alignment is entirely within the habitat goal of 
fresh wetlands and is historically swamp habitat.  Restoration of sustainable wetland forests outside 
and adjacent to the levees should be an adjunct to levee design, construction, and maintenance.  The 
treated wastewater from locally protected communities can also be used to rejuvenate local forests.   
 
5) Marsh Island Restoration  
Marsh Island provides a vital benefit to flood protection as a significant barrier to surge into West 
Cote Blanche and Vermilion Bays.  Land loss is modest, but some restoration is recommended.  
Marsh Island should be restored, utilizing marsh creation (500 acres) in areas of significant loss, 
such as the western end of the island.  Selective shoreline protection should be utilized for sections 
of shoreline with very high retreat rates, such as the northeast shoreline near Lake Point. 
 
6) Atchafalaya Bay Oyster Barrier Reef Restoration  
As described previously, the historic oyster reefs have been lost in Atchafalaya Bay due to mining 
and changes in salinity.  A barrier reef is still desirable to provide the ecologic benefits of a reef and 
to provide surge reduction for the Atchafalaya and adjacent bays.  It is recommended that a new 
oyster barrier reef be constructed further seaward of the historic reef at a location where salinity is 
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optimum for oyster habitat (see map for approximate location).  Hard material of vertical relief 
should be deployed at the site of the new barrier reef.  Suitable and environmentally acceptable 
material should be used.  One option to consider is the deployment of decommissioned military 
vessels that have been approved for such purposes.   
 
7) Point au Fer Island 
Point au Fer Island provides a vital benefit to flood protection as a significant barrier to surge into 
the Atchafalaya and Four League Bays.  Land loss is modest but some restoration is recommended.  
Point au Fer Island should be restored utilizing marsh creation (1,000 acres) in areas of significant 
loss, such as the central area of the island.  Selective shoreline protection should be utilized for 
sections of shoreline with very high retreat rates, such as the northeast shoreline Point au Fer Island. 
 
8) Wax Lake Outlet Channel & Delta 
No changes to this naturally functioning delta are recommended.   
 
9) Atchafalaya Delta  
Delta training has not always been optimal for landbuilding processes.  Improved planning of 
beneficial use of dredged material and dredging of channels for land building is recommended.  
 
10) East Atchafalaya Restoration Spillway near Lake Palourde and Bayou Penchant 
Alternative 
Kemp and Hyfield (2006) proposed an “East Atchafalaya River Restoration Spillway” to be 
constructed just north of Morgan City for restoration benefit to areas of Penchant Basin (Figure 
98).  A spillway or a similar water diversion structure into Bayou Penchant is recommended.  The 
maximum design discharge should be 140,000 cfs.  Average discharge is proposed to be 20,000 cfs.  
The spillway discharge would proportionately reduce the discharge flowing south of Morgan City.  
Kemp and Hyfield (2006) concluded that only 10% of sediment delivered to the Atchafalaya Delta 
is actually utilized to build land.  The remaining sediment is carried further into the bay or Gulf of 
Mexico.  The sediment diverted through the proposed spillway would entirely be captured by the 
wetland outfall area.  Therefore, this project should have small influence on the land-building at the 
Atchafalaya Delta while providing significant benefit to the Penchant Basin region.   
 
The goal is to sustain and rebuild weakened floatant marsh of the Penchant Land Bridge and to 
maintain habitat targets for Planning Unit-3b and PU-3a.  Some marsh creation may be justified in 
the Penchant Basin for areas of significant historic wetland loss.   
 
An alternative to the East Atchafalaya Restoration Spillway is a diversion across Avoca Island and 
into Bayou Penchant.  This diversion should target discharge into the Bayou Penchant Land Bridge 
(Figure 99), which is identified as a critical land form.  Routing the water south of the Penchant 
Basin may avoid some problems of water velocity through the Penchant Basin, which has 
significant floatant marsh.  Either alternative for discharge into this region requires additional 
measures to prevent backwater flooding northward toward Morgan City. 
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Figure 98: Location of proposed East Atchafalaya Restoration Spillway. Map by Kemp 
and Hyfield (2006). This spillway would divert as much as 140,000 cfs water from the 
Atchafalaya River eastward into the Penchant Basin where the highest land loss in 
Planning Unit 3b has occurred.  A spillway or similar diversion structure is recommended  
(Basemap 2005 CIR -  LA DNR – SONRIS). 
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Figure 99: Map of percent land using USGS land water classification in 2005.  The Bayou 
Penchant Land Bridge is identified as a key land form that could be sustained by a 
diversion into Bayou Penchant and across the land bridge. 

 
11) Outfall Management of the GIWW  
Additional freshwater is needed for Planning Unit-4 and is recommended by utilizing the GIWW 
(see Planning Unit 4 #17).  One possible source of additional freshwater is the Atchafalaya River 
via the GIWW.  Additional discharge or better conveyance is recommended for the GIWW in 
Planning Unit-3b to introduce additional freshwater into Planning Unit-4.  
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 Planning Unit 4 (Chenier Plain) 
General Description 
Planning Unit 4 is commonly referred to as the Chenier Plain.  In actuality, the Chenier Plain 
encompasses portions of Planning Unit 3b, Planning Unit 4, and the eastern portion of Texas.  The 
Chenier Plain was built during the last 4,000 years by sediments discharged from the Mississippi 
River to the Gulf of Mexico that were then reworked by Gulf Coast wave action and deposited on 
the Gulf shoreline.  Extensive low lying mudflats were thereby formed in along the shoreline 
toward the Gulf of Mexico. This building occurred when the Mississippi River was building delta 
lobes in central Louisiana.  This building was reversed when the Mississippi River shifted and 
began building delta lobes in eastern Louisiana.  At those times, the Gulf shoreline of the Chenier 
Plain eroded, which reworked shell materials to form a chenier, or natural elevated ridge parallel to 
the shoreline.   
 
Planning Unit 4 has natural habitats which are unique to Louisiana and are considered nationally 
significant. The combination of long linear ridges and adjacent extensive marsh provides ideal 
habitat for many species of birds, including waterfowl and migratory songbirds.  The Chenier Plain 
wetlands naturally functions very differently from the coastal wetlands found in southeast and 
central Louisiana.  The Deltaic plain in southeast and central Louisiana is dominated by the deltaic 
processes which results in many fingerlike channels (bayous) extending seaward and allowing 
significant exchange with the Gulf.  The volume of seawater moving in and out of the estuary daily 
is significant and results in a broad estuarine gradient, extending inland. In contrast, the Gulf 
shoreline in Planning Unit 4 is dominated by processes constantly shifting sediment parallel to the 
shore. Because the tides are low and river discharge is small, the shoreline is dominated by the wave 
energy from the Gulf.  It is waves re-working and moving sediment along the shore that has 
generated the ridges now seen inland.  However, there is a subtle effect of this sediment transport, 
which is a key to understanding the overall hydrology of Planning Unit 4 and the historical ecology.   
 
Due to the transport of sediment along the Gulf shoreline, sediment is deposited across natural 
channels.  The sediment builds barriers (bars) that restrict the exchange of water with the Gulf.  
Normal tides are restricted and little saltwater can naturally flow inland.  If there is a major rain 
event, the flow from the river seaward will scour out a temporary cut through the bar and release 
water to the Gulf.  However, once the discharge slows, the wave action and sediment quickly close 
the channel limiting the flow of seawater back inland.  The result is a natural one-way valve.  The 
channel releases fresh water out of the marsh readily but limits the flow of saltwater back inland.  
During a storm surge the channels would naturally open and release surge water back to the Gulf.    
 
Figure 100 is color infrared imagery of the Mermentau River in Planning Unit 4, illustrating the 
natural river channel mouth verses the man-made and manipulated river mouth.  The resulting 
pattern of sedimentation is apparent and the human-induced alterations to the landscape are clearly 
visible.  The result of this self modulating hydrology is a one-way flow of freshwater flowing from 
north to south with very little saltwater influx to the north.  It is this delicate balance of coastal 
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geologic processes that historically perpetuated an expansive freshwater marsh in Planning Unit 4 
until hydrologic modifications were made.  Some have compared the wetland ecology of this former 
expansive marsh to the Everglades “river of grass,” which has a similar one-way freshwater 
hydrology.   
 
 

 
Figure 100: Mermentau River mouth and bypass channel. CIR photography (2005) of the 
Mermentau River mouth and a dredged bypass channel.  Note that sediment naturally 
moves from right to left (east to west).  The natural channels tend to be constricted.  The 
dredged channel with jetties prevents sediment from accumulating in the channel, so the 
channel remains open.  A lock further north generally prevents saltwater intrusion through 
this channel, but other river channels with jetties do not have such controls so saltwater 
intrusion is unabated (2005 CIR imagery). 

 
Figures 100 & 101 illustrate typical examples of the hydrologic modification that has been 
detrimental to these wetlands.  The former Calcasieu River has been dredged for navigation and 
includes massive jetties.  One of the functions of these jetties is to prevent waves from depositing 
sediment into the channel to reduce the need for continuous dredging, which is the very process that 
would naturally close off the channel, preventing saltwater from entering into the freshwater 
marshes.  Instead of a small one-way valve that is only periodically open, the ship channels are 
large “valve-less” channels, permanently open and much larger than the natural channel.  The result 
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is significant saltwater intrusion and collapse of the freshwater marsh (Suhayda et al., 1989).  This 
deterioration probably began as early as 1912 when channels began to be enlarged or cut (LDNR, 
2002).  Figures 101, 102 and 103 illustrate some of the major hydrologic alterations, including the 
Calcasieu River Ship Channel. Navigation channels and canals are widening and deepening at an 
alarming rate.  The Sabine-Neches Waterway and Calcasieu Pass Ship Channel have expanded to 
more than forty times larger than the original dredge width in the later 1800s (LDNR, 2002).   

 
Figure 101: Some Hydrologic Modifications to the Calcasieu/Mermentau Basins (LDNR, 
2002). 
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Figure 102: Historical dimensions of the Sabine-Neches Ship Channel (LDNR, 2002). 

 
Future planning for these navigation channels must be responsible for the secondary impacts to the 
landscape and the surrounding communities and consider these impacts in their decision-making 
process.  For instance, the Port of Iberia is currently proposing alterations to current channels to 
form the Acadiana Gulf of Mexico Access Channel (AGMAC), which would be 50 miles in length, 
20 feet deep, and 150 feet wide at the bottom (Port of Iberia website - 
www.portofiberia.com/channelmaps01.html).  In addition, potential expansion of the Sabine-
Neches Waterway and the Calcasieu Ship Channel needs to be addressed.  The impacts of these 
types of projects to storm surge, saltwater intrusion, and adjacent wetlands needs to be evaluated 
and thoroughly addressed prior to pursuing these endeavors.   
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Figure 103: Photograph of the Calcasieu River jetties (source: Calcasieu River Basin 
document by the USACE  
(see http://www.mvn.usace.army.mil/pao/bro/wat_res98/WaterRes98_13of16.pdf). 

 
Prior to the anthropogenic-caused habitat changes in the Chenier Plain, it is likely that more than 90 
percent of the wetlands were fresh habitat.  Currently, less than half of the Chenier Plain is 
freshwater habitat.  Now, salinity gradients and habitat patterns emanate east or west from the 
north-south oriented navigation channels, such as Calcasieu Ship Channel and Sabine-Neches 
Waterway (Figure 104). 
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Figure 104: Sabine/Calcasieu Basins wetland habitat map (LDNR, 2002).  Note that the 
wetland habitat distribution mimics the shape of Calcasieu and Sabine Lakes due to 
saltwater intrusion into the lakes through the ship channels.  Historically, these wetlands 
were virtually all fresh.  Salt marsh can now be found far inland. 

 
The interior marshes of Planning Unit 4 have also been greatly impacted by historical management 
strategies that attempted to reduce the saltwater impact from these navigation channels.  Instead of 
addressing the primary cause of land loss, the use of marsh management has attempted to protect 
interior freshwater marshes from being lost to saltwater intrusion.  This method of wetland 
management has proven to be very unsuccessful in southeast Louisiana where the enclosed wetland 
areas were formerly part of an open estuarine system.  Once these estuarine wetlands are closed off, 
the water levels are difficult to manage, and the land subsidence continues with no additional input 
of sediment.  Prior to human alterations, southwest Louisiana was a regional freshwater system with 
small, but critical connections to the Gulf.  Although marsh management has not been as damaging 
to the landscape as in southeast Louisiana, there have still been impacts on the landscape and are 
still numerous concerns about the use of this wetland management strategy.  First, the use of marsh 
management does not address the ultimate cause of the degradation, which is caused by the 
navigation channels.   
 
During Hurricane Rita, the altered hydrology and extensive use of marsh management stranded 
saltwater in the freshwater marshes, severely stressing the freshwater marshes.  USGS data 
collection has revealed elevated salinity levels in the porewater of freshwater marshes in the 
western Louisiana (Figure 105).  In addition, many of these wetland areas have failed to recover to 
their full vigor after 30 months while those wetlands impacted in southeast Louisiana are showing 
positive signs of recovery.   
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Figure 105: Average porewater salinity in freshwater and intermediate marshes following 
the impacts of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.  According to Steyer et al. (2008 draft), the 
salinity levels were elevated in the freshwater marshes in southwest Louisiana for 2 years 
following the impacts of Hurricane Rita.  

 
Many of the levee systems built for use in marsh management were not built to standards that can 
withstand the force of a storm surge.  In the Cameron-Creole watershed, the levees surrounding the 
freshwater marsh failed, allowing saltwater to have continuous access into these areas through 
Calcasieu Lake.  This area of the Cameron-Creole watershed has experienced the most wetland loss 
and least recovery due to Hurricane Rita. 
 
The greatest period of land loss in the Chenier Plain occurred from 1956 through 1978 when the 
area was losing an average of 10 square miles every year.  The loss rate began to slow down 
between 1978 and 2001 to 2.2 square miles per year and actually began to build approximately 4.3 
square miles of land per year from 2001 to 2004.  The impacts of Hurricane Rita resulted in a loss 
of 111 square miles of land from 2004 to 2006 (Barras et al., 2008).  In two years, the Chenier Plain 
lost 32 % of its total historic land loss from 1956.   
 
In the near-term future, limited marsh management is a necessity to prevent loss of freshwater 
marshes in Planning Unit 4.  However, the management goals have not been optimized to the 
benefit of the wetlands because they have been focused on the production of waterfowl.  In 
addition, the marsh management units are managed separately based on the landowner.  In order to 
effectively protect these freshwater marshes, the marsh management units must be expanded to a 
basin level scale, and a management plan should be prepared and implemented with the primary 
goal of land loss reduction and freshwater marsh vigor.    
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One of the greatest protection assets for Planning Unit 4 is the chenier ridges.  Modeling of storm 
surges by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers demonstrates that these naturally-forming cheniers can 
reduce the storm surge height by up to 8 feet (Draft LaCPR Technical Report, 2008).  As depicted 
in Figure 106, the storm surge levels for a 1 in 1,000 year storm event are 19 to 20 feet near the 
coast, and are dramatically reduced over a small distance (approximately 2.5 miles) to just 11 feet.  
Unfortunately, the cheniers have also felt the impact of human activities over time.  Sand mining 
and deforestation has reduced the ability of the cheniers to provide protection for the surrounding 
communities.  Historically, the cheniers were elevated ridges densely populated with old growth 
oak forests.  These forests added an extra level of protection to the surrounding communities from 
storm surge and hurricane force winds.  We suggest that, as storm surge would hit the substantially 
forested ridges, the height and velocity of the water would be even further reduced.   
 

 
Figure 106: Water surface elevations for a 1 in 1,000 year storm surge event with baseline 
condition in 2010.  Notice the reduction in water surface elevations near the coastline due 
to the presence of cheniers.   

 
The strategy of restoration and protection for Planning Unit 4 includes restoration of the chenier 
ridges and forests and the re-establishment of the dominant freshwater wetlands.  The later is 
basically accomplished through an array of measures that reduce saltwater inflow and increase 
freshwater discharge through the basins while maintaining appropriate water elevations for the 
marsh. 
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Chenier Plain Communities and Economy 
The population of the Chenier Plain is generally sparsely located across the coastline.  Residents 
here, however, cherish the unique culture and coastal activities afforded by the region.  The region 
has major industrial activities and assets primarily related to the petroleum industry.  The Port of 
Lake Charles, the 12th largest seaport in the U.S., is a major support facility for offshore oil and gas 
activities.  Major pipelines and refineries are present throughout the landscape and offshore.  In 
addition, multiple onshore liquefied natural gas (LNG) plants are being constructed which are 
anticipated to make this region the top producer of LNG in the nation.  The natural base of Planning 
Unit 4 is vital for industrial economy of the state and nation.   
 
Hurricane Rita devastated many coastal communities in Planning Unit 4.  Hurricane Rita struck the 
coast as a Category 3 near Sabine Pass just 26 days after Hurricane Katrina struck southeast 
Louisiana also as a Category 3.  The magnitude of loss was so great for both regions that 
comparison is unnecessary.  However, it is necessary to compare the nature of the storms.    
 
A significant post-2005 lesson-learned is that storm category, as defined by the Saffir-Simpson 
Scale, is not sufficient to adequately characterize the storm surge and potential damage from 
flooding.  The USACE has proposed using the pressure change and the radius to maximum winds to 
characterize storms.  Figure 6 illustrates the difference between Hurricane Katrina and Rita 
considering these two characteristics.  In this light, Hurricane Rita was far less powerful that 
Hurricane Katrina.  Southwest Louisiana was devastated by Hurricane Rita, even though Rita was 
not nearly as powerful as Hurricane Katrina.  Southwest Louisiana must recognize than Hurricane 
Rita was not a worst case scenario and that more powerful storms are possible.  
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Table 15: Planning Unit 4 – Lines of Defense Measures (Evacuation, municpal drainage, and  non-structural excluded, see text) 

PU-4 
# Location Measure Description New/Existing 

Maximum 
Design 

Discharge 
Controlled 
Diversions 

Maximum 
Discharge 

Flood year-
pulse events 
w/spillways

Marsh 
Creation
By 2025

1 Greater Lake Charles region In lieu of a levee enhanced non-structural measures is recommended new      
2 Gueydan 100-year ring levee protection on existing alignment existing/raised      
3 Kaplan 100-year ring levee protection  with new levee  existing/raised      

4 Black Lake - Hackberry 
Restore marsh to ~1978 extent - beneficial /dedicated dredging for 
marsh creation  (5000 acres)l existing    5000

5 East Calcasieu Lake  
Restore & maintain land bridge with shoreline protection and  marsh 
creation to ~ 1978 extent  (500 acres) existing    500

6 White Lake-Grand Lake Land Bridge 
Restore & maintain land bridge with shoreline protection and  marsh 
creation to ~ 1978 extent  (1000 acres) existing    1000

7 Calcasieu Land bridge and Shoreline 
Stabilize and restore the Calcasieu Land bridge and stabilize the Gulf 
shoreline 7 Marsh creation (1000 acres) existing    1000

8 Marsh seaward of Grand Chennier Restore & maintain land bridge with marsh creation (1500 acres) existing    1500
9 Grand Chenier ridges Restore ridges and upland forests on prominent ridges existing      
10 Hackberry & Blue Buck ridges Restore ridges and upland forests on prominent ridges existing      
11 Highway 82 Elevate Hwy 82 on earth foundation & armor seaward side existing      
12 Calcasieu Pass Salinity control structure new structure      
13 Sabine-Neches Waterway Salinity control structure new structure      
14 south of White a & Grand Lakes Flap-gate culverts new structure      
15 GIWW at Gum Cove Ridge Salinity control structure new structure      

16 Sabine R. to Sabine National WR 
Sabine River diversion southeast to Sabine NWR, maximum design 
discharge 5000 cfs   5,000    

17 GIWW Outfall management to convey freshwater east of Hwy 82   2,000    

18 Red River/Bayou Beouf  

Diversion to convey freshwater through the upper Mermentau Basin 
and into the lower basin - Will also be used heavily to flush saltwater 
from agricultural land and marshes following a storm surge   

2,000
   

19  
Mermentau Basin Hydrologic 
Management Plan   

Total 
maximum 
discharge 
Diversion  9,000    

      
Total Marsh 
Creation    9,000
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Figure 107: Planning Unit 4 Lines of Defense measures map (excluding municipal drainage, and non-structural measures) 
Comprehensive Protection Map.  This map excludes evacuation routes, non-structural measures and municipal drainage, 
which are considered an integral part of the Comprehensive Protection Plan for Planning Unit 4.  (Note: Recommendation 
#18 is a diversion located outside of the Planning Unit 4 boundary and is not shown on the nmap)
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General Recommendations  
Planning Unit 4  
 (See Figure 107 and Table 15) 

 
Non-Structural Measures - Non-structural flood mitigation measures need to be considered as 
absolutely vital Line of Defense Strategy and an integral part of the Comprehensive Protection Plan 
for Planning Unit 4. Non-structural mitigation measures such as elevating homes or businesses are a 
fundamental element of flood risk reduction and an additional measure of redundancy or security.  
(For more detailed information, see the Non-Structural Section under Overview of the Proposed 
Integration of the Lines of Defense and Restoration Measures.) 
 
Non-structural measures must be placed in a geographic context of the other Lines of Defense 
measures.  Except for two small proposed ring levees around Gueydan and Kaplan, all of Planning 
Unit 4 has assets located outside a levee protection system.  Communities outside of levees are not 
protected by structural measures.  Those communities should expect the direct impact of storm 
surge including waves and currents. Fortunately Planning Unit 4’s coastal buffer is effective and 
Lake Charles is far enough north that a major, regional levee is not warranted.  Unfortunately in 
2005, approximately 6,500 homes or businesses had major damage or were destroyed by hurricanes 
wind or surge (FEMA, 2006).  Post-Rita is an opportunity to do as they state “Build Safer, Stronger, 
Smarter.”  
http://www.lsuagcenter.com/en/family_home/home/design_construction/Safer+Stronger+Smarter/ 
Better construction for future storm surge in the coastal areas is the best chance for the unique 
culture of the Chenier plain to thrive in the future.  
 
The non-structural approaches in Planning Unit 4 should be commensurate to the life-threat and 
economic exposure expected from flooding with waves and currents by direct interaction with storm 
surge and precipitation.  In terms of mitigating effects of moving surge water the first choice is to 
relocate. In terms of coastal construction, the #1 rule in areas subject to moving water is to elevate 
above the expected still water plus wave elevation assuming at least a 100 year storm.  Many homes 
and businesses are already elevated in southern Cameron Parish, but may need additional elevation. 
Programs to subsidize home elevation inside or outside of the proposed levee system should be 
immediately expanded. In Calcasieu Parish, the current 100-year BFE may insufficient for higher 
levels of protection warranted for south Lake Charles.  Any new construction should consider 
additional freeboard in south Lake Charles.  
 
In south Louisiana, elevated structures within or outside of levee protection, in general, are much 
more likely to be sustainable.  Considering the combined long-term threats of subsidence damage, 
flood damage, and termite damage, the wisdom of slab homes or businesses built on grade 
anywhere in coastal Louisiana is seriously questioned. 
 

Don’t Wait, Elevate! 
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Evacuation Routes- The MLODS proposes that evacuation routes are Lines of Defense and that 
the routes need to be geographically integrated with other Lines of Defense to anticipate their 
performance and evaluate the requirements to be effective evacuation routes. The MLODS 
recommendations include the evaluation of evacuation routes and integration of these state 
evacuation routes into the Comprehensive Protection Plan for Planning Unit 4.  (For more detailed 
information, see the Evacuation Routes Section under Overview of the Proposed Integration of the 
Lines of Defense and Restoration Measures). 
 
State and local authorities should coordinate evacuation planning to facilitate quick and 
uncomplicated evacuation of residents in the path of a potential threat.  Every effort should be made 
to educate the public on the evacuation plans and risks associated with the protection system at the 
time of the threat.   
 
Highway 82 is an essential evacuation route for these small coastal communities and is an official 
evacuation route for the state.  Evacuation procedures and routes are the last line of defense for 
people and moveable assets.  These foundations may have settled and need improvement to provide 
reliable transportation routes without chronic flooding.  If highway improvements are contemplated, 
the effects of storm surge should be considered. 
 
Most of Highway 82 was constructed on the natural cheniers of this region and is, therefore,  
located on a soil foundation that is already elevated above marsh surface elevation.  Further 
elevating the highway on earthen foundation may enhance it as a barrier to storm surge.  However, 
any modifications to the highway should not be detrimental to the marsh or marsh hydrology.  It is 
also recommended that vulnerable areas of the highway be armored to prevent washouts and ensure 
the road can be used for re-entry of first responders.  
 
Municipal Drainage - Areas within structural protection systems need adequate capacity for 
drainage. This will generally require pump capacity to pump water to the flood side of the levee.  
With ridge alignments, it is more likely that treated waste water and storm water can be diverted to 
adjacent wetlands to establish robust marsh and wetland forest buffers directly in front of back 
levees reducing municipal cost for wastewater treatment.  In these areas, utilizing outfall 
management of storm water and treated wastewater may establish a wetland buffer that can provide 
significant additional protection benefit. 
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Specific Recommendations  
Planning Unit 4  
(See Figure 107 and Table 15) 

 
 1) Lake Charles Flood Protection 
It is important to note that a levee system for Lake Charles was previously recommended in the 
Comprehensive Recommendations Supporting the Use of the MLODS to Sustain Coastal Louisiana 
2007 Draft Report.  According to storm surge modeling from the USACE, a 1 in a 1,000 year storm 
event will not threaten most of the Lake Charles area and may only threaten those communities 
located within the floodplain of the Calcasieu River or on the south side of Lake Charles.  Much of 
the developed areas are on the relatively high banks of the river.  Those areas which are vulnerable 
should abide by FEMA BFE and consider additional freeboard for construction.  Based on this new 
information a levee is no longer recommended for Lake Charles but rather more vigilant use of non-
structural approaches.  Flooding from Hurricane Ivan in 2008 reinforces this recommendation. 
 
  2) Gueydan Ring Levee 
The geography of the communities within the Chenier Plain offers an advantage for the 
effectiveness of ring levee systems over linear levee systems, and additional ring levees may be 
considered for some municipalities elsewhere in Planning Unit 4.  First, the communities are 
situated inland from the Gulf coastline, allowing for natural protection measures to reduce the 
velocity and height of the storm surge before threatening these communities.  Secondly, these 
communities are not surrounded by water but mostly by land.  Lastly, if these ring levee systems are 
challenged by a storm surge, the water has a release point to the east and west of the levee system, 
thereby reducing the buildup of water on the levee system (Figure 108).    
 
This existing levee alignment encircles the population center of Gueydan, a town approximately 40 
miles inland from the Gulf of Mexico.  The ring levee system should be evaluated as the primary 
levee alignment.  There are advantages to this alignment that suggest it may be the best overall 
choice.  With improvements and integration into a larger flood protection system, it may provide 
adequate level of flood protection.  The existing levee system is compact and protects concentrated 
assets (Figure 109).  Pumping stations will need to be upgraded within levee systems to reduce the 
risk of flooding from rainfall.  A new ring levee should consider realistic future growth of the 
municipality. 
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Figure 108: Flood inundation map from Hurricane Rita for Vermilion Parish (FEMA).  
Gueydan and Kaplan are near the limit of inundation from Hurricane Rita. 

 
 

 
Figure 109: Imagery and quad map near Gueydan (2005 CIR imagery and USGS 
quadrangle maps).  Gueydan has an existing ring levee that may need to be improved.   
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3) Kaplan Ring Levee 
This proposed levee alignment would encircle the population center of Kaplan, a town 
approximately 40 miles inland from the Gulf of Mexico (Figure 110).  A ring levee system should 
be evaluated as the primary levee alignment.  With improvements and integration into a larger flood 
protection system, it may provide adequate level of flood protection.  Pumping stations should be 
installed within levee systems to reduce the risk of flooding from rainfall.  A new ring levee should 
consider realistic future growth of the municipality. 

 

 
Figure 110: Imagery and quad map near Kaplan (2005 CIR imagery and USGS 
quadrangle maps).  Kaplan should be evaluated for a possible ring levee.   

 
4) Black Lake – Hackberry Marsh Creation 
The role of wetlands, both marshes and swamps, in reducing storm surge is a generally accepted 
concept in coastal protection.  Research is still being conducted to determine the degree of this 
protection, the extent that wetlands can reduce the height and velocity of the storm surge, and the 
role of wetlands in protecting the integrity of the levee system.  Post-Hurricanes Katrina and Rita 
observations of levee segments protected from the storm surge by wetlands, especially swamps, 
show a substantial benefit of these wetlands. 

 
Within the Chenier Plain, sediment sources are limited.  Marsh creation using dredged material is an 
important restoration tool for this area.  Within the Calcasieu Ship Channel, for example, only 20 to 
30 percent of the dredged material is currently being used beneficially.  All operation and 
maintenance dredging material should be utilized for wetlands restoration within the Sabine 
National Wildlife Refuge and wetlands east and west of the Calcasieu Ship Channel.  If no project 
is identified at the time, the material should be stockpiled in disposal spoils that could be harvested 
at a later date.  If possible, permanent pipelines should be established for continuous delivery of 
sediment into these systems into the future. 
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Currently, there is approximately 70 million cubic yards of sediment in Confined Disposal Facilities 
that could be utilized for marsh creation.  A Sediment Availability and Usage Survey should be 
completed for the Chenier Plain to identify all sources of suitable sediment now and into the future 
for beneficial-use marsh creation projects.  Either through beneficial-use or dedicated dredging for 
marsh creation, approximately 5,000 additional acres are recommended for restoration.  
 
5) East Calcasieu Lake Marsh Creation with Beneficial-Use from Calcasieu Lake and Pass 
See above description under 4) Black Lake – Hackberry Marsh Creation.  Either through beneficial 
use or dedicated dredging for marsh creation, approximately 500 additional acres are recommended 
for restoration. 
 
6) White Lake – Grand Lake Land Bridge 
The White Lake – Grand Lake Land Bridge is critical to maintaining the continuity of the 
Mermentau Basin marshes.  The land bridge significantly dampens wave height and surge elevation, 
which must pass across the land bridge and into coastal communities.  None of these communities 
currently have levee systems and are largely dependent on natural attenuation of surge from natural 
features to protect their assets. 
   
The threatened portions of the shorelines, including the land bridges of Grand Lake and White 
Lake, should be protected from shoreline erosion.  Shoreline protection measures will be utilized to 
reduce wave fetch and erosions rates as well as to trap sediments to build new shoreline.  It is 
essential that the hydrologic connectivity between the lakes and adjacent marshes be maintained for 
the health of the marshes and biological exchange.   
 
In addition, marsh creation through dedicated dredging is recommended to maintain the land bridge.  
Either through beneficial use or dedicated dredging for marsh creation, approximately 1,000 acres 
are recommended for restoration. 
 
7) Calcasieu Land Bridge and Shoreline 
The Gulf shoreline of the Chenier Plain acts as a continuous barrier to storm surge except the 
multiple openings for navigation channels.  Shoreline erosion is reducing the extent of shoreline and 
back marshes needed for protection of this area.  In some areas, such as Holly Beach, a thin line of 
shoreline separates Mud Lake from becoming an open bay system.  Shoreline restoration and 
stabilization is recommended in this area by utilizing rock structures or establishing living reefs to 
deter the continuous deterioration of the shoreline and trap sediments to maximize the extent of 
shoreline (see Figure 107).   
 
In addition, the Calcasieu Lake Land Bridge and the Calcasieu Pass, located between Calcasieu 
Lake and the Gulf of Mexico, are well known as a vital landscape feature in maintaining the 
hydrologic and biological exchange and for navigational importance.  Highway 82, a major 
evacuation route for coastal communities, traverses the land bridge. 
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The recommendation is to maintain the marshes within the land bridge to regulate the estuary and 
its natural capacity to dampen storm surge.  This may be improved by marsh creation to rebuild 
marsh areas and by stabilizing critical shoreline reaches.  Either through beneficial use or dedicated 
dredging for marsh creation, approximately 1,000 additional acres are recommended for restoration. 
 
8) Marsh Creation Seaward of Grand Chenier 
Significant land loss has occurred seaward of Grand Chenier (Figures 111 & 112).  Several 
CWPPRA projects have addressed some of the land loss, but additional restoration is needed.  
Terracing or marsh creation should be used to rebuild the marsh to assure the long term protection 
of Grand Chenier Ridge.   
 

 
 
Figure 111: Composite land loss map from the area south of Grand Chenier Ridge (see 
Appendix D).  Significant wetland loss has occurred between Grand Chenier Ridge and the 
Gulf of Mexico.   
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 Figure 112 : Imagery of a portion of the marsh south of Grand Chenier (2002 satellite).  
Deterioration of wetlands here threatens the marsh, Grand Chenier, Highway 82, and 
White Lake. 

 
 
9) Grand Chenier Ridge 
Natural ridges, called cheniers, extend east to west (parallel to the Gulf coastline) and were 
historically higher in elevation than the adjacent marshes.  Cheniers are colonized by upland forests, 
specifically live oaks (Quercus virginiana).  Most remaining cheniers within the Chenier Plain have 
a continuous elevation of several feet and, therefore, will impede storm surge.  However, the 
capacity of the ridges to reduce storm surge has been significantly reduced by land clearing.  
Chenier oaks are often over 30 feet tall.  The chenier forest canopy raises the level of the Line of 
Defense from a few feet to 30 or 40 feet above mean sea level (MSL).  This is higher than any 
storm surge that could be expected.  With a mature and continuous forest along the ridge all storm 
surge water would flow over the ridge and through a dense forest.   
 
It is recommended that some extent of the chenier forest be restored continuously on the most 
prominent ridges, specifically portions of the Grand Chenier, which have been largely cleared 
(Figure 113).  It is probably not necessary to restore forests to the full width of the ridge, but just a 
critical width adequate to dampen storm surge and support the forest ecology.  The cheniers are 
most effective with a minimum elevation of six feet and well-drained soils to promote a sustainable 
upland forest.  For example, highway servitude along Highway 82 could be re-forested continuously 
as a park-like corridor, which could also diminish impacts to the highway from a storm.  Degraded, 
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non-developed portions of the cheniers should also be re-forested.  Establishing upland forests can 
reduce the velocity and height of the storm surge, as well as provide protection from wind damage. 
The restored cheniers will also provide important habitat for wildlife including many birds and fur-
bearing species.   
 
 
 

 
Figure 113: Imagery of de-forested Grand Chenier Ridge just southwest of Grand Lake in 
Planning Unit 4 (see inset map).  Note that the ridge is almost entirely cleared of trees.  
Highway 82 is located on the south flank of the ridge.  Historically the upland ridge was 
dominated by a dense live oak forest.  Land clearing has significantly diminished the 
ridge’s potential to impede storm surge (2005 CIR).   

 
 10) Hackberry and Blue Buck Ridges 
These ridges are significant for storm protection between Calcasieu and Sabine Lakes and will help 
protect Lake Charles and Sulphur, Louisiana.  These ridges have been largely de-forested.  
Restoration will require placement of sediment to raise the soil elevation of the ridge and 
reforestation with indigenous trees (primarily oak as described in prior section).  
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11) Elevate Highway 82 
Highway 82 is an essential evacuation route for these small coastal communities in Planning Unit 4, 
and it is an offical evacation route (Figures 28 and 29).  Evacuation procedures and routes are the 
last line of defense for people and moveable assets.  The highway foundations have settled and need 
improvement to provide reliable transportation routes without chronic flooding.  If highway 
improvements are contemplated, the effects of strom surge should be considered. 
 
Most of Highway 82 was constructed on the natural chenier ridges of this region. Therefore, it is 
located on a foundation generally above marsh elevation.  Further elevating the soil foundation may 
enhance it as a barrier to strom surge.  However,  any modifcatios to the highway should not be 
detrimental to the marsh or marsh hydrology.  It is also recommended that vulnerable areas of the 
highway be armored to prevent washouts and ensure the road  can be used for re-entry of first 
responders. 
 
12) Calcasieu Ship Channel Salinity Control Structure 
The natural processes of the Chenier Plain vary greatly from other parts of coastal Louisiana.  
Historically the hydrology was dominated by seasonal sheetflow north to south to the Gulf of 
Mexico.  Marsh accretion and sustainability was based more on productivity and nutrient upatake 
than a mineral deleivers system. 
 
The intrusion of saltwater through manmade navigation channels and canals has severely damaged 
freshwater marshes by increasing salinity in freshwater lakes throughout the Chenier Plain.  The 
Calcasieu Ship Channel is a conduit for storm surge and continuous saltwater intrusion into 
Calcasieu Lake and adjacent marshes.  As the channel dimensions have progressively increased, so 
have the problems of saltwater intrusion have also increased (Figures 103, 104 and 105).   
 
Navigational locks and salinity control structures are necessary to reduce saltwater impacts in this 
system.  The MLODS Assessment Team recommends a salinity control structure be installed at the 
interface of the channel with the Gulf of Mexico to restrict the movement of saltwater into the 
Calcasieu Basin on a daily basis and during storm surges.  The priority for operation of these 
structures should be to optimize the use of freshwater within the basin and increase the 
sustainability of the freshwater and intermediate marshes. 
 
13)  Sabine-Neches Waterway Salinity Control Structure 
The Sabine-Neches Waterway  is a conduit for storm surge and continuous saltwater intrusion into 
Sabine Lake and adjacent marshes.  The MLODS Assessment Team recommends a salinity control 
structure be installed at the interface of the channel with the Gulf of Mexico to restrict the 
movement of saltwater on a daily basis and during storm surges into the Sabine Lake Basin.  The 
priority for operation of these structures should be to optimize the use of freshwater within the basin 
and increase the sustainability of the freshwater and intermediate wetlands. 
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14) Flap-Gate Culverts 
To allow drainage of the Mermentau Basin, flap gate culverts should be installed south of Grand 
and White Lakes.  The purpose of the culverts is to lower water levels and facilitate flow of fresh 
water from north to south while not allowing additional saltwater to enter the basin.  The exact 
location of the culverts would be based on hydrologic modeling to demonstrate that goals could be 
met.  
 
15) Gum Cove Ridge Salinity Control Structure on the GIWW 
When the GIWW was built in the 1920s, it breached the Gum Cove Ridge (Figure 114).  This ridge 
extends north to south and is an important hydrologic barrier between Calcasieu and Sabine Lake 
systems.  Breaching the ridge significantly altered the hydrologic circulation and promoted salt 
water intrusion.  This breach first occurred in 1910 and was expanded (Table 16). 
 

 
Figure 114: Calcasieu and Sabine Lakes region of  “pump effect” salt water intrusion.  
The GIWW breach across Gum Cove Ridge facilitates water movement westward into the 
Sabine system allowing saltwater to be “pumped’ into Calcasieu Lake and compounding 
the problem of saltwater intrusion (2005 CIR imagery of the Calcasieu and Sabine Lake 
region). 

 
The GIWW connection across the ridge has created an unfortunate release for water which backs 
into Calcasieu Lake.  The common scenario is that south winds push salt water into Calcasieu Lake 
(Figure 114).  Water at the north end of the lake flows down the GIWW to the west and across the 
ridge.  This water is eventually swept down the Sabine River and Sabine Lake.  The result is the salt 
water pushed into Calcasieu Lake remains in the lake; because there is little back flow out of the 
lake.  If the ridge were not breached, lake levels would rise modestly and slowly reduce the volume 
of seawater entering into Calcasieu Lake.  In sum, the breach across Gum Cove Ridge exacerbates 
the saltwater intrusion problem.  The Calcasieu Channel opens the door to saltwater from the Gulf 
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and the breach across Gum Cove Ridge accommodates this saltwater intrusion by allowing fresher 
water out the back door through Sabine Lake.  John Walther, the former manager for the Sabine 
National Wildlife Refuge, said that workers saw this event occur so often that they casually referred 
to this as “The Pump” because, in effect, it allowed salt water to be pumped into the estuary. 
 
The MLODS Assessment Team recommends a water control structure (lock) on the GIWW at Gum 
Cove Ridge to reduce saltwater intrusion and for other water management purposes.   Once a 
saltwater control structure is constructed on the Calcasieu Ship Channel, the Gum Cove Ridge 
structure may be less critical to manage salinity. 

 

 
Table 16: Historical hydrologic alteration to the GIWW in the Calcasieu–Sabine region of 
PU-4.  Note that the GIWW connection between Calcasieu and Sabine is 30 feet deep 
(source: LDNR, 2002). 

 
16) Sabine River Diversion 
The majority of wetlands within the Chenier Plain were historically freshwater habitat.  The 
numerous navigation channels and canals have facilitated the influx of saltwater into the system.  In 
addition to minimizing the saltwater entering the system with locks and salinity control structures, 
introduction of freshwater into the system will assist in restoring the ecosystem to its historic 
condition of a freshwater marsh dominated by north to south flow.  The Sabine River has sufficient 
discharge to seasonally divert a portion of its freshwater into wetlands west of Sabine Lake via the 
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GIWW (Figure 115).  It is suggested that 5,000 cfs be the approximate increase in discharge 
eastward into the wetlands south of the GIWW.   

 
Figure 115: Discharge record for the Sabine River at Ruliff, Texas, which is north of 
Sabine Lake (Source: USGS). 

 
17) GIWW Freshwater Diversion 
The MLODS Assessment Team recommends utilization of the GIWW as a conduit to move 
freshwater from the Atchafalaya River west into the Mermentau Basin.  Drainage would need to be 
altered to facilitate the movement of this freshwater through the basin without increasing the risk of 
flooding in the coastal communities.  Additional alterations may be needed to fortify the western 
edge of Vermilion Bay to reduce the loss of freshwater into that system and allow more freshwater 
to be carried west into the Mermentau Basin. 
 
18) Red River/Bayou Beouf  
For areas north of the GIWW, the MLODS Assessment Team recommends utilization of a Red 
River diversion to disperse more freshwater through the watershed and eventually into the 
Mermentau Basin.  During most years, this diversion would flow at a low rate and most of the 
freshwater input would be utilized throughout the upper basin for agricultural irrigation.  However, 
the diversion would be built with a larger capacity flow that could be essential to the watershed’s 
recovery following a storm surge event.   
 
Hurricane Rita was followed by months of drought, allowing saltwater to sit on the land for an 
extended period of time.  Two years later, approximately 60 percent of the agricultural fields 
impacted by saltwater could not be planted.  Most of the Chenier Plain farmland production was 
lost.  The impacts to the freshwater marshes are unknown at this time.  A freshwater source can be 
utilized, in the lack of adequate rainfall following a storm surge, to flush the saltwater from the 
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system and reduce the impact of the saltwater on the agricultural communities and the freshwater 
marshes and lakes. 
 
19) Mermentau Basin Management Plan 
The Mermentau Basin was significantly hydrologically altered by the construction of the GIWW 
across it (Figure 116).  Water management of Grand and White Lakes is problematic.  A regional 
management plan is needed to address the goals proposed of a more natural hydrology of freshwater 
flow through the basin, while limiting saltwater intrusion.  A management plan should be developed 
addressing the regional goals of the Mermentau Basin.   

 
Figure 116: The Mermentau Basin Map includes the inland areas which drain southward 
into the lake region and historically kept these wetlands fresh.  The existing GIWW 
channel interrupts this hydrology, and the proposed levee in the Louisiana’s 
Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast would further interrupt flow of fresh 
water south where it is needed (source: Basin delineation from LDNR, 2002). 
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Modifications from the Draft Report 
It is important to note that a levee system for Lake Charles was previously recommended in the 
Comprehensive Recommendations Supporting the Use of the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy to 
Sustain Coastal Louisiana 2007 Draft Report.  According to storm surge modeling from the 
USACE, a 1 in a 1000 year storm event will not threaten most of the Lake Charles area and will 
only threaten those communities that are located within the floodplain of the Calcasieu River.  
Much of the developed areas are on the relatively high banks of the river.   
 
The Calcasieu Ship Channel is 40 feet deep and contributes to conveying surge during a storm 
(Note: this channel is deeper than 36 foot authorized depth of the MRGO).  The modeling 
evaluation by the USACE does not include any closure structures on Calcasieu Pass (as 
recommended with PU4-12), which could reduce this flood impact further.  In addition, the 
drainage area of the Calcasieu Basin is 3,500 square miles, and during a storm, it generates large 
volumes of storm water.  If a levee system was built, it could increase flooding by impeding the 
flow of river water south into Calcasieu Lake and the Gulf of Mexico, thereby increasing the risk of 
flooding from a 1 in 10 year rain event. 
 
After careful evaluation of the drainage basin and the risk from storm surge events, the 
recommendation for a levee system in Lake Charles has been removed.  However, enhanced non-
structural measures are needed for south Lake Charles region.  Hurricane Ivan indicted that low 
areas of south Lake Charles are at modest risk of flooding.  Current Base Flood Elevations may not 
be adequate. 
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Executive Summary 
The tragedies of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita in 2005 have revealed to the world the enormous 
challenge Louisiana now faces.  South Louisiana appears to have entered a period when the 
convergence of two powerful forces is working against its survival.  Since the 1950’s, the processes 
driving coastal loss have continued only slightly abated. 1  Since 1990, meteorological and oceanic 
processes driving tropical systems have more frequently generated category 4 and 5 hurricanes. 2  
More destructive hurricanes are predicted for coming decades. 3  South Louisiana’s ongoing peril is 
the continued overlap of weakened hurricane protection with more frequent and intense hurricanes. 4  
 
In light of this predicament, how can the coast and culture of south Louisiana survive? The survival 
of a culture and a region is at stake.  Hurricanes Katrina and Rita may have narrowed the field of 
discussion from what Louisiana may want, down to what Louisiana absolutely needs. There is a 
growing consensus that what is needed is a pragmatic and effective strategy to integrate both coastal 
habitat restoration and engineered flood protection, such as levees. 5  This strategy must be 
established soon and while under duress.  The next hurricane season will always be just 180 days 
away.   
 
This is a plan of how to merge coastal habitat restoration and  engineered flood protection.  When 
both are achieved, the ecology and economy of the region can continue and together they will save 
and sustain Louisiana’s Coast for future generations.  This can be achieved and this is how it may 
be done.  
 
The examples shown and areas discussed in this report focus on the delta portion of the Louisiana 
coast; however, the same principles are applied to the entire coast of Louisiana.  Maps of the 
chennier plain in southwestern Louisiana are under development. 
 
The Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy proposes that two key elements of the coast be managed 
and perpetuated that will together sustain the coast (Figure 1).  The two planning elements are:  
1) Utilizing natural and manmade features which directly impede storm surge or reduce storm 
damage (Lines of Defense),  
2) Establishing and sustaining the Wetland Habitat Goals (Target Habitat Types).  
These two, when integrated, can sustain the coast.  This strategy is not a new restoration 
technology; rather, it is a new strategy to coordinate and prioritize conventional restoration methods 
and projects for coastal habitats.   
 
This coastal management vision acknowledges the reality that environmental habitat restoration and 
engineered flood protection are not separable goals.  It is unlikely that sufficient flood protection in 
south Louisiana can be accomplished by a “levees only” strategy. It is also true that adequate flood 
protection cannot be accomplished by simply restoring coastal habitats.  Both habitat restoration 
and engineered flood protection must proceed in a coordinated plan which maximizes regional 
benefits and minimizes costs.  Because there are substantial costs associated with both coastal 
habitat restoration and engineered flood protection, their financial justifications are codependent on 
a sustainable coastal economy.   
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Figure 1: The Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy proposes the two essential planning 
elements should be defined and sustained with the result of sustaining coastal Louisiana.  
The Target Habitat Types defines the salinity regime and habitats for the coast.  The Lines 
of Defense are either natural or  manmade features which may reduce the impact of 
hurricanes to the coast.    

 
The “Lines of Defense” include the Gulf of Mexico shelf, the barrier islands, the sounds, marsh land 
bridges, natural ridges,  manmade ridges, flood gates, flood levees, pump stations, home & building 
elevations, and evacuation routes. Identification of these Lines of Defense on a map allows 
hydrologists, levee district managers, emergency personnel, etc. to all share a common landscape 
template to evaluate, abate, and monitor flood risk or other storm impacts.  
 
The “Target Habitat Types” include swamp, fresh marsh, intermediate marsh, brackish marsh and 
salt marsh.  Maintaining the target salinity regime and then optimally managing the habitat types, 
puts all the natural resources and resource managers on the same page with a unified biological and 
natural resource vision.  Since each habitat has a differing profile of vegetation, fisheries, soils, 
hydrology, waterfowl, etc., it is imperative that geographic areas of each habitat be identified to 
optimize restoration and management for the needs for each habitat type.  The establishment and 
maintenance of the Target Habitat Types requires a corresponding salinity gradient goal.  This 
salinity gradient would be maintained by controlled river reintroductions and, if needed, hydrologic 
restoration.  
 
Establishment of the Lines of Defense and the Target Habitat Types for coastal planning are useful 
separately to articulate and develop projects.  However, additional value is gained by overlaying of 
these elements on a single map.  This integrated map becomes the central coastal management 
planning tool since it depicts a unifying landscape vision for the coast, embracing environmental 
habitat restoration and engineered flood protection. The Lines of Defense define priority areas for 
coastal habitat restoration; that is, the “where” of restoration.  The target habitats types define 
potential restoration methods or limitations of coastal habitat restoration; that is, the “how” of 
restoration.  This complimentary relationship together focuses restoration funding on priority areas 
and guides the type of restoration possible or required. Coastal habitat restoration using traditional 
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restoration techniques may proceed while producing ecologic benefits and enhancing flood 
protection to the coastal infrastructure. The integrated map may  satisfy the National Research 
Council’s recommendation to  include an explicit map of the desired future condition or goals for 
the coast. 6 
 
At least two important results of the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy should be noted. One is that 
a natural ridge’s ecologic function is recognized as generally being a hydrologic barrier.  This 
makes their ecologic function compatible with using them as economic corridors.  Natural ridges 
such as Bayou Lafourche may be leveed and still retain its ecologic function, which opens an 
economic corridor with flood protection.  A second result is that restoration is generally focused on 
remaining marsh, and avoids large areas where previous heavy wetland loss has occurred.  This may 
avoid areas with chronic causes for wetland loss that may be ongoing, such as subsidence. 
 
In summary, the proposal described here is a unified vision for the coast which embraces 
environmental habitat restoration as well as engineered flood protection. Goals can be clearly 
articulated through maps of the Target Habitat Types and Lines of Defense. The Multiple Lines of 
Defense Strategy should be evaluated quickly for the entire Louisiana coast to begin 
implementation if it is deemed to be warranted.   
 

Introduction 
Although the rate loss of Louisiana’s coastal wetlands peaked generally between 1956 and 1983, the 
rate is 24-square miles per year from 1990 to 2000.  This represents an ongoing catastrophic habitat 
loss to the state and continued reduction in buffer from storm surge that coastal wetlands provide.  
The cumulative losses of 1900-square miles across the entire state (pre- Hurricane Katrina) have 
only slightly been offset by ongoing restoration. 1  Preliminary estimates of wetland loss in south 
Louisiana due to Hurricanes Katrina and Rita are approximately 100 square miles. 7  A consequence 
of the collapsing coast has fundamentally altered the hydrology of the coast with one result being a 
more porous coast that is more prone to allowing the movement of Gulf waters inland.  In addition, 
more saline habitats have generally shifted inland and salinity of coastal surface water has risen. 
 
Numerous anecdotal reports suggests that smaller storm events, such as tropical depressions or even 
winter cold fronts, are more quickly and efficiently moving water inland with often negative 
consequences.  It is significant to note that Tropical Storm Juan in 1985 slightly exceeded the prior 
storm surge of all hurricanes in mid-Lake Pontchartrain for the record  going back to 1931.  
Tropical Storm Isidore nearly matched that level in 2002. 8  With an estimated 12 feet of surge, 
Hurricane Katrina in 2005 probably doubled the prior mid-lake surge level for all storm events of 
record since 1931.  In eastern Lake Pontchartrain, the surge probably exceeded 15 feet.  Other areas 
of the coast have had significantly greater cumulative wetland loss and the vulnerability to storm 
surge has also increased dramatically. 
 
The 2005 hurricane season was a record year for activity and included the following9: 

• 27* named tropical storms for the first time since systematic record keeping began about 
150 years ago (*updated by author) 

• 12 hurricanes with 6 major hurricanes  
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• The earliest date on record by which four named tropical storms formed (Arlene, Bret, 
Cindy, Dennis formed before July 5)  

• The earliest date on record by which two category 4 hurricanes occurred (Dennis formed 
July 4-7; Emily formed July 10-16)  

• The most powerful hurricane ever recorded in the Atlantic basin (Wilma, central barometric 
pressure of 882 mBar)  

• Three of the six most powerful hurricanes ever recorded in the Atlantic basin (Katrina, Rita, 
Wilma; This is the first time three category 5 hurricanes have ever been recorded in the 
same year in the Atlantic basin)  

• The most destructive hurricane in US history (Katrina)  

Meteorologists are suggesting a new period of increased activity may be on the horizon for the next 
several decades and that storms may be increasing in intensity and areal extent.2,3  The long-term 
average for Louisiana is one hurricane per 1.2 years.1 It is reasonable to conclude that Louisiana 
will be struck by additional storms over the next decade as Louisiana re-establishes and improves its 
protection from hurricanes.  
 
South Louisiana has many natural resources and coastal assets that together are the basis of the 
coastal economy.  The underlying force to this economy is a culturally rich, blue-collar workforce.  
Flood protection and preservation of coastal habitats are the two essential features of the coast to 
sustain the people, natural resources and economy of south Louisiana.   These two broad features of 
the coast can primarily be addressed by two-pronged strategy: 1) Define and sustain the Lines of 
Defense 2) Define and sustain the Target Habitats Types.   
 
The Lines of Defense encompass both natural and  manmade features which reduce hurricane 
impacts.  The Target Habitat Types define a gradient of wetland habitats and a corresponding 
salinity regime of surface water of the coast.  Planning and management of the coast should be 
proactive to sustain both.  This is achievable since integration of the Lines of Defense and the 
Target Habitat Types may define the where and how of coastal restoration.   Conventional methods 
of restoration are implemented and may include marsh creation through dedicated or beneficial fill 
material, river reintroductions, reef construction, rock armoring, etc.  The objective of this strategy 
is to efficiently coordinate and prioritize these conventional methods of restoration for coastal 
habitats for restoration and flood protection.  
 

Lines of Defense  
It is often repeated that “barrier islands are Louisiana’s first line of defense from hurricanes”.  This 
statement is intended to emphasize the importance of barrier islands, but is misleading because 
barrier islands are neither the first nor the only line of defense.  This paper suggests a more 
inclusive and clearer definition of Lines of Defense.  They are definable geographic areas where 
natural or manmade features are promoted, resulting in the reduction of negative impacts by tropical 
weather systems along the Louisiana coast (Figure 2).   
 
Although estimates vary, it is sometimes suggested by coastal scientists that coastal habitats may 
provide a storm surge reduction of one-foot per several miles of coastal habitat.10  However, all 
coastal habitats types are not equally effective and their relative position also influences their 
potential to impede storm surge.  Even if marsh were equally effective, far too much marsh has been 
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lost to restore all of it.  It is necessary to discriminate among areas which are more valuable to 
restore and protect.  Coastal planning must move beyond generalized guidance and actually 
delineate on a map the specific, critical natural landforms and engineered flood protection features. 
 
Identification of the various natural Lines of Defense and their locations helps define their value to 
flood protection, but also may expose their deficiencies. The manmade engineered flood protection 
measures are obviously designed to be engineered Lines of Defense, but their effectiveness is 
influenced by the surrounding coastal habitats.  Therefore, an inclusive list and map of natural and 
manmade features recognizes the potential role of both and is an important step toward overall 
mitigation of hurricane protection by managing both the existing natural landscape and engineered 
flood protection such as levees. 
 
Eleven Lines of Defense are listed below in the order derived from the relative physical location to 
each other, moving from the Gulf of Mexico inland.  The order is not intended to indicate the 
relative significance, just the relative physical position (Figure 2).  
 

 
Figure 2: Diagrammatic profile of the general coast of south Louisiana indicating the 
eleven Lines of Defense identified.  Lines of Defense are natural or manmade features that 
contribute to the abatement of storm damage. One through five are natural landscape Lines 
of Defense.  Six through eleven are manmade Lines of Defense which may through design 
or incident provide a measure of reduction in storm damage.  All eleven Lines of Defense 
may be influenced by human activities. 
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The eleven Lines of Defense are: 
 
1st : Offshore shelf within the Gulf of Mexico 

The offshore shelf ranges in depth from 300  feet at the shelf edge to zero depth at the Gulf 
shoreline.  Its width varies from a few miles to hundreds of miles.  The primary benefit of the 
shallow shelf is to dramatically reduce wave height and wave energy from an approaching  
tropical system.  A negative aspect of the shelf is that it will promote higher storm surges 
inland.  The variable influences on storm surges due to the geometry of the shelf needs to be 
considered for storm surge analysis.  Also, dredging activities on the shelf should avoid 
increasing shoreline erosion by wave refraction around dredge holes.  The Gulf fisheries and 
the oil and gas industry are key economic aspects of the shelf.  
Examples: Narrow shelf  at the mouth of Mississippi River & Wide shelf offshore from 
Cameron Parish 

 
2nd : Barrier Islands 

The Louisiana barrier island shoreline is characterized by fragmented barriers or shoals with 
low vertical profiles and low sand content. However, barrier islands provide an important wave 
barrier for interior sounds and coastal marsh.  The primary benefits of barrier islands are the 
near-complete reduction in wave height and the slight reduction in storm surge further inland.  
A negative aspect of barrier islands is their ephemeral nature and unpredictable local impacts to 
them from hurricanes.  Barrier islands also have significant recreational aspects such as fishing 
and birding. 
Examples: Chandeleur Islands and Grand Isle 

 
3rd : Sounds 

The primary benefit of the sounds is to provide a relatively shallow water buffer to deep water 
currents. Sounds do have a negative aspect during storms by allowing waves to re-generate on 
the on the sound side of barrier islands.  Also, sounds may cause storm surge and wave erosion 
on the back side of barrier islands. 

 
4th : Marsh Landbridges 

Marsh landbridges are areas of emergent marsh with relative continuity compared to adjacent 
bays, sounds or areas of significant marsh/land loss.  Ideally, landbridges connect other 
elevated landforms such as natural ridges. Since some ridges are developed and have adjacent 
levees, marsh landbridges may also bridge adjacent levee systems and economic corridors. 
Marsh landbridges compose much of the residual internal framework of the coast which 
reduces fetch and shoreline erosion of interior marshes and lagoons.  Landbridges impede 
storm surge movement inland and protect other emergent marsh areas that may perform the 
same function.  Some landbridges are threatened themselves by various processes of marsh loss 
and need to be sustained through restoration and maintenance.  The landbridges represent  an 
increasing fraction of the remaining emergent marsh of the coast and provide typical high 
productivity and fishery benefits typical of coastal wetlands.  
Examples: East Orleans landbridge, Biloxi Marsh landbridge, Barataria Basin landbridge, 
Upper Terrebonne Bay landbridge, Grand Lake-White Lake landbridge, Western Marsh Island 
landbridge, south Calcasieu Lake landbridge 
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5th : Natural Ridges 
In southeast and central Louisiana, most natural ridges are the natural levees of abandoned 
distributary channels.  These channels now act as tidal channels and are often colloquially 
named bayous or rivers.  In southwest Louisiana, most natural ridges are chenniers running 
parallel to the Gulf coastline. Natural ridges may have continuous elevation of several feet and, 
therefore, will impede overland flow across the ridge and potentially reduce storm surge. 
Natural ridges often define (at least historically) the hydrologic basins of the coast.  Natural 
ridges are most effective when they have at least 6 feet of elevation and well drained soils to 
maintain upland forests.  Forests will also slow the movement of overland flow and may also 
provide a wind barrier. Natural ridges tend to be the economic corridors across the coast 
including primary state highways and coastal communities.  These highways are also likely to 
be evacuation routes. 
Examples: Bayou la Loutre, Bayou Lafourche             

 
6th :  Manmade Soil Foundations 

Manmade soil foundations for transportation may provide incidental benefit to storm surges.  
Railroads,  highways and spoil banks may run parallel to the coast and locally provide a 
manmade ridge several feet in height.  These foundations may have settled and may need 
improvement to provide reliable transportation routes without chronic flooding.  If highway 
improvements are contemplated, the effects on storm surge may be considered. 
Examples: Highway 90, Hwy 82 
 

7th : Flood Gates 
Flood gates are typically designed to withhold flood water and, therefore, remain open under 
most conditions.  Flood gates are generally open so as  not to impede navigation or natural ebb 
and flow of tides and aquatic organisms.  Flood gates would be closed during a threat of 
flooding and to reduce flood tides in channels.  Because of the generally low elevation of the 
coast, the effectiveness of flood gates may depend on the nearby topography or constructed 
features such as levees or spoil banks. 
Examples: Bayou Bienvenue, Bayou Dupre 

 
8th : Flood protection levees 

Flood protection levees are designed and constructed for flood protection of municipalities or 
other coastal infrastructure features.  Levees are generally designed to be an absolute barrier 
defining a flood side and a protected side.  The intent is to have zero storm surge flooding on 
the protected side, but an unintended consequence may be to increase water levels on the flood 
side. Levees are generally not designed to be overtopped or to withstand significant wave 
erosion.  Exceptions include “potato levees” or other low relief levees designed to reduce 
flooding from non-storm tides.  Typical hurricane protection levees  protect limited portions of 
the coast with intense economic development. 
Examples: St. Bernard Parish levee, Jefferson and Orleans Parish levees on Lake Pontchartrain 

 
9th : Flood protection pumping 

Pumping stations are generally within leveed areas and are used to reduce flood risk from 
rainfall and are not designed to pump out flood water in the case of a levee breach.  Most 
pumping stations are not prepared with fuel, staff or other requirements to be effective to pump 
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out flood water from a significant levee breach.  Generally, these are large capacity pumps 
which displace water vertically above the water level on the flood side of the levee.  Pumping 
stations are generally to protect areas of intense development. 
Examples: Orleans and Jefferson Parish’s pumping stations 

 
10th : Elevated homes and businesses 

All homes and  businesses in south Louisiana are subject to being flooded if they are not 
elevated above the normal land elevation. Even those behind levees are not 100% safe.  
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita made this painfully clear.  All attempts to reduce storm surge 
height or its extent are limited by the intensity and attributes of particular storm events.  Since 
there will always be the potential of a storm exceeding the limits of protection from storm 
surges, immovable assets such as homes and businesses should be elevated to the appropriate 
flood elevation risk. This is the last line of defense for immovable assets. Elevated homes also 
provide important side benefits such as improved protection from termites and more economic 
capacity to re-level or raise the houses due to settlement or increased flood risk. 
Example: pre-1940 housing in New Orleans, LUMCON, Marina del Ray in Madisonville 

 
11th : Evacuation 

Evacuation routes are typically highways, but could also include other means of transportation 
such as railroads, air transportation, etc.  Evacuation routes are the last line of defense for 
people or moveable assets. Evacuation routes and procedures should be established for the 
coast.  Ideally, evacuation routes may also serve as re-entry routes for first responders and as 
routes to re-populate after a storm event.  Evacuation routes are generally selected based on 
capacity to move a large number of people to safer areas as a storm approaches the coast. Some 
routes may be subject to flooding quickly and need to be improved. 
Examples: Regional contra-flow evacuation plan for southeast Louisiana 
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Figure 3: The proposed distribution of Lines of Defense in southeast Louisiana: 1) Gulf of 
Mexico shelf, 2) barrier islands, 3) sounds, 4)  marsh landbridges, 5) natural ridges, 6) 
manmade ridges, 7) flood gates, 8) flood levees, 9) pumping stations, 10) elevated homes 
& buildings, and 11) evacuation routes 

 
Figure 3 is a draft representation of potential Lines of Defense in southeast Louisiana.  The map 
was interpreted manually from coastal information.  More accurate methods using GIS and spatial 
analysis should be used to develop a final map representation of the Lines of Defense.  
 
Numerous institutions have expertise or accountability in regards to these aspects of the Lines of 
Defense.  A matrix can be used to develop management teams to address particular Line of Defense 
within the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy (Figure 4). The goal is to reduce the exposure of 
homes, businesses and people to the damaging effects of flood water generated by tropical weather 
systems. 
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  Accountability for Multiple Lines of Defense                       

  LOD LPBF CRCL PIES 
LSU 
Geod 

UNO, 
SLU, 
LSU     
SC&E 

N. 
O. 
Gov 

DNR 
CRD 

DNR 
CMD 

State 
Police DOTD Parish  FEMA MMS COE USFW NMFS NRCS EPA USGS 

# of 
Accn'ble 
Parties 

Offshore Shelf 1   1   1   1     1 1 1 1  1 1 9 

Barr Islands 2 1 1 1   1  1 1   1   1 1 1 1 1 1 13 

Sounds 3 1 1 1 1 1  1 1   1   1 1 1 1 1 1 14 

Marsh Fringe 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1   1   1 1 1 1 1 1 15 

Natural Ridge 5 1 1 1 1 1  1 1   1   1 1  1 1 1 13 
Manmade 
Ridge 6    1  1  1 1 1 1   1    1 1 9 

Flood Gates 7 1 1     1 1 1   1 1  1 1 1  1  11 

Levees 8    1 1 1 1 1   1 1  1    1  9 

Pumps 9    1  1     1 1  1      5 

Elevate 10    1  1     1 1  1      5 

Evacuation 11       1   1     1 1 1 1   1           7 

 
Figure 4: Matrix with Lines of Defense (LOD) listed vertically (numbers under LOD refer to Figure 2).   Some typical institutions with a 
presence in the Louisiana coast listed horizontally.  “1” in the matrix indicates the institution has significant expertise or accountability regarding 
a specific Line of Defense.   
 
LPBF= Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation;  
TNC = The Nature Conservancy; 
BTNEP= Barataria-Terrebonne National Estuary Program; 
CRCL = Coalition to Restore Coastal Louisiana;  
PIES = Pontchartrain Institute for Environmental Sciences;  
LSU SRC = LSU Spatial Reference Center;  
LSU SC&E = LSU School of the Coast and the Environment;  
N.O. Gov = New Orleans City Government;  
DNR CMD = Department of Natural Resources – Coastal Management 
Division;  
DNR CRD = Department of Natural Resources – Coastal Restoration 
Division;  

State Police = LA State Police;  
DOTD = LA Department of Transportation and Development;  
Parish = any LA  coastal parish government;   
FEMA = Federal Emergency Management Agency;  
MMS = Mineral Management Service;  
COE = US Army Corps of Engineers;  
USFWS = US Fish and Wildlife Service;  
NMFS = National Marine Fisheries Service;  
NRCS = Natural Resource Conservation Service;  
EPA = Environmental Protection Agency;   
USGS = US Geological Survey. 
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Target Habitat Types  
The Target Habitat Types span from Fresh to Saline habitats and together represent a gradient of 
habitat types from inland areas to the Gulf of Mexico.  Related to the habitat gradient, salinity also 
varies across the estuary from fresh to seawater.  More than any other variable, salinity determines 
the basic wetland habitat type in south Louisiana (Fresh, Intermediate, Brackish or Saline).  The 
habitat type determines the vegetation, animal and other life present and, therefore, defines the 
natural resources of the landscape including much of its economic potential.  Since the biological 
resources can be strongly influenced by salinity, and salinity can be manipulated, the control of the 
estuarine salinity gradient of the coast should be a primary management goal and not a random 
result nor simply the result of a restoration project.  
 
Therefore, one of only two essential planning elements is a map of the Target Habitat Types 
distribution for restoration and management. This map defines the distribution of five basic coastal 
habitats and, therefore, potentially defines the natural resource goals for the coast.  Everyone on the 
coast from fisheries managers, to biologists evaluating regulatory compliance, to recreational fishers 
will potentially understand the target habitats, species composition and natural resources of the 
coast.  The map of Target Habitat Types is analogous to architectural plans for a house.  With a 
house plan, everyone involved with construction such as plumbers, carpenters, etc. understands 
where the kitchen, bathrooms, etc. are going to be located.  As well, the occupants of the house will 
be rewarded with a functional house, just as coastal communities will anticipate and rely on a 
functional coast with pre-defined resources.  However, contrary to a rigid house, it is understood 
that salinity will always have desired, seasonal movement. Therefore, the map represents an 
average, long-term salinity target around normal seasonal variation.  
 
Regardless of coastal habitat restoration or other interventions by man, the future salinity of the 
coast will primarily define the future natural resources.  It is proposed here that, in the future, 
salinity goals, restoration projects, fisheries management, resource conservation and exploitation of 
coastal resources, in general, be managed using the accepted Target Habitat Type distribution for 
the coast. Coastal salinity should be managed to prevent damaging, extreme salinity events rather 
than being determined by hurricanes, droughts, floods or the retreat of the coast. Natural resources 
management will be improved since all stakeholders understand the intended distribution of the 
natural resources.  
 
The habitat types also influence one other extremely important element of coastal planning.  They 
limit the tools available for restoration and, therefore, define what restoration projects are possible.  
For example, a freshwater diversion will predominately build fresh or intermediate habitat, and has 
little capacity to create brackish or saline marsh.  Conversely, the armoring potential of oyster reefs 
(brackish habitat) generally provides little direct protection to a fresh swamp.  However, it is 
possible - and desirable - that a fresh water diversion can manage salinity over all the habitats 
within the area of influence of the diversion including a brackish marsh.  A freshwater diversion 
may not build a brackish marsh but it may be designed to manage salinity so that the brackish marsh 
can still be enhanced through marsh creation, barrier reef development, rock armoring or other 
sustaining techniques.  Long-term stabilization of the salinity also generates a more consistent and 
predictable natural resource, which promotes economic and responsible commerce. The enhanced 
oyster production due to salinity management by the Caernarvon freshwater diversion is a good 
example of the benefits of salinity management by a freshwater diversion.11 
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The basic coastal wetland habitats in south Louisiana are typically described as Swamp, Fresh 
marsh, Intermediate, Brackish and Saline.12,13  These habitats are strongly influenced by the salinity 
regime of the surface water.  Historically, the habitats were maintained by freshwater introduced 
through rivers such as the Mississippi River and other natural water sources and there was an 
absence of manmade canals.  The construction of flood protection levees limits freshwater into the 
marsh and the construction of canals allows additional saltwater into the estuary.14  These and other 
changes have resulted in the unnatural shift of habitats inland.   
 
The five Target Habitat Types are: 
 
Swamp (0-3 ppt salinity) 

Forested coastal wetlands in south Louisiana are dominated by bald cypress (Taxodium 
distichum) and water tupelo (Nyssa aquatica), which have re-generated since extensive logging 
of virgin forest more than 70 years ago.  The Louisiana swamps generally lack a mature canopy 
as was present in pre-existing forests and have lower productivity where isolated from riverine 
influences.15  The greatest potential to restore and sustain coastal forests is near the Mississippi 
and Atchafalaya Rivers where freshwater reintroductions may be implemented.  Other local 
sources of freshwater may be municipal wastewater or storm water. Potentially sustainable 
economic natural resources include fisheries of catfish, crawfish, etc. and logging of wetland 
forests.  

 
Fresh Marsh (0-3 ppt salinity) 

Fresh marsh has the highest plant diversity of all the coastal habitat types including as many as 
93 species. Productivity is higher in fresh marsh than swamp.  Floating aquatic and submerged 
plants are common and are significant for waterfowl.  Soils may be highly organic and prone to 
settlement.  The greatest potential to restore and sustain fresh marsh is near the Mississippi and 
Atchafalaya Rivers where freshwater reintroductions may be implemented. Other sources of 
freshwater may include municipal wastewater.  Economic natural resources include fisheries of 
crawfish (Procambarus clarkii),  blue catfish (Ictalurus furcatus), and channel catfish 
(Ictalurus punctatus).  Duck hunting and bass fishing are important recreational industries.  

  
Intermediate Marsh (2-8 ppt salinity) 

Intermediate marsh has lower species diversity than fresh marsh, but may have higher 
productivity. This habitat provides important nurseries for brown shrimp (Farfantepenaeus 
aztecus), white shrimp (Litopenaeus setiferus), blue crab (Callinectes sapidus), and Gulf 
menhaden or pogy (Brevoortia patronus),. Soils may be very poor due to very high organic 
content.  Important species are Rangia clams (Rangia cuneata) and Roseau cane (Phragmites 
australis).  Clams are important for filtration and may compose a significant portion of the 
biomass in lakes or bays.  Roseau cane is an aggressive and highly tolerant plant.  Its root 
system is dense and resists shoreline erosion.  Submerged aquatic vegetation within lakes and 
bays are vital to secondary productivity.  Economic natural resources include fisheries of blue 
crab, shrimp, catfish and drum. Duck hunting and recreational fishing are important 
recreational industries. 

 
Brackish Marsh (4-18 ppt salinity) 
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Brackish marsh has the low plant diversity, but may be the most productive.  The dominant 
species is emergent marsh grass. Oysters (Crassostrea virginica) are exceptionally significant 
due to filtration, biomass, reef building, and commerciality.  Historically, natural reefs had 
more vertical structure and were larger than managed oyster beds.  Natural reefs have generally 
been lost due to mining or salinity increases.  Presently, oysters are located further inland and 
generally have little vertical reef due to harvesting practices.  Oyster management should be 
directed toward expanding oyster extent within the targeted brackish habitat and enhancing 
critical functions of oysters including oyster reefs as barriers.  Oyster shell material also helps 
stabilize shorelines.  Economic natural resources are fisheries (shrimp, blue crab, oyster, drum, 
mullet, Gulf menhaden, and others). Duck hunting and recreational fishing are important 
recreational industries.  Speckled trout, redfish and flounder are typical sport fish. 
 

Salt Marsh & Barrier Islands (8-29 ppt salinity) 
Salt Marsh and Barrier Islands have high overall species diversity due to plants and animals 
(primarily waterfowl).  In addition to its special ecologic value, this habitat has high aesthetic 
and recreational value.  Bird rookeries are important and include threatened or endangered 
species. Nesting for sea turtles occurs on some islands.  Some islands also have true seagrasses 
on their bay side lagoons and provide habitat for the endangered West Indian manatee 
(Trichechus manatus) during migration. 
 

It is recommended, but not required, that the distribution of the Target Habitat Types is primarily 
based on consideration of an historical baseline and what is biologically and physically achievable 
with restoration, considering the already collapsed condition of the Louisiana coast.  The overriding 
goal of development of the Target Habitat Types is stabilization and sustainability of the regional 
estuaries which compose coastal Louisiana and the estuarine functions.  Ultimately, this may only 
be economically feasible through high organic productivity and efficient riverine sediment 
importation, which suggests allowing the estuaries to function as naturally as possible.   
 
Because of the great need to allow the rivers to introduce sediment and nutrients to the coast, 
displacement of current fisheries is required to achieve sustainability of the coast. However, it must 
be noted that all five coastal habitats do have commercial fisheries and so all regions of the coast 
will still have commercial fishing.  Nevertheless, it is not known if a sustainable condition will be 
the most commercially viable in the short-term, but the only viable long-term economic prospect for 
a commercial fishery is a sustainable coast.  
 
The Lines of Defense include natural landscape features, which are the offshore shelf, barrier 
islands, sounds, marsh landbridges, and natural ridges.  Their capacity to reduce storm impacts is a 
service naturally provided by the indigenous characteristics of these coastal habitats.  Future 
restoration and management of these natural Lines of Defense should expand or accentuate this 
service, naturally and without compromising other services typically provided by these habitats.  
One exception may be natural ridges designated as an economic corridor. In general, restoration and 
management of the natural Lines of Defense represent an opportunity to greatly expand the physical 
and biological services provided by Target Habitat Types located on a Line of Defense. 
 
Figure 5  is the proposed Target Habitat Types map for the Louisiana coast.  This map is a 
reconstruction of  habitats based on historical habitat data circa 1900 to 1932. The distribution 
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reflects a more natural influence of overbank discharge the by the Atchafalaya and Mississippi 
Rivers, resulting in the rivers being enveloped by dominantly fresh habitat.  The intervening areas 
of Terrebonne Bay and St. Bernard Parish have more saline habitats consistent with the historically 
inactive deltaic influence and less riverine influence.  These habitat distributions are indicated by 
historical maps of oyster reefs and of forest types of coastal Louisiana. 16,17   
 

 
 

Figure 5: Potential baseline distribution of Target Habitat Types for southeast Louisiana.  
Map is primarily based on historic maps indicating the distribution of natural oyster reefs 
and wetland forests, circa 1900- 1932.  The goal of this proposal is to have an accepted 
map of the Target Habitats Types, but  it is not required that is this particular baseline 
reconstruction be accepted.  

 
An essential restoration strategy is to maintain a salinity regime for the Target Habitat Types and to 
promote the general health of the habitats including high productivity and appropriate diversity.  
Once the habitat distribution is established and mutually accepted, a multitude of resources can 
focus on each of the habitat types, including both public and private restoration efforts and fisheries 
management.  Greater diligence to habitats is devoted to those which are also an identified Line of 
Defense 
 

Integration of Lines of Defense and the Target Habitat Types  
The strength of the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy is the ability to integrate of the Lines of 
Defense with the Target Habitat Type maps.  The combination of these data sets has the potential to 
be a powerful management tool, which may articulate the goals of coastal habitat restoration, flood 
protection and potential economic development.   
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Simply overlaying the two data sets with GIS mapping allows combining the two data sets to be 
used for coastal management decisions. Figure 6 is an overlay of the Target Habitat Types (from 
Figure 5) distribution over the Lines of Defense (from Figure 3).    

 
 

Figure 6: Overlay of the Target Habitat Types (Color) over the Lines of Defense (black 
overlain in color).  The Lines of Defense indicate priority areas for restoration or 
preservation of coastal habitats.  The Target Habitat Types indicates the type of restoration 
that may be feasible or desired.  

 
The Lines of Defense map indicates where it is a priority to maintain or restore coastal features 
(manmade or natural).  The Target Habitat Type map indicates the type of restoration needed or 
available to sustain that area of the coast.  Any Line of Defense has a corresponding Target Habitat 
Type mapped.  The combination of maps guides the where and how of coastal management and 
restoration.   
 
Consider an example of a marsh landbridge identified as a Line of Defense in the Barataria Basin, 
such as between Barataria Bay and Little Lake (Figure 7).  The landbridge on the east end would be 
near the Mississippi River where the target habitat is fresh indicating river reintroductions would be 
appropriate to restore or maintain that portion of the landbridge.  Further away from the river, long-
distance pipeline pumping of sediment may be appropriate beyond the reach of natural land 
building.  Even further from the Mississippi River, the Target Habitat Type would be brackish, 
which suggests a robust oyster reef barrier habitat and fisheries should be maintained.  This area 
may also require dedicated dredging for marsh creation if it is beyond the reach of long-distance 
pumping of sediment from the Mississippi River.  The combination of these conventional 
restoration projects on this single landbridge would restore and sustain the landbridge. These 
restoration projects provide predictable ecologic and fishery benefits articulated by the Target 
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Habitat Type map.  Through the same investment of restoration projects, the entire integrity of the 
landbridge is maintained providing predictable flood protection benefits.   
 
Consider a second example of an engineered Line of Defense, such as levee construction.  The 
levee performance would be based on socially defined flood risk goals e.g. “Category 3 flood 
protection”. To achieve a given performance level, future storm surge elevation would be predicted 
to physically design the levee height and other design parameters.  This would need to consider the 
future natural landscape of the coast that the surge water would travel across.  If the natural 
landscape has clearly defined restoration goals which themselves have an element of flood 
protection, much of the potential uncertainty will be removed from future predictions of storm 
surge.  The Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy proposes that the natural Lines of Defense are 
restored and sustained in perpetuity just as levees are maintained and managed in perpetuity.  
Ultimately a better fit will be defined for the levee because there is a commitment to maintain 
certain elements of the landscape identified as Lines of Defense including both natural and 
engineered elements.   
 

 
Figure 7: Example of landbridge restoration located between Barataria Bay and Little 
Lake (see Figure 6 for location).  The Target Habitat Type of the landbridge is fresh (near 
river in green) to brackish (near gulf in purple).  Restoration projects vary across the 
landbridge due to the habitat distribution, i.e. the Target Habitat Types.   

 
On the integrated map, the Lines of Defense suggest where the restoration should be a priority and 
the Target Habitat Types indicate what type of restoration or estuarine management is appropriate.  
The overlap of a restoration project on a Line of Defense is where  flood protection benefits are 
produced and anticipated, while also allowing effective restoration and management of coastal 
habitats. 
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Discussion and Conclusion 
The Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy differs from prior coastal planning efforts in several ways, 
including:  
 

1) The National Research Council’s assessment of Louisiana coastal restoration states:  
 

“An explicit map of the desired future landscape of coastal Louisiana should be developed 
as soon as possible to guide the selection of more-integrated restoration projects in the 
future” 
 
The integrated mapping of the Target Habitat Types and the Lines of Defense may provide 
at least one regional map of consistent goals and may address deficiencies recognized by 
the National Research Council.   

 
2) Most coastal restoration programs do not officially place a priority on flood protection.  

CWPPRA and LCA place highest priority on the maximum areal extent of emergent 
vegetation.  The Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy clearly puts priority on flood protection. 
If followed strictly, the strategy would only invest in projects that provide some measure of 
flood protection either through engineered flood protection or coastal habitat restoration.  If 
followed strictly, the only coastal restoration would be on an identified Line of Defense.   

 
3) Most prior coastal restoration programs have incremental project approval processes which, 

in the absence of long-term goals, tends to be influenced by transient perceptions.  This may 
lead to reactionary decision making.  The Target Habitat Type map clarifies the long-term 
natural resource base of the coast and guides projects to be designed within this unified 
biological template.  This should promote pro-active project development by all 
stakeholders even with an incremental approval process.  No former restoration program in 
the Louisiana coast appears to have proposed the obvious: what are the basic habitat goals, 
i.e. the Target Habitat Type map. 1,18 This document is not attempting to dictate exactly what 
the habitat distribution should be, but it is stating that it is necessary to agree on the basic 
habitat distribution for the coast.  This does not need to occur simultaneously across the 
coast.  Each hydrologic basin has some latitude to define the Target Habitat Types.  For 
example the habitats east of the Mississippi River are basically independent of those habitats 
west of the Mississippi River.   

 
4) The basic ecologic function of abandoned distributaries is considered a hydrologic barrier 

rather than a hydrologic channel.  This has large implications since economic development 
is centered on these ridges.  Under the proposal, economic development is compatible with 
coastal habitat restoration, since levees along the ridges may enhance the ecologic function 
as a barrier.  This also eliminates the need to utilize these channels as major conveyance 
canals for large river reintroductions.  It is questionable if these abandoned channels  have 
the discharge capacity adequate for significant land-building. In addition, local residential 
and commercial development further limits the potential for conveyance.  Because 
abandoned distributaries are not required to be utilized for conveyance and are instead 
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hydrologic barriers, prominent features such as Bayou Lafourche and Bayou la Loutre can 
be identified as commercial corridors compatible with a long term vision for habitat 
restoration and engineered flood protection (Figure 8).  This does not preclude modest 
introductions into distributaries such as Bayou Lafourche that are compatible with local 
development.  These small scale freshwater diversions may play a significant role in 
providing municipal water supply and nurturing marshes that its discharge affects. 

 
5) Because existing marsh landbridges are identified as a Line of Defense and, therefore, a 

priority for preservation or restoration, this places priority on existing marsh remnants.  
Areas of very heavy loss are generally avoided.  This may be critical since these areas of 
marsh loss may be inherently less stable due to other coastal processes of marsh loss such as 
subsidence 19, faulting 20 or fluid withdrawal 21.   

 
In summary, the proposal described here is a unified vision for the coast which embraces 
environmental habitat restoration as well as engineered flood protection. Goals can be clearly 
articulated through maps of the Target Habitat Types and Lines of Defense.  The Multiple Lines of 
Defense Strategy should be evaluated quickly so that implementation can begin, if it is deemed to 
be warranted.  The paramount product of this should effort should be a single map indicating the 
desired future elements of the coast that provide essential ecologic services and adequate flood 
protection to perpetuate the economy of the region.   
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Appendix B 

Global Climate Change and Sea Level Rise 
 

Global climate change has serious implications for the future of coastal Louisiana, the effectiveness 
of coastal restoration and protection, and impacts from future hurricanes.  The eustatic mean sea 
level rise from 1961 to 2003 using tidal gauge data is estimated at 1.8 mm ± 0.5 mm year-1.  
Utilizing satellite altimetry, the global average rate was estimated to be 3.1 mm ± 0.7 mm year-1 

between 1993 and 2003.   The IPCC estimated the rate of future sea level rise would increase by a 
rate of 2 to 6 mm year-1 over the current rates for a overall increase in sea surface elevation of 18 to 
58 centimeters (0.18 to 0.58 meters) by 2100, globally (IPCC 2007).  Rahmstorf et al. (2007) 
compared climate observations to those projected by the IPCC and stated that the future projections 
of sea level rise rates may be underestimated.       
 
Louisiana’s coast consists of a large-scale, continuous area of land below the five foot 
(approximately 1.5 meter) contour line.  Even the lowest estimate of future global sea level rise, 
0.18 meters according to the IPCC report (2007), will inundate much of the coastal wetlands of the 
Louisiana.  Penland and Ramsey (1990) recorded tide gauges along the Mississippi delta and 
reported that the rate of sea level rise is greater in Louisiana than any other state on the U.S. Gulf 
Coast, at a rate of 10.6 mm year -1.  However, as pointed out by Gonzales and Törnqvist (2006), the 
above rate does not account for the subsidence caused by tectonic movements.  Gonzales and 
Törnqvist report the most supported analysis of regional sea level rise is 2.1 mm year-1 as recorded 
from a tidal gauge in Pensacola, Florida. 
 
 

 
Figure 1.  Map of Louisiana’s coast vulnerable to sea level rise.  (Titus and Richman 2001) 
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The impact of sea level rise is compounded by the fact that the Louisiana coast is subsiding.  
Historically, the deposition of sediments from the Mississippi River enabled the wetlands to 
maintain their elevation in the face of sea level rise and subsidence.  The lack of sediment delivery 
and accumulation within the coastal wetlands is a leading cause of land loss as the coast is gradually 
submerged below sea level (EPA, 1987).   Subsidence rates vary along the coast.  Although most of 
Louisiana is subsiding at a rate of 5-10 mm year-1, large areas of the delta are subsiding at rates 
between 10 to 15 mm year-1.  The highest rates of land subsidence presented by Shinkle and Dokka 
(2004) were 25 mm year-1.   Relative sea level rise (the combination of sea level rise and 
subsidence) can lead to extensive land loss along the Louisiana coast.   
 
Planning and implementation of coastal restoration projects will need to incorporate future sea level 
rise estimates in order to effectively rebuild coastal wetlands, maintain the sustainability of those 
wetlands, and protect the communities of southern Louisiana.  The overall performance of these 
features on the landscape will be impacted not only by sea level rise, but by anticipated changes in 
weather patterns.  Global climate change is expected to increase the rainfall in the northern 
Mississippi River watershed, while decreasing the rainfall and increasing drought scenarios along 
the Gulf Coast (IPCC 2007).  Restoration features on the landscape, such as diversions, will need 
the capability to be adaptively managed to account for the changes in conditions in the river, as well 
as in the effected wetlands.  How these weather shifts will affect restoration measures on the coast 
is unknown.  The increase in precipitation in the northern basin may increase the discharge of the 
Mississippi River, thereby providing more freshwater that can be diverted into the coastal wetlands.  
However, the droughts along the coastal states may reduce the extent of freshwater, allowing more 
saltwater intrusion into fresh marshes and swamps. 
 
The coastal protection system will also be greatly impacted by global climate change.  The expected 
increase in temperatures will also facilitate stronger and more frequent tropical storms and 
hurricanes.  Coastal protection systems, specifically those built nearest the Gulf of Mexico will be 
challenged by relative sea level rise.  The planning and construction of these levee systems should 
consider increasing sea level rise and increasing hurricane strength in the design, location and 
construction.    
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Appendix C 

Gulf Hypoxia 
 

The Mississippi River watershed drains approximately forty percent of the contiguous United 
States.  Along with an increased discharge over the last fifty years, the Mississippi River has 
experienced an increase in nutrient loading largely due to the increase in agricultural runoff.   The 
increased discharge of the Mississippi River and the increased nutrients, specifically nitrate loading, 
in the discharge are the predominant causes of hypoxic conditions in the Gulf of Mexico.  Hypoxia, 
or low oxygen conditions, in the Gulf of Mexico is responsible for a large area of water-bottoms 
where oxygen levels are depleted to a point that no marine life can survive.  This area is referred to 
as the Dead Zone.  The Dead Zone is a nationally significant water quality problem which occurs in 
the Summer due to the increase in flow and nutrients in the river during the spring floods.   

 
Figure 1:  Bottom-Water Dissolved Oxygen Concentrations for July 21-28, 2007.  Map by 
A. Sapp, acquired from the Louisiana Universities Marine Consortium (LUMCON, 2007)  

 
Dr. Nancy Rabalais, Chief Scientist for the Northern Gulf of Mexico Hypoxia Studies, reported the 
2007 Dead Zone was approximately 20,500 square kilometers (7,900 square miles) when mapped in 
July 2007.  The size of the Dead Zone for 2007 is the one of the three largest recorded since 
mapping began in 1985.  
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Figure 2:  Area of Mid-Summer Bottom-Water Hypoxia from 1985 through 2007 (source: 
LUMCON, 2007). 

 
Wetlands can filter and remove nutrients from the water column while using the nutrients to 
produce more biomass.  The nutrients and water diverted into the wetland areas will help sustain 
these areas, while removing the nutrients from being discharged into the Gulf of Mexico will help 
reduce the Dead Zone.  Freshwater river diversions are a key component to restoring the 
sustainability of Louisiana’s coast and would divert freshwater, sediments and nutrients into the 
target wetland areas, thereby reducing the nutrient load on the Mississippi River.  By reducing the 
discharge amount in the Mississippi River, the stratification which leads to hypoxic conditions in 
the Gulf of Mexico is reduced.  As proposed in the main report, the discharge of the proposed 
diversions would mimic the natural spring pulsing events.   
 
Eutrophication of our coastal wetlands by freshwater diversions can be a concern when diverting 
high nutrient waters from the Mississippi River.  Many of the diversion receiving wetlands have 
nitrate concentrations 4 to 40 times less than the Mississippi River (Rabalais 2005).  Although 
concerned that the nutrient-rich water may cause noxious and toxic algal blooms and 
eutrophication, Rabalais suggests that managing the outflow of the diversions to minimize algal 
blooms and associated hypoxia is possible (though not certain).  The use of wetlands in municipal 
wastewater treatment has shown that an efficient uptake of nutrients by wetlands, specifically 
coastal forests.  Therefore, management of diversions should be sensitive various conditions in the 
river and in the wetlands to minimize adverse effects .  
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The use of wetlands in municipal wastewater treatment has shown an efficient uptake of nutrients 
by wetlands, specifically coastal forests (CPRA, 2007). Treated, disinfected, non-toxic municipal 
effluent, which has been demonstrated to restore and maintain coastal wetlands, can provide a 
continuous base flow of freshwater. Significant amounts of treated effluent already flow from 
metropolitan areas just north of coastal wetlands without large-scale nutrient issues (Day and Kemp, 
2007). 

 
In addition, Louisiana is a signatory to the “Action Plan for Reducing, Controlling, and Mitigating 
Hypoxia in the Northern Gulf of Mexico” (2001). To reverse the growth of hypoxia in the Gulf of 
Mexico, the Action Plan proposes a thirty percent reduction of nitrate concentrations. The Action 
Plan sets a goal to reduce the Dead Zone to 5,000 square kilometers. However, most of the sources 
of non-point source pollution occur outside of the Louisiana coastal zone.  In order to effectively 
reduce the nutrient loading of the system, the State of Louisiana needs the cooperation and 
participation of all 31 states including in the Mississippi River Watershed. These reductions can be 
achieved through a wide suite of actions, including agricultural management practices, municipal 
and industrial source reductions, and watershed and wetland restoration (CPRA, 2007). 
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Appendix D 
Composite Land Change Map of USACE and USGS Historical Land Loss 

 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New Orleans District, have developed a series of maps 
depicting coastal land loss in Louisiana.  These maps are distributed as scanned images in PDF 
format.  The GIS data developed by the USACE is not in a format which is distributable to the 
general GIS community.  In order to utilize the USACE land loss data in common GIS programs the 
scanned land loss maps needed to be geo-referenced to a common coordinate system.  The raster 
data then needed to be classified into the land loss time periods (1932-1958, 1958-1974, 1974-1983, 
1983-1990, and 1990-2001).  
 
GIS shape files are available for USGS land change (1956-1978, 1978-1990, 1990-2000, 2000-
2004, 2004-2005).  Unfiltered land loss data were used.  
 
 
The following general steps were followed to produce the composite map: 
 

1. USACE land loss files were downloaded from the New Orleans District website 
2. USACE land loss data were geo-referenced using high resolution pdf files with latitude and 

longitude grid lines.  (services provided by URS corporation) 
3. Visual and quantitative comparisons were made to independently produced maps and land 

los data  
4. Newly generated values were generally within 10% of earlier reported land loss 
5. USGS land loss data files were obtained from the USGS National Wetland Research Center 

in Lafayette 
6. GIS support staff of FEMA used geo-reference shape files to create the composite map 

using 5 time periods of loss from the USACE data and two later periods form the USGS 
data. 

 
Important Map Disclosure 
Every reasonable attempt was made to accurately reproduce the USACE land loss data.  
Comparison to previously reported land loss statistics provided by the USACE indicates, in general, 
land loss calculations were within 10% of that previously reported.  Some loss of accuracy is 
inevitable in the process utilized and this new inaccuracy is in addition to map resolution limits 
reported for the original USACE land loss maps (Britsch and Dunbar, 1996).  The data and maps 
should be used carefully and not used quantitatively at local scale. 
 
For more information, contact John Lopez, Ph.D. at the Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation.   
(504) 836-2215    
http://www.saveourlake.org/ 
 
 

Map of Percent land changes from 1932 to 2005 
The following general steps were followed to produce the percent land change map: 
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1. Using geo-referenced classification of land and water for the start and end of each time 
period, a percent land was calculated 

2. Percent land was for a 1 square mile area represented at a center point using a “focal point’ 
calculation (see below) 

3. Percent land was calculated at each 25 meter grid point and represents a sliding average of  1 
square mile 

4. Percent land was calculated  using the same basic technique for both the USACE data and 
the USGS data 

5. At each 25 meter grid point the percent land in 1932 was subtracted from the percent land in 
2005 (post Hurricane Katrina), so negative values represent land loss and positive values 
represent land gain 

6. The difference in percent land is displayed as percents in the color bar in the legend. 
 
 
Focal Statistics 
Once the COE Land Loss maps were converted into one coastwide land loss ArcInfo GRID file a 
land/water file was created for each land loss time period.  For instance, to create a 1958 land/water 
file the Time 1 (1932-1958) pixels were reclassified as water and added to the existing water 
category, resulting in a land/water file for 1958.  The 7.9 meter dataset was then re-sampled to a 25 
meter cell size.  This procedure was performed for each time period.   
 
Using ArcGIS Spatial Analyst neighborhood statistics, a focal mean calculation was performed on 
each land loss time period for both the USACE and USGS data.  The purpose was to compute the 
land and water percentage for each time period using a one mile neighborhood cell. 
 
The calculated values were grouped into classes to emphasize percentages of land and water in ten 
percent values.  Contours were then generated from the focal statistics results. 
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Appendix E 
List of Acronyms 

 
ABFE Advisory Base Flood Elevation 
ADCIRC Advanced Circulation 
AGMAC Acadiana Gulf of Mexico Access Channel 
ASCE American Society of Civil Engineers 
BFE Base Flood Elevation 
BTES Barataria-Terrebonne Estuarine System 
BTNEP Barataria-Terrebonne National Estuary Program 
cfs cubic feet per second 
CIAP Coastal Impact Assistance Program 
CIR Color Infrared Imagery 
CPRA Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority 
CRCL Coalition to Restore Coastal Louisiana 
CWPPRA Coastal Wetlands Planning, Protection, and Restoration Act 
EA Environmental Assessment 
EIS Environmental Impact Statement 
EPA Environmental Protection Agency 
ERDC Engineering Research and Development Center 
FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency 
FIRM Flood Insurance Rate Map 
GIS Geographic Information Systems 
GIWW Gulf Intracoastal Waterway 
HET Habitat Evaluation Team 
HNC Houma Navigation Canal 
I-10 Interstate 10 
I-49 Interstate 49 
I-310 Interstate 310 
IPET Interagency Performance Evaluation Task Force 
LaCPR Louisiana Coastal Protection and Restoration 
LCA Louisiana Coastal Area 
LDEQ Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality 
LDNR Louisiana Department of Natural Resources 
LDOTD Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development 
LDWF Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries 
LNG Liquefied Natural Gas 
LPBF Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation 
LSU Louisiana State University 
MLODS Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy 
MR&T Mississippi River and Tributaries 
MRGO Mississippi River Gulf Outlet 
MSL Mean Sea Level 
NEPA National Environmental Policy Act 
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NFIP National Flood Insurance Program 
NMFS National Marine Fisheries Service 
NRCS Natural Resources Conservation Service 
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
NRC National Research Council 
NWR National Wildlife Refuge 
PPL Project Priority List 
TLCD Terrebonne Levee and Conservation District 
UNO University of New Orleans 
USACE U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
USFWS U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
USGS U.S. Geological Survey 
WMA Wildlife Management Area 
WRDA Water Resources Development Act 
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> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Len Bahr [mailto:Len.Bahr@GOV.STATE.LA.US] 
> Sent: Tuesday, June 19, 2007 1:24 PM 
> To: johnlopez@pobox.com 
> Cc: jmccorqu@uno.edu; josephsuhayda@yahoo.com; Mark Hester;  
> pkeddy@selu.edu; Carlton Dufrechou; Kemp@audubon.org 
> Subject: Len's preliminary comments on new restoration plan 
>  
> John- 
> I greatly applaud your efforts to open up the planning process and  
> thank you for the chance to comment on what your team has proposed in  
> this draft.  Rather than wait until I go through this draft plan in  
> detail I hereby send some preliminary thoughts based on a cursory scan. 
> My initial comments fall into several categories including problem  
> definition; scale and completeness; and philosophy and semantics. 
>  
> More specific comments will follow by the end of the week Len 
>  
>  
> Problem definition: 
> Broad national acceptance of a restoration plan of this significance  
> by the diverse interests that will ultimately determine its fate  
> requires a careful and complete definition of the problems to be  
> addressed and it is critical to be comprehensive.  For many years I  
> have maintained that our coastal crisis in South Louisiana includes  
> two primary elements of national significance: (1) catastrophic  
> landscape inundation - especially in the deltaic plain - and (2)  
> widespread and expanding gulf hypoxia.  Both elements are inextricably  
> interrelated and both are either caused or exacerbated by the Corps'  
> historic levees-only policy that isolated the river from its upstream  
> floodplain and its downstream delta.  Some scientists have even  
> suggested that gulf hypoxia may be partially fueled by massive  
> infusions of organic matter released by inundated wetlands. 
>  
> The implications of climate change, including increasing storm surge  
> risk, raise the stakes on our ability to cope with both elements of  
> our coastal crisis.  For example, increasing use of ethanol as part of  
> a national energy policy implies increasing nutrient loading in  
> Mississippi river water and worsening hypoxia. 
>  
> Restoring a sustainable productive coastal ecosystem is contingent on  
> maintaining the water quality of our estuaries as well as restoring  
> the health and vigor of our wetlands.  The LPBF has long recognized  
> this fact so I was surprised that the draft of this plan didn't  
> address water quality, eutrophication or hypoxia.  The initial version  
> of the Master Plan made the same omission, which was corrected in the  
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> final version that includes hypoxia reduction as a goal. 
>  
> Scale and completeness: 
> I feel very strongly that to be realistic and credible a restoration  
> plan for S. Louisiana should have a target zone or "footprint" that  
> comprises the entire distributary zone of the deltaic system -  
> starting at least at the Old River Control Structure and including the  
> Atchafalaya Basin, the entire Pontchartrain Basin - and the  
> continental shelf.  For years we've handicapped our efforts by thinking too  
small. 
> Using the same five planning units as the Master Plan (Figure 2)  
> continues that pattern and I would omit that figure and references to  
> it.  For one thing, the planning units aren't really discrete  
> hydrologically.  I remember when both the state and federal agencies  
> excluded barrier islands and coastal forests from restoration planning. 
> In the post-Katrina epoch we should have learned our lesson and become  
> inclusionary.  For example, successful numerical models  incorporate a  
> domain that completely covers - and extends beyond - the zone of  
> interest. 
>  
> Philosophical and semantic issues: 
> I know that you've invested years of time and thought to your multiple  
> lines of defense concept, which I support but I'm convinced that to  
> title a plan solely by that phrase sends the wrong signal and is  
> semantically flawed, suggesting a Maginot Line strategy.  All sports  
> fans appreciate the value of offense as well as defense and successful  
> restoration depends on using both offernsive and defensive elements  
> and strategies. 
>  
> River diversions are offensive, not defensive.  I believe that  
> releasing most river water upstream from Venice to build land and  
> abandoning the bird's foot delta so that it can form a barrier  
> shoreline arc would be an offensive strategy of the first order.  The  
> same idea holds for Paul Kemp's third outlet for the Atchafalaya  
> delta, a large diversion at Violet and my concept of phasing up the  
> Bayou Lafourche diversion project so that ultimately this critical  
> waterway can recapture its true distributary function. 
 
Continuing my preliminary thoughts with respect to my concern about balancing 
defensive measures with offensive measures: 
 
To set the stage for this I suggest a few introductory paragraphs for the plan as follow: 
 
The ontogeny of the Mississippi River deltaic system during the past six thousand years 
has involved a gigantic struggle between riverine (depositional) forces and marine 
(erosional) forces.  For most of this time riverine forces prevailed, so that annual net 
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deposition of river-borne sediments more than offset land loss from storm-driven erosion 
and inundation from subsidence.  This dynamic equilibrium resulted in annual net 
accretion and expansion of the landscape.   
 
This fragile balance changed over a century ago when the plumbing system of the river 
was modified, isolating the river from its delta, shutting down the land-building process 
and shifting the balance of power to marine forces.  This has resulted in the net loss of 
1900 square miles of landscape and counting.   
 
A successful plan to save the deltaic system in a sustainable fashion must once more 
adjust the balance of power with a combination of offensive and defensive measures.  On 
the offense side riverine forces must be augmented via a massive replumbing program to 
reconnect distributaries and create new ones via multiple river diversion projects.  On 
the defense side we must enhance existing multiple lines of defense and create new ones 
to bolster the delta against marine forces and reduce flood risk.   
 
I don’t think it would take too much work to augment the current version of the plan with 
a major section on offense to supplement what is now the sole theme - multiple lines of 
defense.  The section on wetland habitat goals seems like the obvious section to modify – 
wetland habitat goals isn’t a very sexy concept, compared to multiple lines of defense.  
How about changing the title of  this section to something like: “Offensive measures to 
optimize/sustain habitats using the Mississippi River.”  The current draft describes 
salinity as the principal metric to determine habitat and river water flow largely 
determines salinity.   
 
Specific Comments: 
P5 I’m concerned about referring to Bayou Lafourche only as a ridge and not as the ideal 
site for a rejuvenated distributary channel (perhaps the key central distributary between 
the Atchafalaya and Mississippi Rivers). 
 
P16 (P50) Spillways along the Mississippi R., Bayou Lafourche and near Morgan City.  
Where and how?  More detail needed with diagrams.   
 
P17  I suggest beefing up the section on using the ORCS as a diversion (management) 
structure with the idea of optimizing flows through various main distributaries under 
different conditions.  For example, we have reason to believe that the Atchafalaya Basin 
has enormous Nitrogen sink capacity that could reduce hypoxia. 
 
P20 last great flood of lower river was not 1993 but 1997, when Bonnet Carre was 
opened 
 
The next five comments are all related, concerning the bird’s foot delta delta: 

• Figure 13 (p27) Doesn’t include what is becoming the “centerpiece” of restoration 
– abandonment of bird’s foot delta and consequent reworking of existing sands 
into barrier shoreline arc that should provide critical a hurricane barrier and surge 
protection for Orleans/Plaquemines/St. Bernard.  
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• Figure 14 (p28): Same comment about bird’s foot delta abandonment.  Maximum 
discharge in Benney’s Bay too far downriver to retain some sediments (also see 
comments for Fig. 15) 

• Figure 15 (p31): Same comment about abandonment of bird’s foot delta.  
• P51-53 describes new delta management plan but doesn’t show redistribution of 

existing sands into barrier shoreline arc.  This plan needs to be spotlighted 
because it has by the most far-reaching implications and is the sexiest aspect of 
the plan (it also combines offensive and defensive elements).  This project also 
has huge implications for nutrient dynamics and hypoxia management, which 
need to be highlighted. 

• I strongly recommend talking to Clint Willson re insights from the LSU physical 
model on bird’s foot changes. 

 
Pp32-52: I recommend distinguishing with subtitles all the defensive projects described 
on pp 32-42 from the diversion projects described from p42-52 - which by my standards 
are truly offensive measures. 
 
Figure 16 (p35):  Should be modified to substitute cypress forest planting for marsh 
creation in front of levees.  Cypress trees provide very effective surge reduction and 
storm energy resistance compared to other wetlands/trees. 
 
From: KEMP, Paul [pkemp@audubon.org] 
Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2007 12:26 PM 
To: johnlopez@pobox.com; bspoore@usgs.gov; Mark Ford; Bkohl40@cs.com;  
Bryan Rogers; carlton@saveourlake.org; Ford P Mark; jamce@uno.edu; Joe  
Suhayda; joseph.n.suhayda@mvn02.usace.army.mil; Mark Hester;  
moconnel@uno.edu; Natalie Snider; Paul Keddy; Subhash Kulkarni 
Cc: Len Bahr 
Subject: RE: Len's preliminary comments on new restoration plan 
 
Thank you Len for your input.  Sometimes we do have a tendancy to lose the  
forest for the trees and you are quite correct to remind us of the bigger  
picture.  Others looking at our planning from outside will think us naïve, at  
best, or heedless, at worst, if we fail to recognize critical connections.  We  
did that before with flood protection and land loss with tragic results.  
Certainly, one place that we can improve on the initial state master plan  
effort is by putting issues like hypoxia that are so connected to the  
management of river outlets in the proper frame, and by avoiding artificial  
limits to the project area.  I see that the LACPR plan includes about half of  
the Atchafalaya Basin which is an improvement on the state plan that omits  
this part of the deltaic plain.  Best, Paul   
 
G. Paul Kemp, Ph.D. 
Vice-President, Gulf Coast Initiative 
National Audubon Society 
633 Magnolia Wood Ave. 
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Baton Rouge, Louisiana  70808 
pkemp@audubon.org 
225-288-9876 Office 
225-772-1426 Cell 
225-769-8732 Fax 
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From:  Jim Tripp [jtripp@environmentaldefense.org] 
Sent:  Wednesday, June 20, 2007 9:33 AM 
To:  johnlopez@pobox.com; Carlton Dufrechou; Mark Ford; Natalie 

Snider; pkemp@audubon.org; Kaderka@nwf.org; Paul Harrison 
Subject:  Plan to Sustain Coastal Louisiana 
 
 

John et al., you have put together a super group of scientists and engineers to develop "A Plan to 
Sustain Coastal Louisiana Utilizing the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy".  While many of these 
same scientists and scientists who are reviewing the Plan have participated in writing other 
restoration plans, this is the first thoughtful piece that really thinks about how to "integrate" 
hurricane protection and restoration.  Unfortunately, what ERDC and the State have done to date 
I would not so characterize.  In fact, what the Corps and State have done todate has been to 
overlap levee building proposals that levee interests have put forward with restoration proposals, 
with no sense as to how they work together. 

I have two substantive comments on the proposal.  First, as I mentioned early in last night's call, 
the location of the mega Lower River diversion is important.  The higher in the system it is sited 
the more its vast sediments will stay within the coastal system and build land.  If 24 on the PU-2 
Map is the proposed site of the mega-diversion, is it possible to move it upstream? 

Second, at the meeting in Vicksbury, I argued to include the entire Atchafalaya Basin up to and 
including the Old River Control Structure in the planning area.  Indeed, we agreed to set up a 
working group to look at the "scope" of the plan, in Denise's words.  The reason that the 
Corps/ERDC gave for not including the Basin above I-10 is that the LaCPR was not considering 
flood protection measures in the Basin.  The reason to include the Basin is not because we would 
be proposing any storm protection measures there; on the contrary, there should be none.  The 
reason to include it is that the Basin is a major source of water and sediment for the central 
coastal system, and the Old River Control Structure is the device that controls the distribution of 
water and sediment between the two big Rivers.  I would urge you to include the ORCS and 
therefore, necessarily, the entire Basin in your Plan, even if you do not have detailed proposals 
for its operation for a couple of reasons.  One, if your Plan includes Paul Kemp's proposal for a 
third Basin outlet through its east guide levee, the Atchafalaya River becomes a more important 
source of sediment for a larger region of the coast, including the central Terrebonne Basin.  One 
could imagine that at some future time there could be another outlet further north.  With such 
potential, the ability to manipulate the distribution of sediments between the two Rivers becomes 
important and useful.  Right now, with only the Lower Atchafalaya River at Morgan City and WLO 
as outlets, there is little point in having the ability to increase Atchafalaya River sediment 
distribution capacity.  If the only "new" use of the Atchafalaya River is to move more sediment 
through the GIWW, a proposal in both the State Plan and the LaCPR, with no suggestion as to 
what this means or how to do it, then we can exclude the Basin from our restoration thinking and 
just focus on the Basin's existing outlets. 

The other reason to include the entire Basin with the ORCS has to do with the Corps' and 
perhaps the State's fundamental mentality about the deltaic system.  The Corps has thought 
about and still thinks about the ORCS as the core of the MR & T flood control and navigation 
system.  The ORCS has nothing to do with environmental protection and coastal wetland 
restoration in that mindset.  That infects all of the Corps' thinking about the Louisiana coastal 
system.  Indeed, in that mindset, MR & T flood control is separate from and independent of 
coastal protection and restoration.  This influences the Corps' thinking about the relationship 
between hurricane protection and wetland restoration.  Rethinking the purpose and operation of 
the ORCS to achieve inter-related and integrated coastal protection/restoration goals as well as 
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flood control and navigation focuses the mind and forces thinking about how to make coastal 
restoration an integral part of coastal flood control and hurricane protection.   

The Corps will not easily rethink the purposes of the ORCS and the Basin which, for now, is a 
flood control basin for the flood of record, not a land-building ecosystem with vast potential to 
build land beyond Atchafalaya Bay and its fringing wetlands.  The Corps can hide behind the 
constrictive authorization of the MR & T and thus give coastal restoration a lower priority than 
flood control and navigation.  However, we must push at every opportunity to rethink the scope of 
this authorization.  The House WRDA bill makes a tentative move in this direction.  If your Plan 
excludes the entire Basin and the ORCS, and makes no proposal to rethink the mission of the 
ORCS to integrate flood control and hurricane protection with coastal restoration, we will be 
missing an opportunity to get ERDC/Corps and the State to overcome their deep-seated 
resistance to making coastal restoration a primary purpose of the management of the Mississippi 
and Atchafalaya Rivers. 

In terms of building support for this Plan, I would urge you to make the review and input Tent as 
big as possible.  I wish we could have an open-software kind of Plan where individuals could 
propose revisions and new ideas that somehow could be tested by your core groups of scientists 
and engineers.  The challenge with this Plan is to bring everyone in and make them feel that they 
are part of putting it together.  The State excluded various scientists.  ERDC excludes virtually 
everyone.  We should resist the temptation to do this, the normal way of doing business in 
Louisiana (and everywhere else).  Your list of reviewers should expand as more scientists and 
planners review it and accept the offer to be listed as a reviewer.  The natural human tendency is 
to be critical of something of which you have not been a part.  Just as we want the Corps to put 
the ORCS on the table, you have to think whether you want this Plan to morph into something 
that the Corps could present to the Congress as their Plan or the State could adopt as their Plan.  
That is what we want, I believe.  Anything that is going to be implemented has to be a Plan that 
both the Corps and State endorse as their own.  Thus, the process for outreach and inclusion is 
fundamental.   

Last night we talked about moving towards a modest-size joint meeting with the State (John 
Porthouse et al.) and ERDC/the Corps.  We should do this and agree on a date ASAP.  We do 
not want this Plan to get buried as just another "alternative".  Such a meeting should therefore 
involve key people from ERDC, but also the NOD (the folks such as Troy Constance who are 
really doing the work on Morganza and Donaldsonville to the Gulf levee projects as the chattering 
classes discuss grand ideas in Vicksburg), John Porthouse, Randy, one or two others from DNR, 
Twilley, Reed, Woody Gagliano, at least four or five of your core team, some of the reviewers etc, 
as well as folks from our community.  Those who are excluded from this meeting may be 
unnecessarily critical of the Plan and the process for its consideration.  Those included will feel 
part of this process.  We need to think about what we can and should do to get ERDC/NOD and 
the State to adopt this Plan or something very much like it as their own, with us.  Then we might 
get somewhere.   
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From: Sue Hawes  
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2007 2:08 PM 
To: Jalopez@Pobox.Com 
Subject: Comments on report 

CMTS ON PLAN FOR COAST MLOD  
John, here is what I have so far.  I am still working.  Hopefully we can talk some 
tomorrow.   
Sue  

Habitat Goals  
These are my biggest concern.  It flat scares me that there is no saline marsh west of 
about Lake Mechant and just little tidbits in PU-3a and PU-1.  Also, there is very little 
brackish marsh except in the same places plus a bit in far southwestern PU-2 and south of 
Grand Chenier.  This does not give LA truly balanced ecosystems anywhere.  Where 
there is lots of fresh marsh, diversions are the strategy.  Unfortunately, they take a long 
time to build marsh.  Maybe pulses will do it faster. 

Table 1 provides the rationale for these goals.  #3 mentions crawfishers knowing where 
to find them – the answer seems to be everywhere with all the diversions and pulses.  
Where will there be brown shrimp?  Oysters?  #5 says they shift the estuary toward a 
natural and historic riverine system.  That is half an estuary – the other half is an oceanic 
system.  And the two systems are supposed to meet in the middle.   

On page 10 you mention brackish habitat in Atchafalaya Bay (which it was in my 
lifetime) and yet your map has it all fresh and intermediate. 

What concerns me is that the public will look at the maps and go ballistic.  They will 
assume, as I did, that the measures are as “flakey” as the map.  They would of course be 
wrong because your measures are in general quite wise and workable.   

General  

Pg 13 states that levees that cross basins interrupt the natural hydrology.  This is true, but 
those that follow the wetland/non/wetland interface may not be cheaper as you state, but 
longer and costlier. 

Figure 6 and text on pg 14 seem to be your way of nay-saying the Morganza to the Gulf 
alignment.  I think in this case we ought to see if leaky levees can work.  Also this one is 
mostly on existing levee alignments. 

The River Restoration Flood Plan seems like a good idea.  If flood years were not back to 
back, the habitat could return to a more natural one with a  variety of marsh types. 

Measures  
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PU-1 has the most balanced habitat and it has very little saline marsh.  
1 - Maxant Canal alignment is a good idea if we don’t go with Barrier Plan.  As a  NO 
resident, I sort of like the thought of barriers.. 

4 – necessary  
5 – excellent idea – another LOD  
6 – not sure water is the solution.  Last time I was out there and checking (about 10-12 
years ago) cypress weren’t reproducing.  Maybe water plus some sort of slurry dredging 
demo to see if we could get an area where cypress could keep their heads above the 
water. 

7 – good idea – as you know, may need to do some selling in Metairie.  There are some 
folks that don’t want mosquiitoish marsh outside their houses. 

8 – this is one of the most important LODs.  May need to do more acreage than 
suggested.  
9 – should work  
10 – making sure that the dam and the ridge are the same height is important.  Dam is 
maintained every 5 years and an extra foot or so may need to be added then. 

One concern is sweetbay.  I checked the web and one site says they have low salt 
tolerance.  The grandifloras here in the city surely had low salt tolerance – they got wet – 
they died. 

12 – working with FWS and USGS is important.  You mention the importance of the 
SAV.  Could there also be a measure to do some restoration there? 

13 – In line 4 do you mean eastern or western?                                                                      
As far as I know Caernarvon does more for areas west of Terre aux Boeufs. (where once 
the buffalo roamed).  I agree we ought to try and get water to the east. 

14 – some development right down near B. Manchac, might be hard to do even little 
diversion.  
16-17 – thought that LPBF didn’t want water after April.  A request – lay off the USACE 
– sure we built the levees, but folks out there wanted them.  Agree that structures should 
be oversized for pulses.   

18 – see #6.  
19 – may get deauthorized – no one is pushing it.  
20-21 – good ideas.  I hear Day is claiming that we can get huge benefits from NO 
sewage effluent – clear down into St. Bernard.  There ain’t that much and I don’t see it 
getting much past Paris Road. 

22 – Caernarvon should be run as much as possible.  It is a good idea to get more to the 
east where it can protect more of the St. Bernard levee.  Speaking of levees, the aerial 
photos show a “private” levee that starts where Hwys 46 and 300 split.  It encircles an 
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area of about 2 miles along 46. I had no idea that was there.  It would get some protection 
from the plan too.  

Fig 27 does not seem to match what the CWPPRA team found out there a month ago.  
Much of the “land” shown in the right hand photo did not seem to be there.  There were 
clumps of grass growing on ground a foot below water level.  And immediately adjacent, 
depth was 2-3 feet.  Especially immediately south of Lake Lery, it is very open. I will 
bring you some pics tomorrow. 

24 – line 2 – take out “constructed by the USACE” – it is redundant.  
Before lunch I was going to tell you that the word for the road was “has been”.  But 
Travis brought me a picture of the little diversion by Bohemia and there is a new road.  I 
don’t know how far south it goes, but it was built since the 2005 aerials on SONRIS.  
Water obviously went over the old road.  By the way the diversion was closed a month 
ago, but it has cut around and Travis said about 800 must have been pouring through.  I’ll 
bring you a pic tomorrow.  I agree that lots of little diversions would be best in the 
Bohemia area– maybe one at each canal. 

26-28 – the spillways might work.  Van Stutts says they need to model them more and I 
agree.   
Lowering levee heights alone won’t make it – you have to have guide levees to get the 
pulse thru the leveed area without flooding the parish. 

 PU 2 – This PU is a conundrum.  The measures are generally very good (Deer Range 
needs downsizing, Sunrise should be a pulse, and the Lafourche Spillway is just plain 
bad).  But the map with no salt marsh and very little brackish or intermediate scares me 
and it will do the same to other people.  It looks like an old CLEAR map.   (They are 
afraid to show habitat maps these days).  I would suggest rethinking the map and pretty 
much keeping the measures with the exception of the three.. 

Need to quote all of the text for BTNEP’s EM-2  
6 – “Thibodaux to Cutoff” has no existing alignment from Thibodaux to La Rose.  
Levee plan leaves whole upper basin from Vacherie to Thibodaux unprotected, except by 
wetlands.  This may well work since GIWW or Hwy 90 alignments will stack up water.   

9 – This seems to have a possible flooding problem.  Have to be careful not to flood 
development on Hwy 90 or in Gheens/Mathews area with aggressive use of Davis Pond 
water.  Assume you plan to use Company Canal to help deliver the water.  Will need 
outfall management to spread it around.  Be good to get some up toward an area of loss 
south of Hwy 90 (2005 photos show it may have healed in Katrina).   Loss is fairly 
limited so may be able to keep today's marsh. 

10 and 11 – these look good and ought to work, especially with a fair amount of marsh 
creation.  It is probably wisest to do as you propose and direct Myrtle Grove water 
toward 11 (and not between 10 and 11) so you have a land bridge at the north end of 
Barataria Bay. 
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12 and 13 – excellent idea  
14-21 – look good.  #15 is different, but might work.  
22 – not sure about this one.  Very close to MG.  I assume it goes into Lake Judge Perez 
and then across the Grand Chenier ridge via the lake’s western outlet.  It will also get into 
the W. Pt a la Hache Siphon outfall area.  Seems way too big a diversion for this area. 

23 – this needs to be a pulse every few years.  Then, you wouldn’t change the habitat so 
drastically.  
25-27 – spillways may work – they need more modeling - pulses good idea.  
28 – this seems like sheer insanity.  You cut the community in half and where do you get 
the water?  – how are you getting 10,000 across B. Lafourche to PU3a?  Does it come 
from a pulse from one of the Plaquemines spillways?  If so, how does it get clear over to 
Cutoff? 
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From: Sue Hawes 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2007 7:37 PM 
To: johnlopez@pobox.com 
Subject: Comments on 3a and b 
 

Sorry these took so long.  These are my comments without reading the text.  
Sue  

PU-3a  
1 – the levee encloses marsh – almost any alignment needs to.  Is yours proposed to be 
“leaky”?  
2-3 – I assume Hwys 315 and 57 are raised so folks can get out.  .  
4-7 – good idea to put marsh near levees.  When you say “1974 extent” I assume you 
mean 1974 acres, not location.   
9 – ‘leaky road concept”??  (sorry guys, I couldn’t resist).  
10-12 – Ship Shoal is good sand, but expensive.   How often do you plan to maintain 
islands?  
13 – still don’t like it.  If you can get Windell to buy it, I might change my mind.  
14 - all you propose in western 3a is water and some structures  around 
Decade/Mechant??  I would suggest some marsh creation in upper Penchant so it gets the 
advantage of the diversion water and sediment. 

PU-3b  
PU-3b – all you have in Terrebonne is water and Pt au Fer.  Need some marsh creation to 
catch the water.  
6 – if salinity is in 2-5 range of intermediate marsh, how will oysters survive?  
9 – reduced discharge may induce extra maintenance dredging.  
10 – need to be careful where this goes – Continental Land and Fur owns lots of land in 
Penchant area and they are very much opposed to diversions.  

11 – I think you mean Hwy 182 and mean south.  
12 – this is one spillway.  
13 – this spillway has no number but should be named “Six Mile Lake toward Marone 
Point” and described as “across Teche Ridge”.  What time period did you use for PU 3b 
habitat types?  It can’t have been very long ago because lots of the area was brackish and 
saline in 1949 in O’Neil’s map.  At that time we hadn’t started regulating the Mississippi 
at Old River. He shows saline marsh all along the rim of 3b and brackish marsh quite a 
ways inland around the shores of Vermilion and Cote Blanche Bays.  

 I know Kemp wants to put massive amounts of Atchafalaya water into Teche/Vermilion 
with a spillway from Six Mile Lake, but I’m curious how a pulse like that could turn 
Marsh Island and the Rainey Refuge area to intermediate since they are now brackish 
with a little saline.  The map and the measures do not seem to fit together. 
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From:  Rodney Emmer [remmerla@bellsouth.net] 1 
Sent:  Saturday, July 07, 2007 7:44 PM 2 
To:  johnlopez@pobox.com 3 
Cc:  carlton@saveourlake.org; Natalie Snider 4 
Subject:  Re: Comprehensive report Part 1 ‐ for review 5 
Attachments:  LPBF Nonstructural Rod Emmer 7‐07.doc; ATT09575.htm; 6 

Session 19 ‐  Mitigation Flood Losses 122005.doc; 7 
ATT09576.htm 8 

 9 
John, 10 
 11 
Attached is the "Nonstructural" part of your report.  I used Track changes to show 12 
suggested changes.  I also attached Section 19 of an EMI college course I prepared on 13 
nonstructural measures. 14 
 15 
Use as appropriate.  The overall recommendation is that the section be expanded to 16 
discuss all nonstructural measures not just focusing on elevation - for example, 17 
relocation, acquisition, set back limits, purchase of flood insurance, flood proofing of 18 
nonresidential structures, etc (See Section 19).   19 
 20 
Rod 21 
 22 
 23 

 24 

Non-structural Measures & Municipal Drainage 25 

For all communities in coastal Louisiana, non-structural flood protection mitigation 26 

measures need to be considered as an essential Lines of Defense Strategy. Non-structural 27 

mitigation measures such as elevating homes or businesses(TABLE NS. 1) (JOHN, see 28 

the reference at the end of this section for a source document for this table) are extremely 29 

important lines of defense. Non-structural measures also include buy-outs, flood proofing 30 

homes, insurance, higher standard building codes, etc. NThe non-structural approaches 31 

may beare an integral element of flood protection flood damage reduction or and an 32 

additional measure of redundancy or security. In cases ofWhen the engineering structures 33 

failure, such as a levee, non-structural measures techniques may be the last and only 34 

measure alternative to protect people and their assets. 35 

 36 

Many non-structural measures are actions that can be undertaken by an individual, or 37 

family, or small business on their own initiative without invoking the need for 38 
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governmental processes of authority but must still conform to local codes and 1 

regulationsor construction which are often slow and uncertain. Non-structural measures 2 

can often be a local and more appropriate solution to flood threat, in which the private 3 

owner has more control. It is expected to take at least several yearsdecades for many 4 

areas of the coast to get to just 100 year protection. Higher levels of protection may 5 

require many decades to complete. Many nonstructural measures, such as elevating a 6 

home (TABLE NS 1), can be completed by an individual within a year. 7 

 8 

NThe non-structural measures must be placed in a geographic context of the other lines 9 

of defense measures. Most fundamentally, assets are either within a levee protected area 10 

or outside. Assets outside the levee system may expect the direct impact of storm surge 11 

including waves and currents (V-zones or mapped storm surge regions such as shown on 12 

Figure 12). Assets within the levee system may expect the indirect impact of storm surge 13 

or precipitation. Therefore, non-structural standards may be guided by this geographic 14 

delineation as shown on Figure 12. 15 

 16 

Areas shown in yellow depict the non-levee protected coast that requires non-structural 17 

approaches as the primary lines of defense and should be commensurate to the life-threat 18 

and economic exposure expected from flooding with waves and currents by direct 19 

interaction with storm surge and precipitation. Areas shown in orange depict the levee 20 

protected areas that require nonstructural approaches commensurate with the exposure of 21 

life and assets due to risk of overtopping and the risk of failure of a levee, flood gates, 22 

flood wall, etc. Areas in orange also need adequate capacity for drainage. This will 23 

generally require pump capacity to pump water to the flood side of the levee. 24 

 25 

The non-levee protected coast is subject to direct inundation from storm surge and 26 

precipitation. Figure 12 is the inundation map of high water for both Hurricanes Katrina 27 

and Rita (compiled from FEMA Advisory Base Flood Elevation ??? maps). Note the 28 

similarity between Figures 12 and 13. Approximately 70%?? of the area shown in 29 

yellow was flooded by Hurricane Katrina and Rita. (Individual parish FEMA 30 
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inundationParish Advisory Base Flood Elevation maps are available on line for all the 1 

most coastal parishes in Louisiana.) 2 

 3 

We strongly advise that all significant assets in the yellow areas of Figure 12 should be 4 

appropriately elevated or to some degree implement other mitigation measures (TABLE 5 

NS 1). FEMA issued new Advisory Base Flood Elevation maps for most of the Louisiana 6 

coast after Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. These should be considered a minimum standard 7 

(note Figure 13 is not the ABFE map but rather the actual flood elevations to these 8 

specific storms) . New modeling and new analysis is ongoing. It is probable that new and 9 

 10 

29 11 

12 
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higher elevations may will be justified. Revised FEMA maps may will be issued. Also it 1 

is important to understand that these are regional parish and community maps. Local 2 

conditions may decrease or increase local inundation under various storm conditions. It is 3 

better to err on the high side when elevating or otherwise implementing mitigation 4 

measures (TABLE NS 1)  5 

assets such as homes and businesses. 6 

 7 

As noted from the recent storms, very few structures can withstand the direct impact of 8 

moving water. Areas in the yellow area of Figure 12 should expect the possibility of 9 

moving flood water with waves.  The revised Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) will 10 

show V zones where enhanced National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) requirements 11 

apply.  Extensive information is available for building and recovery in an exposed coastal 12 

environment. For example, FEMA has a comprehensive “Coastal Construction Manual” 13 

available to download free on the FEMA website (fema.gov, do a search for the Coastal 14 

Construction Manual, FEMA 55)for free.  In addition, books, publications, and fact 15 

sheets have been available since the early 1980s from parish or community floodplain 16 

administrators domiciled in the local government complex, the state floodplain section, 17 

LDOTD, in parish and community libraries, and free on the LSU Agriculture Center 18 

website 19 

(http://www.lsuagcenter.com/en/family_home/hazards_and_threats/recovery_assistance/l20 

ist.htm).  The new revised state building code and local building codes should be 21 

followed and enforced  22 

(http://www.legis.state.la.us/lss/Search.asp?RS=RS&SearchString=%22%22building+co23 

de%22%22&page=1). In terms of coastal construction, the #1 rule for 24 

construction in areas subject to moving water is to relocate, but if you insist on staying 25 

then be elevatedelevate above the expected still water plus wave elevation as required 26 

by the local floodplain management program. 27 

 28 

The levee protected coast is subject to indirect inundation from storm surge. Due to levee 29 

and flood wall failures, 80% of New Orleans, 100% of St. Bernard Parish, and most of 30 

Plaquemines Parish wereas flooded by Hurricane Katrina. Structures near the failures 31 
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were severely damaged or demolished by moving water. Structures not adjacent to the 1 

levee or floodwall failures were damaged moreinundated from rising water. This often 2 

creates severe damage to non-structural elements results in a need to replace such as 3 

wiring, floors, finishing, appliances etc, but it can also lead to structural damage, 4 

especially if flooding is more than a few days. The flooding within a levee is generally 5 

from three possible scenarios: 6 

 7 

-Precipitation in combination with Inadequate drainage so rainfall causes flooding, 8 

-Surge height and waves sufficient to overtop levees or floodwalls -– 9 

-Collapse of a levee or floodwall. 10 

 11 

Therefore, elevating assets (homes and businesses) or floodproofing non-residential 12 

structures within levee protection should also be  13 

stronglyseriously considered. A 100 year level of protection levee has a much higher 14 

chance of overtopping than a 500 year protection levee, but both may want orstill need 15 

for assets to be elevated or the property should be covered by a flood insurance policy. 16 

Other factors should beAnother factor to consider isred, such as the value of the assets. In 17 

New Orleans, pre-1930 architecture reflected wisdom 200 years of living in a region 18 

surrounded by water. Old homes were often elevated above a storage area in what are 19 

locally referred (ground level) basements (I have always heard them described as “New 20 

Orleans Basements” and I remember the 1947 hurricane). Often, the lower structure walls 21 

are built on small concrete or brick piers. The wisdom of this design is immense. 22 

Valuables are elevated and less likely to be damaged by flood water. Even without 23 

flooding all structures in south Louisiana are subject to damage by local subsidence. This 24 

elevated structure with exposed structural members allows leveling of the house (or re-25 

elevating) to be done with little expenseat a lower cost when compared to raising a slab-26 

on-grade structure. Finally, this type of structure is a better strategy to minimize damage 27 

by termites. The concrete pier is a termite buffer and the exposed structural members 28 

allow ease of treatment and repair of wood.  (The termite rationale is a new one on me.  I 29 

suggest to provide a citation/reference as a source document as I would question it).   30 

 31 
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In south Louisiana, elevated structures within or outside of levee protection, in 1 

general, are  2 

much more likely to be sustainable  (Not sure I agree with this statement.  A lot of 3 

other factors goes into whether a house survives, such as long term maintenance). 4 

Considering, the combined long-term threats of  5 

subsidence damage, flood damage, and termite damage, the wisdom of slab homes or  6 

businesses built on grade in south Louisiana is questioned. 7 

 8 

Don’t Wait, Elevate! 9 

 10 

 11 

REFERENCE: 12 

 13 

Source for TABLE NS 1 OR see accompanying ATTACHEMENT:  14 

http://training.fema.gov/EMIWeb/edu/fm.asp 15 

 16 

In the left column, click on:  “Free College Courses, Textbooks, and Materials 17 

 18 

Click on:  “Completed Courses Ready to download 19 

 20 

Click on:  “Floodplain Management Course (Graduate Level) 21 

 22 

And then go to Section 19.  Mitigating Flood losses. 23 

 24 

 25 

John, I have attached Section 19 to this response.   26 

 27 

I suggest expanding your discussion of “NONSTRUCTURAL Flood Damage Reduction Mitigation 28 

Measures.”   See Section 19 as a primary source, but look at the Bibliography for additional references.  I 29 

happen to like this discussion because I wrote it.   30 

 31 

Also, the Louisiana Sea Grant Legal/Coalition to Restore Coastal Louisiana soon to be released report 32 

concerning Comprehensive Planning in coastal Louisiana will include a more extensive discussion on 33 

nonstructural measures.   34 

 35 
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I assume the document will be edited.  Some words are used to excess, such as “damage”.   1 

 2 

I am out of town until next Friday, but if I can help after that let me know.   3 

 4 

Rod 5 

 6 

 7 

Course Title:  Floodplain Management 8 

Module: Risk to Human Settlements 9 

Session 19:  Mitigating Flood Losses 10 

Authors:  Larry A. Larson, PE, CFM 11 

 Rod E. Emmer, Ph.D. 12 

   Time: 75 minutes 13 

 14 

Objectives (PP1 and PP2; Title and Objectives) 15 

 16 

At the end of this session, students should be able to: 17 

19.1 Explain the beneficial and detrimental attributes of structural mitigation practices  18 

19.2 Explain the beneficial and detrimental attributes of nonstructural mitigation 19 
practices 20 

19.3 Complete the Module examination. 21 

 22 

 23 

Scope 24 

Students should already be able to explain floods as hazards and how communities and 25 
individuals are at risk. Session 19 builds on the concept of floodplain management 26 
presented in Session 18.  27 

The overall goal of Session 19 is to explain the importance of mitigation in preventing 28 
flood damages, protecting existing and future development, reducing injuries, and 29 
avoiding loss of life  30 

In this session, the instructor introduces and discusses the range of structural and 31 
nonstructural mitigation practices. Application of these actions to mitigate flood impacts 32 
demonstrates the effectiveness and limitations of each option. In consideration of the 33 
effectiveness and limitations each option, students will be prepared to apply the range of 34 
structural and nonstructural mitigation practices to mitigate flood impacts in a riverine 35 
landscape.  36 
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Exercises give the students an opportunity to apply what they learned so as professional 1 
floodplain managers they will be able to make decisions that are more informed. These 2 
exercises are opportunities for engaging the class and are implemented at the instructor's 3 
discretion. 4 

 5 

 6 

Readings 7 

Required Student Readings 8 

Godschalk, D.R., T. Beatley, P. Berke, D.J. Brower, E.J. Kaiser, C.C. Bohl, R.M. Goebel. 9 
1999. "Chapter 2. Evolving Mitigation Policy Directions." Natural Hazard Mitigation. 10 
Recasting Disaster Policy and Planning. Washington, D.C.: Island Press. Pp. 27-87. 11 

Tennessee Valley Authority. 1983. FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT: THE TVA 12 
EXPERIENCE. TVA/ONRED/AWR 86/55. Division of Economic and Community 13 
Development. Knoxville, TN. December. 80 p. 14 

United States Water Resources Council. 1981. FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 15 
HANDBOOK. Prepared by Flood Loss Reduction Associates. Washington, D.C.: US 16 
Government Printing Office. September. 69 p. plus appendix. 17 

Instructor Readings 18 

Association of State Floodplain Managers. 2003. No Adverse Impact. A Toolkit for 19 
Common Sense Floodplain Management. April 23 Draft. Madison, WI. 79 p.  20 

Eadie, C., R.E. Emmer, A.M. Esnard, S. Michaels, J. Monday, C. Philipsborn, B. Phillips, 21 
d. Salvesen. 2001. Holistic Disaster Recovery. Ideas for Building Local Sustainability 22 
after a Natural Disaster. Natural Hazards Research and Applications Information Center, 23 
University of Colorado, Boulder, CO. www.colorado.edu/hazards/ 24 

Federal Emergency Management Agency.1997. Report on Costs and Benefits of Natural 25 
Hazard Mitigation. FEMA-294/7/97.   26 

Federal Emergency Management Agency. 2003. Developing the Mitigation Plan. 27 
Identifying Mitigation Actions and Implementation Strategies. State and Local Mitigation 28 
Planning How-to Guide. FEMA 386-3. April. 29 

Godschalk, D.R., T. Beatley, P. Berke, D.J. Brower, E.J. Kaiser, C.C. Bohl, R.M. Goebel. 30 
1999. "Chapter 1. Mitigating Natural Hazards: A National Challenge." Natural Hazard 31 
Mitigation. Recasting Disaster Policy and Planning. Washington, D.C.: Island Press. Pp. 32 
3-25.  33 

Mileti, D.S. 1999. "5. Influences on the Adoption and Implementation of Mitigation." 34 
Disasters by Design. A Reassessment of Natural Hazards in the United States. 35 
Washington, D.C.: Joseph Henry Press. Pp. 135 - 154. 36 

Mileti, D.S. 1999. "6. Tools for Sustainable Hazards Mitigation." Disasters by Design. A 37 
Reassessment of Natural Hazards in the United States. Washington, D.C.: Joseph Henry 38 
Press. Pp.155 - 207. 39 
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General Requirements 1 

The Instructor should prepare copies and distribute a handout of the new terms (19H1) 2 
that will be added to each student's course Glossary begun in Session 1.   3 

When distributing the handouts the Instructor should remind students that we must agree 4 
on the meaning of terms, so we can more effectively communicate with other 5 
professionals, local decision-makers, and the general public. By avoiding any 6 
misunderstandings when speaking about mitigation, they will have done a service to their 7 
community by saving them time and money. The students should develop a personal 8 
Glossary that they continually update as they work through classes and, more 9 
importantly, when they move into their professional career. Remind students that they are 10 
serving as the interpreter (translator) of technical concepts for local officials and 11 
decision-makers with little if any training, experience, or background in floodplain 12 
management.  13 

The instructor may elect to review selected terms discussed in Sessions 15 - 18. By 14 
refreshing the students' memory at the beginning of Session 19, the instructor draws their 15 
attention to again thinking about floods and floodplain management. 16 

Note: 17 

Session 18 discussed the history, elements, and methodologies that makeup floodplain 18 
management. (PP3, Mitigation Measures) One of the most important elements of 19 
floodplain management is mitigation—the actions taken to eliminate or reduce to an 20 
acceptable level the undesired consequences of floods. For the community and individual 21 
this may mean preventing flood damages to existing land uses and future development, 22 
reducing injuries, and avoiding loss of life. Mitigation measures include a range of 23 
structural and nonstructural practices that when implemented have positive (favorable) 24 
characteristics and negative (adverse) characteristics that should be considered by 25 
decision-makers when addressing flood damage reduction. Session 19 presents the forms 26 
of structural and nonstructural practices (approaches), summarizes their functions, and 27 
identifies the beneficial and detrimental attributes of each. Ultimately, the overall intent 28 
of flood damage reduction through mitigation measures is No Adverse Impact (PP4, No 29 
Adverse Impact) on the property and rights of others while solving flood problems.   30 

 31 

 32 

Remarks: 33 

Objective 19.1 Explain the beneficial and detrimental attributes of structural 34 
mitigation practices (PP5, Structural Mitigation Practices) 35 

I. What is Structural Mitigation? 36 

A. Structural mitigation includes corrective measures (practices) or 37 
approaches that modify the floods themselves through the construction of 38 
selected engineering works.  39 
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1. Think of structural measures as keeping floodwaters away from 1 
developments, populated areas, and agricultural lands by 2 
decreasing runoff, increasing channel capacity, or containing, 3 
diverting, or storing excess waters.  4 

B. We modify floods in several ways (U.S. Water Resources Council, 1981, 5 
p. 30):  6 

1. Dams and reservoirs 7 

2. Levees and walls 8 

3. Channel alterations 9 

4. Diversions 10 

5. Land treatment 11 

6. Onsite detention 12 

C. Each of these measures is normally intended to protect an area rather than 13 
a particular property (parcel) or person. As such, these public works 14 
projects require little disruption to homes, businesses, and life styles for 15 
most floodplain occupants. 16 

Interactive Class Activity:   17 

Ask students to name specific examples in their area that are instances of structural 18 
mitigation.  19 

D. According to the U.S. Water Resources Council, (1981, p. 30) several 20 
problems are associated with large public works construction projects: 21 
(PP6, Disadvantages) 22 

1. Lengthy and complex planning and design. 23 

2. Require heavy construction and high costs. 24 

3. Potential for making flood damages outside the project more 25 
severe. 26 

4. Potential for catastrophic losses if design levels are exceeded. 27 

5. Potential for creating a false sense of security about the extent of 28 
protection provided. 29 
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6. Need for careful and costly routine inspection, operation, and 1 
maintenance. 2 

7. Possible detrimental effects to the natural environment.  3 

E. The Association of State Floodplain Managers (2003, pp. 45-46) offers a 4 
similar list of potential adverse impacts when floods are modified. 5 
Construction projects:  6 

1. Disturb the land and disrupt natural water flows, often destroying 7 
habitats. 8 

2. Are built to a certain flood protection level that can be exceeded by 9 
a larger flood, causing even more damage than might have 10 
occurred without the structure. 11 

3. Can create a false sense of security when people protected by a 12 
structure believe that no flood could every reach them. 13 

4. Require regular maintenance to ensure that they continue to 14 
provide protection, something that is often neglected over the 15 
years. On structural projects, operation and maintenance are 16 
usually a local cost. 17 

5. Are expensive, sometimes requiring capital bond issues and/or cost 18 
sharing with local, regional, or state agencies. 19 

6. Projects such as levees and floodwalls can divert flood flow onto 20 
other properties and reduce the floodplain's storage capacity.  21 

7. Can alter the timing of flood peaks, causing increased flooding on 22 
other properties.  23 

II. Beneficial and detrimental attributes of structural mitigation practices   24 

A.  Dams and reservoirs   (PP7, Dams and Reservoirs)  25 

1. Functions 26 

a. Dams and reservoirs such as Grand Coulee in Washington 27 
State (PP8, Grand Coulee Dam) capture and temporarily 28 
hold floodwaters upstream of flood prone areas. After the 29 
flood threat has passed, water is released at a rate that the 30 
flooplain can accommodate.  31 
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b. As a stream impoundment with controllable outlets, they 1 
are most frequently used on small and moderate sized 2 
watercourses (U.S. Water Resources Council, 1981, p. 30).  3 

2. Beneficial Attributes 4 

a. Dams can reduce flood elevations for a given stretch of 5 
river and across a defined area downstream of the structure. 6 

b. Reservoirs may be multipurpose, i.e., flood control, 7 
recreation, water supply, irrigation, and navigation. 8 

c. Reservoirs may create desirable ecosystems, such as 9 
wetlands on former uplands. 10 

d. Private property values along shorelines usually increase as 11 
a result of access to the reservoir. 12 

e. Economic development may result from construction of a 13 
multipurpose reservoir. 14 

f. Little or no disruption to land use activities, as the 15 
protected properties are for the most part downstream from 16 
the project.   17 

3. Detrimental Attributes 18 

a. Reservoirs will change ecosystems, for example, open 19 
water may replace wetlands as the pool level rises. This 20 
may be undesirable.  21 

b. Dams and reservoirs require acquisition of project lands for 22 
buffers, the structure, and the pool. This acreage is removed 23 
from development, owners may be dislocated or its historic 24 
value may be lost.   25 

c. Dams are not cheap, especially in an urban setting.   26 

d. Reservoirs can lose their flood storage capacity as a result 27 
of sedimentation and filling.   28 

e. Dams like other structural projects instill a false sense of 29 
security. Development encroaches onto supposedly 30 
protected floodplains. 31 

f. Dam failure will cause catastrophic loss of life and 32 
destruction of property. On June 5, 1976, the Teton Dam in 33 
southeast Idaho failed. When the earthen dam breached, 34 
250,000 acre-feet of water rushed down the valley and onto 35 
the flat farmlands. Rexburg, ID and other small farming 36 
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communities were flooded, resulting in 11 deaths and over 1 
$400 million damages. 2 

g. A new and growing concern is that large structural projects 3 
are potential targets for terrorist attacks. This is particularly 4 
true of large dams and reservoirs, large levees, and 5 
floodwalls. This not only presents a safety hazard, but also 6 
can add significantly to annual Operations and 7 
Maintenance costs. 8 

 B.  Levees and walls (PP9, Levees and Walls) 9 

1. Functions 10 

a. Levees along the Mississippi River (PP10) and walls such 11 
as in the French Quarter of New Orleans (PP11) reduce the 12 
size of the floodplain or floodway by confining flow.   13 

b. Using sheet piles or concrete walls allows for narrower 14 
rights-of-way. (Explanation note:  Sheet pile is 3/8 in. X 18 15 
in. X 40 +/- ft lengths of sculptured steel or plastic 16 
designed to interlock and prevent seepage.) 17 

2. Beneficial Attributes 18 

a. In contrast to levees, a floodwall requires less right-of-way 19 
in developed areas and reduced seepage under or through 20 
the structure. 21 

b. Depending on the location levees may be less expensive to 22 
build than floodwalls. However, consideration must be 23 
given to the cost of rights-of-way. 24 

c. Levees and floodwalls can be located and built to protect 25 
specific areas and groups of structures.    26 

d. Levees can be designed as multipurpose facilities allowing 27 
construction of roads, trails, or bike or jogging paths on 28 
their crest or within their right-of-way. Such multiple uses 29 
are amenities for the community. 30 

3. Detrimental Attributes 31 

a. Levees are mostly used along larger rivers where space is 32 
available for rights-of-way. Floodwalls in the same location 33 
would be more expensive.  34 

b. Earthen levees usually require wide rights-of-way because 35 
their base must be broad and in proportion to their height. 36 
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c. Similar to dams and reservoirs, levees and walls encourage 1 
a false sense of security in those who live within the 2 
system. When a failure such as overtopping occurs, the 3 
resultant damages can be catastrophic. 4 

d. Unless they are made part of a watershed or comprehensive 5 
community plan, with mitigation, flood frequency, depths, 6 
and erosion are simply shifted to other areas of the 7 
floodplain or along the channel.   8 

e. Secondary consequences of these structures include:  9 

1) Loss of access to adjacent lands, essentially 10 
isolating the community from the watercourse. 11 

2) Modification of habitats due to fill, excavation, 12 
ponding, or drainage. (removal of groundwater flow 13 
paths) 14 

3) A need for pump systems to remove internal runoff.  15 

4) An obstruction of views.  16 

5) Limiting access to the natural functions of the river. 17 

C.  Channel alterations (PP11, Channel Alternatives) 18 

1. Function 19 

a. Channel alterations such as straightening, deepening, 20 
widening, removing debris (PP12, Picture of Bayou 21 
Fountain ), paving, raising or enlarging the bridges and 22 
culverts, and removing dams can increase the carrying 23 
capacity of watercourse (U.S. Water Resources Council, 24 
1981).   25 

b. Channel alterations also lower flood elevations. 26 

2. Beneficial Attributes 27 

a. Channel alterations reduce the extent, and duration of 28 
floods. 29 

b. Channel alterations can protect specific sites of localized 30 
flooding in developed areas.  31 

c. Channel alterations may be designed as part of a 32 
multipurpose project that not only serves for flood 33 
reduction but also navigation and recreation.  34 

d. Removing dams can restore natural ecosystems, including 35 
fish migration and canoeing.   36 
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3. Detrimental Attributes 1 

a. Changing the natural regime and storage capacity of the 2 
watercourse will accelerate runoff that may cause added 3 
flooding downstream. 4 

b. Channel deepening of larger streams must include a dredge 5 
maintenance component in order to maintain the capacity 6 
of the channel, an expensive action for the local sponsors.  7 

c. Modified channels will try to return to their original 8 
meandering configuration, requiring ongoing maintenance 9 
to keep the channel in the project location.   10 

d. Channel alteration results in habitat modification such as 11 
loss of wetlands, covering of shellfish beds, and removal of 12 
submerged aquatic vegetation, loss of spawning and rearing 13 
habitat, forced relocation of fish and shellfish, and changed 14 
migration routes. 15 

 16 

D. Diversions (PP13, Diversion) 17 

1. Functions 18 

a. Diversions sometimes called spillways (PP14, Bonnet 19 
Carré) capture a predetermined flow from the watercourse 20 
such as 50% of the 100-year flood discharge and route the 21 
water through an artificial channel to receiving bodies 22 
(lakes, estuaries, larger rivers, adjourning watersheds). 23 
(U.S. Water Resources Council, 1981). In the example of 24 
the Bonnet Carré Spillway, it can divert 250,000 cfs from 25 
the Mississippi River into Lake Pontchartrain, thereby 26 
reducing the flood stage at New Orleans, LA.   27 

b.  The placement of diversions is dependant on the landscape, 28 
the topography (the flatter the better), geology, and similar 29 
physical and biological factors and the ability of a receiving 30 
body to handle the additional flow. 31 

2. Beneficial Attributes 32 

a. Diversion can reduce flood levels affecting developed areas 33 
that are immediately downstream from the project.  34 

b. Diversion structures may use parcels of land that are less 35 
expensive than the highly urbanized area that might 36 
otherwise be protected with a levee.    37 
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3. Detrimental Attributes 1 

a. Like dams, levees, and floodwalls, diversions give that false 2 
sense of security in the "protected area".  3 

b. Although the diversion structure may be small, the right-of-4 
way for the channel (canal) may require significant land to 5 
allow for maintenance roads, account for bank erosion and 6 
stabilization, and safety fencing.   7 

c. State laws may prohibit interbasin transfer of water.  8 

E.  Land treatment (PP15) 9 

1. Functions 10 

a. Land treatments are improvement practices to reduce 11 
runoff throughout a watershed (uplands as well as 12 
floodplains) (PP16, Land Treatment).  This requires 13 
modifying the landscape (physical, biological, and 14 
socioeconomic systems) to reduce flooding downstream.  15 

b. Land treatment practices include, but are not limited to: 16 
protecting forests and the under story, planting vegetative 17 
cover, terracing, slope stabilization, grass waterways, 18 
contour plowing, and strip farming (U.S. Water Resources 19 
Council, 1981).   20 

2. Beneficial Attributes 21 

a. Land treatments are most commonly used on agricultural 22 
lands to slow runoff, improve infiltration of precipitation 23 
into the soil, and help maintain or recharge aquifers. 24 

b. Land treatment reduces erosion and subsequent sediment 25 
that fills streams and reservoirs. 26 

c. Selected land treatments (no till or minimum tillage) result 27 
in little or no additional costs to the agricultural 28 
community. In fact, technical and financial assistance are 29 
available through federal programs and the Cooperative 30 
Extension Service. 31 

32 
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3. Detrimental Attributes 1 

a. Individual actions have limited impacts. On a watershed 2 
basis, a comprehensive program must be developed and 3 
implemented. 4 

b. Land treatment works best on smaller, upland watersheds 5 
rather than in larger river basins.  6 

F.  Onsite detention (PP17) 7 

1. Functions 8 

a. Onsite detention systems are typically small impoundments 9 
with uncontrolled outlets that are created by building a 10 
dam/embankment, by excavation, or by a combination of 11 
these. 12 

b. Onsite detention systems prevent or retard excessive runoff 13 
from lands stripped of vegetation or covered by impervious 14 
surfaces (buildings, parking lots, roads, sidewalks, etc.) 15 
from reaching a watercourse. 16 

c. In part, the runoff problem can be addressed by restricting 17 
land clearing and providing for temporary storage of runoff 18 
from a property (U.S. Water Resources Council, 1981).   19 

2. Beneficial Attributes 20 

a. Onsite detention captures runoff to streams while at the 21 
same time trapping sediment and associated pollutants (i.e., 22 
improving water quality). 23 

b. When properly planned, onsite detention systems can be 24 
multipurpose, providing habitat for wildlife or serving as 25 
recreation fields during non-flood periods.  26 

c. Many communities can easily integrate onsite detention 27 
systems into existing and proposed development such as 28 
using rooftops, in low-lying areas, and as a part of a 29 
parking lot. 30 

d. When developers account for onsite detention early in the 31 
planning process, costs can be kept to a minimum. 32 

e. Communities can assess the developer for the needed 33 
additional services such as drainage systems or pumps.   34 
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f. Onsite detention means the developer does not profit at the 1 
expense of others by passing excess runoff to flood 2 
downstream land uses and require public works projects to 3 
reduce this flooding.   4 

3. Detrimental Attributes 5 

a. In some instances, initial costs fall on the landowner who 6 
simply passes the costs on to the buyer or developer. On the 7 
other hand, the public pays for the detention system when it 8 
is part of a multipurpose project, such as using a recreation 9 
field to temporarily hold excessive runoff. Of course when 10 
integrated into a development or community program, the 11 
public and private sectors share land treatment costs.   12 

b. Maintenance may be costly if not factored into the design 13 
and performed regularly. Consequently, without proper 14 
care a detention system loses its effectiveness.  15 

c. To maximize benefits and reduce additional flooding 16 
projects must be designed and coordinated with similar 17 
actions in the watershed. Improper design, usually of an 18 
undersized basin, can actually increase runoff by 19 
combining peak flows with other runoff.   20 

d. Some communities require onsite detention systems be 21 
fenced or screened to reduce liability. However, some 22 
detention basins are either dry except during flood 23 
(recreation fields or water features) and are integrated into 24 
the land use plan. Communities may not require fencing for 25 
such features.   26 

 27 

 28 

Objective 19.2 Explain the beneficial and detrimental attributes of 29 
nonstructural mitigation practices 30 

Remarks: 31 

I. Nonstructural measures – general (PP18) 32 

A. Nonstructural measures are practices or approaches that  33 

1. Modify the susceptibility to flood damage and disruption.  34 

or  35 

2. Modify the flood impact on the individual and the community.  36 
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B. Nonstructural measures keep people and development that may be 1 
damaged out of the flood hazard area or makes such activities more 2 
resistant to damage.  3 

C. Along these same lines, nonstructural measures can reduce the financial 4 
and social impacts of flooding through programs that involve little or no 5 
construction and have a low capital cost (U.S. Water Resources Council, 6 
1981).    7 

D. Nonstructural measures are traditionally grouped into two categories. 8 
(U.S. Water Resources Council, 1981, p. 30) (PP19, Nonstructural 9 
Measures):   10 

1. Modify susceptibility to flooding 11 

a. Floodplain regulations 12 

b. Development and redevelopment 13 

c. Warning and preparedness  14 

d. Flood proofing 15 

2. Modify impact of flooding 16 

a. Flood insurance 17 

b. Relief and recovery 18 

Interactive Class Activity:   19 

Ask students to name specific examples in their area that are instances of nonstructural 20 
mitigation. 21 

II. Nonstructural mitigation practices - specific categories   22 

A. Floodplain regulations (PP20) 23 

1. Functions 24 

a. Floodplain regulations usually designate mapped flood 25 
prone areas and limit their uses to those activities that are 26 
compatible with the degree of flood risk, such as restricting 27 
parking along floodprone streets (PP21, Picture of No 28 
Parking sign).  29 

b. In other words, development of flood prone lands is made 30 
more compatible with natural processes and systems. (U.S. 31 
Water Resources Council, 1981) 32 
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2. For local governments to implement floodplain regulations, they 1 
must:  2 

a. Build on existing enabling statutes or home rule powers 3 
similar to what is used for zoning regulations or building 4 
codes; 5 

b. Implement practical and reasonable regulations for 6 
attaining their goals; 7 

c. Maps and regulations must be based on technical data that 8 
will satisfy a court; 9 

d. Not discriminate between similarly situated landowners; 10 
and 11 

e. Not "take" private property without payment of just 12 
compensation. (U.S. Water Resources Council, 1981) 13 
   14 

3. Beneficial Attributes 15 

a. Floodplain regulations are flexible and allow for integrating 16 
economic, environmental, and social values. 17 

b. Floodplain regulations can become effective quickly, 18 
thereby reducing the potential for loss of life and property 19 
damage almost immediately.  20 

c. Federal, state, and local agencies can usually provide 21 
technical information needed for floodplain regulations.  22 

d. Floodplain regulations can prevent unwise development 23 
and stop or slow actions as the community plans for other 24 
activities. At the same time they protect buyers when they 25 
purchase property and structures in floodplains. 26 

e. The community’s cost of floodplain regulations is minimal 27 
when compared to the impacts of a flood. 28 

f.  Floodplain regulations protect the ability of floodplains to 29 
carry floodwaters, prevent increases in flood heights, or not 30 
otherwise contribute to flooding problems. 31 

g. Flood regulations help contain the costs of emergency 32 
operations, relief, evacuation, and restoration. 33 

h. Government action reduces the need for future 34 
expenditures for construction, operation, and maintenance 35 
of reservoirs, levees, and other flood control measures. 36 

i. When structures are damaged by a flood or other disaster or 37 
have been remodeled (including expansion), the structure 38 
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must be brought into compliance with the most recent 1 
statutes or codes. 2 

j. Finally natural floodplain values and functions are 3 
preserved.  4 

4. Detrimental Attributes 5 

a. This is not the best method for correcting existing problems 6 
because regulations usually exempt existing development 7 
from immediate compliance.  8 

b. Unfortunately, local floodplain regulations may be easily 9 
changed. Modifying federal programs such as the National 10 
Flood Insurance Act will not be as readily modified. 11 

c. Landowners may perceive monetary losses if the 12 
regulations prevent the land from being used for 13 
development. Research indicates that the loss in value, 14 
however, is greater from actual flooding.   15 

d. Floodplain regulations have little impact in areas of slow or 16 
no growth.  This is the time to adopt them as there is less 17 
opposition.    18 

e. Communities adopt the minimal regulations required by the 19 
NFIP and assume they have a good program. It should be 20 
remembered that the NFIP is a minimum standard.  In order 21 
to have a good program each community should design a 22 
flood damage reduction program that fits their location and 23 
is in compliance with the NFIP. 24 

 25 

B. Development and Redevelopment Policies. (PP22) 26 

1. Functions 27 

a. Local governments can encourage and direct development 28 
and redevelopment away from floodways and floodplains 29 
(U.S. Water Resources Council, 1981). For example, they 30 
can zone the floodplain as low density or open space while 31 
zoning non-floodplain land for commercial and high 32 
density development. 33 

b. For example, placing schools, government buildings, and 34 
critical facilities outside of floodprone areas draws 35 
associated, dependant businesses away from floodplains.  36 
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c. Development policies can tie future development to 1 
comprehensive community plans and require that adverse 2 
impacts be mitigated before the development can proceed.  3 

d. To address flooding, local governments may:  4 

1) Place signs identifying floodplains and giving 5 
depths of previous floods. 6 

2) Require deeds give the floodplain designation of the 7 
property, such as an A zone or a V zone;  8 

3) Tax floodplains in a way that encourages their use 9 
as open space or for low-density development. 10 

4) Offer tax credits for mitigation activities, such as 11 
flood proofing, elevating, or relocating. 12 

5) Buy properties as either a part of their mitigation 13 
plan, when a community locates a flood servitude or 14 
as part of another project such as upgrading a 15 
thoroughfare (PP23, Development and 16 
redevelopment examples).  17 

2. Beneficial Attributes  18 

a. Local governments can control the construction of utilities, 19 
sewer and water service, and highways onto floodplains 20 
and establish limits that restrict encroaching into channels 21 
and floodways, thereby reducing the need for repair and 22 
replacement after a flood.  23 

b. When comprehensive community plans are developed, 24 
acquired land can be used as open space for parks and 25 
storm water detention ponds.  26 

c. Acquisition and relocation removes the structures from the 27 
floodplain. It no longer is subject to damage.  28 

d. Comprehensive planning should prevent adverse impacts 29 
and losses resulting from future development and reduce 30 
the community’s liability for actions that might allow 31 
development that results in adverse impacts on other 32 
properties. 33 

3. Detrimental Attributes  34 

a. Cultural enclaves may lose their identity if individuals are 35 
dispersed to sites outside the floodplain. Once they leave, 36 
they may no longer associate with traditional symbols of 37 
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the community, such as churches, fraternal/social halls, 1 
cemeteries, etc. 2 

b. People may leave the community even if the cultural 3 
enclave maintains its identity.   4 

c. This option can be expensive if the property is simply 5 
cleared for open space. Coordinating with other community 6 
programs and goals can reduce costs.   7 

C. Warning and preparedness (PP24) 8 

1. Functions 9 

a. Forecast and warning models help the National Weather 10 
Service, River Forecast Centers, local governments, and 11 
private companies estimate the projected severity and 12 
schedule of a flood. Much of the basic data need for these 13 
models are from USGS river stage gauging stations (PP25, 14 
River Stage Recorder) located throughout a watershed.   15 

b. Flood warnings and preparedness (planning for floods (PP 16 
25) give communities and individuals time to take action in 17 
anticipation of rising waters. For example, when 18 
exceptional precipitation is anticipated or in regions 19 
characterized by flash floods, people may evacuate from 20 
the most dangerous locations by climbing up the valley 21 
walls to escape high velocity flows, which have a history of 22 
loss of life.  23 

c. Flood warnings give potential victims a chance to reduce or 24 
prevent flood damages to their property by: 25 

1) Removing or elevating a home’s contents 26 
(furniture, appliances, personal possessions) 27 
or commercial inventories, or 28 

2) Protecting valuables by sand bagging, 29 
installing temporary walls, closing openings, 30 
or patrolling levees.  31 

d. Warning systems for entire watersheds are getting more 32 
common and now give real-time information from gauging 33 
stations over the Internet (PP25).  34 

e. Information gets to the general public from local sources, 35 
such as TV weather segments during the regularly 36 
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scheduled news time, interrupted broadcasts, and 1 
newspapers. 2 

2. Beneficial Attributes  3 

a. By giving communities and individuals time to prepare, 4 
warnings help save lives and reduce property damage.   5 

b. Early information guides decision makers when distributing 6 
sand, sandbags, and other emergency protection materials.  7 

c. Dam and levee boards use this information for the safe 8 
operation and protection of their structure.  9 

d. However, collecting needed information on precipitation, 10 
river stage readings, and duration, can be expensive unless 11 
an agency organizes volunteers to record and transmit 12 
information. Although new automatic recording 13 
instruments are in place at some locations, the volunteer 14 
may never be replaced. \ 15 

3.  Detrimental Attributes  16 

a. Vandalism of real-time gauges is a problem. Stealing or 17 
using them as targets can eliminate an important source of 18 
data when they are most needed. Consequently, the stations 19 
may be inoperable during a critical period as they are 20 
expensive to install, update, operate, and replace. 21 

b. Because the initial costs for a system (setup, gauge 22 
acquisition and installation, monitoring networks) are 23 
expensive, federal budgets are restricted, and local matches 24 
are almost impossible to obtain, only a limited number of 25 
watersheds have sufficient stations to provide needed data 26 
for models. Budget woes are resulting in a decrease in 27 
gauges.   28 

c. Storms may interrupt the power and telephone networks. 29 
As a result even through volunteers have collected much 30 
needed data they cannot transmit it during or immediately 31 
after a storm. 32 

d. Storms may also wash out or destroy a gage. 33 

e. Operating and testing a warning system and forecast model 34 
can be expensive and time consuming. 35 
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 1 

D. Flood proofing (PP26, Floodproofing) (U.S. Water Resources Council, 2 
1981)  3 

1. Functions 4 

a. Flood proofing may be viewed in two ways:  5 

1) As a group of techniques used to keep water 6 
out of buildings or to reduce damages 7 
caused by water, and  8 

2) As techniques that require human 9 
intervention, i.e., permanent measures, 10 
contingent or standby measures, or 11 
emergency measures.   12 

b. Existing buildings and facilities can be retrofitted with 13 
watertight doors and water-resistant materials (PP27, 14 
Elevated house and elevated Burger King). However, it is 15 
usually more cost effective to flood proof during initial 16 
construction. 17 

c. Dry flood proofing (watertight closures, sealant on walls, 18 
plastic sheeting) keeps the water away from people or out 19 
of a building  20 

d. On the other hand, wet flood proofing allows the water to 21 
enter a building. Water-resistant materials and practices, 22 
removal of contents, raising appliances (furnace, water 23 
heater, washer/dryer) above the flood level, or limiting the 24 
use of space all reduces flood damages.  25 

e. Permanent flood proofing measures can be integrated into 26 
a structure in ways that obscure their visual impact (PP 27 
28, Floodwalls and flood resistance floor tiles). 28 

1) Examples include sealing openings with bricks or 29 
other flood resistant materials, elevation, relocation, 30 
or acquisition.  31 

2) These usually do not require any human intervention 32 
for them to be effective.  33 

f. Flood proofing is most appropriate for existing structures 34 
on floodplains where inundation is shallow, infrequent, and 35 
has low velocity. 36 
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g. Contingent or standby measures are installed before an 1 
expected event and are ready for use during a flood.   2 

1) Examples: panels across doors or openings, window 3 
coverings, walls and pumps. However, to make 4 
these effective someone must operate them. 5 

h. Emergency measures are implemented during a flood and 6 
are most effective when operated according to a plan. 7 

1)  Examples: sandbags, temporary walls and pumps, 8 
removal of contents, raising contents. Major efforts 9 
by individuals or communities are necessary for 10 
these to be effective.   11 

2. Beneficial Attributes 12 

a. Flood proofing is more applicable to commercial structures. 13 
Businesses can afford engineers or architects to design a 14 
project that is professionally installed. 15 

b. Generally, commercial structures are better able to 16 
withstand floodwaters. In addition, the potential benefits 17 
are high relative to the costs of flood proofing.  18 

c. Damages can be prevented to a prescribed level and on a 19 
selective basis, such as a specific structure or activity 20 
(relocating or elevating a hot water heater or A/C unit).  21 

d. In some instance such as raising a washer and dryer on 22 
cement blocks flood proofing is easy, inexpensive, and 23 
quick.  24 

e. Flood proofing also reduces the disruption of activities, 25 
helps maintain essential services during and after a flood, 26 
and contributes to faster post-flood recovery.  27 

f. Flood proofing is applicable to individual units, one building 28 
or a small cluster of structures, unlike projects such as dams 29 
and levees that protect large areas. 30 

3. Detrimental Attributes  31 

a. Similar to dams and levees flood proofing can instill a false 32 
sense of security, thereby encouraging inappropriate or 33 
unwise uses of buildings or floodplains. 34 
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b. When floodwaters exceed the level of protection (dry flood 1 
proofed to two feet, but the flood is 2.5 feet), costs can be 2 
significant. In fact, dry flood proofing of residential 3 
structures is only recommended to two feet of flooding.   4 

c. If flood-proofing techniques are improperly applied, water 5 
pressure against the structure may cause its collapse. 6 

d. Even though flood proofing can protect critical facilities 7 
(hospital, fire station, police station), these facilities may not 8 
be operable if they cannot be reached because the roads are 9 
impassable - and during an emergency when they are most 10 
critical.  11 

e. Finally, flood proofing can be costly. For example it may be 12 
better to demolish and rebuild a structure rather than elevate 13 
a slab-on-grade foundation.  14 

f. Only the structure is protected. As people move to or from 15 
the structure they must cross flooded lands.   16 

E.  Flood insurance (PP29, Flood Insurance) Flood insurance was discussed 17 
in detail in Session 18. 18 

1. Functions 19 

a. The Federal government provides property owners 20 
anywhere within the limits of a participating community 21 
the opportunity to purchase flood insurance for structures 22 
and contents (Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance, 23 
97.022).   24 

b. Flood insurance is available through the National Flood 25 
Insurance Program at FEMA, now a division within the 26 
Department of Homeland Security.  27 

c. To participate, the community must adopt and enforce 28 
floodplain management measures applicable to the Special 29 
Flood Hazard Area (PP30, Lake Charles FIRM). An 30 
approved regulatory program is designed to reduce future 31 
flood damages. Flood insurance is obtained through private 32 
property insurance agents.   33 

2. Beneficial Attributes  34 
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a. Nationally, by 2003 over 19,500 of 22,000 communities 1 
with identified floodplains participate in the National Flood 2 
Insurance Program. 3 

b. Congress has established the NFIP as a self-supporting 4 
program. Consequently, administrative costs, mapping, and 5 
other NFIP expenses are paid through insurance premiums 6 
and fees from map revision requests. This reduces the costs 7 
to the taxpayer for disaster assistance.   8 

c. Insurance claims, unlike loans (principle plus interest), do 9 
not have to be repaid.  10 

d. As of 2005 total building coverage available on a single-11 
family dwelling is $250,000 plus contents (insurance 12 
coverage limits of $100,000) while grants are very small 13 
(sometimes only $10,000).  14 

e. Similar to all insurance programs the NFIP spreads the cost 15 
of insurance through time and over and across a large 16 
number of properties that are at risk. 17 

3. Detrimental Attributes  18 

a. To be eligible for flood insurance a property owner must 19 
maintain their flood insurance policy and pay the 20 
premiums. 21 

b. Communities must enforce floodplain regulations on how 22 
properties within the Standard Flood Hazard Area may be 23 
used or constructed or reconstructed.  24 

c. Does not reduce damages. To gain lower premiums owners 25 
are encouraged to reduce their exposure. The Community 26 
Rating System does the same thing for communities.   27 

F. Relief and recovery (PP31) 28 

1. Functions 29 

a. Relief and recovery efforts from the public and private 30 
sectors help the individual, business owner, and community 31 
after a flood (PP32, Red Cross Truck).  32 
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b. Relief and recovery measures include cleanup, resumption 1 
of services, application of federal and state disaster aid 2 
normally on a 75/25 cost share basis.  3 

c. In addition, tax adjustment may allow credits or deductions 4 
for the costs of repairs and rehabilitation. Creative 5 
governments can use tax adjustments to influence how one 6 
rebuilds or uses flood prone areas.  7 

d. The Federal government provides loans and grants through 8 
several programs. These will be discussed in more detail in 9 
Session 20 next week.   10 

e. Communities with a recovery and mitigation plan are more 11 
effective in implementing post flood recovery in the 12 
shortest possible time. Important elements in this plan are 13 
provisions to mitigate structures at risk and eliminate 14 
unwise redevelopment on floodprone lands, thereby 15 
minimizing future flood losses. 16 

2. Beneficial Attributes  17 

a. Organized response and recovery initiatives minimize 18 
interruption of businesses and disruption of utilities and 19 
transportation networks. 20 

b. During and after a flood, many federal and state programs 21 
and nonprofit organizations, e.g. Red Cross, can assist with 22 
debris removal, shelter and feeding victims, and 23 
rehabilitation of public services.  24 

c. During recovery, the local government may be presented an 25 
opportunity to eliminate flood damaged development by 26 
elevating, floodproofing them or buying them and 27 
relocating the victims. Finally, structures can be rebuilt in 28 
ways that minimizes future flood losses.  29 

3. Detrimental Attributes  30 

a. Unless government takes the time to use tax credits and 31 
deductions to guide redevelopment of floodplains these 32 
potential incentives will not provide protection against 33 
future flood damages. Redevelopment property without 34 
proper mitigation simply allows for the continuation of the 35 
damage-rebuild-damage cycle of the past.   36 
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b. In fact, poorly structured tax adjustments may encourage 1 
continued unwise use of floodplains or even more 2 
development. 3 

c. Effective recovery requires forethought as expressed in a 4 
plan. Unless the community has a strategy for debris 5 
clearance, restoration of utilities, infrastructure, and public 6 
services victims face a protracted period of recovery.  7 

G. General concerns about nonstructural measures (ASFPM, 2001, p. 50) (PP 8 
33, Nonstructural Measures) 9 

1. Acquisition and relocation are often done piecemeal, leaving what 10 
is called a checkerboard pattern of vacant lots and buildings that 11 
either didn't qualify for the program or whose owners did not want 12 
to move. 13 

2. Elevation and flood proofing projects still leave buildings 14 
surrounded by floodwaters during a flood.  15 

a. Occupants often try to ride out the flood or get to or from 16 
their properties during high water, requiring significant 17 
police and fire protection costs. 18 

b. The building may be isolated and without utilities; 19 
therefore temporarily unusable. 20 

3. Owner-designed measures (if allowed), especially dry flood 21 
proofing, may not adequately account for all forces that 22 
floodwaters place on a building.  23 

a. This can result in severe structural damage to the building.  24 

4. The streets, utilities, and other infrastructure that serve an elevated 25 
or flood proofed building are still exposed to flood damage and 26 
public costs for those damages. 27 

 28 

 29 

Objective 19.3 30 

Complete the Module examination. 31 

Remarks:  32 
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A. The Module 4 examination may be distributed at the end of class to be 1 
completed at home.  If it is distributed, a few minutes should be allowed 2 
for explanation. 3 

B. The instructor may also distribute the examination during the next session 4 
to be completed with in class.   5 

 6 

7 
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 1 
Handouts 2 
 3 

Handout 19H1  4 
 5 
NO ADVERSE IMPACT (NAI) floodplain management is an approach that insures the 6 
action of any community or property owner, public or private, does not adversely impact 7 
the property and rights of others (ASFPM, 2003, p. 3).  8 
 9 
NONSTRUCTURAL APPROACHES - includes all other adjustments (e.g., 10 
regulations, insurance, etc.) in the way society acts when occupying or modifying a 11 
floodplain (FEMA, 1986, p. IV-1). Nonstructural approaches generally are applied to 12 
individual structures, as opposed to structural measures that are generally adjust the 13 
waterway or floodplain to fit human needs. 14 
 15 
NONSTRUCTURAL MEASURES - A term originally devised to distinguish 16 
techniques that modify susceptibility to flooding (such as regulation, floodplain 17 
acquisition and flood proofing techniques) from the more traditional structural methods 18 
(such as dams, levees, and channels) use to control flooding (L.R. Johnston, 1992, p. C-19 
7).  20 
 21 
NONSTRUCTURAL MEASURES - All floodplain management measures excepting 22 
structural flood control works. Examples of nonstructural measures are flood 23 
warning/preparedness systems, relocation, flood proofing, regulation, land acquisition, 24 
and public investment policy (United States Water Resources Council, 1981, p. A - 4).  25 
 26 
NONSTRUCTURAL MEASURES - fall into two broad categories, those that modify 27 
the susceptibility to flood damage and disruption, and those that modifies the impact of 28 
flooding on individuals and on the community (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1983, p. 29 
13).   30 
 31 
STRUCTURAL APPROACHES - adjustments that modify the behavior of floodwaters 32 
through the use of measures such as public works, dams, levees and channel work 33 
(FEMA, 1986, p. IV-1).  34 
 35 
STRUCTURAL MEASURES - Measures such as dams, reservoirs, dikes, levees, 36 
floodwalls, channel alterations, high flow diversions and spillways, and land treatment 37 
measures designed to modify floods (L.R. Johnston Associates, 1992, p. c-9). 38 
 39 
STRUCTURAL MEASURES - Flood control works such as dams and reservoirs, 40 
levees and floodwalls, channel alterations, seawalls, and diversion channels which are 41 
designed to keep water away from specific developments and/or populated areas or to 42 
reduce flooding in such areas (United States Water Resources Council, 1981, p. A-5).  43 
 44 
STRUCTURAL MEASURES - direct flood waters into desired paths (U.S. Army Corps 45 
of Engineers, 1983, p. 13). 46 

47 
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-----Original Message----- 
From: John Day [mailto:johnwday@bellsouth.net] 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2007 3:08 AM 
To: Natalie Snider 
Subject: Lopez comments 
 
Natalie, I am sending 3 emails with three different documents.  
Attached are my comments on the lopez document. 
 
John 
 
Attachment: 
 
Comments on Lopez et al. Multiple Lines of Defense Paper 
 
These are some general comments on the paper by Lopez et al. 
 
There is much good about this effort, but there are a number of places where it can be 
improved.  These comments are offered to improve the paper.  I realize that the document 
is addressed at policy makers, but it needs to also be scientifically rigorous.  
 
The paper needs to be integrated into a more holistic framework about the Mississippi 
delta and deltas in general.  The conceptual model presented in the paper is incomplete 
and does not fully reflect the functioning of the Mississippi delta.  In the Mississippi 
delta, as in all deltas, a variety of processes operating on a number of different spatial and 
temporal scales interact to form and sustain the delta.  The idea is that sustainable 
management of the delta should be based on system functioning.  This has be called 
pulses, and it is important to maintain these pulses on all spatial and temporal scales  The 
idea of multiple lines of defense must be integrated with this broader conceptual model. 
 
As a result of these processes, a delta is characterized by a number of emergent 
properties.  The multiple lines of defense framework is a result of two important 
emergent properties of deltaic functioning, a patchwork of different habitats and the 
effect of these habitats on storm surges.  But there are other important emergent 
properties that result from the proper functioning of deltas.  These include fisheries, 
maintenance of water quality, carbon sequestration, and wildlife habitat.  All of these are 
important ecosystem services, and there are others.   When a delta is managed in a 
sustainable way, all of these important ecosystems services are maintained.  Thus, we 
should not focus on only single or few of these, but the proper functioning of the delta.   
 
One thing that a broad conceptual model tells us is that the river interacted with the 
deltaic plain much stronger when it was natural.  For example, between 1850 and 1930, 
there were at least 10 major crevasses to the east of the river.  These were huge events 
where crevasse flow ranged up to 10,000 m3/sec and tens of millions of tons of sediment 
were deposited during a single crevasse event.  The 1927 crevasse event deposited a thick 
layer of sediments that covered an area of about 150 km2.  We also know that a number 
of distributaries functioned, especially during high flow.  Bayou Manchac is today a 
shallow sluggish stream with little flow, but it was described as a “roaring torrent” that 
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carried ships between the river and Lake Pontchartrain.  Flow during such periods was 
probably in excess of 10,000 cfs for months at a time.  An important question is whether 
we can have a sustainable delta without periodic crevasse sized events. 
 
An appropriate time frame to aim for to achieve good delta functioning is probably no 
later than 1850. 
 
The MLD paper has a number of suggested projects.  The paper should make it clear that 
this is just a suggested general scenario.  It is highly unlikely that what is finally done 
will be the specific set of projects listed.  A careful analysis has been done only for the 
Hope Canal project into the Maurepas basin.  The specific values given for locations and 
discharges for individual diversion projects will almost certainly change over the coming 
decades as the plan evolves.  Perhaps a range for each project should be given.  In 
general, there are not enough large projects such as crevasses.   
 
GCG and energy.  We really need to address the question of what is really possible given 
the very real constraints of climate change and energy scarcity. 
 
Fresh water needs and climate change.  One of the climate change forcings that will 
almost certainly affect delta restoration is more frequent droughts.  We must make 
efficient use of freshwater resources.  I think the identification and development of plans 
for use of freshwater resources should be an important part of the current effort. 
 
I think that it needs to be strongly stated that the process of developing plans by “expert 
opinion” has been taken about as far as it can.  The present process has developed a 
reasonable draft plan.  But before this plan can be developed further, it must be subjected 
to careful analytical and quantitative analysis.  There are currently modeling, statistical, 
and quantitative tools being used that are capable of doing this.  Expert opinion alone 
cannot carefully analyze a plan with so many elements, most of which will interact with 
each other and with varying environmental (global climate change) and economic 
(energy scarcity) drivers.   
 
The plan should build more on existing information that provides a valuable resource 
base.  This resource base includes numerous scientific publications on the Mississippi 
delta.  There is also a wealth of information available on deltas worldwide.  This 
information shows that the issues, problems, and conceptual framework for the 
Mississippi are not unique but are similar to many other deltas.  Thus, insights gained 
from other deltas is important in developing a plan for the Mississippi.  The NTRC also 
made many suggestions regarding the restoration plan.  These need to integrated into the 
current document.  The 2006 Boesch et al. report also is a resource for this effort.  I also 
think it is important to get input and buy-in from a wider group of prominent scientists in 
Louisiana. 
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> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Hassan Mashriqui [mailto:mashriqui@hotmail.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, July 17, 2007 3:14 PM 
> To: johnlopez@pobox.com 
> Subject: RE: Comprehensive report Part 1 - for review 
>  
> Sorry for any mistakes of any kind. I had to rush. Hope this helps. 
> Regards. 
> Mashriqui 
> ----------------------------------------------- 
>  
> A Plan to Sustain Coastal Louisiana Utilizing the Multiple Lines of  
> Defense Strategy July , 2007 
>  
> By 
> Multiple Lines of Defense Assessment Team 
>  
> Draft & Quick Comments by Hassan Mashriqui 
>  
> This is a comprehensive document on how to apply the MLOD for coastal  
> restoration and hurricane protection. I appreciate all the hard work  
> and the contribution of the team. Current engineering tools do not  
> adequately account the role of wetlands during storm surge. Therefore,  
> suggestions by the MLOD team will not influence design engineers too  
> much. 
>  
> I am assuming this plan will be promoted as an alternate to the  
> current LaCPRA or Corps' plan for coastal restoration and protection.  
> As the title suggests, this document describes and proposes "A plan to  
> Sustain Coastal Louisiana". Therefore, emphasis is on the wetland  
> restoration than the hurricane protection. Will local people go for  
> this plan? Local support is a key for any plan. 
>  
> In general, scientists and engineers are aware of the MLOD concept. 
> However, 
> considerable uncertainties exist as to how to quantify the benefit  
> (for example, surge reduction) of each LOD during a hurricane event  
> and costs associated with each of those LOD construction (or  
> restoration). 
>  
> LaCPRA and Corps' plan have an engineering basis for their suggestions  
> and recommendations. MLOD plan, at this point, is a concept (though a  
> good concept). At this time it is hard to compare MLOD options with  
> State or Corps' plan. Levee alignments proposed by the State or Corps'  
> plan provide a certain level of protection (in theory) from surge. On  
> the contrary, MLOD also has levee alignments but do not explain how  
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> that will change surge heights or propagation. How much marsh will be  
> affected by the levees proposed in the MLOD plan? 
>  
> Does MLOD support a barrier plan for the Lake Pontchartrain? Clearly,  
> a good barrier plan is a must for the east side of the Mississippi  
> River. 
>  
> River diversions will restoration wetlands - no doubt. But what will  
> be the rate of land/marsh building? How many hurricane seasons will  
> pass before we build any land? How much of the surge reduction will we  
> get after the best possible land gain? 
>  
> During Rita, surge propagated miles inland through healthy wetlands. 
> Wetlands will not stop surge - it will reduce surge. Some sort of  
> levees will be necessary. Studying the beast alignments with least  
> wetlands foot-print is the key. From that point, MLOD concept will be  
> very helpful. 
> Good Luck! 
>  
> 
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From:  Bob Thomas [rathomas@loyno.edu] 
Sent:  Sunday, July 22, 2007 3:09 PM 
To:  johnlopez@pobox.com 
Cc:  Carlton Dufrechou; Natalie Snider 
Subject:  RE: Request review of Comprehensive report 
 
This is a phenomenal piece of work.  I've given it a quick read, and am mightily impressed.  
Comments later.  Great work.  Bob 
  
Robert A. Thomas, Ph.D., Interim Director 
School of Mass Communication 
Loyola University    Box 199 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70118-6195  USA 
v 504.865.2107 
f  504.865.2333 
http://www.loyno.edu/lucec 
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From: R Eugene Turner [mailto:euturne@lsu.edu]  
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2007 1:36 PM 
To: johnlopez@pobox.com 
Subject: RE: Comprehensive report Part 1 - for review 
 

John: 
 
Sorry to take 2 weeks to respond.  I was away for the first week and kept pretty busy.  The last unexpected 
diversion of my time was a three day fix of the broken sewage system at home.  
 
You said not to worry about editing, and to stick to ideas.  
 
the attachment has the comments. 
 
good luck with this.  
 
cheers, 
 
g 
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John:

Sorry to take 2 weeks to respond.  I was away for the first week and kept pretty busy.  The last
unexpected diversion of my time was a three day fix of the broken sewage system at home.

You said not to worry about editing, and to stick to ideas.

This is a really good strategy – to get alternatives into the decision matrix.   I like the crisp
criticism of various state/fed construction programs.  Although one may feel that these critical
comments promote negativity, the clear analysis is necessary (and supportable, of course).  The
#1 problem I have with the restoration planning over the years is not that the particular technical
issues are advanced or things I do or do not like, but that there is so little room to discuss the
assumptions for the plans or to ventilate alternatives.  In other words, the discussions are
constrained upfront.  Backing out of them later is fraught with the same obstacles creating the
decision and we end up paying a heavy price for poor results.  Surprises happen.

A.  Missing:
The document does not address individually-small projects.  It has only projects that are
individually-large.  Please notice that I did not say that I was opposed to large projects, in
principles.  Small-sized projects can be packaged into large scale solutions.  Why use them?
Because individually-small scale projects:  1) create wetlands 2) they are inexpensive and (3)
they are technically simple.  Examples include backfilling canals, and taking down spoil banks
and impoundments, creating crevasses at the delta head of passes.

Details  The costs of restoration projects goes UP, not down, with project size.

Figure 10.1.  The
relationship between
restoration project size
($1000s) and the $ ha-1

wetland restored or created
(as measured by vegetative
cover). Dredged material
wetlands may use the
essentially “free” dredged
materials from other
Federal dredging projects
when done as a part of a
maintenance dredging
project and therefore have
an extremely beneficial
economic leverage.
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Here are some costs from our restoration book, chapter 10.
______________________________________________________________________________

Table 10.1.  Estimates of the total area available, number of restoration sites, annual restoration
rate (as a percent of the total area with vegetative cover), and the size range of individual
restoration sites in the northern Gulf of Mexico.  An explanation of the data sources is in the
footnotes (based on the relevant chapter contents).

Total Restoration Individual
Area Available Number Rate Project Size Cost

Approach (ha) of Sites (% yr
-1

) Range (ha) ($ ha
-1

)

Crevasse Splays1 >47,600 >100 1.1 10-300 48

(@ 4.76 ha yr
-1

)

Agricultural 45,180 20 1 300-7,000 1

 Impoundments2

Backfilled Canals (10% area) 8,043 1,870 1.5 1-50 1,000

  (including spoil bank) 3

Spoil Bank Restoration4 >10,000 >100 2.5 10-1,000 10
(100 ha each)

Terracing5 1,000 20 5 10-100 4,686
(50 ha each)

Dredged Material Wetlands6 >144,000 >1000 >50 <1-100 0 to 23,600
 (144 ha each)

Excavated Wetlands7 >2,000 100? >20 1-100 44,600
(20 ha each)

Thin Layer Placement8 >10,000 extensive no data 1-100 ???
______________________________________________________________________________

B.  Missing:
CANALS    I don’t understand why dealing with canals is shut out of the conversation.

There are tons of quantified cause-and-effect data on this that is ignored in favor of the un-
quantified river levee restoration approach.  In the St. Bernard watershed and in Barataria there is
a direct relationship between canal area and land loss.;  dredging activity has gone up and down
in parallel with land loss rates.  There are explanations for how these relationships work.  There
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are site-specific examples of the cause-and-effect relationships.  The same relationships hold for
areas far away from the river as close to the river.  If we cannot diagnose the problem correctly,
then how can we be sure that the solution is correct?

Fig. 4. Land-loss rates from 1955/56 to 1978
in 7 1/2' quadrangle maps selected because
they include the geologically defined St.
Bernard delta complex, which underlies the St.
Bernard estuary (east bank of the Mississippi
River) and part of the modern Barataria
watershed. A linear regression of the data is
shown together with the Coefficient of

Determination (R2); p <0.01. The intercept is
the same as what is expected based on the life-
time of the St. Bernard delta (ca. 3000 years
old).

River diversions are promoted because they bring in more freshwater, nutrients and
sediments.  Where are the data to support these assumptions?  The amount brought by diversions
is pretty meager, the freshwater does not benefit oysters which create a very hurricane-resistant
hard bottom; fresh marshes are less resistant to hurricanes, and nutrients are demonstrably a
threat to coastal marsh health.  The example of land loss around the Caenarvon diversion, but not
at the reference site to the east is instructive.  Did the diversion make the system more
susceptible to hurricane damage?  - Is the anticipated result consistent with the data?

Fig. 3. The new open water in the St.
Bernard estuary after the 2005
hurricanes (Barras 2006). The area
outlined in yellow is the reference
marsh. The reference area has
relatively little potential damage
compared to the area in the
immediate vicinity of the Caenarvon
diversion. The orange line is the
central axis of Hurricane Katrina’s
path
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So, from my ‘canal-centric’ point of view, 1) the causes include canals 2) the alternatives
proposed do not recognize canals as a driver of land loss (not in a meaningful way), and 3) the
assumptions underlying the choice of the levees as the primary driver of land loss is weak.  Thus,
making restoration plans that specifically target canals is a prudent option to add to the mix of
restoration options.  Adding this element is consistent with the Precautionary Principle.

C.  Updates:
The loss rates have not continued “unabated”.  The Barras estimate is that it was about 10 sq. mi.
from 1990 to 2000.  The Britsch data set from 1990 to 2001 confirms this.  There is an estimate
for the Chenier Plain that it was zero from 1990 to 2000.  The trajectory, in other words, matches
the rise and fall in dredging.  We should not keep saying that landloss is 35, 25 or 10 sq. mi
annually when the data say otherwise.  It is declining so fast that it may have been zero now,
except for the last 2 hurricanes.  We are going to get burned badly if this keeps being said by
people/agencies who should know otherwise.

Fig. 4. The annual area of (A) new dredged
channels (km2 yr-1), (B) land loss rates (km2 yr-1),
and (C) average inorganic density (g cm-3) on the
Louisiana coast for various intervals.  The
inorganic content is the average (± 1 SD) for the
cores described in Turner, R. E., E. M. Swenson,
C. S. Milan, and J. M. Lee 2007. Hurricane
signals in salt marsh sediments: Inorganic sources
and soil volume. Limnology and Oceanography
52: 1231-1238.
http://aslo.org/lo/toc/vol_52/issue_3/1231.pdf
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D.  Updates - Nutrients
You may not think that adding nutrients are such a good idea of you look at the science

literature.  More nutrients means less organic accumulation and fewer roots. Organics are the
main means of accumulating sediments on this coast (mineral content is less than 10%) and the
roots resist erosion.

E.  Specifics
I’ll avoid grammar and minor editing, except when crucial, per your request
p. 6 “may reduce the impact”  be really careful with “may”  Do you have any

uncertainty about the effect?  Why not say “will”
p. 6 and 10 and eslsewhere

salinity gradient goal;  What is the basis for trying to control salinity?
Map on page 24 (damage) looks very much like the map on page 55 (recovery).  People who

have gone out there say there is little recovery.
p. 62 and elsewheres:  the projections of land loss to 2050 are not fraught with errors and

assumptions.  The loss rates they used were based on extrapolations that
do not account for the measured rates from 1990 to 2000 (2001).

Ring levees are good

p. 24 “pulsing” is hardly a ‘well developed concept” and it remains a ‘concept’ not a
proven restoration approach.

p. 26 the Mississippi River levee(s) are an evacuation route for light traffic.  They went
practically unused during HK&R

. 32, map the stylized map does not indicate that the storm surge in Lake Pontchartrain was
higher during HR than in HK.

p. 53 oyster production has not been increased in the region.  Some regions within the
Caenarvon diversion may have benefits, but the net benefits for oyster yield are clearly going
to be negative.  Adding freshwater to GOM estuaries results in lower oyster yields (Turner,
R. E. 2006. Will lowering estuarine salinity increase Gulf of Mexico oyster landings?
Estuaries and Coasts 29(3): 345-352.)

p. 60-1 What is the data to show that salinity has increased in Barataria bay?  An analysis of
diatoms indicates that salinity has not changed significantly, if at all (Parsons, M.L., Q.
Dortch, R. E. Turner, and N. N. Rabalais 1999. Salinity history of coastal marshes
reconstructed from diatom remains. Estuaries 22: 1078-1089.).  Rainfall has increased in the
last 50 years so that the salinity line projected for Davis Pond is now met by the increased
rainfall.  Gunter got it wrong.

p. 63, costs Compare these costs to those in the table presented earlier
p. 72 here is an ‘unintended consequence”  The Barataria Land Bridge expanded from its

measured dimensions about the time that the ICWW was built, which we now know doubled
the flow heading south.  Geomorphologists have shown how the channel morphology must
match the flow.  Form follows function, in other words.  So here a diversion is added and
more are planned.  The logical expected consequence is a wider channel at the Land Bridge.
And David Pond is not building land.
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p. 107 re, saltwater trapping.  Why didn’t it drain?  There are numerous observations over the
last 50 years to the effect that the spoil banks trapped saltwater behind them, killing
vegetation.   Doesn’t  that result tell us something about what to do for restoration?

F.  Concerns and opinions
The berm on Lake Borgne are problematic.
The idea that the Maurepas swamps need diversions is unproven. The Blind River CIAP project

is unnecessary and perhaps dangerous.  It looks like the damage is from an
impoundment (hence the project boundary lines) not from lack of anything
that could come from a diversion.  It is horribly expensive.  Bringing
down the impoundment levees first is 1% of the cost.  All the swamp
diversions look problematic to me, because the science is not there when
the details are examined

The NO sewage treatment plant restoration – very problematic and the assumptions are
ungrounded in science

Chandeleur Island restoration – scary
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From: John Lopez [mailto:johnlopez@pobox.com] Sent: Tue 7/24/2007 
7:49 AM To: bspoore@usgs.gov; mford@crcl.org; Bkohl40@cs.com; Bryan 
Rogers; Carlton Dufrechou; Ford P Mark; John A McCorquodale; Joe 
Suhayda; johnlopez@pobox.com; 
joseph.n.suhayda@mvn02.usace.army.mil; Mark Hester; Martin T 
OConnell; Natalie Snider; Paul Keddy; Paul Kemp; Subhash Kulkarni 
Subject: Request review of Comprehensive report  
 
 
Part 2 
(the same note as part 1 was included when sent to additional reviewers).  
John A. Lopez, Ph.D. 
Director-Coastal Sustainability Program 
Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation  
SaveOurLake.org 
225-294-4998 - land line 
504-421-7348 - cell 
johnlopez@pobox.com 
(saw for jal) 
 
From: 
John A McCorquodale 
To: 
johnlopez@pobox.com;  
Subject: 
RE: Request review of Comprehensive report 
Date: 
Thursday, July 26, 2007 8:15:53 AM 
 
 
John 
 
I am still reading the draft report. I would like to suggest a modification on 
page 59-60. "Long term modeling indicates that continuous operation of a 
Violet diversion at high flows could over-freshen Lake Pontchartrain. 
Salinity control throughout the estuary will require innovative management 
of this and other freshwater inputs. For example this may require pulsing of 
the Violet flow. " 
 
Page 45. Fig 17 maybe change "...removes "the funnel".." to "...reduces 
"the funnel..". There are some technical problems and misunderstandings 
about the "funnel" effect. 
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Also Fig 17 seems to show only the Roigolets flood gate and not the Chef 
gate.  
 
Alex 
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From: 
Rune Storesund 
To: 
johnlopez@pobox.com;  
cc: 
"Natalie Snider";  
Subject: 
RE: Request review of Comprehensive report 
Date: 
Friday, July 27, 2007 1:14:24 AM 
 
Hello Dr. Lopez,  
My edits will be emailed to you using www.yousendit.com due to the size of the file, so please 
be on the lookout for it.  
It was with great pleasure I reviewed the document you sent me. I focused primarily on ‘big 
picture’ concepts and most of my comments are in the executive summary section. Overall, I 
think this is the most comprehensive treatment of existing conditions and goals for future flood 
protection and restoration efforts. Excellent! I think that this document is a fantastic conceptual 
design, but additional details are required for a ‘final’ plan, prior to implementation. I think we 
need to visit and rigorously select a level of protection based on magnitude of consequences 
(risk-based). For example, hospitals situated within the protected area are required to be 
designed for the 10,000 year event, but if they are only being protected by 100 or 500-year 
levees, the weakest link is the levee and the default level of protection is only 100 or 500 years, 
not 10,000. I also think that a life-cycle approach should be taken that accounts for costs, 
performance, and scheduling/timing for all phase of restoration/flood protection development 
(planning, design, construction, operations/maintenance, requalification, decommissiong). As 
with the Lake Pontchartrain Hurricane Protection system, if it takes 60 years to actually 
construct a system that is designed to fail every 100 years, we may not be effectively 
accomplishing much.  
I’d be happy to discuss any of these comments with you or provide any guidance or direction 
on these topics via phone.  
Once again, this is a tremendous contribution to the coastal Louisiana restoration effort!  
Thanks for the opportunity to provide feedback and hopefully some of these thoughts are 
useful to you.  
Rune 
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From: Shirley Laska [mailto:SLaska@uno.edu]  
Sent: Saturday, July 28, 2007 10:21 PM 
To: johnlopez@pobox.com 
Subject: RE: Comprehensive report Part 1 - for review 
 
John, Sharon, 
  
Attached are my comments of the first file.  I don't think I can do any more this weekend.  This is 
one of 5 manuscripts I am working on this weekend.  I guess that is a good sign; we are 
recovering to where we can multi task! 
  
I hope my comments are useful.  I continue to be frustrated about the limited involvement of 
social scientists.  Why couldn't you have had one on your team.  Why don't you put Rod on 
instead of his just being a later contributor?  If we social scientists were in charge, you physical 
scientists would be pissed if you got only a pass at the final product. These challenges are more 
human than they are biological or hydrologic at this point in the (non) restoration process. 
  
Please don't just pass (another use of the word) on the land use planning aspect.  IT IS VERY 
IMPORTANT, especially given how long it will take to do the structural, if ever.  To use Shea's 
words,  we have the natural environment time frame and the human.  They are not similar.  The 
human is a much shorter time frame. 
  
I'll be in my office until Friday when I go home to my family in Mass. for my second week of 
vacation. 
  
Good luck on the report. 
  
Shirley 
  
_________________________ 
Shirley Laska, PhD 
Professor of Sociology 
Director 
Center for Hazards Assessment, Response & Technology (CHART) 
University of New Orleans 
New Orleans, LA 70148 
Land line: (504) 280-1254.  Cell: (504) 616-3846  
Website: www.chart.uno.edu 
  
Attachment:   
 
1. Components of MLofD: Land use planning is as important as structural elevation.  If 
the swamps had never been allowed to be developed, we would not be in the fix we are 
in.  And the fix we are going to be in on the Westbank when the “perfect storm” hits for 
that area. I encourage you to include it with structural elevation.  Very important. And 
will continue to be so, despite the challenges of considering it.  When we have high 
ground we need to take as much advantage of it as we possibly can.  You in fact mention 
this concept as coastal Louisiana smart growth.  I encourage you to put it on the diagram 
as well.  This is land use planning: 
 
Conversely, the smaller the areas behind levees, the more area is available to allow 
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natural hydrology and estuarine wetlands to flourish. 
 
 
2. We systematically prepared the human activities that would be in the “shadow” of the 
barrier islands, and thus protected from them.  It was published in the special issue of the 
Journal of Coastal Research in 2005.  I’m sure you have the issue.  I encourage you to 
include it because it raises the very questions you ask about the lines of defense.   
 
Shirley Laska, George Woodell, Ronald Hagelman, Robert Gramling, Monica Teets Farris with 
the assistance of Windell Curole, Becky Boudreaux, Traber Davis and William Kappel.  2005.  
“At Risk:  The Human, Community and Infrastructure Resources of Coastal Louisiana.” Special 
Issue.  Journal of Coastal Research 44:90-111 
 
3.  Bob Gramling is first author on another chapter in that special issue that is entitled “A 
Working Coast.” That that is also not in your report is a loss although you refer to the 
“working coast.”  
 
Gramling, R. 2004. A Working Coast: People in the Louisiana Wetlands. Journal of 
Coastal Research. Special Issue Number 44, Saving America’s Wetland: Strategies for 
Restoration of Louisiana’s Coastal Wetlands and Barrier Islands. 
 
4. In addition, I participated with Gramling and a Corps economist, Lisa Leonard, in the 
following modeling exercise for the human impact of a hurricane storm surge: 
 
Bartell, S., Braud, D., Farber, S., Gramling, R. Hagelman, R., Kemp, P., Laska, S., 
Leonard L.,  

Maestri, B., Nuttle, W., Reed, D., Stone, G., Stutts, V., Woodell, G., 2004.  “The 
Effect of Coastal Restoration on Flood Risk in Terrebonne Parish.”  Chapter 21.  
In, R.R. Twilley (ed.), Coastal Louisiana Ecosystem Assessment and Restoration 
(CLEAR) Model of Louisiana Coastal Area (LCA) Comprehensive Ecosystem 
Restoration Plan.  Volume II: Tasks 9-15.  Final Report to Louisiana Department 
of Natural Resources, Coastal Restoration Division, Baton Rouge, LA.  Contract 
No. 2511-02-24.  355 pp.  

 
 
These projects accomplished in a “rough” way what you are discussing in the first part of 
the paper.   
 
5. When you discuss the importance of projecting the ecosystem impact of restoration 

projects so as to alert users of what will be happening I think you should say more.  
The changes will dramatically affect the use of the ecosystem for commercial 
purposes and in order to reduce the opposition to the restoration to historic conditions, 
special consideration must be made to be as precise in ecosystem change, scope and 
timing.  I believe it is important to declare that commitment. 

 
6. Do a search on “assuming the levee proposed levees” to correct this sentence. 
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7. We all recognize that the structural lines of defense, including those that are being 
enhanced such as the Orleans canals, will very, very likely require more than the 
predicted time to be completed.  In fact, the Cat. 5 protection will never be 
implemented.  Therefore, it is very advisable to encourage non structural measures.  
They may in fact be the only measures available to most of the residents for their 
lifetimes.  I wish this were an exaggeration but you know it is not.  Therefore I 
encourage you to be more forceful about such measures.  I know Rod would agree 
with me.  They are not just lagniappe.  The structural barriers are the lagniappe 
because of the time they will take to be constructed. 

 
8.   I’ve done extensive work on non structural floodproofing in Louisiana.  Here are 
the references: 
 
Laska, Shirley and French Wetmore. 2000. “The Role of Floodproofing in Hazard  

Management.” Pp. 268-276 in Dennis J. Parker (ed.), Flood Hazards and  
Disasters.  London: Routledge. 

Laska, Shirley. 1991. Floodproof Retrofitting. Boulder: University of Colorado, 
Social and Behavioral Science Monograph Series #49. 

Laska, Shirley. 1990. “Homeowner Adaptation to Flooding: An Application of the 
General Hazards Coping Theory.” Environment and Behavior 22 (May): 320-357. 

Laska, Shirley. 1986. “Involving Homeowners in Flood Mitigation.” Journal of the 
American Planning Association 52 (Autumn): 452-466 

 
8. End of project 12 for region 1 has incomplete sentence. 
 
9. I’m concerned with the lack of tightening up of the targets for restoration.  With the 

anticipated costs for ecosystem restoration you know we are not going to get much.  
If we take the same stand as the Corps (the sky is the limit because almost none of it 
will never happen) then we also won’t get any restoration.  I am concerned that you 
are glossing over the funding realities of any of the lines of defense.  Let’s make them 
an offer (proposal) that they can’t deny us because of the exorbitant cost of it.  
Otherwise you all are simply mimicking the Corps.   

 
10. Figure 37.  Where is the green area, i.e. the proposed location of the oyster beds? 
 
2) Jefferson and Orleans Parishes (West Bank) Levee.  I think you represent this very 
cavalierly without considering the impact on the human population.  If you support this 
you are supporting the modern day version of what happened in the back swamp from the 
river high ground to the lake front.  Now the levees are too low.  If they are going to be 
raised they should be raised on the existing levees, not extended farther out into the 
swamps on the Westbank.  Larry Buss, the long-time chair of the Corps National Non 
Structural Mitigation Committee concurs wholeheartedly.  This would be an example of 
land use planning as a non structural measure. I encourage you to write details to this 
effect. 
 
A back levee extension to the levee should be to 500 year protection with integration 
of all other flood protection measures. This levee should also be designed to prevent 
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back flooding from nearby diversions. The levee will require additional internal 
drainage improvements including the capacity to pump water to the flood side of the 
levee. Based on USACE Plan Formulation Atlas, the maximum 500 year surge 
height is 14 feet. This levee alignment is entirely within the habitat goal of fresh 
wetlands and is historically swamp habitat. Restoration of sustainable wetland 
forests outside and adjacent to the levees should be an adjunct to levee design, 
construction and maintenance. The treated wastewater from locally protected 
communities can also be used to rejuvenate local forests. 
11.  
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From: Darryl_Clark@fws.gov 
Sent: Monday, July 30, 2007 10:11 AM 
To: Natalie Snider 
Cc: carlton@saveourlake.org; johnlopez@pobox.com 
Subject: Re: Request review of Comprehensive report 
 
Natalie and John, 
 
Thanks for sending the draft Multiple Lines of Defense report.  It looks like  
you put a lot of work into the report.  I do not know if I will be able to get  
through it by August 6th. 
 
I did scan the first few pages and noticed that the fresh marsh projection on  
figure 4 (page 15) appeared to be very ambitious and may not be feasible.  The  
fresh marsh depicted extends for about 90% of the Chenier Plain.  For example,  
there is no way the Fish and Wildlife Service, National Marine Fisheries or  
fisherman in the Calcasieu an Sabine Lakes estuaries would allow marshes east  
and west of Calcasieu Lake to be totally fresh.  I would recommend that the  
habitat objectives (marsh types 
projections) described in the Coast 2050 report be examined and Figure 4 be  
revised accordingly.  Even those Coast 2050 plan habitat objectives are a bit  
fresh. 
 
Darryl 
 
Darryl Clark 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
646 Cajundome Blvd., Suite 400 
Lafayette, LA 70506 
337-291-3111 
291-3139 fax 
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From:  Douglas Meffert [dmeffert@tulane.edu] 
Sent:  Monday, July 30, 2007 8:56 PM 
To:  John Lopez 
Cc:  Carlton Dufrechou; Natalie Snider 
Subject:  Re: Request review of Comprehensive report 
Attachments:  Meffertcomment.doc 
 
Dear John, 
I haven’t had as much time to review the document as I’d wished, given my relentless demands 
preparing for my center’s external review.   I did want to get you something prior to July 31st 
(attached) so I was able to read it on the plane and in the airport today.  In general, I must say that this 
document is extremely well written and thought out.  Bold but realistic.  I can see this has been 
stewarded carefully and logically. 
Also, I must say that I actually ENJOYED reading it and, I frankly can’t say that of many of the 
planning (or “vision”) documents I’ve been reading which tend to trouble and frustrate me on many 
levels. 
So, attached are my primary thoughts.  As you may know, I’ve been spending much energy and time 
lately on issues of urban sustainability/recovery in the context of coastal sustainability (and vice 
versa); so my comments are focused on more of these types of issues, rather than on project-specific 
levels.  I just didn’t have time to get to that level. 
Congratulations to you all on getting the word out and support for this wise approach. 
Best, 
Doug 

----------  
Douglas J. Meffert, D. Env., MBA 
Eugenie Schwartz Professor for River & Coastal Studies 
Deputy Director, Tulane/Xavier Center for Bioenvironmental Research 
Program Director, RiverSphere 
 
1430 Tulane Ave., SL-3 
Tulane University 
New Orleans, LA 70112 
(w) 504-988-4618 
(f) 504-988-6428 
http://www.cbr.tulane.edu 
http://riversphere.tulane.edu 

Attachment: 

July 30, 2007 
 
Dear John, 
 
General Comments: 
Pages 6-7:  I like the two “important” notes you make on the outset, particularly 
acknowledging the benefits for protection and ecologic function along natural ridges and 
that this weaves through the document to reinforce the theme. 
 
Somewhere early in the document, perhaps in the introduction, it would be useful to 
emphasize that, while the MLD strategy focuses on structural measures, these practices 
are enhanced through non-structural defense measures.  By the time I was reading in page 
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10, I figured that non-structural was not going to be discussed or recommended in any 
detail.  So, I was pleased by page 17 and, more significantly, page 31 that these very 
important measures were presented in the context of other structural measures. 
 
Page 12:  Perhaps, this section would be enhanced by stating that the 
ecological/ecosystem functions of the wetland habitat goals is consistent with the WVA 
(Louisiana-application of modified USFWS HEP).  It’s not that MLD would have to 
endorse the WVA; but, it is consistent with it.  So, stating that, just like you state MLD 
fits within the overall LCPR. 
 
Page 16-17:  when stating that our historic development was Louisiana’s style of “Smart 
Growth”, perhaps you could define this very briefly for those who might not know that 
this is a branded term of sort.  A statement to the effect that “smart growth” is generally 
approach to neighborhood and citywide planning and development/redevelopment based 
on principles of sustainability (e.g., green space with ecosystem services, higher density, 
efficient energy, transportation, etc. 
 
Page 33 paragraph starting with  “In New Orleans…”  What would make this approach to 
sustainability more clear in terms of dealing with disasters/flooding would be adding a 
sentence to the effect of:  “Structures built during this period were more often designed to 
account for “more frequent”, “less catastrophic” events, rather than infrequent, severely 
catastrophic events. 
 
I don’t necessarily agree with the approach for the birds foot delta in that I think shipping 
access to the Mississippi River should be farther upstream than is indicated in this report.  
Having said that, this is highly controversial [e.g., abandoning bird’s foot delta (along 
with Buras and Venice] when we don’t even have a compensation package in place); so, 
your recommendation is as good as any, under the circumstances. 
 
Great work! 
Best, 
Doug Meffert 
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Ms. Natalie Snider 
Coalition to Restore Coastal Louisiana 
6160 Perkins Rd. 
Ste 225 
P.O. Box 1827 
Baton Rouge, LA 70821       July 31, 2007 
 
 
Dear Natalie, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to review your draft report entitled “A Plan to Sustain Coastal 
Louisiana Using the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy”, received on July 27, 2007.  
Unfortunately, we were unable to give it a thorough review in the short timeframe requested.  
However, the CPRA Integrated Planning Team was able to scan the report and meet with Randy 
Hanchey and Sidney Coffee to discuss the report and the nature of the comments that we could 
provide.   
 
Overall, we appreciate the obvious level of effort that your team has put into the plan, and the 
work to further define concepts described in Louisiana’s Comprehensive Master Plan for a 
Sustainable Coast (the Master Plan).  As discussed in our meeting with you on June 28, 2007, we 
agree that your team’s work does not represent a true alternative to the Master Plan, but rather a 
vehicle to offer additional details on key features from the perspective of your team.  We look 
forward to working with you to ensure that decision makers in Washington and the public in 
general clearly understand that you are not presenting your plan as an alternative to the Master 
Plan.  As we proceed forward with the task of implementing the Master Plan, elements of your 
report and other planning aid documents that have surfaced since the storms of 2005 will prove 
helpful in further defining measures, including the issues and uncertainties that we must address 
prior to proceeding with design and construction. 
 
In referencing the Master Plan in your report, we do request that you cite the final plan, rather 
than the draft plan, as you have currently done.  The process we followed of releasing both a 
preliminary draft report (released November 2006) and a draft report (released February 2007) 
allowed us to have two formal periods of advertised public comment and review, as well as 
concurrent scientific and engineering meetings and review.  This allowed for important 
improvements and clarifications to the final plan (released April 2007) based upon final scientific, 
engineering, and public views.  We believe that this commitment to transparency and 
inclusiveness in the planning process contributed to our ability to have the Master Plan approved 
unanimously by the State Legislature just one month after release.  We would like to ensure that 
reviewers of your plan benefit from these improvements by being referred to the final document.  
The web site for accessing the plan is:  www.lacpra.org.  The main report as well as the 11 
appendices, including technical data and public comments, may be accessed there. 
 
Although we are not able to provide detailed comment in this timeframe, we do have a few 
general thoughts that were provided during the extensive scientific and technical review of the 
Master Plan and its drafts that you may find helpful in completing your plan.  For a list of 
scientists and engineers consulted and the comments they provided, please refer to the final plan 
main report and appendices (specifically appendices C-1 and C-2). 
 
A significant framing comment that we received during review of the preliminary draft plan (the 
November 2006 report) was that, while the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy (MLDS) is a 
powerful tool for conveying the need for layered strategies to achieve sustainable and reliable 
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protection for coastal communities, it is not an adequate paradigm for planning a coastal 
restoration program.  We recognize that a sustainable coastal landscape serves as the basis for all 
other “lines of defense” that we may engineer in the system.  However, we must plan and design 
restoration projects in a way that ensures the sustainability of all ecosystem services, including 
the natural resources that sustain our communities and culture.  It is for this reason that we 
maintained use of the MLDS to frame discussion of protection measures after discussion of 
strategies for providing for a sustainable and diverse coastal landscape.   
 
Another concern may be found in your discussion of wetland habitat goals.  While we agree that 
establishing metrics for evaluating success in meeting project and program goals must be an early 
next step in plan implementation, and that the range of historical habitat gradients will be 
informative in doing so, we are concerned about tying a measure of success to a static point in 
time.  Of particular concern is your discussion that control of the estuarine salinity gradient of the 
coast should be a primary management goal.  Although we clearly acknowledge in our third 
objective that a diverse array of habitats coastwide is desired, principles of ecological engineering 
in a deltaic ecosystem run counter to setting such stringent habitat goals.  We have learned from 
the Caernarvon diversion project that setting such constraints in a naturally dynamic ecosystem 
limits our ability to maximize the restoration capabilities of such projects. 
 
Some of your detailed proposals will require substantial technical analysis, as well as stakeholder 
and public review.  For example, the major diversions of the Mississippi River and associated 
navigation channel realignment – commonly known as the Delta Management proposal – that is 
recommended in both your report and the Master Plan has far reaching implications for 
navigation, riverine flood control, and ecosystem restoration.  Although this measure is critical 
for maximizing sustainability of the coastal wetland ecosystem, it will only be possible to define 
the details of the Delta Management concept after extensive analysis, including public and 
stakeholder participation in plan formulation.  For these reasons, we found it inadvisable to 
include a single alternative for this concept in the final Master Plan.  We instead included a 
discussion of a representative range of alternatives, including one that was proposed by a team of 
scientists and released in a report entitled “Envisioning the Future of the Gulf Coast” (see citation 
“Technical Group, 2006” in the literature cited section of our Main Report), and another that was 
proposed by stakeholders living and working in lower Plaquemines Parish.  As the State moves 
forward in its planning, we will be able to work with you to evaluate the specifics of the vision 
laid out in your plan, along with alternatives that other scientists, stakeholders, and the public 
have offered through the Louisiana Coastal Area (LCA) and Master Plan process.  
 
In further evaluating and refining all protection and restoration measures, we must ensure that the 
best, most current information is utilized.  In formulating the Master Plan, we utilized the best 
technical data and analyses that were available to us at that time, knowing that advancements will 
continue to be made into the future which will influence our final recommendations for design 
and construction of program elements.  It appears that you may have drawn from data presented 
in the Corps’ Preliminary Technical Report for hydraulics analyses and in the LCA report for 
ecosystem analyses.  I am sure you are aware that there have been significant advancements in 
both the Corps’ hydraulic analyses related to storm surge as well as in the CLEAR ecosystem 
modeling capabilities since these reports were completed.  These newly improved evaluation 
tools, combined with the updated economic and risk information, have already proven to provide 
additional context for evaluating scientific advisability and/or technical feasibility of concepts in 
the development of the Master Plan.  Additionally, we cannot discard the possibility of improved 
technical understanding and capabilities that may alter our perception of what is possible for both 
ecosystem restoration and hurricane protection as compared to our current engineering practices.  
It is for these reasons that we were advised to present alternative concepts and maps in the final 
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report when discussing the more uncertain protection and restoration measures in our plan.  We 
believe that you are seeking to propose additional project alternatives in your report, and it will 
certainly be helpful as we proceed with evaluation, design and construction plans. 
 
As you know, a plan of this magnitude affects a tremendous number and diversity of 
stakeholders.  In order to be successful, adequate and meaningful stakeholder and public 
engagement is essential.  We found the dozens of stakeholder and public meetings that were a 
part of our planning effort to be enormously valuable to the quality and acceptability of our 
product.  We recommend that you include more specific statements in your report formulation 
guidelines that commit to transparency, inclusiveness, and full public participation in your plan 
formulation process as well.  As part of implementing this guideline, it would be very useful for 
you to include an appendix of your reviewers’ comments. 
 
In the end, we all agree that we must implement a suite of measures that best balances all 
objectives for the future of coastal Louisiana.  This must be done in an economically viable, 
environmentally sensitive manner, and will require the continued participation of all interests.  
We thank you for your valuable input and look forward to continuing to work with you as we 
implement the Master Plan. 
 
 

Sincerely, 
 

Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority 
     Integrated Planning Team 

 Jean Cowan 
 Michele Deshotels 
 Norwyn Johnson 

Jonathan Porthouse 
 

617 North 3rd Street 
PO Box 44027 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
70804 
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From: John Lopez [mailto:johnlopez@pobox.com] 
Sent: Sat 8/4/2007 6:05 PM 
To: barb35@bellsouth.net; maurepas@bellsouth.net; jbherke@cox.net; cswoosley@yahoo.com; 
cgroat@mail.utexas.edu; dkelley@sweetlake.com; parishadministrator@lafourchegov.org; 
osradp@attglobal.net; drichard@streamcompany.com; jtripp@environmentaldefense.org; 
jzee@tlcd.org; sglegal@lsu.edu; johnlopez@pobox.com; vermilioncorporation@connections-
lct.com; krwascom@cox.net; kcolvin@mcglinchey.com; laura@roussev.net; 
pauldavidson@bbcc.org; pkemp@audubon.org; pierre.conner@capitalonebank.com; 
rmilling@whitneybank.com; shawn.anglim@gmail.com; Bob Thomas; bamoss@sea-point.net; 
rgorman@htdiocese.org; sherrillsagrera@bellsouth.net; 
suzanne.r.hawes@mvn02.usace.army.mil; kaderka@nwf.org; SLASKA@UNO.EDU; 
teri53@aol.com; t.matte@cityofmc.com; tina@tinafreeman.com; wleger@legermestayer.com; 
w.m.gundlach@jpmorgan.com; wcrews@grayinsco.com; wmfisher@cityofno.com; 
yetheredge@teainconline.com; slld@mobiletel.com 
Cc: mford@crcl.org; nsnider@crcl.org; stevenp@crcl.org; gemick@crcl.org; coalition@crcl.org; 
carlton@saveourlake.org 
Subject: Summary Report for joint CRCL & LPBF BOD mtg 8-7-07  

To Board Members, 
  
In preparation for the joint board meeting on Tuesday to present the draft report prepared by the 
MLOD Assessment Team, we have prepared a summary document for your review.   The 
abbreviated draft document includes the executive summary, key figures and the introductions to 
each planning unit with corresponding table and planning unit map.   If anyone wants the entire 
report, please email a request to John.  It’s a large document that must be sent in 2 emails. 
  
As a reminder, the meeting will be held from 10am to noon on Tuesday, August 7th in the 14th 
Floor Conference Room (McGlinchey Stafford office) at One American Place, 301 Main Street, 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 
  
If you have not done so already, you may RSVP by emailing coalition@crcl.org or calling the 
Coalition office at (225) 767-4181. 
  
Thanks, 
  

Natalie Snider 
Science Director 
Coalition to Restore Coastal Louisiana 
6160 Perkins Road, Suite 225 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70808 
(225) 767-4181 
(225) 768-8193 (fax) 
(888) LA COAST 
  
and 
  
John A. Lopez, Ph.D. 
Director-Coastal Sustainability Program 
Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation  
SaveOurLake.org 
225-294-4998 - land line 
504-421-7348 - cell 
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johnlopez@pobox.com 
From:  Bob Thomas [rathomas@loyno.edu] 
Sent:  Saturday, August 04, 2007 8:33 PM 
To:  johnlopez@pobox.com; barb35@bellsouth.net; 

maurepas@bellsouth.net; jbherke@cox.net; cswoosley@yahoo.com; 
cgroat@mail.utexas.edu; dkelley@sweetlake.com; 
parishadministrator@lafourchegov.org; osradp@attglobal.net; 
drichard@streamcompany.com; jtripp@environmentaldefense.org; 
jzee@tlcd.org; sglegal@lsu.edu; johnlopez@pobox.com; 
vermilioncorporation@connections‐lct.com; krwascom@cox.net; 
kcolvin@mcglinchey.com; laura@roussev.net; 
pauldavidson@bbcc.org; pkemp@audubon.org; 
pierre.conner@capitalonebank.com; rmilling@whitneybank.com; 
shawn.anglim@gmail.com; bamoss@sea‐point.net; 
rgorman@htdiocese.org; sherrillsagrera@bellsouth.net; 
suzanne.r.hawes@mvn02.usace.army.mil; kaderka@nwf.org; 
SLASKA@UNO.EDU; teri53@aol.com; t.matte@cityofmc.com; 
tina@tinafreeman.com; wleger@legermestayer.com; 
w.m.gundlach@jpmorgan.com; wcrews@grayinsco.com; 
wmfisher@cityofno.com; yetheredge@teainconline.com; 
slld@mobiletel.com 

Cc:  Mark Ford; Natalie Snider; Steven P; G Emick; Coalition To Restore 
Coastal Louisiana; carlton@saveourlake.org; rlambert@gnoec.org 

Subject:  RE: Summary Report for joint CRCL & LPBF BOD mtg 8‐7‐07  
 
John, Natalie, and all:  I will be out of the country for that meeting.  Wish I could be there to 
participate in what should be an intellectually exciting conversation.  
  
I'll send an email with some very general comments on the new document - sorry I couldn't do it 
by the 31st. 
  
I told Carlton that I believe this is a monumental effort and that y'all used exceptional wording 
in many of your suggestions.  By that, I mean phrasiology that I believe will take your efforts to a 
new level of interest, consideration, and eventually acceptance among a variety of audiences. 
  
For that, I lift my hat and congratulate you on a job exceedingly well done.  You have made 
(already) an incredible contribution to the future of coastal Louisiana - its culture, economy, and 
environment. 
  
Thanks!!!  Bob 
  
Robert A. Thomas, Ph.D., Interim Director 
School of Mass Communication 
Loyola University    Box 199 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70118-6195  USA 
v 504.865.2107 
f  504.865.2333 
http://www.loyno.edu/lucec 
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From: Richard Hartman [Richard.Hartman@noaa.gov] 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2007 7:17 AM 
To: Natalie Snider 
Cc: johnlopez@pobox.com; carlton@saveourlake.org; patrick.williams; Rickey  
Ruebsamen 
Subject: Re: Request review of Comprehensive report 
 
Natalie – due to the limited  review and comment period and the length of   
this document, the below offered comments focus on the general recommendations  
provided in the report (pages 1 through page 34) and not comment on specific  
project ideas or recommendations. By the way, I did not receive the second of  
the two emails referenced in your initial email. As such, we are not in  
receipt of the second half of the document. 
 
The Baton Rouge Office of NMFS believes this report will provide valuable  
additive input for the alternatives analysis being conducted for the Louisiana  
Coastal Protection and Restoration Project under the Programmatic  
Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS). It is our view and understanding a  
preferred or optimal plan has not been and will not be selected in the near  
term with the ongoing evaluation proposed by the Corps of Engineers. Rather,  
generalized plans would be created and adapted as sufficient information  
becomes available over time. Detailed information, such as this report, will  
help inform the process and the public through the upcoming NEPA PEIS  
procedures. 
 
We agree with many of the general recommendations provided in the report.  
Noteworthy areas of concurrence include the call to limit the area of wetlands  
enclosed behind levees, and the conceptual use of levees as depicted in Figure  
6. NMFS fully concurs with the concerns expressed regarding the GIWW levee  
alignment in the Barataria Basin. We also share the concern identified in the  
report on page 19 pertaining to the potential impacts associated with  
impounding wetlands. 
 
We do have reservations about the habitat goals identified and the associated  
magnitude of restoration to attain such lofty goals. The ability to attain  
habitat goals that generally resemble conditions circa 1900 would be  
exceedingly difficult both in terms of technical feasibility as well as  
funding feasibility. The identified means to attain these goals would have to  
be far grander in scale than encountered with any master planning to date for  
the state or the Corps of Engineers. The ecological regime shifts would be  
equally grand and challenging to deal with. The optimism implicit in plans to  
pursue mitigation and restoration to this scale may be misleading to the  
public when we know the technical and funding challenges with past and ongoing  
efforts. 
 
We support the use of riverine diversions of fresh water, sediments and  
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nutrients as a necessary wetland restoration tool. However, we are concerned  
about some plans that call for massive diversions of river water into some  
areas. Many documents have been released that discuss the value of Louisiana's  
wetlands as a "working coast". One of the most valuable resources provided by  
that area is marine fishery production.  
While we understand that marine fishery production will eventually decrease  
with the decrease in acreage of tidal marsh, diversion measures that freshen  
an entire estuary also will impair marine fishery production. Before  
championing a plan or plan goals, a better understanding of uncertainties of  
basin wide regime shifts is needed.  
Also needed is a full understanding of the timing of benefits potentially  
gained by those diversions (e.g., how much marsh can be created and when) so  
that the public can be fully informed and expectations can be realistic. 
 
As discussed in the comprehensive report, sediment loads in the Mississippi  
River have been decreasing for decades and are relatively heavy only on a  
rising river stage. Our concerns regarding diversions are based, in part, on  
the length of time it would take a typical diversion to create marsh in the  
receiving area and the immediacy of the need to begin the wetland restoration  
effort and show concrete results.  
As such, we are very supportive of the pipeline slurry concept of creating  
marsh with sediment mined from the Mississippi River or offshore areas, and  
the use of diversions to nourish and sustain those created and existing marsh  
areas. 
 
Finally, NMFS is concerned about proposals that would destroy marsh to create  
upland ridges. While we understand the hydrologic and storm protection  
benefits provided by some ridges, we do not believe all such activities are  
warranted. NMFS recommends the document clearly indicate that all proposals to  
fill wetlands to create levees or ridges should be carefully evaluated and  
modeled to determine the benefits provided by those efforts. If those benefits  
can not clearly be demonstrated, the document should recommend they not be  
constructed due to the probability that important wetland areas would  
needlessly be destroyed.  
Additionally, higher elevation areas such as ridges in the marsh have been  
targeted for camp development in the past. NMFS recommends the report be  
revised to recommend that ridges constructed with public funds include  
conservation easements specifically disallowing any development activities to  
occur on those ridges. 
 
As stated earlier, NMFS has not received the second of two emails referenced  
in the initial email. As such, we have not received the second half of the  
report that pertains to recommendations for that portion of the state west of  
Bayou Lafourche. 
 
Richard Hartman 
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Baton Rouge office 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
Habitat Conservation Division 
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From: 
Houck, Oliver A  
To: 
johnlopez@pobox.com;  
cc: 
Davis, Mark S ;  
Subject: 
FW: your report ... 
Date: 
Wednesday, August 08, 2007 3:00:14 PM 
 
Original to you just sent, text strangely botched. Here’s what I intended … O  
 
 
From: Houck, Oliver A Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2007 2:57 PM To: 
'johnlopez@pobox.com' Subject: your report ...  
… is amazing for its scope and detail. Have skimmed it all, and read some 
sections with more attention. You are clearly moving concepts towards action. 
Godspeed. Can you tell me who in particular, on your team, addressed the 
Morganza section? I’d like to chat with them separately if and when. One 
aspect of that description, and perhaps others, that you might want to 
reference is the recently surfaced (to me) information on the importance of 
coastal storms in importing sediments and building materials to the coastal 
marshes, a function that is of course defeated by walls and gates intended to 
protect against these storms. Relatedly, it might also be useful to refer to the 
effect of these structures as impoundments, which would address the 
justification we continue to hear from both locals and DNR that it is necessary 
to protect coastal wetlands from coastal storms. The marsh management 
experience put the lie to that, I believe. With these two suggestions, I’ll simply 
encourage you forward. The sooner the better, because decisions are being 
made.  
All best Oliver 
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From:  Jim Tripp [jtripp@environmentaldefense.org] 
Sent:  Wednesday, August 08, 2007 5:24 PM 
To:  johnlopez@pobox.com; pkemp@audubon.org; 

rmilling@whitneybank.com; rgorman@htdiocese.org; 
kaderka@nwf.org; w.m.gundlach@jpmorgan.com; 
wcrews@grayinsco.com 

Cc:  Mark Ford; Natalie Snider; Steven P; G Emick; Coalition To Restore 
Coastal Louisiana; carlton@saveourlake.org; Paul Harrison 

Subject:  RE: Comments Summary Report for joint CRCL & LPBF BOD mtg 8‐7‐
07  

 
John et al., the Pontchartrain Basin Foundation and the Coalition have done an incredible job in 
pulling together a plan where its authors have thought about what role levees should play in 
coastal protection, how levees and wetland restoration can in fact be intelligently integrated and 
what non-structural measures can do to increase storm protection while minimizing wetland 
disruptions.  It therefore builds upon and refines in a useful way some of the basic concepts 
presented in the State's Master Plan.  Indeed, that Plan recognizes the virtues of "multiple lines of 
defenses" in its discussion of Basic Assumptions at p. 19.   
  
The diagram at Figure 6 p. 17 of the draft report is excellent at depicting the best alignment of 
levees in terms of protection of urban populations and long-term stability while minimizing 
disruption of wetland basins.  There are four reasons why levees should not cross wetland 
basins.  First, geotechnical foundations are far from ideal as wetland soils compact and slip in 
contrast to sandy soil along natural ridges.  Second, levee alignments that follow the schematic 
shown in Figure 6 provide protection to urban areas without providing inducements for expansion 
of residential communities into low-lying, frequently flooded wetland areas.  Third, levees aligned 
as shown in Figure 6 minimize interruption of hydrologic flows in wetland basins, and, fourth, they 
are likely to be compatible with wetland restoration sediment diversion programs.  As the State's 
Master Plan points out at p. 28, hurricane protection systems placed across estuarine systems 
change the way surface water flows, and these changes are typically not favorable either in terms 
of hurricane protection for urban communities built on natural sand ridges or in terms of fostering 
wetland restoration through reintroduction of sediment.  While the State's Master Plan proposes 
major new levee alignments across wetland basins, i.e., the Barataria Basin, as one possible 
alternative, the Foundation/Coalition rejects such massive cross-wetland basin levee alignments 
consistent with the concerns raised in the State's Master Plan.  The draft plan thus usefully shows 
everyone what a hurricane protection system built on the State Master Plan assumptions, 
uncompromised by concerns of offering scattered coastal populations unrealistic expectations of 
high levels of structured storm protection, would look like.  This is an important service. 
  
PU-1.  The levee, spillway and wetland restoration proposals for Planning Unit 1 as shown in 
Figure 14 look fine.   
  
PU-2.  Most of the project proposals for Planning Unit 2 look fine with a couple of questions.  We 
concur that the capacity of the Myrtle Grove sediment diversion project should be at least 20,000 
cfs, significantly larger than what the text of the Chief's LCA Report suggests.  The spillway 
proposals are also intriguing.  The draft LaCPR documentation suggests that spillways such as 
this report proposes across the lower Mississippi River may reduce storm surge by two feet or 
more at New Orleans.  The largest diversion of 150,000 cfs (almost 3/4 of the total PU-2 
maximum diversion discharges of 227,500 cfs described in Table 6) in PU-2 is proposed at 
Bolivar Point (number 24 depicted in Figure 38 at p. 77).  That is quite far south, way down the 
River.  The further down the River a major diversion of this scope the more sediment will escape 
from the estuarine system and the less good it will do in terms of restoring wetlands in the 
Barataria Basin.  Most proposals for a major sediment diversion to the west have been sited 
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further up the River so that more of the sediments discharged remain in the eroding and 
subsiding wetland basins.  If this draft plan proposes siting the major diversion this far down the 
River, the report should present the scientific justification for this selection better than the draft 
report does.   
  
The presentation at the board meeting yesterday also described a proposal to block two of the 
existing passes at the mouth of the Mississippi River with the navigation channel directed to the 
east.  Presumably a reason for the selection of this route coupled with the large diversion as 
described above close to the mouth is to eliminate the need for any kind of special navigation 
feature, such as a lock system, that otherwise would be necessary to achieve a full separation of 
the deltaic building River from the navigation system.  The question is whether this route to the 
east is a suitable navigation channel.  An advantage of Soutwest pass is that ships exiting the 
River go directly into deep water.  This is not the case with the route to the east.  This route may 
require more dredging over a longer distance.  In any event, the plan should discuss the 
navigation attributes to the proposed route.   
  
PU-3a and 3b.  In our earlier comments, we urged inclusion of the entire Atchafalaya Basin with 
the Old River Control Structure in these planning units.  While the text in the introduction at p. 8 
presents some reasons assessing the future role of the Old River Control Structure in fostering 
wetland restoration as well as flood control and navigation, the planning unit map in Figure 2 
basically cuts the Atchafalaya Basin out of restoration planning.  We understand the rationale for 
adopting the geographic scope of the planning units in the State Master Plan, but it is, at the 
same time, appropriate to show through cross-hatching or some graphic technique what a larger 
planning unit that encompasses the Basin would look like.  Indeed, the LaCPR includes a larger 
portion of the Atchafalaya Basin up to I-10 in its planning unit 3 than the State Master Plan does.   
  
The draft report of the Foundation/Coalition recognizes that the Atchafalaya River can and should 
play a role in wetland restoration beyond what it is presently doing with its substantial discharges 
through the Lower Atchafalaya River and Wax Lake Outlet.  This is mentioned at p. 8 and in more 
detail and pp. 112-114 and Figure 58.  Figure 58 is the key graphic from Paul Kemp's "East 
Atchafalaya Restoration" proposal, but the caption does not describe the proposal with complete 
accuracy.  While that proposal envisioned an average discharge of some 10,000 to 20,000 cfs 
through a third outlet in the east guide levee, it also described a spillway with far greater capacity, 
in excess of 100,000 cfs, to deliver Atchafalaya River water and sediment into the subsiding 
central Terrebonne Basin wetlands during high flow periods. This should be noted.  A wetland 
restoration program for coastal Louisiana must take optimal advantage of the vast sediment flows 
of the Atchafalaya River as well as the Mississippi River.  During high flow periods, far more of 
the sediment of the Atchafalaya River is deposited in backwater areas of the Basin than would be 
the case under natural conditions because of the constrictions of the east and west guide levees. 
Over the last fifty years sedimentation in the Basin has occurred at a substantial pace.  A third 
outlet through the east guide levee would divert sediment some of which otherwise would be 
artifically deposited within the Basin to the central Terrebonne Basin where it would go absent the 
east guide levee confinement.   
  
With a third outlet spillway diversion with the capacity that Kemp proposes, it makes sense to 
think seriously about changing the operation of the Old River Control Structure.  It is true that 
"The proposed diversions" in the draft plan "do not seem to require a change" to the 30/70 
allocation of Mississippi River water at the Old River Control Structure, as the plan states at p. 8, 
but that is because the draft plan understates the third outlet diversion capacity that Kemp 
actually proposes.  The State Master Plan and the Corps' draft LaCPR, as well as the LCA report, 
have no proposal for diverting or reintroducing large amounts of sediment into the subsidizing 
central Terrebonne Basin other than transporting Atchafalaya River water and sediment east 
through the GIWW, a phenomenon currently evident.  The only source of sediment that could 
make a difference for the Basin between Bayou LaFourche and Atchafalaya Bay is the 
Atchafalaya River.  The diversion of Atchafalaya River sediment particularly during periods of 
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high flow into the central Terrebonne Basin must be substantial enough to make a significant 
contribution to raising elevation and protecting and restoring wetlands. 
  
The Morganza to the Gulf levee project was conceived at a time when any thought of transporting 
significant amounts of sediment for wetland restoration purposes to the central Terrebonne Basin 
was out of the realm of possibility.  A major program of sediment reintroduction in this Basin 
would provide a rationale for significant modification to that levee project.  That draft plan in 
Figure 52 proposes a modified alignment for this levee project that would significantly reduce the 
amount of wetlands that would be hydrologically confined and damaged by this levee project.  
That is a major achievement of this plan.  However, the rationale for this modification - avoiding 
dissecting wetland sub-basins and building levees on natural sand ridges - would justify a further 
modification with other small communities, such as Montegut, in addition to Dulac, protected with 
ring levees, and a larger ring levee system providing a high level of protection for the 
concentrated urban populations of Houma.  This further modification would reduce the 
construction of any levee through wetlands south of Houma.  Based on geologic conditions, it is 
doubtful that the levee alignment as proposed by the Corps of Engineers for this region of the 
State is realistic technically or economically.  It would be useful for this draft report to have some 
detailed discussion of geotechnical conditions in this part of central Terrebonne Parish so that a 
wider audience could participate in a further refinement and modification of that levee project as 
this draft plan proposes. 
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From:  john grayling [j_grayling@yahoo.com] 
Sent:  Monday, August 27, 2007 10:52 AM 
To:  johnlopez@pobox.com 
Cc:  Natalie Snider 
Subject:  Dratt report Comment: DOLLOSSES AS SURGE PROTECTION 

AND EROSION CONTROL 
 
From: John Grayling, PO Box 412, Mandeville, LA. 70470 
To:      Lake Ponchartrain Basin Foundation   
  
Subj:   USE OF DOLLOSSES FOR SURGE PROTECTION AND EROSION 
CONTROL 
  
1.  Dollosses have been successfully used in shoreline surge protection. They 
have a proven track record in typhoon or storm -prevalent areas  like Japan and 
Australia, and the Pacific Northwest and Atlantic Northeast.  
  
2.  These twenty to fourty-ton reenforced concrete"jacks" are relatively cost 
effective solutions for storm wave surge forces, as they can be 
manufactured  locally and placed with barges or cranes. They can be used on 
beaches, levees, harbour mouths, river and lake shores, or shallow open water 
structures . Additional placement of rock and sand can be used for access to 
dollosse sites for maintainence and recreational access.   
  
3.  Dollosses provide additional benefits in erosion prevention and as a safe 
refuge for smaller tideland sealife like shellfish, and minnows  as shelter against 
predators before they let out into open waters.      
  
4.  Let's take a look at this as opposed to the "Holland Dike" approach to surge 
protection, erosion, and local species  conservation.  
  
  
                                                                                V/R, 
  
                                                                        JOHN GRAYLING 
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----- Original Message ----- 
From: Tim Chapman  
To: lpbfinfo@saveourlake.org  
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2007 9:57 AM 
Subject: Morganza to the Gulf Project 
 
Where do you people get off complaining about us folks here in Terrabonne Parish trying to have 

some hurricane protection ? 
We have nothing here , not even a speed bump. I think you should look after your lake and keep 

your nose out of Terrabonne Parish. 
Tim Chapman 

Sales 

Star Tech Marine Electronics 

985-385-1975 Office 

985-397-1969 Cell 

tchapman@startechmarine.com 
 
 
From: Carlton Dufrechou  
To: tchapman@startechmarine.com  
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2007 10:48 AM 
Subject: Terrebonne Hurricane Protection 
 
Mr. Chapman, 
  
I apologize for my tardy reply to your September 4 email. 
  
You are correct, Terrebonne is very vulnerable to hurricanes and tropical storms.  We (both the 
Pontchartrain Basin Foundation and Coalition to Restore Coastal Louisiana) well recognize this.  
Further, we strongly support hurricane protection for Terrebonne.  Most importantly, we want your 
storm protection system (levees) to work.  
  
Katrina taught us a lot.  It coldly demonstrated what levees didn't work and why and which did 
and why.  It also confirmed the storm protection benefits of a strong coast.  We've got to have 
both - a strong coast and robust, reliable hurricane protection system. 
  
The Pontchartrain Basin Foundation or Coalition to Restore Coastal Louisiana support storm 
protection for Terrebonne.  If anyone tells you that we do not or you read/hear that we do not, 
please let me know immediately.   I want to speak with anyone saying differently.  Our goal is 
reestablishing a self sustaining coast and reliable storm protection for Louisiana.  We've got to 
have both. 
  
Please call me at (504) 836-2215 if you'd like to discuss further.  If you'd like me to come meet 
with you and/or any of your friends/associates, let me know and we'll schedule. 
  
Carlton Dufrechou 
Pontchartrain Basin Foundation   
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Editorial Comments on “Comprehensive Recommendations Supporting the Use of the 
Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy to Sustain Coastal Louisiana” 

 
By Robert W. Hastings 

September, 2007 
 
This is indeed a comprehensive examination of projects needed to restore and protect 
coastal Louisiana. It considers the “big picture” of coastal issues and threats and attempts 
to integrate multiple plans and coastal protection projects. It also recognizes that not all 
areas can be protected from catastrophic storms. An important recommendation should be 
limited (or no) construction in such areas. Government programs that encourage 
continued development in vulnerable, coastal areas should also be evaluated. 
 
The emphasis on swamp forest restoration is good, but details of restoration procedures 
should be included. Many attempts at cypress restoration fail because of inappropriate 
environmental conditions (high salinity, frequent flooding, nutria predation, etc.). A 
specific recommendation regarding the protection of existing swamp forests should also 
be included. At a minimum, all cypress/tupelo south of I-10 and I-12 should be protected. 
The same could also be said for live oaks in coastal areas. 
 
Many of the “Specific Recommendations” are redundant and could be lumped (a few are) 
instead of repeating the same verbiage multiple times (For example see pp. 64-66). 
 
A major deficiency of the report is the lack of a cost-benefit analysis, although mention is 
made on page 13 that a future report would detail costs and priorities. This entire plan 
would be extremely expensive, but so is hurricane loss along the coast. A comparison of 
economic losses in coastal Louisiana for the past 100 years could make the costs of these 
protection projects quite reasonable. 
 
The following are detailed editorial comments referring to the text:: 
 
p. 6, 1st par, 3rd line – insert “(MLOD)” after “Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy” 

2nd par, 2nd line – insert “(CPRA, 2007) “ after “Coast”. 
2nd par, 5th line – USACE is used for the first time and thus should be spelled out. 
2nd par, 6th line – is there a reference to be cited for LACPR? If so, include here 
and in References Cited section. 
5th par, 4th line – insert comma after “etc.” 

p. 8, 3rd par, 11th line – spell out MRGO and GIWW, then place acronyms in parentheses 
6th par, 4th line – spell out cfs and place cfs in parentheses 
6th par, 9th line – change “use” to “divert” 

p. 9, 1st par, 2nd line – delete “cubic feet per second” (used on previous page) and remove 
parentheses around “cfs” 
2nd par, 5th line - delete “Gulf Intracoastal Waterway” (used on previous page) and 
remove parentheses around “GIWW” 

p. 10, 2nd par, 1st line – insert “(MLOD)” after “Strategy” 
4th par, 2nd line – insert “an” after “is” 
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 4th par, 6th line – “levee” should be “levees” 
p. 11, 1st line – delete (stated on previous page) 
p. 12, 1st par, 2nd line – insert comma before “and” (here and elsewhere – this is a rule of 

grammar that is commonly broken, but can cause confusion in meaning) 
 3rd par, 3rd line – insert “the” after “in” 
 4th par, 2nd line – “project” should be “projects” 
p. 13, 2nd par, - this would be a good place to insert some estimates of total cost compared 

to hurricane losses 
 Figure 3 – should swamp forests be included as a separate line of defense? 
p. 14, 2nd par, 8th line – “protections” should be “protection” 
 3rd par, 11th line – delete “(MLOD)” 
p. 16, Table 1, #6 – “Defines” should be “Define” 
 2nd par, 2nd line – “compliments” should be “complements” 
p. 17, 1st par, 1st line – 100 years old? Oyster reefs must be much older than this but I do 

not have an educated estimate! 
 2nd par, 1st line – insert “(Figure 8)” after “alignments” and “(Figure 4)” after 

“Goals”, then delete these in the next line. 
 5th par, 6th line – is “agencies” the right word here? 
 6th par, 2nd line – insert “the” after “under” 
 6th par, 4th line – insert “be” after “but” 
 6th par, 6th line – capitalize “court” 
p. 18, 2nd par, 1st line – is “intuitional” the right word here? 
p. 19, Figure 4 – the descriptive paragraph below the figure is repeated verbatim in the 

text (p. 16) and could be deleted here. If it is retained, “compliment” should be 
changed to “complement” 

p. 21, 2nd par, 4th line – “just a foot” is not good English. How about replacing it with 
“slight” or “only about 12 inches” 

p. 22, 2nd par, 4th line – delete comma after “Diversion” and capitalize “parish” 
 2nd par, 6th line – change “is” to “in” 
p. 23, 1st par, 13th line – delete “that” 
 3rd par, 3rd line – delete “Gulf Intracoastal Waterway” and parentheses around 

GIWW (already defined on previous pages) 
 3rd par, 6th line – delete “is” and move “the surge height” to follow “doubles” 
p. 24, 2nd line – insert “a” after “to” 
 Table 2 – font sizes should be standardized; some are too small and some are 

much larger than needed 
p. 25, 5th par, 1st line – “accessed” should be “assessed” 
p. 26, 1st par, 1st line – insert space after “8” 
 1st par, 2nd line – change “This map” to “These maps” 
 1st par, 3rd line – change “excludes” to “exclude” 
p. 27, 2nd par, 4th line – insert “be” after “to” 
 2nd par, 6th line – “Defenses” should be “Defense” 
p. 28, 3rd par, 1st line – change “(418,000/700,000 cfs)” to “(418,000 of 700,000 cfs)” 
 3rd par, 6th line – change “to continue” to “continuing” 
p. 28, 6th par, 3rd line – delete “though the Old River Control Structure” 
p. 29, 2nd par, 2nd line – “anadramous” should be “anadromous” 
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p. 30, Figure 8 – the legend for this figure is good and should be included in the separate 
maps for each Planning Unit so that one does not have to refer back to this figure. 

p. 31, Figure 9 – insert “areas” between “hachure” and “are” 
 Figure title, 4th line – change “of” to “in” 
p. 33, 2nd par, 4th line – insert comma after “sediment” 
 3rd par, 1st line – insert “a” after “is” 
 4th par, 1st line – “Unit” should be “Units” 
p. 35, 6th par, 3rd line – “spillway” should be “spillways” 
p. 38, 2nd par, 3rd line – delete comma after “although” 
 3rd par, 3rd line – insert sentence from next page after “currents” (and delete 

“Therefore” – “Non-structural standards may be guided by this geographic 
delineation as shown of Figure 14.” 

 3rd par, 4th line – insert “On Figure 14,” before “the yellow area”, and delete 
“therefore” after “area” 

p. 39, 3rd par, 2nd line – “Figure 14” should be “Figure 15” 
p. 40, 3rd par, 3rd line – change “but both still need” to “but in both cases, there is still 

need” 
 3rd par, 4th line – delete “should be” 
 4th par, 1st line – insert “of” after “wisdom” 
 5th par, 4th line – delete “in” after “grade” 
p. 43, Figure 15, 3rd line – insert “of” after “similarity” 
 Figure 15, 4th line – insert comma after “PU-1 & 2” 
p. 44, 1st par, 4th line – insert comma after “economy” 
 #3, 2nd line – insert commas after “Morgan City” and “non-structural” 
 #4, 1st line – insert comma after “non-structural” 
 #9, 5th line – insert comma after “elevating” and put hyphen in “flood proofing” 
p. 46, Figure 16 – the black font is not very visible, white would be better against the 

dark blue and black background 
p. 47, 3rd line - insert commas after “water” and “sediment” 
 5th line – insert comma after “2003” 
p. 48, Figure 17 – the numbers designating these sites should be the same as those used 

on Figures 16 and 18 and Table 4.  
 Figure 17 – “Ft. Dt. Phillip” should be “Ft. St. Philip” 
p. 50, #24 – “Phillip” should be “Philip” (in both 3rd and 4th columns) 
p. 51, Figure 18 – It would help the reader to have the legend from Figure 8 also included 

on this map. 
p. 52, Section title – insert “(Figure 18, Table 4)” after “Planning Unit 1” 
 2nd par, 7th line – “accessed” should be “assessed” 
p. 53, 1st par, 3rd line – insert comma after “gates” 
 1st par, 4th line – insert comma after “Orleans” 
 Figure 19 title – insert comma after “gates” 
 2nd par, 4th line – delete “of” after “effect” 
 2nd par, 7th line – capitalize “marsh” 
p. 54, 2nd par, 4th line – “to” should be “of” 
 4th par, 5th line – “complimented” should be “complemented” 
 5th par, 3rd line – insert comma after “construction” 
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 6th par, 3rd line – “intestate” should be “Interstate” 
p. 55, last par, 4th line – What is “demo material”? If this is “demolition material”, then it 

should be spelled out and “for” changed to “from” 
p. 56, 4th par, 2nd line – insert comma after “stabilization” 
p. 57, 2nd par, 1st line – delete “of” after “4000” 
 3rd par, 3rd line – capitalize “ridge” 
p. 58, #10, 1st par, 1st line – capitalize “ridge” 
 #10, 1st par, 4th line – capitalize “ridge” 

#10, 2nd par, 4th line – capitalize “ridge” 
#10, 2nd par, 5th line – hyphenate “fur bearing” 

p. 59, 1st par, 2nd line – You might specify live oak here, since they are more storm 
tolerant than other species of oaks. 

 1st par, 3rd line – “reforestation” should not be hyphenated 
 2nd par, 3rd line – insert “limiting” before “saltwater” 
 2nd par, 4th line - capitalize “ridge” 
 Figure 22, last line – delete “for” 
p. 60, Figure 23 – insert commas after “nigra)”, “Americana)”, and “L.)” 
 #11, 7th line – insert comma after “Violet, Louisiana” 
 #12, 1st line – insert “to” after “due” 
p. 61, 1st par, 5th & 6th lines – since lemon sharks occur in both the Atlantic and Pacific 

Oceans, “one of the few places on the planet where this shark species reproduces” 
seems rather extreme. I would delete this statement. 

 1st par, 8th line – insert comma after “restored” 
 2nd par, 2nd line – “included” should be “include” 
p. 63, 2nd par, 3rd line – spell out “EA??” 
p. 64, 3rd par, 2nd line – insert “Mississippi River and Tributaries Project” before 

“(MR&T)” 
 #16, 17, & 18 – There is considerable redundancy in these three sections, so why 

not lump them as is done elsewhere (such as on page 73, #26-28, and page 110, # 
2 & #3). It could read as follows: 

************************************************************************ 
16) Blind River Basin Diversion 
17) Maurepas Swamp Diversion 
18) Frenier Diversion via Bonnet Carré Spillway 
The Blind River Basin, Maurepas Swamp, and Frenier area at the southern end of the 
Maurepas land bridge are alluvial swamps that have been deprived of overbank flow 
from the Mississippi River due to construction of USACE (Mississippi River and 
Tributaries Project - MR&T) river levees. The need for additional freshwater and 
nutrients has been well documented in the Maurepas Swamp area by Dr. Gary Shaffer at 
Southeastern Louisiana University (Shaffer et al., 2003). The state’s CIAP plan and the 
Louisiana’s Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast include a 5000 cfs 
diversion into the Blind River Basin (CPRA, 2007). The recommended maximum design 
discharge is 8000 cfs. 
 
Currently, a Maurepas Swamp diversion is under design by the state and the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). They have concluded that the maximum design 
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discharge should be 1500 cfs    
(http://www.lacoast.gov/projects/overview.asp?statenumber=PO%2D29).  It is 
recommended that the diversion structure be built to have excess capacity (3000 cfs) for 
pulsing and for modeling uncertainty of the appropriate discharge. A larger structure will 
allow flexibility in adaptive management.  
 
The Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation’s Comprehensive Habitat Management Plan 
includes a recommendation to use the Bonnet Carré Spillway to divert water west across 
the west guide levee directly into the adjacent Frenier area swamps. The recommended 
maximum design discharge is 5000 cfs. There is also the additional opportunity to 
occasionally have larger flow during a Bonnet Carré Spillway opening for flood control. 
The diverted water in either case would be directed west and northwest by the St. John 
the Baptist Parish levee to be constructed to the south and the railroad foundation to the 
north along the Lake Pontchartrain shoreline. It is recommended that the diversion 
structure be built to have excess capacity for pulsing and because of modeling uncertainty 
of the appropriate discharge.  
 
In each case, hydrologic modeling should consider the detention time and nutrient uptake 
to assure there is no eutrophication in open water bodies such as Lakes Maurepas and 
Pontchartrain. The maximum design discharge is assumed to be used infrequently for 
necessary pulse events and is greater than the expected discharge for normal Spring 
flows. It is recommended that all diversions emulate the natural Spring cycle of overbank 
flow in March through June. The goal of the projects should be to stimulate primary plant 
productivity in the wetlands, to develop a complete forest canopy of cypress and tupelo, 
and to sustain these alluvial swamps. 
*********************************************************************** 
 
p. 67, 1st par, 6th line – change “for” to “from” 
p. 71, #24, Section title – capitalize “diversions” 
 #24, 9th line – specify the cfs for the “small operational diversion” 
p. 72, #25, 2nd line – “Figure 31” should be “Figure 33” 
p. 73, #28, 4th line – “builds-up” should not be hyphenated 
p. 76, 2nd par, 10th line – delete “simply from” 
 3rd par, 2nd line – insert comma after “flow” 
 3rd par, 3rd line – delete “of the basin” 
p. 78, 1st par, 4th line – insert comma after “Lafourche” 
 1st par, 5th line – “LCA, 2004” should be cited as “LCA Study, USACE, 2004” 
 1st par, 9th line – “The Pen” and “Lake Salvador” should be labeled on a map 
p. 79, 3rd par, 2nd line – “Figure 38” does not show levees; I believe this should be 

“Figure 40” 
 3rd par, 8th line – delete 1st “have” 
p. 80, 1st par, 3rd line – insert comma after “function” 
 3rd par, 2nd line – “green” should be “yellow” as on Figure 39 
p. 84, Figure 40 – It would help the reader to have the legend from Figure 8 also included 

on this map. 
p. 85, Section title – insert “(Figure 40, Table 6)” after “Planning Unit 2” 
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 #1, 2nd par, 3rd line – insert comma after “construction” (also in #2, 3, 4, 5, & 6 if 
these are not lumped) 

 #1-6 – these recommendations are essentially the same and should be lumped. It 
could read as follows: 

********************************************************************** 
Planning Unit 2 
1) St. John the Baptist, St. James and St. Charles Parish Levee 
2) Jefferson and Orleans Parishes (West Bank) Levee 
3) Myrtle Grove to Happy Jack Levee 
4) Port Sulphur to Empire Levee 
5) Buras to Venice Levee 
6) Thibodeaux to Cutoff Levee 
 
A back levee is proposed for St. John the Baptist and St. Charles Parishes (built to 500 
year protection), and back levee extensions to the levees are proposed for Jefferson and 
Orleans Parishes (West Bank) Levee (built to 500 year protection), Myrtle Grove to 
Happy Jack Levee (improved to 500 year protection), Port Sulphur to Empire Levee 
(improved to at least 100 year protection), Buras to Venice Levee (improved to at least 
100 year protection), and Thibodeaux to Cutoff Levee (improved to at least 500 year 
protection), with integration of all other flood protection measures. These levees should 
also be designed to prevent back flooding from nearby diversions. The St. John the 
Baptist, St. James and St. Charles Parish Levee and the Jefferson and Orleans Parishes 
(West Bank) Levee will require additional internal drainage improvements including the 
capacity to pump water to the flood side of the levee.  
 
Based on USACE Plan Formulation Atlas, the maximum 500 year surge heights for these 
sites are 14 feet (#1 & #2), 19 ft (#3), 17 ft (#4 & #5), and 12 ft (#6). However, surge 
may be less for some (#3, #4, & #5) with constructed spillways. The Port Sulphur to 
Empire Levee (#4) and the Buras to Venice Levee (#5) should be designed for 
overtopping, and non-structural measures need to be incorporated for the assets on the 
protected side. 
 
These levee alignments are entirely within the habitat goal of fresh wetlands and are 
historically swamp habitat. Restoration of sustainable wetland forests outside and 
adjacent to the levees should be an adjunct to levee design, construction and 
maintenance. The treated wastewater from locally protected communities can also be 
used to rejuvenate local forests. 
************************************************************************ 
 
p. 87, #8, 2nd par, 3rd line – insert comma after “construction” 
 #9, 7th line – “Figure 36” should be “Figure 38” 
 #10, 9th line – “Figure 40” should be “Figures 38 & 41” 
p. 90, #14, last line – insert “USACE, 2004” after “Study” 
p. 94, #22, last line – “Figure 36” should be “Figures 38 & 46” 
p. 95, #23, 1st line – insert “Figure 46” after “Grove” 
 #24, Title – “Land building” should be hyphenated 
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 #24, 1st par, 1st line – delete “s 42” 
 #24, 1st par, 2nd  line – delete “&” 
 #24, 2nd par, 2nd line – delete “extensive” and “extensive” 
 #24, 3rd par, 6th line – “Sandy Island Bay” is not labeled on Figure 44. Should this 

be “Shell Island Bay”? 
p. 96, Figure 47 – include the year for the map 
p. 99, #26, 27, & 28, 10th line – delete “an” 
 #26, 27, & 28, 14th line – insert period at end of sentence 
p. 102, 2nd par, 3rd line – delete comma after “Williams” 
 5th par, 10th line – insert “(Figure 45)” after “Raccoon Island” 
p. 103, next to last line – replace “bayou/ridges” with “bayou ridges” 
 last line – insert comma after “state” 
p. 104, 3rd par, 3rd line – “Figure 52” should be “Figure 53” 
 3rd par, 4th line – insert comma after “loss” 
 4th par, 1st line – delete “the alignments by” and insert “or USACE alignments” 

after “Parish” 
 4th par, 3rd line – “Figure 51” should be “Figures 53 & 54” 
 4th par, 7th line – “problems” should be “problem” 
p. 105, last par, 1st line – delete “are being” 
p. 106, 2nd par, 1st line – “Planning Unit 2” should be “Planning Unit 3a” 
 2nd par, 2nd line – insert “& 55” after “54” 
p. 108, #10 & #12, 4th column – spell out “with” 
p. 109, Figure 56 – It would help the reader to have the legend from Figure 8 also 

included on this map. 
p. 110, Section title – insert “(Figure 56, Table 7)” after “Planning Unit 3a” 
 #1, 2nd par, 3rd line – “outfall” should be “outfalls” 
 #1, 2nd par, 4th line – delete “should be” 
 #1, 2nd par, 5th line – delete “pursued by” and insert “plans should consider ways” 

after “management” 
#3, 9th line – “flood proofing” should be hyphenated 
p. 110 &111 - #4, #5, & #6 are almost identical and could be lumped 
p. 111, 1st par, 1st line – move “1978” to follow “precise” 
 #6, 1st line – “Chen” should be “Chien” 
 #6, 3rd line - “Chen” should be “Chien” 
p. 112, #7, 7th line – delete “a” 
#8, 4th line – replace “that is threatening” with “to threaten” 
#8, 8th line – insert comma after “restoration” 
#8, 10th line – insert comma after “Mechant” 
p. 113, #11, 2nd line – “form” should be “from” 
p. 114, #15, 4th line – insert “water” after “drinking” (I doubt that this project will benefit 

the other types of drinking supply in those communities!) 
 #15, 8th line – insert “study – USACE” after “LCA” 
p. 117, 2nd par, 11th line – replace period after “ridge” with comma and delete “During” 
 2nd par, 12th line – delete “Hurricane Rita”, “was”, and “from surge” 
p. 120, Figure 59 – It would help the reader to have the legend from Figure 8 also 

included on this map. 
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p. 121, Section title – insert “(Figure 59, Table 8)” after “Planning Unit 3b” 
 #1, 5th line – insert comma after “construction” (also in #2 and #3) 
 #1, #2, & #3 – these are almost identical and could be lumped 
 #3 – there is something missing here. The paragraph following #4 appears to 

belong with #3, so the description for #4 is missing. 
 #3, 1st line – should “to be constructed” be “should be improved” (Table 8 

indicates that a levee already exists here) 
 #4 – apparently the paragraph here belongs with #3, so the description for #4 is 

missing 
p. 124, #13, 3rd line – “commended” should be “recommended” 
p. 125, 2nd par, 2nd line – delete “This is primarily due to birds” and then move                 

“, including waterfowl and migrating songbirds” to the end of the next sentence 
 2nd par, 4th line – delete the last sentence (this is stated in the next paragraph) 
 3rd par, 1st line – insert “wetlands” after “Plain” and insert “those in” after “from” 
 3rd par, 8th line – change “generate” to “has generated” 
 4th par, 1st line – insert comma after “shoreline” 
 4th par, 4th line – delete comma after “seaward” 
p. 126, last par, 3rd line – change “intentions” to “functions” 
p. 127, 3rd par, 2nd line – change “fresh water” to “freshwater” 
p. 130, Figure 65 – It would help the reader to have the legend from Figure 8 also 

included on this map. 
p. 131, Section title – insert “(Figure 65, Table 9)” after “Planning Unit 4” 
 #1, 3rd line – “relative” should be “relatively” 
 #1, 6th-7th lines – Is the comparison of the drainage basin to the size of Lake 

Pontchartrain appropriate? Why not compare it to the drainage basin of Lake 
Pontchartrain, or some other system? The important point is that a large amount 
of water flows into a system with a narrow outlet. 

 #1, 8th line – delete “flowing south” (repeated in next line) 
 #1, last line – Is the comparison of the Calcasieu Ship Channel to MRGO 

significant? Could be deleted. 
p. 132, 2nd par, 2nd line – “Figure 67” should be “Figure 65” 
p. 135, #4, 2nd par, 4th line – delete “(O&M)”. Not needed since this abbreviation is not 

used elsewhere in the report. 
 #4, 3rd par, 2nd line - delete “(CDFs)”. Not needed since this abbreviation is not 

used elsewhere in the report. 
 #4, 3rd par, 5th line – insert “(to 1978 extent)” at end of sentence 
#5, Title – insert “East Calcasieu Lake” before “Marsh” 
#5, 3rd line - insert “(to 1978 extent)” at end of sentence 
 #6, 1st par, 3rd line – delete “our” 
 #6, 2nd par, 1st line – delete comma after “bridges” 
 #6, 2nd par, 2nd line – insert comma after “Lake” 
p. 136, #7, 3rd par, 4th line – insert comma after “creation” 
p. 137, Figure 71, 2nd line – capitalize “ridge” 
p. 138, #9, 1st par, 7th line – spell out “msl” 
 #9, 2nd par, 3rd line – insert space after “Figure” 
 #9, 2nd par, last sentence – “fur bearing” should be hyphenated 
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p. 139, #10, 4th line – I would specify “live oak” here, since other oaks are less resistant 
to storm damage. And delete second period at end of sentence. 

p. 140, #12, 1st par, 2nd line – delete “on a” 
 #12, 2nd par, 1st line – change “are” to “has” 
 #12, 2nd par, 4th line – insert comma after “increased” 
 #12, 2nd par, 5th line – move “(Figures 62 & 63)” to end of sentence 
 #12, 3rd par, 4th line – move “into the Calcasieu Basin” to the preceding line 

following “saltwater” 
 #13 – could be lumped with #12 
 #13, 2nd line – “Calcasieu” should be “Sabine” 
 #14, 2nd line – change “goal” to “purpose” 
p. 141, #15, 1st par, 1st line – insert comma after “1920’s” 
 #15, 2nd par, 7th line – “ridge” should be capitalized 
 #15, 2nd par, 8th line - “channel” should be capitalized 
 #15, 2nd par, 9th line - “ridge” should be capitalized 
 Figure 74, 4th line – delete period after “intrusion” 
p. 142, Figure 75 – insert comma after “Texas” 
 #17, 2nd line – “Drainage would need to be altered” (you might want to include 

some details as to what this might involve.) 
p. 143, 2nd par, 3rd line – change “were not able to be” to “could not be” 
p. 144, References Cited – periods, not commas, are usually used to set off the year of 

publication 
 Should there be a reference listed for CWPPRA reports? 
 Commas should follow the given name or initials of the first author in multi-

authored publications (not included in many of the citations). 
 Last reference (Kemp….) – delete since it is included on the next page 
p. 145, Gramling…. – change font and do not use italics 
 Laska…….. – do not use italics 
 Mashriqui, H., et al. – all authors should be identified 
p. 146, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, 2004 – check title (should “Comprehensive 

Coastwide” be included?) 
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-----Original Message----- 
From: Robert Gorman [mailto:rgorman@htdiocese.org] 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2007 10:24 AM 
To: Natalie Snider 
Subject: MLD 
 
Dear Natalie, 
 
In the MLD plan do we specifically call for funding for home elevations 
and barrier island restoration as part of any levee or other MLD 
funding? I think that doing do would go a long, long way to gaining 
support in Terrebonne and Lafourche Parishes and makes a lot of sense. 
In MLD we are trying to get everyone to think a new way and up until 
now levee construction, barrier islands, home elevations have all been 
separate authorization and appropriation processes. We should call for 
more linkages. 
 
Rob 
 
This message has been scanned by the Internet Service Departments 
Virus/Spam filter. 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Natalie Snider 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2007 11:35 AM 
To: Robert Gorman 
Subject: RE: MLD 
 
Rob,  
 
We have not addressed funding issues in the initial draft.  We hope to 
supplement this report with a funding report in the near future, which 
would include costs for protection and restoration, including 
elevating, as well as funding sources.  I agree that protection for 
communities should be comprehensive and the costs should include both 
structural and non-structural measures.  In my rough estimates of 
Morganza to the Gulf, there are some areas where there are spending 
near to $100 million to protect approximately 200 homes...that's $500K 
per home.  Don't quote me on that, but I am working to produce better 
numbers in the next week or so.  I will keep you updated. 
 
 
Natalie Snider 
Science Director 
Coalition to Restore Coastal Louisiana 
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|-----Original Message----- 
|From: Piers [mailto:pchapman@lsu.edu] 
|Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2007 9:37 AM 
|To: johnlopez@pobox.com 
|Subject: MLD report 
| 
|John, 
|I have read through your draft report and am pretty impressed by the  
|attention you have all paid to the twin goals of coastal restoration  
|and hurricane protection. I wish the state and federal bodies thought  
|the same way. I particularly like your efforts to keep all the wetlands  
|outside the levees and the reasoning you give to support this. 
| 
|Today, the removal company is loading all our household possessions  
|onto a huge rig, preparatory to driving to TX tomorrow, so time is  
|extremely short. I will try and write something a bit more useful for  
|you, but it will only be next week as the next couple of days are going  
|to be even more hectic than the past two have been. I must admit that  
|the statement on p.10 that "....a city, such as New Orleans, should not  
|need to require an evacuation more than once in ten years." is a pretty  
|scary one. 
| 
|Good luck with the final report. My address in College Station will be: 
| 
|Dr. Piers Chapman 
|Department of Oceanography 
|3146 TAMU 
|College Station, TX 77843-3146 
| 
|Phone: 979-845-7211 
|Fax: 979-845-6331 
|Email: piers.chapman@tamu.edu 
| 
|As I said, I'll try to give you some more detailed comments next week,  
|but overall, it looks pretty good. 
| 
|Cheers, Piers 
|-- 
|Piers Chapman, Ph.D. 
|Director, CREST Office 
|SC&E 
|3153 Energy, Coast and Environment Bldg Louisiana State University  
|Baton Rouge, LA 70803 
|Tel: 225-578-0069 
|Fax: 225-578-0102 
|Email: pchapman@lsu.edu 
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From: steven.wilson@motivaent.com [mailto:steven.wilson@motivaent.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 09, 2007 11:43 AM 
To: johnlopez@pobox.com; mford@crcl.org 
Subject: FW: Comprehensive Recommendations Supporting the Use of Multiple Lines of Defense 
Strategy to Sustain Coastal Louisiana 
  
John and Mark, 
  
As you folks know, PLD is intimately involved in a great portion of the items of note in Planning 
Unit #1. Notably, D 1-5, D 1-6, D 1-8, D 1-10, D 1-13 as well as the Bonne Carre Diversion idea. I 
have immense interest in restoring the Lake Pontchartrain Shoreline in St. Charles Parish to its 
origins and have been working closely with Mr. Milton Cambre to move this project forward. PLD 
already owns the original 1000' strip where the "ill-founded" original LP&V Levee was going to go 
so it's a great start. I have a personal belief that proper restoration of this area in conjunction with 
the 13.5 foot levee in place now should receive equal consideration in the 100 year protection 
scheme due for 2011. Additionally, our West Shore Project would cross two of the proposed 
diversions mentioned in the report so it would be nice if our PLD plans incorporated their 
construction schemes.....in other words, maybe we can hit this together and speed up BOTH the 
levee and the diversions. 
  
I'd love to sit with you guys at PLD offices at your convenience and discuss this more in depth. 
Let me know what you think! 
  
Steve C. Wilson 
President, Board of Commissioners 
Pontchartrain Levee District 
2204 Albert Street 
Lutcher, La. 70071 
225-869-9721 (o) 
504-491-7966 (c)   
mailto: stevewilson@cox.net 
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TERREBONNE LEVEE
81. CONSERVATION DISTRICT

October 11, 2007

Dr. John Lopez
Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation
P.o. Box 6965
Metairie, LA 70009-6965

RE: Questions regarding the Morganza to the Gulf Project

Dear Dr. Lopez,

I am providing responses to your questions (attached) regarding the Morganza to the Gulf
Project. I hope that this information will be useful, and can be incorporated within your
report assessingcoastalprotectionandrestorationplanninginLouisiana.

I am available to discuss these comments at your convenience. In addition, I would like to invite
you and members of your team back to look over our area and project plans.

Please contact me if you have any additional questions or need more information.

Sincerely,

CONSERVATION DISTRICT

Je~eripgue
E~cutive Direct

rZJar/72

/ . Cc: TLCD Board of Commissioners

Sen. Reggie Dupre
Sen. Butch Gautreaux

Rep. Damon Baldone
Rep. Carla Dartez
Rep. Gordon Dove
Ms. Sidney Coffee
Mr. Mark Ford

Mr. Woody Crews
Mr. Carlton Dufrechou
Mr. Carl Anderson
Mr. James McMenis
Mr. Daniel Walker
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P.O Box 6965 Metairie, LA. 70009-6965 - SaveOurLake.org

August 30, 2007

RE: Questions regarding the Morganza to the Gulf Project

To: Mr. Jerome Zeringue - Executive Director
via email jzee@tlcd.org
Terrebonne Levee & Conservation District

220-A Clendenning Rd
Houma, LA 70363

Dear Mr. Zeringue:

As discussed previously, the Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation and the Coalition to Restore Coastal
Louisiana have partnered on a project assessing coastal protection and restoration planning in coastal
Louisiana. We have concerns about the Morganza to the Gulflevee project and the full application of the

"Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy" (see saveourlake.org for more information). We appreciate your
generous assistance in helping us better understand the Morganza to the Gulf project. So far we have been in
the field twice with you, held a teleconference, and given a formal presentation to you. Obviously there is a
lot for us to learn.

In order to assist in this ongoing discussion, we have compiled a list of questions. The list is organized under

major headings taken from a PowerPoint slide in the presentation that you had seen on August 7, 2007. I
apologize that the list is fairly long (57 questions) but we are truly trying to understand this project,
especially the changes made since 2002.

The draft report produced by Multiple Lines of Defense Assessment Team is now available on our websites.

This is the same as the document previously supplied to you in summary form. Final public comments are
due September 30, 2007. We hope we can continue to directly engage with you, but I wanted to be sure
you were aware of this date. I understand we are scheduled to meet on September 18,2007. We appreciate
you dedicating your time to meet with us.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call or email.

Sincerely,

tJ\~(;\.~
John A. Lopez, Ph.D.
Chair -Multiple Lines of Defense Assessment Team
Director - Coastal Sustainability Program for Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation
225 294-4998 504 421-7348cell iohnlopez@pobox.com
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Concerns with Morganza to the Gulf

"Levee is too close to the GulP'

1) At the most southern extent, the M to G levee alignments (Lafourche and USACE, 2002) are six miles

from the open water of Terrebonne Bay. Has this distance been reduced Post-Hurricanes Katrina and
Rita by the new levee alignments?

2) Did the 2005 hurricanes damage the Terrebonne barrier islands?
3) What barrier island restoration projects are currently funded?

"Levee does not have an adequate wetland buffer"

4) In the Morganza to the Gulf project budget (2002), how many acres of wetlands will be restored between
the levee alignment and Terrebonne Bay?

5) How much total money is now budgeted for wetland restoration outside of the levee alignment?
6) Is there any restoration occurring outside of the minimum mitigation requirements? If so, please explain.
7) What percent of mitigation funds is being planned for use outside and inside of the levee alignment?
8) What types of restoration and mitigation projects are being utilized and how many acres are being

impacted?
9) What assumptions are made, such as for modeling, of the extent of wetlands and barrier islands gulf-ward

of the levee by the time levees are completely constructed (at least ten years)?

"Levee encourages development that is inherently at high risk"

10) Does the parish plan to limit development in the area that would be protected by the proposed levee?
11) Is there a parish growth plan that incorporates concepts of non-structural measures and smart growth?

12) Are any new conservation areas being created within the proposed levee?
13) What percent ofthe 160,000 acres of wetlands within the proposed levee is privately owned?
14) Do Parish regulations on building heights exceed federal (FEMA) or state codes?
15) Are there education components for communities within the levee system to understand the risk of levee

overtopping and failure?

"100 year levee is not designed to be overtopped"

16) Does the 2002Feasibility Study include designs for levees to be overtopped?
17) Can post-200S design documents be supplied that demonstrate the new levee designs for overtopping or

other measures to prevent levee failure?

18) What specific post-200S design changes have been completed to address levee damage by overtopping?
Please include documentation of these design changes.

"Levee design does not include armoring"

19) Does the 2002 Feasibility Study include designs for levees to be protected from waves?

20) Can post-200S design documents be supplied that demonstrate the new levee designs to compensate??
for wave erosion or other measures to prevent levee failure?

21) What specific post-200S design changes have been completed to address levee damage by waves?

Please include documentation of these design changes.
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"Levee will put more wetlands at risk of loss"

22) Please give examples from Louisiana of wetlands improvement by construction of levees around
estuarine wetlands.

23) What is the expected change in the tidal prism pre- and post- construction of the levee and water control
structures?

24) What is the target wetland habitat types for wetlands within the proposed levee? (Fresh, Intermediate,
Brackish, Salt)

25) How is the hydrology of the system going to function during fair weather as well as storm activities?

26) How are the wetland habitat goals going to be achieved hydrologically?
27) If saltwater is stranded from a high wind event (not a hurricane) how will salt water inside the levee be

removed?

"Evacuation is not included in levee planning"

28) Please cite the evacuation plan proposed for Terrebonne Parish evacuation after the proposed levee is
constructed.

29) What are the levels of storms that will trigger evacuations?
30) The Terrebonne Levee & Conservation District website states benefit will provide "The Safe Harbor:

Fisherman will no longer have to leave the area in a storm event." Is it the expectation that with

Morganza to Gulf fisherman will not need to evacuate?

"Non-structural measures are not enhanced appropriately"

31) Please describe the 2002 Feasibility plan for non-structural measures?
32) What non-structural measures have been adopted or enforced by Terrebonne Parish?
33) Is there any governmental funding available to residents of Terrebonne Paris to elevate their homes,

businesses or camps?

"Levee has "funnel geometries" that would amplify surge"

34) How has the Post-Katrina/Rita levee alignment (Lafourche Parish) between Bayou Little Caillou and
Bayou Lafourche been modified?

35) How much higher is the new levee design compared to the 2002 Feasibility Study?
36) Do you consider it is possible that surge height outside the levee will be greater between Highway 55 and

Bayou Lafourche after construction of the Morganza to the Gulf?
37) Considering the funnel geometry at Larose, what modifications to the levee design have been completed

to protect those communities along Bayou Lafourche?

"Levee heights may not be adequate for 100 year protection"

38) Are the 2002 Feasibility Study levee heights adequate for 100 year storm events?
39) What is the status of storm surge modeling for Morganza to the Gulf?

40) When will the modeling be completed and when will this be publicly available?
41) What are the 2002 and current assessment of 100 year still water levels for each reach?
42) What are the 2002 and current assessment of 100 year 90% wave height for each reach?

43) Can we be given presentation on latest surge and wave modeling?
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44) The 2002 Feasibility Study describes levee heights from 15 ft NGVD to 9 ft NGVD. We were recently

told the levee would need to be 20 foot high. Ongoing modeling of surge and waves may very well

indicate even higher levee heights. When will the levee design heights be completed?
45) Has the newly calibrated geodetic references been fully utilized for the current levee designs?

46) How are levee design heights influenced by estimates of sea level rise and subsidence which will occur
before and after actual construction?

47) What modeling programs and modelers are being used to complete the new modeling (ADCIRC sOlS)?
48) The Terrebonne Levee & Conservation District website states that the Morganza to the Gulf levee will

provide "hurricane surge up to a Category 3 storm". Hurricane Karina made land fall as a category 3
storm and is considered a 396 year storm event. What does "100-year level" for Morganza to the Gulf
now define?

"Intended protection includes low density development"

49) Does the 2002 or current Terrebonne proposed levee alignments have some communities outside ofthe
levee protection?

50) Have post-2005 population surveys been completed? Is there data available on the number inside and
outside the levee protection?

51) Are there cost estimates available comparing the cost of 100-year protection versus non-structural
measures for these low density communities?

Bottom-line: "If M-to-G is built, it is very likely the levee will be overtopped and breached leading to

complete inundation ofthe protected side with catastrophic consequences."

52) How is Terrebonne Parish preparing for this occurrence?
53) Assuming that the proposed levees are constructed and incorporates armoring and overtopping measures,

what are the expected flood levels with the levee for a 400 year, 500 year or 1000 year surge event?
54) Assuming that the proposed levees are constructed and incorporates armoring and overtopping measures,

what is the chance of failure (breaching) of the proposed levees and structures for a 400 year. 500 year or
1000 year surge event?

55) Risk from true 100-year protection actually defines the chance ofthe event as 26% that it would occur

within a 30 year period (duration of a typical house mortgage). This alignment would subject all of
Terrebonne parish to this exposure (including Houma). Is this adequate protection for the greater
Houma region?

56) In Morganza to the Gulf, are any areas provided with 500 year protection from levees?

57) In the event of a failure/overtopping during a large-scale event, what is the parish emergency plan for
removing saltwater from within the levee system?
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October 11, 2007

TLCD RESPONSES

The following are responses to the list of inquiries by Mr. John Lopez ofthe Lake Pontchartrain
Basin Foundation dated August 30, 2007. I have grouped the responses into 12major categories,
consistent with the categories of the inquiries.

1) Levee is too close to the Gulf

The distance between the levee alignments and the open water of Terrebonne Bay vary,
depending on which piece of the alignment you are considering. The southernmost point of the
alignment is still the crossing of Bayou Little Caillou. This point has not changed; it lies
approximately 6 miles to the north of Terrebonne Bay and 17 miles from the entrance to the
Gulf.

The distances between Reach H-3 and J-2 have changed based on the revised alignments for
those reaches. A portion of Levee Reach H-3 moved eastward towards Terrebonne Bay, and all
of J-2 moved southward towards Terrebonne Bay. These alignment revisions have allowed for a
reduction of wetland impacts and straightening of the alignment to reduce "funnel" effects.

The 2005 hurricanes did damage the barrier shoreline of Louisiana, including Terrebonne Parish.
The TLCD did not perform an assessment of this damage; please contact the La. Dept. of Natural
Resources for that information.

There have been several barrier island restoration projects in Terrebonne and Lafourche Parishes.
Every barrier island in the Terrebonne Basin has already been the subject of restoration activities
including East Timbalier, Timbalier, Wine Island, East Island, Trinity Island, Whiskey Island,
and Raccoon Island. I would refer you to the La. Dept. of Natural Resources and/or the Corps of
Engineers for an accurate list of the proposed and/or completed barrier island projects in this
area. To my knowledge, the projects listed above have been completed in the last 9 years. It is
my understanding that there are at least 2 new projects which should go to construction in the
next two years--one at Whiskey Island and one at Raccoon Island.

2) Levee does not have adequate wetlands buffer

The project feasibility study and Environmental Impact Statement included the direct creation of
1,400 acres of marsh outside the levee system which, when combined with the fresh water
diversion down Minor's Canal, would provide mitigation for the overall project. The project
cost, in October 2007 dollars, is $912M, including $56.5 million for mitigation. As the estimated
cost of the project has increased, so has the mitigation cost (:1:$50million). As the project has
moved from concept to reality, the TLCD mitigates for the direct and indirect impacts.

For Reach J-1, the TLCD directly impacted 17 acres of marsh and 112 acres of open water.
These impacts were mitigated by the creation of 25 acres of marsh on the outside of the levee,
but within the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries Point-aux-Chenes Management
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area, at a mitigation ratio of 1.5/1. Please review the wetland value assessment and the
environmental assessment for the project to fully understand the wetland mitigation plan process.
Additionally, the Levee District is currently pursuing a permit for Levee Reach H-2 and H-3.
This permit accounts for both the direct and indirect impacts of these 2 levee reaches. For these
projects, the proposed mitigation is the creation of 396 acres of marsh on the outside of the levee
alignment. The mitigation will help provide flood protection by providing a buffer and reducing
storm surge before it affects the levee.

In practice, the Levee District must mitigate for marsh acreage directly impacted, marsh acreage
indirectly impacted, and mitigation for open water directly or indirectly impacted. The result is
for the first 3 projects, the Levee District will create 421 acres of emergent marsh outside the
system. We estimate these mitigation measures alone will cost the local sponsor $10 million. In
summary, all of the currently planned mitigation dollars will be spent rebuilding wetlands
primarily outside the levee system.

The FutureWith ProjectModelingis based on a 2057 condition- it accountsfor projectedsea
level rise and subsidence over the next 50-years. Also, Louisiana's Comprehensive Master Plan
for a Sustainable Coast and the Louisiana Coastal Protection and Restoration Study (LACPR),
both contain the Morganza to the Gulf project area. These plans will further evaluate
opportunities for coastal restoration, including marsh creation.

3) Levee encourages development that is inherently high risk.

The Terrebonne Parish Consolidated Government has a master plan for managing growth in the
Parish over the next 20 years. It was completed in 2003 under the guidance of the Terrebonne
Parish Planning Dept. The master plan accounts for development activities throughout the
Parish, including areas within the Morganza to the Gulf alignment. Within the Master Plan, it is
not expected that there will be significant development activities in the existing wetlands within
the Parish, including those areas within the alignment. According to the report, development is
restricted in these areas because of physical conditions, and significant regulatory hurdles to
those development activities, including the existing 404 permitting process. I would refer you to
Patrick Gordon with the Terrebonne Parish Planning Department for more information.

The Corps of Engineers has roughly estimated that approximately 83,000 acres of marsh lie
inside the Morganza alignment. The vast majority are privately owned as is the case throughout
the rest of the State of Louisiana. The only significant public lands within the alignment are a
couple of Section 16 lands owned by the Terrebonne Parish School Board, and the Pointe-aux-
chenes Wildlife Management Area.

The Parish regulates building permits. The TLCD does not. It is my understanding that the
Parish adheres to FEMA elevations for new construction within the Parish. Please contact Mr.
Patrick Gordon with the Terrebonne Parish Planning Dept. for more information.

The TLCD educates the public on the risks of flooding from tropical events at every opportunity,
and will continue to do so. As the system is built and upon completion, the TLCD will educate
the communities as to the level of protection afforded by the system. Our current position is to
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inform the public that we do not have hurricane protection or any level of protection for any
event. At this time, a lOa-year event, a 25-year event, or a la-year can cause significant damage
to our community.

4) A tOO-year levee is not designed to be overtopped.

The Morganza feasibility report incorporated measures to address levee overtopping, including
stability berms on the protected side with very gradual slopes, wave berms on the flood side to
reduce wave heights and thereby reduce overtopping levels, and strong clay material
construction to reduce scour and increase stability.

Additionally, levee certification criteria adopted by FEMA and USACE post-Katrina specifies
that design elevations for hurricane protection levees and structures must consider overtopping.
This very stringent criteria limits the overtopping rate for urban areas to 0.1 cfs/lf (levees) or 0.3
cfs/lf (walls). The overtopping criteria are applied to the lOa-year wave height and period,
applied over a lOa-year peak storm surge.

All levee and structure designs for the Morganza Project will adhere to the most up-to-date,
post-Katrina design criteria. This includes updated geotechnical, structural, hydrologic &
hydraulic criteria promulgated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and accessible at
http;/www.usace.

5) Levee Design does not include armoring.

Armoring is one method for reducing degradation of levees due to overtopping. The USACE is
evaluating the armoring method through the LACPR initiative, through a recently chartered
Project Delivery Team (PDT) at New Orleans District, and as part of a special study underway at
the Corp's Engineering Research and Design Center (ERDC) laboratory in Vicksburg, MS.
When study recommendations, criteria, and other guidance on armoring become available, then
it will be incorporated into all current and future detail designs for Morganza to the Gulf.

6) Levee will put more wetlands at risk of loss

To answer your questions posed in this section, I believe we must understand the system as it
currently exists. This system is currently losing 10 square miles of wetlands per year. It is not a
pristine system with vibrant, sustainable wetlands. It is a system in severe degradation. It is
currently eroding at the fastest rate in Louisiana, which is probably the fastest rate in the nation.
It is important to understand this as you consider changes proposed within the Morganza Project.

Saying that, a basic principle of this project is that under average daily conditions, the hydrology
of the area will remain consistent. The Morganza Project is being designed so that hydrologic
conditions with the hurricane protection system in place will replicate the hydrology of the
without-project condition. Within the Morganza Project, the levees, the water control structures,
and the floodgates will be designed to allow the existing exchange of water through the system
on an average daily basis. All of the existing bayous, canals, and channels will remain open.
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There are 3 conditions where we will change the hydrology of the system.

A) Hurricaneor TropicalEvents- The system will be operated and the hydrology will be
changed during these events to prevent storm surge that will cause damage to people,
property, and the environment within the system. From an environmental
perspective, this operational scheme prevents saltwater surges associated with tropical
events from damaging the wetlands within the system.

B) The Houma Navigation Canal Lock Complex will be closed to prevent saltwater
intrusion according to specific criteria outlined in the feasibility study. It is expected
these criteria will be met primarily within the fall months. This change in existing
hydrology is expected to benefit both wetlands within the system as well as the
drinking water supply for the populated areas of Terrebonne Parish.

C) The Houma Navigation Canal Lock Complex will be closed to manage fresh water
flows throughout the Terrebonne Basin. The source of these flows is the Atchafalaya
River via the Intracoastal Waterway. This is the best, short term, available fresh
water resource we have for Terrebonne Parish. We are hopeful that we will be able to
distribute this existing resource more effectively throughout Terrebonne Basin by
operating the lock and floodgate on the Houma Navigation Canal. We expect this
condition during the spring months.

These are the only 3 changes in the existing hydrology of the system that should result from the
project. Considering the rapid deterioration of the system, I would think that any change in the
hydrology would have some positive benefit compared to the status quo.

There are no target wetland habitat types within the system as part of the project besides the
existing habitat types we see today. We are hopeful that we can maintain these habitat types
through preventing saltwater intrusion and distributing the fresh water flows. Those 2
management options are the only basin-wide solutions that may be implemented in the short term
for the benefit of the Terrebonne Basin. Other options such as the Third Delta diversion,
pipeline conveyance, and other methods, may have greater benefits, but their implementation in
reality is not within the near future.

Lastly, if the system is threatened by a high wind event that could produce a saltwater plug, it
will most likely be blocked by the floodgates, lock, and other structures, assuming the system is
built. The TLCD currently prevents such damage to certain areas with the system in place
today. If such water does enter the system, it will then be released via the same conduits that
exist today. Again, these existing waterways will be open as soon as the high wind event
recedes.

7) Evacuation - Evacuation is not included.

An evacuation plan is primarily the responsibility of the Terrebonne Parish Consolidated
Government in association with the State, Terrebonne Parish Sheriff's Office, and the Louisiana
State Police. It is my understanding that the State of Louisiana has a phased evacuation plan for
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the entire coast. As I appreciate it, this evacuation plan calls for evacuation of the lowest areas
first and the higher areas in succeeding fashion. Although the TLCD is not in charge of the
evacuation plan, it is my understanding that the evacuation plans are based on the intensity of the
storm and its projected track, without regard to existing levels of protection for a given
community. I would refer you to the agencies listed above for a more detailed explanation.

Safe Harbor Benefits

Certainly, we recognize, as should the navigation industry, that safe harbor is a relative term and
should be measured against the intensity of a particular storm and its given track. I would expect
that navigation interests, much like they do now, will plan their evacuation based on their
assessment of the risk of a particular storm or a particular track. That being said, I would expect
that for lower intensity storms, which are much more common than high intensity storms, the
navigation interests will see a significant benefit by seeking save harbor within the system, as
opposed to other locations.

8) Non-structural Measures

In accordance with Section 73 of the WRDA of 1974 (PL 93-251), consideration was given to
non-structural measures to reduce or prevent flooding during the planning phases of the
Morganza Project. Specifically, a buyout/relocation option and a structure raising option were
analyzed for that portion of the study area located south of the OIWW and the city of Houma. A
buyout/relocation option was also considered for residents and facilities in the Isle de Jean
Charles community. The details of these considerations, and economic and social/cultural
factors that characterized them, can be found under the section Evaluation of Alternative plans
of the 2002 Feasibility Report, Volume 1.

The ongoing LACPR study is examining non-structural measures for protection beyond the 100-
year event, which may be incorporated into the Morganza Project at a later date.

The Parish has raised several houses in the bayou communities as mitigation for flood hazards in
years past, which were pointed out during our driving tour of lower Terrebonne. The Terrebonne
Parish Planning Department could provide additional details.

9) Funnel geometry

The Morganza levee system will be designed to minimize funnel geometry wherever possible.

The ADCIRC storm surge model produces the expected surge heights throughout the system,
including those areas where we are concerned about these funnel effects and the possibility of
increased surges. If an increased surge is predicted, then the flood control measures will need to
be increased accordingly. We expect to receive post-Katrina design elevations for all the
Morganza levee reaches and structures in December 2007.

Based on lessons learned from hurricanes Katrina and Rita, alternatives to the feasibility
alignment have been developed that soften funnel geometry and reduce the alignment length
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from 72-miles to 64-miles. Other minor changes to the alignment may be investigated as the
levee system proceeds into the Preconstruction Engineering and Design (PED) phase.

The levee alignment on the eastern side of the project area has undergone several changes. Your
reference in the question is between Bayou Little Caillou and Bayou Lafourche. I believe the
correct reference would be between Bayou Pointe-aux-chenes and Bayou Lafourche. Bayou
Pointe-aux-chenes is the border between Terrebonne and Lafourche Parishes. I believe your
reference is to the connection between the northeastern most point of the Morganza alignment
and the northwestern most point of the South Lafourche Levee System. We have considered
several alternatives to the originally planned alignment, including an eastward turn in the levee
about 3 miles below the current connection point as well as a direct connection between Bayou
Pointe-aux-chenes and Golden Meadow. Either of these alternatives will eliminate the focal
point in the original alignment. The drawback to these alternatives is that they may have greater
direct impacts to wetlands as well as placing more wetlands within the system. The
environmental regulatory agencies would raise those issues as each alternative is evaluated.
None of these alternatives have moved past the feasibility study stage. I would expect that as
these levee reaches get closer to construction, we would analyze these alternatives in greater
detail.

It is my understanding that the ADCIRC Storm Surge Model accounts for these areas in the
geometry of the levee alignment. It is my understanding that the model will produce the
expected surge heights throughout the system, including those areas where we are concerned
about these focal points and the possibility of increased surges. If an increased surge is
predicted, then the flood control measures will need to be increased accordingly.

10) Levee heights may not be adequate for tOO-year protection

New design elevations for the Morganza to the Gulf project area are expected from the Corps of
Engineers in December 2007. These elevations are being developed according to all new criteria
developed post-Katrina to include:

. Post-Katrina, 100-year ADCIRC modeling (2057 case to account for future subsidence
and sea level rise)
Post-Katrina, 100-year wave heights and wave periods
Post-Katrina levee certification criteria adopted by FEMA and USACE (to include
overtopping limits in urban areas)

.

.

Post-Katrina criteria for all engineering disciplines will include Hydraulics, Geotechnical,
Structural, Electrical & Mechanical, Levees, and Relocations as contained in the Hurricane and
Storm Damage Reduction System Design Guidelines.

I want to emphasize here a consistent theme of my responses, that is the detailed planning,
design, impact analysis, and construction of the project is proceeding using the most recent
information available. The ADCIRC Model (2007 data), design (post-Katrina standards), impact
analysis (current assessment and mitigation criteria), fresh water flow (2007 system wide model),
and other tools are all based on our current understanding of the system. It is not based on some
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outdated, pre-Katrina mindset. The project team made a commitment to do these things as part
of the feasibility study, and is following through on that commitment.

11) Low Density Development

The area protected by the Morganza Project includes all of East Houma, most of West Houma,
and portions of Central Lafourche. The bayou communities are also provided protection, but that
protection extends well into the urban area of Houma.

The current Morganza alignment excludes the communities of Lower Dularge, Cocodrie, and
Isle de Jean Charles. Unfortunately, flood protection was not economically justified in these
areas. Cost estimates for providing protection for Isle de Jean Charles and Lower Dularge are
included under Final Array of Alternative Plans, in the 2002 Feasibility Report, Volume 1.

I am not aware of any comprehensive post-Katrina population estimates that compare the
population within the Morganza System to that outside the Morganza System. Population
estimates for the Parish as a whole indicate that the population of Terrebonne Parish is
expanding. This is in direct contradiction to the rest of the State.

12) Very likely to be overtopped

As noted in responses above, especially those addressed in questions 4, 9 and 10, every effort is
being made to ensure that the Morganza to the Gulf system is not overtopped. Under most
scenarios, levees constructed to the current 100-year design elevation are also high enough to
contain the projected stillwater elevation for a 500-year event.

The ongoing LACPR study is evaluating ways to provide flood protection for Houma that
exceeds the 100-year event. This higher level of protection would be achieved through a variety
of measures including coastal restoration and non-structural methods.

I agree with your contention that the risk from a 100-year event threatens Houma. I also agree
that such protection is not adequate for Houma and we should strive for greater protection.
However, my community currently has no protection. My community would rather have
something (100-year protection) rather than nothing. The entire region is currently exposed to a
greater risk than you describe, and that is unacceptable. There are no other plans that have been
through this process, that have been fully vetted, that will provide reliable protection to the
Houma area in a reasonable amount of time, including those suggested in other drafts or reports.
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October 11, 2007 
 
John Lopez, Chair 
Multiple Lines of Defense Assessment Team 
 
John: 
 
Thank you and your team for producing the August 17, 2007 final draft report Comprehensive 
Recommendations Supporting the Use of the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy to Sustain Coastal 
Louisiana. You and your co-authors have done a tremendous job and a real service. You have advanced the 
effort to save coastal Louisiana. You provide a reasoned and practical roadmap for protection and 
restoration. You are especially to be commended for taking an ecologically sound approach to restoration 
that can be combined with real world proposals for the integration of restoration with the need to maintain 
sustainable infrastructure. The approach you take to targeting restoration goals by habitat provides a much-
needed way to create a blueprint that will sustain not only our environment, but our culture as well. 
 
I am not a trained scientist, and have no expertise in any of the subject matter covered by the assessment 
team, but I have been for a long time a student and an observer. I offer the following as suggestions to fill 
some specific gaps in the recommendations as they relate to habitat restoration for the full suite of delta 
wildlife, especially birds. I also raise questions about some of the recommendations, but do so fully 
cognizant of the fact that I am not an engineer or hydrologist, but only a curious student.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
David Muth 
2765 Orchid St. 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70119 
(504) 324-8511 
(504) 382-6792 cell 
(504) 589-3882 ext. 128 work 
dpmuth@cox.net 
david_muth@nps.gov 
 
The following topics are covered in no particular order: 
 
Natural Levee  
 
Page 7, pp. 58-60, p. 93-- I would encourage you to add a habitat goal for natural levees. While the crest of 
natural levees are not wetlands, the entire natural levee system—crest, backslope, and inter-levee channel-
fill ridge and swale bottomland forest are vital components of a restored deltaic ecosystem. All the higher 
natural levees extant in the delta were cleared long ago for agriculture and development. Those few areas 
where the decline of agriculture allowed forest regeneration are now under renewed assault by urban and 
industrial growth. Most of these natural levee forests are already behind levees or will be after the 
implementation of the LACPR, even if your recommendations are followed. Extant natural levees outside 
the levee system are doomed by subsidence and sea level rise. 
 
Natural levees are not merely hydrologic barriers, but also serve as habitat for a range of organisms, 
corridors for movement of wildlife, and refugia for organisms during high water events. Because of their 
suitability for development, they, along with maritime forests, are the most endangered habitats in the delta 
ecosystem. Restoring a completely functional delta ecosystem requires the restoration of this habitat as 
well. Natural levees support many important components of the delta’s flora and fauna, including millions 
of trans-gulf Neotropical migrants, and organisms with restricted global distributions and important 
populations in the delta, like the Gulf Coast box turtle, marsh brown snake, and black-faced racer. 
 
Both the Bayou la Loutre and Bayou Grand Chenier restoration proposals are excellent. However, I wonder 
why other remnant natural levee systems are not similarly recommended for restoration. These might 
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include several of the finger ridges in lower Terrebonne Parish, Bayou Lafourche below Leeville, the 
Bayou Raphael and Bayou L’Ours ridge system east of Galliano and south of Little Lake, Bayou Matherne 
beyond Gheens, Bayou Barataria below Lafitte, Grand Bayou on the west bank of Plaquemines Parish (to 
pick up southeast of the Grande Cheniere restoration), River aux Chenes on the east bank, and Bayou Terre 
aux Bouef below Reggio. 
 
The restoration footprint should be, wherever possible, adjacent to the flanks of existing remnant ridges. 
That is, surviving vegetated surfaces should be preserved, both for their inherent value, and as sources for 
seeds and organisms. 
 
Maritime Forest 
 
Similarly, I would encourage you to specifically identify chenier and barrier island maritime forest 
restoration as a habitat goal. Louisiana’s chenier woodlands are distinct types of maritime forest, with no 
counterparts anywhere else. While you identify chenier restoration in Cameron (pp. 138-140) and the 
possibility of restoration along the Pine island beach trend (p. 57), it seems to me that remnant cheniers in 
the Barataria Basin such as Caminada and Lizard should be restored and reforested as well. Before human 
induced desertification, Grand Isle was not the only forested barrier island, and Grand Terre remains 
suitable for reforestation. It could also be that with the addition of a little more elevation, Timbalier and 
other barrier islands could be as well, since stunted trees cling to life on spoil piles out there. 
 
Does surge modeling demonstrate any advantage to having trees on barrier islands and headlands? The 
importance of these forests as habitat, especially for transgulf migrants, is indisputable.  
 
The ridge restoration project presently being undertaken by Port Fourchon is a good beginning, and will 
provide a good test of cost, technique, and viability of forest restoration. Other locations on the Caminada 
Headland could extend this system.  
 
Artificial Ridge “Speed Bumps”? 
 
You have made a strong case against trans-estuarine ring levees. However, in discussions on raising 
highways to act as ridges as well as safe evacuation routes, you seem to indicate that such artificial but 
lower ridges, with all their gaps, have potential for reducing surge. If that is so, why not extend this 
concept? If the plan is to confine hard protection to the existing levee systems adjacent to developed areas 
by building them higher, would it not be a good idea to try to reduce the surge that reaches those inner 
levees still more by interlacing marsh and swamp restoration with artificial ridge creation?  
 
Could trans-estuarine, frequently gapped, forested artificial ridges, built in conjunction with the marsh 
restoration land bridges you propose, help stabilize those marsh bridges, provide critical habitat, and reduce 
the surge reaching interior levees and communities? By loosely linking them to the restored natural ridges 
mentioned above, their linear extent would not be that great. In some case, such as along the GIWW, 
MRGO, or Hwy. 90, they could simply augment an existing artificial ridge. Historic watercourses would 
not be closed or gated, and care would need to be taken not to allow the ridges to starve marshes of sheet 
flow or sedimentary input. Could this be done without compromising hydrological function? 
 
Raising levees in place to provide Category 5 protection will require massive habitat destruction. (See 
discussion below.) Anything that can be done to reduce the footprint and height of interior levees, and the 
volume of clay that will be needed, is critical. The advantage of artificial or enhanced ridges is that they 
could be built with pumped dredge slurry, preferably a mix including coarse sediments. Such material is 
unsuitable for levee construction. In fresh water areas, this slurry could be pumped from the river or 
Atchafalaya making the new soils immediately suitable for planting bottomland vegetation. Artificial ridges 
built from more saline sediments harvested from offshore or from channel maintenance projects could be 
planted with more salt-tolerant maritime forest. Construction of these ridges would vastly increase the 
availability of these habitats for migratory birds and other organisms. Ridges in freshwater areas could 
support the full suite of ridge vegetation, from levee crest live oaks to fringing baldcypress strands to 
buttonbushes on the marsh interface. In brackish areas the crest would be a lower diversity forest, still 
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dominated by live oaks, with the flanks covered by the several available species of salt-tolerant shrubs. 
Ridges in saline areas could be crowned by maritime forest and flanked with mangroves, as is proposed at 
Fourchon. 
 
Obviously, problems with exotic species will emerge, but even a forest degraded by tallowtree is better 
than no forest at all. The footprint of these ridges will cover some marsh and shallow water habitat, but 
could the trade-off be increased structural stability for restored marsh land-bridge systems? 
 
Lines of Defense (pp. 13-14) 
 
I would like to propose an additional line of defense. For lack of a better term let us call it “polderizing.” If 
the various drainage sub-basins in western New Orleans and Jefferson had been separated by even 
modestly elevated interior levees or floodwalls, then the flood damage could have been restricted to the 
sub-basins actually affected by the individual floodwall failures. Since moving the principle pumping 
stations to the lake is now being contemplated, and since wholesale revamping of underground utility and 
sewerage systems is now or will shortly be underway, why not take this opportunity to provide a second, 
interior line of defense against the inevitable failures of the exterior system? The same could be done inside 
all of the greater ring levee systems being proposed or strengthened. 
 
Marsh Reclamation (p.25) 
 
In building your case against the outer “leaky levee” concept I think some of your examples raise red 
herrings and therefore weaken your argument. Discussion of reclamation projects such as Delta Farms and 
The Pen imply that these were attempts at marsh management. They were not. They were deliberate 
attempts at drainage and complete conversion from marsh to farmland. No attempt was made to retain tidal 
interchange. 
 
A stronger analogy could be made by using marsh management systems that attempted the equivalent of 
leaky levees but failed. Prominent among these is Sabine NWR and other schemes in the chenier plain that 
have resulted in a long term decline in percent marsh coverage. Also instructive is Bayou Sauvage NWR. 
Though the ring levee there was built to facilitate drainage and reclamation, it was modified to allow tidal 
interchange. The gates are too small and ineffective, and even before Katrina marsh loss in some polders 
was massive. The trapped floodwaters of Katrina proved disastrous. Emphasis should be placed upon the 
fact that even if leaky levees can be designed that continue to allow adequate tidal exchange, once the gates 
are closed and the levees overtopped in a storm, a matter of “when” not “if,” massive mortality of 
freshwater vegetation will ensue. 
 
Leaky Levees 
 
Dismissing leaky levee concepts out of hand also raises questions for me. After all, nature created basins in 
Louisiana semi-impounded by natural leaky levees. One is the Atchafalaya basin, behind the Bayou Teche-
Bayou Black ridge. The other, of course, is the entire Pontchartrain-Maurepas basin, which functioned 
admirably while contained by the Mississippi River, the Bayou Metairie-Gentilly-Sauvage natural levees, 
and the Pine Island Beach trend. Obviously, with sufficient freshwater and sediment input into the semi-
enclosed basin, as well as appropriate tidal exchange, a system can thrive behind leaky levees. Because of 
the construction of the GIWW in the 1930s, most of the interior freshwater head areas of the Barataria and 
Terrebonne basins already function behind leaky levees. It therefore seems to me theoretically possible to 
design ecologically functional hurricane protection leaky levee systems. I realize that the natural leaky 
levees did not prevent storm surge overtopping and that the leaks were never closed. Cutting off interior 
basins from storm-transported sediment is a problem that needs to be addressed. Similarly, leaky levees 
have to be designed to effectively leak once storm surge overtops them. However, all of that seems to me to 
be possible. You accept a leaky levee to close the funnel created by the GIWW and MRGO levee in east 
New Orleans and St. Bernard. Aggressive use of managed sewage outfall and stormwater, plus the addition 
of river outfall from a modified Violet Canal, seem to be theoretically viable ways to revive and sustain 
wetlands inside that leaky levee. Why not elsewhere? 
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Obviously, if, as seems to be the case for closures of the Barataria Basin, storm surge modeling suggests 
that such barriers are impractical, then they should be rejected. However, if well placed cross sub-basin 
leaky levees could reduce the total footprint of habitat destruction required to build Category 5 levees 
without unacceptable amplification of storm surge, should the option be rejected a priori? 
 
 
500 Year Levees and Borrow Requirements 
 
It seems to me that missing from the recommendations is a frank appraisal of what it will take to upgrade 
existing levee systems to 500-year protection. What it will take is massive and unprecedented habitat 
destruction. Already, the estimates of what is required for borrow for the already authorized and funded 
100-year improvements now going forward, exceed 10,000 acres. The most economical place to find 
borrow material suitable for levee building is beneath natural levee backslope bottomland hardwood 
forests. We are facing the destruction of up to 10,000 acres of the already dwindling acreage of functional 
bottomland hardwoods in the delta region. The cost for this in material and mitigation is staggering. The 
cost in habitat destruction is unacceptable. In every case where existing levees abut wetlands, the 100-year 
project contemplates widening of levee footprints and additional destruction of wetlands. 
 
Building 500-year earthen levees will require staggering increases in the width of the existing levee 
footprints and in the habitat destruction that will be needed to obtain the clay. 
 
An alternative to earthen levees must be found, or we should be frank about the cost in habitat of 500-year 
protection. However, whether earthen levees are to be widened and raised, or replaced by concrete and steel 
structures, we also need to be open and honest about what all that will mean about our formerly unfettered 
and casual access to Lake Pontchartrain and the wetlands beyond the levee systems. Our easy connection to 
the estuaries beyond our levees will be a thing of the past if we raise them or alter them to gain Category 5 
protection. 
  
Pass a Loutre, Re-plumbing the Navigation System (pp. 27-28, 73-74) 
 
Given the level of the crisis that we face, I am surprised that your recommendations include allowing the 
loss of 200,000 to 300,000 cfs through Pass a Loutre for navigation. It seems to me we need to use 100% of 
the freshwater and sediment the river carries for restoration and sustenance. We have to completely divorce 
the navigation system from the restored deltaic system.  
 
This is where I again get into areas in which I have no expertise. However, to my simpleminded way of 
thinking, I wonder why a long lock system could not be constructed. Why not put a gate at the mouth of 
Southwest Pass and another just below Head of Passes? Ships entering at the mouth would not even have to 
slow down as one gate closed behind them, because the next gate would be 15 miles away. Obviously, sills 
and reinforcement of bank-lines would be needed at each of the upstream pass openings to prevent capture. 
However, if Southwest Pass is turned into a long lock, I can also envision the same for South Pass on a 
smaller scale if the economics justify it. If not, South Pass, along with Pass a Loutre and the passes 
radiating from Cubit’s Gap could be managed to sustain as much of the Bird’s Foot as possible. Because 
Southwest Pass would be receiving minimal sediment and already opens into deep water, channel 
maintenance needs would be minimal.  
 
Alternatively, if we were willing to abandon most of the Bird’s Foot, a similar system could be built 
between Head of Passes and Venice. This would probably require keeping South or Southwest Pass (or 
both) as the channel to deep water. However, it would also mean we could concentrate on building new 
delta in shallow water areas, and not try to sustain the Bird’s Foot, marooned as it is in deep water. As 
envisioned in the White Paper some years ago, the abandoned Bird’s Foot would fairly rapidly become a 
more saline system, with an eroding barrier headland undergoing steady retreat. 
 
On the other hand, would not using Pass a Loutre as the navigation channel require the construction of 
massive new jetty systems? Would this not lead to the same problem? Eventually the jetties and dredging 
would have to be extended to the edge of the shelf, repeating the cycle of sediment and nutrient loss. 
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Greater New Orleans Levee Alignment, Maxent Levee Option (pp.52-54) 
 
One can hope that ongoing modeling will confirm the viability of surge spillways through Bayou Sauvage 
NWR and across the Bayou Terre aux Bouef ridge. I would hope that the concept could be taken further. At 
present, the marshes impounded within the Bayou Sauvage levees are lost to the Lake Pontchartrain 
ecosystem. Without adequate tidal exchange they cannot function as brackish estuarine marshes, and 
without a source of freshwater they cannot function as fresh marshes. The levees surrounding the refuge, 
assuming the models demonstrate they add nothing to protecting others from storm surge, are a waste of 
clay. Here may be another opportunity to degrade the existing levees, use the clay on more important 
levees, created gapped and forested artificial ridges to act as surge speed bumps and as much needed 
habitat on the refuge.  Building up the Maxent levee system on a north south axis will reduce the size of the 
dreaded funnel. Once the levees no longer need to be impermeable, polders within Bayou Sauvage still 
vegetated with brackish marsh species could be managed again as estuarine marsh, while polders that are 
now primarily open water could be more actively managed for ducks, shorebirds and wading birds perhaps 
using pumped drainage from New Orleans east as a source of freshwater by modifying the outfall of the 
Maxent Pump Station. Adding thousands of acres of estuarine marsh to the Lake Pontchartrain system will 
improve the basin’s ecological balance and primary productivity. 
 
Chandeleur Islands (pp. 60-62) 
 
In addition to their importance for fish, I think you should also emphasize the importance of the 
Chandeleurs and other offshore islands and islets as bird nesting habitat. The Breton Islands at the south 
end of the chain have historically hosted the largest tern colonies in the continental United States, which are 
among the largest, if not the largest, Royal and Sandwich tern colonies in the world. These colonies have 
been very plastic, having to respond to constant hurricane modification of the main nesting islets of 
Curlew, Gosier and east Breton, but during peak inter-hurricane emergence the mixed gull, tern, and 
pelican colonies can host over 100,000 nesting pairs of birds. Louisiana’s beaches also host hundreds of 
nesting pairs of the globally rare Wilson’s Plover. In addition, about one fourth of the world population of 
the endangered Piping Plover use Louisiana’s beaches, primarily the offshore islands, in winter. Even if 
some of these island formations have little effect on storm surge, they are worth restoring for ecological 
reasons. 
 
Lafitte Category 5 Protection (p. 87) 
 
At present, to build a levee that will provide less than 100 year protection, the Lafitte area is undergoing 
severe habitat destruction on its rear flank, and will have to sacrifice its very character in order to erect 
floodwalls along the bayou front, severing the community from its raison d’etre. All of this for the dubious 
privilege of enclosing itself within walls guaranteed to cause rainfall flooding, and the kind of catastrophic 
prolonged flooding from levee overtopping that Katrina’s victims in Orleans, Jefferson, St. Bernard and 
Plaquemines just endured. Lafitte (divided in two by Goose Bayou) is only one of the communities along 
Bayou Barataria in which some residents are asking for flood protection. The Rosethorne sub-basin north 
of Lafitte, as well as Crown Point, Jones Point, and Barataria also seek protection. The various 
communities in the region are separated by Goose Bayou, Bayou Barataria, and Bayou Villars, and the 
GIWW, Barataria Bay Waterway, and Bayou Segnette Waterway all intersect among the communities. 
Category 5 protections will require massive levees or very high floodwalls surrounding 6 separate sub-
basins, or a single ring levee with gates to close each of the above waterways. Because all of the storm 
water from the developed west bank east of the Bayou des Familles ridge has to be pumped into the 
GIWW, a single ring levee system would require that that massive volume of water would need a new 
route, since the GIWW would be closed. For a fraction of the cost of any realistic set of Category 5 levees 
and floodgates, every structure in the area could be raised to withstand all but the most catastrophic storm. 
 
The overwhelming impracticality of all of this has led to proposals by the parish and levee district to build 
the Category 5 surge barriers south of Lafitte. If Category 5 protection is appropriate for the Bayou 
Barataria communities, then it is difficult to imagine how it can be achieved without some kind of trans-
basin leaky levee south of there.  
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Editorial Notes (most of which you’ve probably already caught) 
 
Pg. 5, executive summary, para. 3, line 5, wording is awkward “driving tropical systems more frequently 
have generated.” 
 
Pg. 22, last para., line 6; “severely limited is use because.” 
 
Pg. 35, para. 5, should be Hwy 3134 to Lafitte; Should mention be made of highways like 23 to Venice and 
the highways beyond the levees in St. Bernard? 
 
Pg. 52, para. 2, last line, “assessed” not “accessed.” 
 
Pg. 60, Figure 23, graphic text, “Nuttall” not “nutal” oak;  para. 2, Chandeleur Islands, first line, last word, 
“to” is missing. 
 
Pg. 64, para. 1 cont. from page 64, sentence beginning is “increased discharges” is confusing. 
 
Pg. 76, para. 2, lines7-9: Clarification needed--the cut-off point of 1904 implies there was no impediment 
to over bank flooding prior to the closing of Bayou Lafourche, but in fact man-made levees on the west 
bank began being constructed in the 1720s, and were complete by the 1840s at the latest. Therefore, the 
flow in 1904 was nowhere near the historic flow. Para. 3, quote is misleading. The highest freshwater 
deficits in the Barataria Basin are experienced annually in early fall when little water from the river will be 
available. 
 
Pg. 79, last line “and have similarly have.” 
 
Pg. 85, Jefferson Orleans (Westbank) Levee. This levee actually transects, in addition to swamp, a lot of 
freshwater marsh, as north of Lake Cataouatche, and a lot of levee flank bottomland hardwood. 
 
Pg. 104, last para., words are missing from first line. 
 
Pg. 117, first para. Cont. from 116. it is unclear which project is being referred to. First full para., line 12, 
“surge height was as high as eight feet from surge.” 
 
Pg. 138, last line. It might be good to emphasize the vital importance of cheniers to transgulf migratory 
birds. 
 
Finally my pet peeve, though I fear I will remain a voice crying in the wilderness on this one, the tree that 
grows in our swamps is “baldcypress.” Cypress trees of the genus Cupressus are in a different, unrelated 
family, related to junipers and cedars. They grow in desert and Mediterranean climates, unlike our 
magnificent baldcypress, which are related instead to sequoias and redwoods. I’m just saying… 
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|-----Original Message----- 
|From: feedback@mlods.org [mailto:feedback@mlods.org] 
|Sent: Sunday, October 14, 2007 8:59 AM 
|To: undisclosed-recipients: 
|Subject: Visitor Feedback from Your Website 
| 
| 
|First Name: David 
|Last Name: Yeargin 
|Address Line 1: 8549 Geren Rd 
|Address Line 2: 
|City: Silver Spring 
|State: MD 
|Zip Code: 20901 
|E-mail Address: davidyeargin@comcast.net 
|Comments: I haven't looked at the plan yet; just read about it in the  
|Times Picayune. My comment is about the diagram showing the "multiple  
|lines of defense." In it, the lowest land appears to be where people  
|have settled. This suggests that 1) the levees aren't from storm  
|protection, but are needed to keep the marsh from reclaiming the towns  
|in normal circumstances; and 2) that the people who settled in S. La. 
|chose the lowest land rather than the highest. If the situation were  
|really as presented in the diagram, we'd be wise to move closer to the  
|Gulf to higher ground. I think a truer diagram would have the settled  
|area at or above the level of the estuary land, with the levee offering  
|protection against higher than normal water levels. 
 
From: John Lopez [johnlopez@pobox.com] 
Sent: Sunday, October 14, 2007 9:12 AM 
To: davidyeargin@comcast.net 
Cc: Natalie Snider 
Subject: RE: Visitor Feedback from Your Website 
 
David, 
 
You've made a good observation about our diagram and we may make some  
adjustment.  The conclusions you suggest are not what we recommend in general.   
(More reason to maybe adjust the diagram).  The diagram does reflect the  
reality of major sections of new Orleans that are below sea level.  This is  
where development was in wetlands and not on the ridges. 
The old section of New Orleans was built on a ridge and is still above sea 
level.   Pre -1940 most people built on high ground and we encourage this 
now.  Post-1940 is when we started building in lower wetlands at sea level,  
which subsequently sunk even lower.  It's hard on one illustration to depict  
all of this. 
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Thanks for the comments.  Please, read the report and make some additional  
suggestions for us.  You're obviously observant. 
 
John A. Lopez, Ph.D. 
Director-Coastal Sustainability Program 
Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation 
SaveOurLake.org 
225-294-4998 - land line 
504-421-7348 - cell 
johnlopez@pobox.com 
 
|-----Original Message----- 
|From: davidyeargin@comcast.net [mailto:davidyeargin@comcast.net] 
|Sent: Sunday, October 14, 2007 10:40 AM 
|To: johnlopez@pobox.com 
|Cc: Natalie Snider 
|Subject: Web site diagram 
| 
|John, 
| 
|Thank you for your reply. I was hesitant to make my comment in light of  
|the New Orleans reality you describe. However, as a former (and 
|future) New Orleanian currently settled in the suburbs of Washington,  
|DC, I have seen the way the national press has misunderstood and  
|misrepresented the viability of my home town post-Katrina. The  
|impression that many up here and across the country got from press  
|coverage was that the entire city sits below sea level with only our  
|levees preventing the Gulf from reclaiming the land. 
| 
|The result is often not that we should improve protection from  
|flooding, but that we should be punished for our hubris in thinking we  
|could defeat nature and should pack up our city and move it to higher ground. 
|The sense of futility is exacerbated when global warming is taken into  
|consideration. Those who feel we brought Katrina's devastation on  
|ourselves for having the foolishness and audacity to build a city below  
|sea level will have zero willingness to help us keep up our foolish  
|ways as sea level rises ever higher. 
| 
|I would adjust the community elevation (inland side of levee) in the  
|diagram so that it is slightly above sea level overall, with pockets  
|dipping below. I appreciate the difficulty here, as you don't want to  
|minimize the problem to the point that there's no urgency. On the other  
|hand, you don't want to make the problem so dire that there's no hope. 
|I've attached my stab at an alternative. I adjusted the elevation and  
|also added a higher "sea level" line on the Gulf side of the levee to  
|represent storm surge. Anyway, something to think about. 
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| 
|I look forward to reading the report. I support your approach to  
|augmenting, rather than replacing, the natural processes of the river. 
|It may be hubris to think we could ever engineer our way out of this  
|fix, when nature seems so aligned against us. It is certainly hubris to  
|think we could do it without taking nature's assistance when it is  
|offered. 
| 
|Thank you for doing what you can to save our state. 
| 
|Sincerely, 
|David Yeargin 
 
 
From: John Lopez [johnlopez@pobox.com] 
Sent: Sunday, October 14, 2007 10:52 AM 
To: davidyeargin@comcast.net 
Cc: Natalie Snider 
Subject: RE: Web site diagram 
 
David, 
 
I'll discuss this with our group.  I suspect we'll make a change. 
 
John A. Lopez, Ph.D. 
Director-Coastal Sustainability Program 
Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation 
SaveOurLake.org 
225-294-4998 - land line 
504-421-7348 - cell 
johnlopez@pobox.com 
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COMMENTS (22)Post a comment 
Posted by h0lym0n on 10/14/07 at 12:29AM 

I propose we break off part of the moon with a nuclear warhead and tow it to the atmosphere and 
'drop' it at Louisiana's 'boot' , sorta like a big steel toe.  

Inappropriate?  Alert us. 
Post a comment 

Posted by guynolan on 10/14/07 at 1:51AM 

WITH GLOBAL WARMING, 
whether caused by Man or Mother Nature, I believe the wetlands are due to be altered any way you 
look at it. Receding coast because of the worldwide water level rising will move everything inland. We 
cannot stop it; it is happening now. Spending billions on it will not stop it, and I doubt that that 
amount would be approved. The only thing we should do is to move North. Relocate everything from 
below Baton Rouge, exactly as the Native Tribes said. The Red Stick indicated the boundary between 
safe area North and unsafe South. They knew 300 years ago; it is more relevant today. This area is 
doomed. 

Inappropriate? Alert us. 
Post a comment 

Posted by indadrink on 10/14/07 at 8:23AM 

I thought the Red Stick was placed in the center of the Indian village was used to hang the heads of 
explorers/settlers that the Indians took some offense to? It was red because of the blood running 
down on it. Maybe the Baton Rouge area was also indicative of the limits of higer ground too, I don't 
know. 
Anyway, the plan attached with the story makes much more sense than the one the state offered. 
Maybe some different heads need to be on a pole in Baton rouge these days? 

Inappropriate? Alert us. 
Post a comment 

Posted by DavidY on 10/14/07 at 8:46AM 

That global warming will have an impact is pretty much certain. What kind of impact it will have is 
another question. Melting sea ice does not raise sea levels because the ice has greater volume than 
the water it melts to. Changing rain patterns in the interior of the U.S. could actually increase erosion 
there, and increase the amount of sedimentation being carried by the river and deposited here. 

I don't know which, if any, "Native Tribes" said we should relocate everything from below Baton 
Rouge, but I question their authority on global warming. After all, most, if not all, of what we're now 
trying to save was formed by river deposits since the last ice age, in a period of global warming. 

Inappropriate? Alert us. 
Post a comment 

Posted by samg on 10/14/07 at 10:03AM 

An idea that won't fly but how about going get the money from the previous senators who represented 
the oil people and not us and allowed them to destroy our lands by digging all these canals. A few of 
them have moved away from here now - they know what they did. They live pretty rich now. Good 
investments again, huh? 

Inappropriate? Alert us. 
Post a comment 

Posted by trailaman on 10/14/07 at 10:24AM 
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All this doesn't matter anyway because on Dec 21, 2012 the world will come to an end. The earth will 
change its axis and that will be it. 

Inappropriate? Alert us. 
Post a comment 

Posted by unetranger on 10/14/07 at 10:42AM 

I love your sense of humour. The complexity of rebuilding the coast and convincing the money sources 
to fund it over a very long period of time makes me think it will never be done... 

Inappropriate? Alert us. 
Post a comment 

Posted by xaviergrad02 on 10/14/07 at 10:45AM 

 
How to solve the coastal environmental problem?? 

Hell, I dont' know!! What's the line on the Saints-Seahawks game tonight? 

Inappropriate? Alert us. 
Post a comment 

Posted by elflacoloco on 10/14/07 at 10:49AM 

Any plan to restore Louisiana should be paid for by the people who destroyed our coastline, Big Oil. 
Put a tax on their profits, put a tax on every gallom of oil and every cubic feet of natural gas that it 
shipped out of our state. Put an extra on our resources shipped to other sates that refused to drill in 
their precious lands. I can't support Foster Cambell for governor but, I like his idea, tax the oil 
companies and do away with state taxes. Remane the Corps of Engineers to the proper name which is 
Corps of Idiots. 

Inappropriate? Alert us. 
Post a comment 

Posted by chadvader78 on 10/14/07 at 10:54AM 

Relocating the more than one million people in the metro area and compensating them for all their 
homes and business would be unprecedented in this country and obscenely expensive (in case you 
didn't notice there is a lot of industrial infrastructure in the area). A balanced approach with a 
combination of better levees in the right places, restored marsh lands and barrier islands is the best 
way to go (i.e. don't put all your eggs in one basket). The restoration plans would be expensive, but 
much, much less expensive than packin' it all up, and the costs would be spread out of several years. 
The price of oil is through the roof and since LA produces a lot of oil so our cut should be signifcant, so 
long as soon-to-be Governor Jindal doesn't decide to donate it all to his hero George W. Bush and the 
war effort he loves so much (that has cost over $400 billion so far with no end in sight). If oil revenue 
comes in as it should, with that, and maybe a little more money from the feds, we might actually have 
a shot of making this place much safer, so long as the Corps of Engineers is not put in charge of 
anything. 

Inappropriate? Alert us. 
Post a comment 

Posted by jharry3 on 10/14/07 at 10:55AM 

The Mississippi River tried to change its course in 1927 to the existing channel of the Atchafalaya 
River. 
The Corps of Engineers, at the direction of Congress, designed and built the Old River Structure to 
stop it. 
That structure was almost lost in the 1973 flood. 
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With out that structure in place the present channel of the Mississippi River would now be a tidal 
bayou and Southeast Louisiana would be doing what it is currently doing. Sinking. 
Note I didn't say falling victim to rising sea levels. 
Without sediment to replenish the topsoil South East La will just sink because its a mound of soft clay 
that is slumping into the Gulf. 

All of Al Gore's Trojan Horse movies won't stop that from happening. 

You want to save South East Louisiana? 
Keep the Old River Structure and punch as many holes in the Mississippi River levees as possible. 
For populated areas build diversions to the wet lands through all the plugged up natural channels like 
Bayou Lafourche. 

The paradox of the river is the more holes in its banks the less overall flooding, from both the river 
and the sea, will occur. 

Inappropriate? Alert us. 
Post a comment 

Posted by Oracle2005 on 10/14/07 at 11:12AM 

"elflacoloco" 

The daming of the MS River is what dammed the wet lands. The MS River was the source of the fresh 
water that created the wet lands. 

Did as you say "Big Oil" have a negative impact with the canals that were cut? Yes, but a very small 
impact compared to daming the MS River. 

As respects saving homes and people it's too late. Buy outs and raising homes. 

As I drive around the flooded neighborhoods of NO I see a population in denial, less than 10 homes 
built above the flood line and no strom shutters. After Andrew storm shutters were required by law 
and virtually every house in Miami has them. 

We have 15 more years of increased hurricane acivity and in any given year a ~50% chance oif a 
CAT3 or higher hitting from Pensacola to Brownsville. 

I am 48 and I have seen Betsy, Camille, Andrew, Katrina and Rita. 

Inappropriate? Alert us. 
Post a comment 

Posted by 27addresses on 10/14/07 at 12:01PM 

I would protect the wetlands by building artificial reefs around the current land boundaries of South 
Louisiana. There reefs would be about 20 feet above sea level. Farther inland, I'd prohibit building 
anything where at this point, nothing has been built or rebuilt. Landowners may choose to hold their 
wetlands and passit down to their children, or may choose to sell to the federal or state governments 
at fair market prices.  

Inappropriate? Alert us. 
Post a comment 

Posted by scofield on 10/14/07 at 12:20PM 

Being from lower Plaquemines Parish, I have witnessed the total loss of the marsh land on the west 
side of the river.  
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The work done by the Army Corp of Engineers when they dug a canal in the early 1970's from the 
Empire Deepwater channel to Venice along the 40 Arpent line which they say was for hurricane 
protection was a major Screw Up. Combine this with the maze of pipeline canals and in less than 20 
years we had loss most all of the 
marshland between Empire and Venice.  

There were lot's of proposed freshwater diversion projects, most of you probably don't know about 
none of them were done. The oyster industry had a big part stopping these projects.  

Talk, studies and proposed plans to reclaim the coast is all we hear. It seems to me if land can be built 
in the Persian gulf for resorts (Dubai Palm Island etc.) using dredging ships that use sand dredged 
from the bottom of the Persian Gulf then we should be able to do 
the same here to rebuild the coast.  

The Dutch Company Van Oord and the Belgian Company Jan De Nul were in charge of the projects. 
Maybe we should hire them to do the work since no one in this country seems to be able to come up 
with a plan.  
http://www.jandenul.com/ 

Diversion projects need to be done to keep the rebuilt coast sustained. But if we depend totally on 
freshwater diversions to rebuilt it, we will never see it in our lifetime.  

So we can just sit back and wait as the gulf waters beat up against the back levee in Buras as our 
politicians etc. just waste money on another study instead of taking action and reclaiming the land as 
in the example above.  

Inappropriate? Alert us. 
Post a comment 

Posted by sarramarie on 10/14/07 at 1:42PM 

In response to the person who thinks the river levees have done more damage to the coast than canal 
dredging by the oil industry, I am submitting the following. It was in the March 4, 2007 edition of the 
Times-Picayune:  

The government built levees to protect communities from Mississippi River floods. It built jetties at the 
river's mouth to prevent sandbars from forming and blocking shipping traffic. Those projects worked, 
but they also accelerated land loss by cutting off sediment flow to the wetlands that once kept pace 
with subsidence, the natural sinking of soft marsh soils.  

Still, the Louisiana coast might have survived another 1,000 years or more, Louisiana State University 
scientists said. But the discovery of oil and gas compressed its destruction into a half-century.  

By the 1980s, the petroleum industry and the corps had dredged more than 20,000 miles of canals 
and new navigation channels from the coast inland across the wetlands. The new web of waterways, 
like a circulatory system pumping poison, injected saltwater from the Gulf of Mexico into salt-sensitive 
freshwater wetlands. Fueled by the advance of big business on the coast, the Gulf's slow march 
northward accelerated into a sprint.  

Scientists started sounding alarms in the 1970s, warning of dire human and economic consequences. 
But the call for action gained little traction -- even in coastal Louisiana -- outside of environmental and 
scientific circles.  

Inappropriate? Alert us. 
Post a comment 

Posted by viking on 10/14/07 at 1:58PM 
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The goal of returning the wetlands to their conditions of 80 years ago is a fisherman's goal and will do 
nothing to help SE LA in Hurricanes. The Caernavon diversion is not big enough nor deep enough to 
carry significant sediment into the marsh. It is helpful to fishermen but does nothing to build land. The 
problem we have is the solution will negatively impact the livelihood and quality pf life of the Hunter-
Gatherer Society of SE LA who live and work outside the levies. The solution for Hirricane protection is 
simple. Every year we should blow a hole in the levy that is at least 100 feet deep and let the 
Crevasse form at the time of highest river levels. The crevase will slowly fill with sediment and heal 
the breach over time. The result will be a body of sand and silt half a mile wide and two miles long 
away from the river. If we keep doing this we will move the wetlands seaward and provide real 
protection to the heavily populated areas. This is the only way to replace the eroded land from 
decades of neglect. 

Inappropriate? Alert us. 
Post a comment 

Posted by Oracle2005 on 10/14/07 at 2:13PM 

sarramarie 
Every study I have seen references the damed MS River and providing diversion for fresh/water and 
sediments. 

It is not just the sediments but the fresh water. The fresh water aspect seems to be over looked. 

I have never heard of a scientest speaking in these terms,  

" the Louisiana coast might have survived another 1,000 years or more Louisiana State University 
scientists said. But the discovery of oil and gas compressed its destruction into a half-century."  

" Fueled by the advance of big business on the coast, the Gulf's slow march northward accelerated 
into a sprint." 

The above is the way an activists or a politician speaks. 

Lets not forget the damage the hurricanes have caused. 

Inappropriate? Alert us. Post a comment 

Inappropriate? Alert us. 
Post a comment 

Posted by debuilder on 10/14/07 at 3:49PM 

Lots of talk. Lots of studies. Lots of plans. lots of money already spent. Then there will be more talk, 
more studies, more plans, and more money spent. The affects of erosion and rising costs of proposed 
projects continues each day. . . while we talk and study and plan. Decide something NOW! Start 
something NOW! We can't afford to wait till congress meets next year to probably decide that more 
study is needed. . . while the clock keeps ticking and costs keep rising, and the ice keeps melting and 
the sun keeps burning while the clock keeps ticking and costs keep rising. . . 

Inappropriate? Alert us. 
Post a comment 

Posted by larryinvegas on 10/14/07 at 5:11PM 

Do whatever is necessary on the eastern side of Lake Pontchartrain to keep a hurricane flood surge 
out of the lake. Damn the environmentalists who protest. Levees on canals leading from the city to the 
lake then become less threatening. If the surge in the lake is greatly reduced in both magnitude and 
duration then it may be possible to simply close canal openings at the lakefront for a short period of 
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time when the lake level exceeds that of the canals. If the time period is sufficiently short it may not 
even be necessary to install additional pumps at the lakefront. Or, do what I did. Move to Las Vegas. 

Inappropriate? Alert us. 
Post a comment 

Posted by larryinvegas on 10/14/07 at 5:17PM 

First, Al Gore invented the internet. Then he was responsible for all mathematical "algorithms". Now 
he's solving global warming. 
What a guy!  

Inappropriate? Alert us. 
Post a comment 

Posted by TexasFred on 10/14/07 at 5:58PM 

Global warming, coastal erosion, both big problems I agree, but will ANY of this save NOLA from 
sinking into the swamp?? And will it alleviate the loss of the billions of dollars NOLA wants to rebuild 
it's infrastructure that was already in the crapper BEFORE Katrina hit?? 

http://TexasFred.net/  

Inappropriate? Alert us. 
Post a comment 
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|-----Original Message----- 
|From: feedback@mlods.org [mailto:feedback@mlods.org] 
|Sent: Monday, October 15, 2007 9:46 PM 
|To: undisclosed-recipients: 
|Subject: Visitor Feedback from Your Website 
| 
| 
|First Name: Allison 
|Last Name: Prendergast 
|Address Line 1: 623 Willowdale Blvd 
|Address Line 2: 
|City: Luling 
|State: LA 
|Zip Code: 70070 
|E-mail Address: prendergasta@cox.net 
|Comments: There is still a process in place at the state and federal  
|level that allows for private residential development of wetlands.  DNR  
|& the Corps regularly approve permits for residential neighborhoods  
|that destroy wetlands in areas where there is no levee or any  
|substantial hurricane protection.  It is irresponsible and must stop.   
|Why should Congress give us any more money to restore wetlands, when we  
|allow private developers to destroy acres of wetlands for their private gain? 
| 
|Case in point:  Willowridge Estates Phase VI, a plan to destroy 80  
|acres of wetlands in the west bank of St. Charles parish.  We have no  
|hurricane protection levee.  This is irresponsible and must stop.  But  
|the developers have deep pockets.  It's still business as usual in LA. 
 
From: John Lopez [johnlopez@pobox.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2007 5:46 AM 
To: prendergasta@cox.net 
Cc: Natalie Snider; johnlopez@pobox.com 
Subject: RE: Visitor Feedback from Your Website 
 
Allison, 
 
Good point.  The Willowridge subdivision is mentioned in our draft report as  
an example of poor development (levee alignment section) 
 
John A. Lopez, Ph.D. 
Director-Coastal Sustainability Program 
Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation 
SaveOurLake.org 
225-294-4998 - land line 
504-421-7348 - cell 
johnlopez@pobox.com 
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From: John Lopez [mailto:johnlopez@pobox.com]  
Sent: Friday, October 26, 2007 11:30 AM 
To: bspoore@usgs.gov; Mark Ford; Bkohl40@cs.com; Bryan Rogers; Carlton Dufrechou; Ford P 
Mark; jamce@uno.edu; Joe Suhayda; johnlopez@pobox.com; 
joseph.n.suhayda@mvn02.usace.army.mil; Mark Hester; moconnel@uno.edu; Natalie Snider; 
Paul Keddy; Paul Kemp; Subhash Kulkarni 
Subject: MLODS Next meeting Nov 2 & comments  
 
Attached are comments from a professional scientist who asked we keep his/her comments 
anonymous. They were submitted personally by him/her. 
 
I propose we plan to meet on  November 2  (next Friday).  This is the week before the 
workshops and so will be good timing.  We will likely meet in New Orleans, but I do not have a 
room yet.  We will probably start at 9:30 am and go until about 2 pm.  Please keep the date 
open.  We will review as much of the comments as we can, including comments sent  by Jerome 
Zerengue regarding the Morganza to the Gulf project.  (others are at least, anonymous, Muth, 
Yeargin) 
 
I suspect, that after the workshops, we will need have two more meetings before the end of the 
year after which we may complete the report.   
 
Schedule 
 
Nov 2  
 
Also tentatively lets plan to meet on 
 
November 27 , 28 or 29th     Please let me know which day you may be able to attend.   
 and  
December 7.   
 
This effort is making a difference.  Thanks for your contributions. 
 
John A. Lopez, Ph.D. 
Director-Coastal Sustainability Program 
Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation  
SaveOurLake.org 
225-294-4998 - land line 
504-421-7348 - cell 
johnlopez@pobox.com 
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You asked for them, so here they are.  Caveats….. 
1 – these are MY opinions 
2 – I was not checking for and have not corrected grammar spelling etc. 
3 – Y’all should be commended for a great deal of effort and sound reasonable 
suggestions. 
 
Pg 7 - Wetland Habitat goals – Maritime Forests and/or wet bottomland hardwoods as 
well as “swamp” 
 
Pg 12-13 – dual benefits determine projects “ranking”??? 
 
Pg 14 – good point about artificially severing wetlands from estuarine processes by 
levees.  We definitely want to keep every acre of wetlands we can out of leveed areas and 
in the storm buffer/storage business. 
 
Pg 15 – Wetland Habitat Goals – Good points but I do wish you would consider 
“broadening” the idea of swamp to include such habitats as maritime forests that are 
made up of oak, hackberry etc and which generally occur on natural levee ridges and/ or 
cheniers.  These are NOT, to me, swamps as those are Cypress and /or Tupelo dominated 
frequently flooded landscapes where you are or could be wet one day and damp the next. 
 
If you mean that you recognize that your smaller diversions might not work and that it 
might take bigger diversions perhaps we should have at least one big diversion.  Knock 
down ten miles of levee on the east or west side of the river, both front and back levees to 
the level of the original 18th century natural levee and let the river flood as it would have 
during spring high water.  I would challenge you that if it did flood at least every other 
year that in ten years you would not recognize the area.   
 
Pg 16 – Table 1 – How do we achieve number five w/o major diversions of river water?  
How do we do major diversions w/o knocking down some levees?  Just as we are talking 
about building bigger/stronger levees I think maybe we should be looking for the levees 
we can actually knock down. 
 
W/ respect to number 6 I think you might want to consider maritime forests and/or 
bottomland hardwoods. 
 
Overall habitat goals were delineated in C2050 process.  There was great discussion 
regarding this idea the feasibility of it etc.  The problem is that absent some goal all you 
have is a nefarious idea about where you are supposed to be going.  If the nay sayers use 
the “But you cannot pick “specific” habitats in specific places” then just throw the 
adaptive management paradigm at them. I did not get that you had “cast them in stone” 
but some might.  
 
Pg 17 – 18 – I like the concept of changing targeted goals and the use of Avenal as an 
analogy.   The last paragraph on pg 18 talks about “intuitional” management problems.  
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Do you mean institutional?  I do appreciate the idea, I think which is that all of the hands 
of the state should be working together and not apart. 
 
Pg 22 – good discussion about settlement patterns and problems such as Willowdale 
where we failed to follow or past practices. 
 
Pg 23 - The more coastal area that our levees envelope, the less area that there is left 
for surge to be dispersed or attenuated. Conversely, the smaller the areas behind levees, 
the more area is available to allow natural hydrology and estuarine wetlands to 
flourish.  VERY GOOD POINT THAT MANY PEOPLE MISS!!! 
 
Pg 23 - Louisiana’s Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast (CPRA, 2007) 
suggests that storage behind levees is desirable to address overtopping (CPRA, 2007 see 
Appendix A page 31). However, this does not consider the tradeoff that an outer trans-
estuary alignment will greatly increase surge height, and therefore, greatly increase the 
chance for overtopping and/or failure. Nor does it address the issue of storing surge water 
inside the levees, meaning that another interior level of protection is required to protect 
assets that are also inside the levee.   
 
This strategy of “storage behind levees” also means that once the levees get 
overtopped, and they will, you will have to have a means of getting the water out 
which usually means pumps.  So now you have a situation like that existing in some 
areas where folks can just turn on the pumps w/o any reason to “de-water” land for 
development.  A very slippery slope! 
 
Pg 24 - 25 – This whole discussion raises several very good points, i.e. the further south 
the levees the larger they have to be, “leaky” levees are NOT real, they have not been 
built and all indications are that they will not work absent POSSIBLY a concerted (read 
expensive) “monitoring, maintenance and repair” effort that neither we (read the state) 
nor the federal government will do. 
 
Pgs 27– I would personally like to see argument for more restoration and more that is 
broader based but I well understand your point.  Just what you are suggesting will 
provide sufficient “sticker shock” to potentially discourage folks.   
 
Pg 27 – I like the ridges ideas.  I think we could, maybe should, promote more.  Try and 
locate remnants and/or subsurface land features that were ridges before subsidence and 
use them as bases for “new” ridges.  Then you have a good “base” upon which to build 
and you probably have the right “alignment”.  You might be able to tell but maritime 
forest ridges, natural levees, and/or cheniers are, in my estimation, as vital to “coastal 
Louisiana” culturally, “biotically”, and as protection as any other habitat.  I know NMFS 
would have my hide for that blasphemy but so be it…. 
 
Pg 27 – I like the “barrier reefs”    We could use much more.  Replace all of the shell 
reefs we dredged across the Atchafalaya region that affected Vermilion and the Cote 
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Blanche bays.  If anyone has ever been in a place where there are “barrier reefs”, such as 
coastal Belize, they know that they are incredible wave and surge attenuators. 
 
Pg 27 – 29 – I like the discussion about the use of the rivers.  I particularly like the idea 
of using Pass a Loutre.  Maybe it should be the “main” stem entrance to the Miss River. 
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October 30, 2007 
 
John A. Lopez, Ph.D. 
johnlopez@pobox.com 
 
Dear John, 
 
Below, please find comments regarding Comprehensive Recommendations Supporting the Use 
of the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy to Sustain Coastal Louisiana, Draft 2007 on behalf of 
the Gulf Restoration Network.  First, I apologize for the tardiness of these comments.  I hope that 
it is not too late to incorporate these comments into your report. 
 
First, we applaud the detail that you went into for this report, and the effort you are making to 
make it easy for the Corps of Engineers and the State of Louisiana to incorporate the Multiple 
Lines of Defense ideas into their current plans. 
 
Below are some constructive comments/edits to the report: 
 
General Comments 

1. There has been talk of creating larger-scale crevasses to further mimic the natural 
discharge of the Mississippi River into the surrounding delta and wetlands.  Why is 
this issue not directly addressed? 

2. Throughout the report, you suggest the discharge of treated sewage into restoration 
areas.  The GRN has been following this “wetland assimilation” idea for a while 
now, and while we support the beneficial use of discharges in theory, the practice of 
this technology has not been without its problems.  The Louisiana Department of 
Environmental Quality has been pushing this technology as a way to allow poor 
actors to pollute their local water ways.  For example, the Hammond plant has been 
discharging only partially treated sewage into the local marsh for several months, 
resulting in permit violations, .  This has resulted in cyanobacterial blooms, and may 
have detrimental effects on the marsh.  Although we are supportive of the use of this 
technology under appropriate circumstances, we would request that it not pushed so 
heavily throughout your recommendations. It might be best if it were included in 
your plan under adaptive management. We simply do not want to create a human 
health threat in the name of mitigating another. 

3. We would also like to see the idea of sediment piping and mining the Mississippi 
River for sediment explored more thoroughly. Some have stated if we want to pump 
sediment via pipelines, it should happen immediately, since fuel prices will only go 
up in subsequent years.  Also, it seems that pipelining sediment would be a good first 

UNITED FOR A HEALTHY GULF 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
338 Baronne St., Suite 200, New Orleans, LA  70112 
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 2245, New Orleans, LA  70176 
Phone: (504) 525-1528  Fax: (504) 525-0833 
www.healthygulf.org 
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step to establish wetlands that will be receiving water and sediment from future 
diversions   Therefore, we would like the specifics of pipelining more thoroughly 
explored, including identifying (and prioritizing) areas that could receive sediment 
via pipelining in the short term, as well as exploring the costs, similar to the way you 
talk about the costs of creating wetlands.  

4. Water quality is generally given little to no mention throughout the report.  We feel 
that many of the restoration areas could potentially see water quality benefits. 
However, a holistic examination of all diversions, restoration projects, etc. with an 
eye to improving water quality should be completed. Only in this way can we ensure 
that we do not miss an opportunity to address issues, such as the Dead Zone.   

 
Specific Comments: 

Page 25:  On this page, and others you mention local funneling geometries.  I know that 
this theory is being used by developers of the Morganza to the Gulf project in order to 
straighten out levees, and wall off additional wetlands.  It would be great to beef-up this 
section and further explain how funnels need be a certain size to create a significant 
effect (if this is true), and how protecting wetlands outside of the levee will negate this 
funnel effect by reducing flooding and surge 
 
Page 39:  In the first full paragraph you talk about the “non-levee protected coast that 
requires non-structural approaches as the primary lines of defense.”  I think it is 
important here to state that the natural storm defenses (wetlands, barrier islands, etc) are 
actually the primary line of defense, with non-structural as the second. 
 
Page 66:  In the first paragraph you mention the Bayou Trepagnier Working Group, and 
the initial plan to address contamination in the Bayou.  We would like to see a little more 
detail on the types of contamination found in this area and what will be done to make this 
a “clean corridor.”  It is important to make sure that the public that might read this 
document know what is happening in this area. 
 

We hope that you will be able to take the above comments into consideration for your 2007 draft.  
Also, we did notice several grammar, punctuation, and editorial errors in the document that we 
did not include.  If you would like these edits, please let me know. 
 
Thank you for including us in this process. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Matt Rota 
Water Resources Program Director 
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Morganza Action Coalition 
P.O. Box 2601   ⋅  Houma, LA 70361  ⋅  Phone: 985-868-2333 

  1 

 
 
 
December 6, 2007 
 
Dr. John Lopez  
Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation 
P.O. Box 6965 
Metairie, LA 70009 
 
Mr. Mark Ford 
Coalition to Restore Coastal Louisiana 
P.O. Box 1827 
Baton Rouge, LA 70821 
 
RE: Comments on the Comprehensive Recommendations Supporting the Use of the Multiple Lines of 

Defense Strategy to Sustain Coastal Louisiana 
 
Dear Dr. Lopez and Mr. Ford: 
 
We greatly appreciate the opportunity to submit these comments and questions on behalf of the Morganza 
Action Coalition (MAC), a nonprofit organization based out of Houma, Louisiana, formed to aggressively 
pursue the implementation of the Morganza to the Gulf Hurricane Protection Project. 
 
It is with keen interest that we reviewed your report, Comprehensive Recommendations Supporting the 
Use of the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy to Sustain Coastal Louisiana (“report”) and participated in 
your public meeting held on November 9, 2007.   
 
First and foremost, the Morganza to the Gulf Hurricane Protection project (“Morganza”) was included in 
the State’s Master Plan (“master plan”) which was approved by the Louisiana legislature during the 2007 
Regular Legislative Session.  It was indicated at the public meeting that this report is intended to 
supplement and advance the master plan; however, the radical alignment modifications proposed in this 
report are directly inconsistent with the approved master plan.   
 
We recognize that the master plan is a working document that can be adjusted and modified as needed; 
however, we believe that it would be more practical and prudent to conduct an evaluation of Morganza 
within the confines of the existing proposed project.  In addition, any evaluation of Morganza should 
involve the local leaders who understand and know this system from the ground level. 
 
The currently proposed Morganza project has been through 15 years of studies, public meetings and the 
completion of a federally required Environmental Impact Statement.  In addition, a detailed feasibility 
study is conducted using the latest science and engineering data prior to the construction of each segment 
of the levee.  To study a newly proposed alignment and garner consensus from various stakeholders will 
take at least another five to ten years.  Unfortunately, the survival of Terrebonne and Lafourche region is 
at great risk and we do not have another ten years to study Morganza. 
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Morganza at the Forefront 
 
The report’s multiple lines of defense approach is wholeheartedly supported; however, the Morganza 
project is further along than any of the other coastal restoration projects.  Realistically, we cannot afford 
to wait for large-scale restoration measures to “catch up” with our levee protection project.  We support 
large-scale coastal restoration measures for the region; however, Morganza is our means to survival while 
we wait for the implementation of restoration projects. We urge the State to take a leadership role in 
coordinating restoration and protection projects; however, doing such should not occur at the detriment of 
Morganza.  Furthermore, Morganza’s current design provides restoration benefits by way of 
environmental structures that will do more for the devastating wetlands than doing nothing. 
 
Working with the Wetlands 
 
The multipurpose use of the Houma Navigation Canal (HNC) lock has been included in every coastal 
restoration plan for the past 10 years, including Coast 2050, the LCA Plan and the Barataria-Terrebonne 
National Estuary Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan.  The objective is to make more 
efficient use of Atchafalaya River water and sediment flow, as well as maintain salinity regimes favorable 
for area wetlands.  The HNC lock will allow for the distribution of freshwater throughout the system, thus 
replenishing our starving marshes.  The currently proposed location of the HNC as compared to the 
report’s recommended placement further north is critical to the effective distribution of freshwater. 
 
The currently proposed project includes 13 environmental structures which will allow for water to flow 
between the interior and exterior marshes of the system, thus enhancing the surrounding wetlands.   The 
environmental structures will be used to maintain and/or improve the existing hydrology of the wetlands 
within and outside of the system and they offer a unique opportunity to maximize ecosystem 
sustainability while still providing storm surge protection.  The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is 
currently preparing a hydrologic model that will assess how water will flow through the environmental 
structures during hurricanes as well as during normal periods. This model is expected to be complete at 
the end of 2007. 
 
An adaptive management approach will be used for operating the 13 environmental structures so that 
modifications can be made in order to maximize ecosystem benefits.  An ongoing monitoring program 
with support from state and federal regulatory agencies will be implemented to provide critical data for 
the adaptive management program. 
 
Including “Lessons Learned” in Morganza’s Design 
 
The report indicates that Morganza does not take into consideration “lessons-learned” from Hurricanes 
Katrina and Rita; it suggests that Morganza be “reassessed”; and it indicates that it is inappropriate for 
Morganza to be “grandfathered” in.  Hurricanes Katrina and Rita presented a 1-2 punch for the residents 
of Terrebonne Parish.  With NO hurricane levee system in place, Terrebonne parish experienced the 
greatest flooding of all time due to Hurricane Rita that made landfall nearly 200 miles away.  Hurricane 
Rita’s storm surge inundated over 10,000 homes and businesses in Terrebonne Parish resulting in $75 
million dollars worth of damage.  The first lesson we learned is that not expediting a hurricane levee 
protection system for our region is not an option. 
 
Contrary to the report’s statement, Morganza’s design does in fact take into consideration the latest 
science and engineering data available prior to the construction of each segment of the levee.  Morganza 
is required to undergo a detailed feasibility study for each segment thus taking into consideration any 
“lessons-learned” from the levee failures of Hurricane Katrina.   
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So far, Morganza has conducted detailed feasibility studies for two of its segments, Reach H-3 and J-2.  
These feasibility studies have resulted in changes and modifications to their alignment as a result of a 
potential “funneling” effect; a post-Katrina concern. 
 
The term “grandfathered in” is inappropriate when referring to Morganza as it indicates that no further 
evaluations are being conducted to ensure its integrity.  In no way has Morganza been “grandfathered in” 
as it undergoes continuous scrutiny related to its design.   
 
In addition, the statement, “We must ask if the current Morganza to the Gulf Levee design would create, 
like New Orleans’ levees, a false sense of security which ultimately leads to disastrous consequences” is 
completely subjective and has no substantial evidence or scientific merit to support it.  In no way is 
Morganza or any of its related efforts providing a false sense of security for the coastal communities.  
There is always an inherent risk by living in close proximity to the Gulf of Mexico and Morganza will 
reduce this risk.  We do not believe that there is a concerted effort claiming that the risk of flooding is 
eliminated; however, as residents of a coastal community we prefer to have some security through levee 
protection, than to have no security at all. 
 
Funnel Effects 
 
We recognize that the “funnel effect” had devastating effects to levees during Hurricane Katrina.  The 
potential for any funnel effects within Morganza’s design are being considered through each segment’s 
feasibility phase.  Adjustments to the alignment will be made as deemed necessary and prudent in the 
feasibility study.  This was already taken into consideration for Reaches H-3 and J-2, wherein changes 
were made to the alignment due to the potential funnel effects. 
 
Questions 
 
As a result of reviewing the report and attending the public meeting, we developed a list of our own 
questions related to some of our concerns with your plan.  We request that you consider these questions 
upon completing the final draft of the report. 

1)                  The proposal is a large scale concept for coastal protection and restoration.  Implementation 
of such a concept will involve many stakeholders across the coast, including landowners, public resource 
agencies, local, federal and state government, oil and gas companies, non government agencies, and 
others.  Similar concepts have required years and years of study to implement.  I estimate that it will take 
at least 5, and more likely 10, years to study these concepts and come to a consensus between all those 
groups. 

What are we to do in Terrebonne for storm protection and coastal restoration while we are waiting for 
this concept to move through this process?  Do you have any concrete, solid, methods for reducing the 
time to implement this plan, without cutting out all those folks who want to weigh in on the concept?  Do 
we just wait around for another study to be done? 

 2)                  This proposal calls for abandoning some rural communities in Terrebonne, and for elevating 
others.  Similar rural communities in St. Bernard and Plaquemine are protected by levees in your plan.  
Please justify the different treatment of those communities, in light of the catastrophic damage done to 
those communities by Katrina.  Aren’t the houses and families in rural Terrebonne worth as much as 
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those in St. Bernard and Plaquemine?  Or do they just get better treatment than us.  This seems counter 
intuitive considering most of them were destroyed in Katrina, and our communities are still vibrant. 

3)                  How does your proposed flood protection in the Terrebonne basin allow for habitat 
restoration through freshwater management?  Doesn’t the Morganza project allow for greater, adaptive 
management of freshwater resources through manipulation of the HNC lock at a lower point in the 
system, along with the various water control structures throughout the basin?  The location of the HNC 
lock in the LPBF plan is too high in the system to force water into the Penchant and Boudreaux Basins 
through Falgout Canal and Bayou Dulac, respectively. 

 4)                  One principle of the plan is to build levees on good soils, instead of weak soils.  First and 
foremost, in Louisiana, good soils begin around Baton Rouge and the North Shore.  In general terms, the 
deltaic plane is mostly poor soils, even when you get on the ridges.  So any construction in the delta is, in 
the general sense, on weak soils.  This applies to levees, coastal restoration projects, airports, roads, etc.  
If you’re looking for good soils, you need to look somewhere else. 

 The LPBF plan includes a 500 year level of protection along an alignment that crosses several swamp 
and marsh areas.  Are those areas, particularly between Bourg and Larose, and in the Lake Boudreaux 
Basin, on good soils?  I do not believe they are. 

5)                  While I applaud your concept of habitat restoration in Point Aux Chene, experience shows 
that we have only been marginally successful in that area.  Our track record is pretty poor in restoring that 
habitat.  On the contrary, we have successfully built flood control measures in that area to protect us from 
storms.  Do you have a new strategy for implementing large scale restoration in this area that can be more 
effective than our past history?  If not, then we need to continue building levees, which can provide us 
protection in the short term, while we wait for the longer term restoration to occur. 

6)                  The proposed 500 yr level of protection is a goal, but will be extremely expensive, and 
therefore is unlikely to be built.  As you know, we historically struggled to build a system in South 
Louisiana which would provide 100 yr level of protection following Hurricane Betsy.  Funding, 
bureaucracy, and other practical factors were obstacles to completing that system.  A 500 yr level of 
protection is unlikely to be built for the same reasons, particularly because of the cost.  History tells us 
that.  Do you have a new funding or implementation strategy that will produce an implementable project?  
If so, what is it?  If you don’t have one, then what are we to do while chasing that dream? 

7)                  What are the dimensions of the 500 yr levee?  What is its footprint?  How many acres are 
directly impacted, and how will you mitigate for the acres of wetlands under that footprint?  How long will 
it take to get federal and state agency buy in for this mitigation plan? 

Conclusion 
 
The Morganza to the Gulf hurricane levee protection project is a component of the State’s comprehensive 
master plan and therefore it is part of a bigger picture which includes hurricane protection, coastal 
restoration, and non-structural methods for ensuring long-term sustainability for south Louisiana.  We 
have spent over a decade planning and designing Morganza and we believe that an effort to re-assess the 
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project will take years and will be the demise of our existence.  Therefore, we suggest that any future 
evaluations of Morganza be within the confines of the currently proposed project. 
 
And finally, we strongly urge your organizations to involve the local government agencies, organizations 
and stakeholders in your efforts to set forth a comprehensive multiple lines of defense plan for our region. 
 
Thank you for considering our comments and we look forward to working with your organizations in the 
future.  If you have any comments or questions, please contact me at 985.868.2333. 
 
Sincerely, 
Morganza Action Coalition 
 
 
 
Daniel J. Walker 
President 
 
cc:   Senator Reggie Dupre, District 20 
 MAC Executive Committee 
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December 6, 2007 
 
Dr. John Lopez  
Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation  
P.O. Box 6965 
Metairie, LA 70009 
 
Mr. Mark Ford      
Coalition to Restore Coastal Louisiana    
P.O. Box 1827        
Baton Rouge, LA 70821      
 
Dear Dr. Lopez and Mr. Ford, 
 
Our organization, Restore or Retreat, would like to thank you for holding the “Requirements for 
Implementation of the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy to Rebuild Louisiana’s Coast and 
Hurricane Protection” Workshop in Houma on November 9.  We found this meeting to be 
informative on the directive of the Multiple Lines of Defense Assessment Team and the goals 
outlined for the draft of “Comprehensive Recommendations Supporting the Use of the MLODS 
to Sustain Coastal Louisiana.” We have thoroughly reviewed the materials presented and would 
like to officially submit the following comments on the measures incorporated in Planning Units 
2 and 3a. 

General Comments 
 
First, Restore or Retreat agrees with your methodology of creating “multiple lines of defense,” 
which marries wetland habitation goals with effective hurricane protection.  The importance of 
having as many roadblocks as possible between our communities and the salty, hurricane-prone 
Gulf has been an understood strategy for decades here in coastal Louisiana.  You would be hard 
pressed to find those who disagree with this general concept; however, we are not in agreement 
on the specifics. 

In particular, Restore or Retreat strongly opposes the Assessment Team’s use of ring levees in 
Terrebonne Parish is lieu of the Morganza to the Gulf Hurricane Protection System.  Morganza 
was recently authorized through the Water Resources Development Act of 2007, acknowledging 
years of dedication and hard work to protect the people and vital infrastructure that grows more 
vulnerable each and every storm season.   

We also differ on the expansive use of spillways as a flood protection measure. Potentially 
extensive negative impacts have limited the use of this technique within our state, and existing 
spillways are currently underutilized. Restore or Retreat believes that the addition of spillways in 
South Louisiana would not only cause ecological disturbances, but great economic harm as well.  
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We do, however, entirely agree with the use of diversions as the naturally systemic solution to 
sustain short-term restoration measures such as energy-dependant marsh creation.  Hand in hand, 
we also believe our river resources must be budgeted adequately and fairly, according to historic 
flows, which would include Planning Unit 3a, and not just Units 1 and 2 alone.   

Planning Unit 2  

There are two major areas of concern regarding the MLODS strategy for Planning Unit 2:  

1) Despite its location adjacent to the Mississippi River, the use of river resources in this area is 
unbalanced and existing projects such as Davis Pond and Bayou Lafourche are not being 
maximized. 

As stated in the draft, this region does in fact experience some of the greatest rates of land loss, 
but it is second only to the neighboring and much-suffering Terrebonne Basin to the west.  
Historically commanding one-third of the Mississippi’s resources, current river resources need to 
be properly budgeted to include not just the Barataria Basin, but the Terrebonne Basin as well, 
despite its hard-to-reach location.  We simply cannot afford “rob” Terrebonne to “pay” Barataria 
because of Terrebonne Basin’s “inconvenient” location far from rich river resources.   

When you break down the diversion outlook for the Barataria Basin alone, based on previously 
authorized or constructed projects, the result is the following:  

• Edgard: 5,000 cfs 
• Lagan:  5,000 cfs 
• Bayou Lafourche: 1,000cfs 
• Davis Pond (Existing/Modification Authorized): 10, 650 cfs 
• Naomi (Existing): 2,100 cfs 
• Myrtle Grove (LCA/HET Priority): 15,000 cfs 
• West Pointe a la Hache: 2,000 cfs 
• Pt. Sulphur-Homeplace (HET Priority): 2,000 cfs 
• Fort Jackson:  15,000 cfs 
• Buras (HET Priority):  15,000 cfs 

 
If fully utilized, these projects would divert a significant total of 72,750 cfs at high flow from the 
Mississippi River.  Therefore, capacity estimates would dictate that only one additional major 
diversion could realistically be considered for this planning unit.  As for the exact placement of 
this diversion, it is questionable whether a location farther south on the river would maximize 
river sediment and water flow, as well as protect the region’s most vulnerable population and 
infrastructure.    We believe a federal feasibility study of the Third Delta Conveyance Channel 
concept or the concept’s inclusion in the Mississippi River Delta Management Study is warranted 
to best determine the most effective large-scale and long-term project for the area. 

2) The concept of a controlled spillway across the Bayou Lafourche ridge south of Cut Off is 
unrealistic and impractical.  By ignoring a significant rule of restoration and cutting across a 
historic ridge, you would unlink the Larose to Golden Meadow Hurricane Protection System, 
rendering the adjacent basins and the communities there defenseless. In addition, a spillway in 
this location would result in irreversible catastrophic damage the economic corridor of Bayou 
Lafourche. 
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Planning Unit 3a  

As previously mentioned, we wholeheartedly disagree with your very strong opposition to the 
Morganza to the Gulf Hurricane Protection System.  The draft states, “Planning Unit 3a currently 
has minimal flood protection provided by levees.”  That is a true statement, but incomplete.  The 
people of the Bayou Region lack minimal flood protection because of a U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers oversight in 2000, and despite that major setback, have worked tirelessly for 
authorization of Morganza and have paid additional sales taxes in order to fund the local match 
for construction of the project. 

The draft report makes bold, yet erroneous statements about the system’s current status, including 
that the design was not reanalyzed after Katrina.  In fact, several considerations have been made 
to the system’s design and alignment to incorporate lessons learned from both Katrina and Rita.  
This is just one example of how the report is lacking in a full appreciation and understanding of 
the Morganza system.  

After 15 years of hard work to secure effective protection for the vital population and 
infrastructure of this region, the misleading claims included in the draft had the potential of 
unnecessarily stalling the project as it neared final authorization. Fortunately, the State and U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers also disagree with the Assessment Team’s opposition and recognize 
that the hurricane protection system proposed for this area is fundamental and indispensable for 
the sustainability of this region.   

One area in which we do agree with the MLODS plan involves the installation of a lock complex 
at the Houma Navigational Canal, although we disagree with the location proposed by the 
Assessment Team.  This lock complex is vital to south Louisiana for two different reasons: 
restoration through the prevention of salt water intrusion, and community protection from storm 
surge that has inundated low-lying areas more frequently than ever before. The lock complex, as 
the linchpin of the Morganza to the Gulf Hurricane Protection System, is meticulously proactive 
in its design and intention––to be environmentally responsible while providing adequate 
protection for a community of more than 200,000 residents, and a more southerly location is 
critical to freshwater distribution.  The wise use of the navigational canal lock is essential to the 
protection and restoration of this area. 

In regard to restoration for this planning unit, both the State and this draft report are lacking in 
viable, naturally systemic restoration solutions, both in the near and long term.  This is a common 
symptom of almost all restoration plans, essentially because of the area’s difficult location and 
lack of proximity to riverine or offshore resources.  This should not be an excuse for the lack of 
projects in the area; in fact, it should make a strong case for the area to receive the most attention 
and resources.  A large-scale sediment and/or freshwater diversion should be considered for this 
area, as well as Atchafalaya delivery into western Terrebonne via the GIWW.  For those who 
understand the basin’s landscape, it is commonly known that not all of western Terrebonne is 
suffering.  North of the GIWW is lush with the benefits of the Atchafalaya; it is the area south of 
the GIWW that needs to be modified to accept freshwater and sediment from the Atchafalaya.  
The East Atchafalaya Restoration Spillway presented in the draft is not a new concept, but one 
that has been analyzed in past reports and not previously accepted as a viable solution.  Focusing 
on a realistic alternative that best benefits the hydrology of the area, as well as finally 
implementing the Bayou Lafourche freshwater reintroduction, limited marsh creation, closure of 
passes, and rebuilding of the barrier islands are all essential to the sustainability of this region. 
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Conclusion 

Unfortunately, hurricane protection has only recently become a front-burner issue because of the 
vulnerability exposed by the devastating hurricanes of 2005.The people of south Louisiana fully 
understand the loss incurred and lessons learned by these devastating storms.  Long before these 
hurricanes, however, the people of the Terrebonne and Barataria basins dedicated much time and 
effort into projects that we believed would be most effective in protecting and restoring our 
region and its vital natural resources, often without the assistance of others. While Restore or 
Retreat respects the Assessment Team’s effort, we would like to see the State, in coordination 
with the federal government, continue to take the lead to aggressively, expeditiously, and 
intelligently implement the comprehensive master plan, which includes both near-term and long-
range restoration and protection features for the sustainability of our coast, communities, and 
culture. In implementing this plan that was developed by consensus, the State would greatly 
benefit by coordinating any future efforts with local entities and stakeholders who know the 
system and the region best. 

Thank you for your time and consideration of our comments in the formulation of your final 
report.  If you have any questions about these comments, please do not hesitate to contact our 
office at 985/448.4485  

Sincerely, 
Restore or Retreat, Inc. 

 
Simone Theriot Maloz 
Executive Director 
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P.O Box 6965 Metairie, LA. 70009-6965  - SaveOurLake.org 

DRAFT 
December 26, 2007 
 
TO:  Simone Theriot Maloz- Executive Director 

Restore or Retreat, Inc. 
P.O. Box 2048-NSU 
Thibodaux, La 70310 

 
RE:  Receipt of comments for the draft report “Comprehensive Recommendations Supporting 
the  Use of the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy to Sustain Coastal Louisiana”  
 
Dear Ms. Maloz: 
 
Thank you for your comments regarding the draft report “Comprehensive Recommendations 
Supporting the Use of the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy to Sustain Coastal Louisiana”.  As 
noted in your letter, there is agreement on some issues, but we also note your concerns for those 
on which we may disagree for now.  Your comments have been sent to our Assessment Team and 
we have already begun new deliberations regarding Planning Unit 3a.   
 
We all agree on the need for flood protection for the residents of Terrebonne Parish.  Regardless 
of any future levee alignment, it is paramount that Terrebonne Parish residents implement non-
structural measures of protection as soon as possible.  Flooding of any community in south 
Louisiana will always be a threat –even for those behind levees.  Our draft report recommends 
following the tradition of elevating homes within New Orleans, and so why not Dulac, Chauvin 
and other coastal communities as well.   
 
Unfortunately, it is not widely recognized that even under the most rapid scenarios of levee 
appropriations, multiple construction phases (levee lifts) will be required for levees in Terrebonne 
Parish, and at least twenty years will be required to complete levee construction, possibly much 
longer.  What can residents do for protection now? We suggest elevating homes and businesses.  
Funding is an issue and, for that reason, we urge that we all use our resources to also promote this 
“line of defense” now and support financial assistance for elevating homes and businesses in 
Terrebonne Parish.  
 
Thank you again for taking the time to write and mail your comments to us. 
 
Sincerely, 
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John A. Lopez, Ph.D. 
Chair – Multiple Lines of Defense Assessment Team 
Director - Coastal Sustainability Program, Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation 
225 294-4998    504 421-7348 cell   johnlopez@pobox.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cc:  Restore or Retreat Executive Committee 
 Senator Reggie Dupre, Jr., District 20 
 Kerry St. Pé, BTNEP 
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PO Box 2143  7910 Main Street  Whitney Bank Building, Suite 416  Houma, 
Louisiana 

Phone: 985-851-2201   Fax: 985-851-2202   scindustrial@bellsouth.net 
 

December 6, 2007 
 
Dr. John Lopez  
Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation  
P.O. Box 6965 
Metairie, LA 70009 

Mr. Mark Ford   
Coalition to Restore Coastal Louisiana  
P.O. Box 1827    
Baton Rouge, LA 70821  

  
RE:  Comprehensive Recommendations Supporting the Use of the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy to 
Sustain Coastal Louisiana 
 
South Central Industrial Association (SCIA) is an organized group of industrial businesses committed 
to supporting an improved business climate for south central Louisiana. We represent over 200 
member firms and over 40,000 employees in Terrebonne, Lafourche and St. Mary parishes, many of 
which are engaged in servicing the oil and gas operations in the Gulf of Mexico. 
 
Since the first well was drilled off the coast of Louisiana, this state, unlike many other coastal states, 
has been supportive of offshore drilling in federal waters, providing the necessary workforce and 
infrastructure to sustain this vital industry. Considering the benefits to the region, the state and the 
nation, this irreplaceable region and its population deserves adequate protection from storms, as well 
as a sustainable coastal landscape.  
 
SCIA applauds the Assessment Team’s efforts and supports its overriding goal of improving 
hurricane flood protection and sustaining the coastal estuaries; however, we do disagree with several 
items recommended for our region, including the use of ring levees in Terrebonne Parish in lieu of the 
Morganza to the Gulf Hurricane Protection System. 
 
As you are already aware, Morganza was conditionally authorized in 2000, but an administrative 
delay by the Corps nullified that authorization. The people of the Bayou Region have been working 
diligently for many years to raise funds locally and seek full authorization, including forming the 
Morganza Action Coalition (MAC), which SCIA generously supports. To consider ring levees in lieu 
of the Morganza project would add further delays in providing the necessary protection that this 
region so desperately needs. 
 
The Assessment Team also has several worthy restoration solutions suggested for this area, such as 
the use of freshwater diversions to sustain near-term solutions such as pipeline sediment conveyance. 
On the other hand, we believe the suggestion of Experimental Spillways could be detrimental to the 
vital infrastructure and industry to this region, especially the spillway located near Cut Off, which 
could compromise the South Lafourche Levee System and the Bayou Lafourche Corridor. 
 
Both hurricane protection and restoration of our rapidly eroding estuary are critical components for 
sustainability of coastal Louisiana, but they must be implemented in an aggressive, yet thoughtful, 
manner. Additional time delays created by the further investigation of the use of “new” hurricane 
protection and restoration measures are simply not an option for the Morganza to the Gulf and South 
Lafourche Levee projects and the people who have worked so hard, for what they deserve. 
 
Thank you for allowing our organization to comment on your recommendations. If you have any 
questions, please do not hesitate to contact our office.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
Don Hingle II 
SCIA President 

Donald A. Hingle II 
President 
Whitney Bank 
 
Tony Boudreaux 
Exec Vice President 
Superior Labor 
Services 
 
Tony Alford 
Vice President 
ASLR/Alford 
Services 
 
Kirk Meche 
Secretary 
Gulf Island 
Fabrication 
 
Charles Theriot 
Treasurer 
Charles Theriot, 
CPA 
 
Chet Morrison 
Advisor 
Chet Morrison 
Contractors 
 
Kenneth Smith 
Past President 
T. Baker Smith, Inc 
 
Dionne Chouest 
Director 
Edison Chouest 
Offshore 
 
Ted Falgout 
Director 
Port Fourchon 
 
Steve Becnel 
Director 
J. Ray Mc Dermott, 
Inc 
 
Jane Arnette 
SCIA  
Executive Director 
 
Kathy Doiron 
SCIA 
Assistant Director 
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From: Bill_Wilen@fws.gov [mailto:Bill_Wilen@fws.gov] 
Sent: Thu 1/31/2008 2:15 PM 
Subject: Maryland SLAMM Workshop, February 25th 2008 Contact: Dr. Brian Needelman 
bneed@umd.edu by Feb.11,2008 Please distribute to interested colleagues  

The Sea Level Affecting Marsh Model (SLAMM) was developed with EPA funding 
in the mid 1980s to demonstrate changes in Coastal Habitat due to sea-level 
rise. The modeling, biology, and the quality of the input data has 
continued to improve over the years.   As the effects of global warming 
become clear, stakeholders are tuning in to see how this will affect their 
own coastal domains.  The Sea Level Affecting Marsh Model (SLAMM) has 
recently been generating unprecedented buzz.  After all these years, it has 
become an overnight success. 
 
The model is driven by data downloaded from the Internet: tide data from 
NOAA, wetlands data from the U.S. FWS’ National Wetlands Inventory, digital 
elevation data from USGS, 
Land Use and Land Cover data from the EROS Interagency Multi-Resolution 
Land Characteristic Consortium and LIDAR from multiple sources. 
 
A one-day workshop will be presented on SLAMM at the University of Maryland 
in College Park, Maryland on Monday, February 25th, 2008.  Contact Brian 
Needelman <bneed@umd.edu> by Feb. 11 if you are interested in attending 
this meeting as he is complying a tentative list of attendees. 
 
The morning session will be an introduction to and overview of the model 
and the afternoon session will be a hands-on training designed for people 
interested in applying the model themselves.  People may attend both 
sessions and either session depending on their level of interest.    A fee 
of $50 will be charged for the afternoon session as well as $10 for a 
catered lunch.  If the afternoon fee is problematic, please check with 
Brian Needelman <bneed@umd.edu> depending on space waivers may be 
available. 
 
            Draft Agenda 
 
            Morning Session:  9:30am-Noon 
 
            A seminar will be given that presents an Overview of SLAMM 
            including ample time for question and answer: 
 
                  Model development overview 
                  Conceptual Model 
                  Model process overview 
                  Inundation Model 
                  Soil Saturation and Erosion 
                  Overwash assumptions 
                  Sea Level Rise Scenarios 
                        Calculating Local SLR from Eustatic Trends 
                  Salinity Component 
                  Modeling dikes and considerations 
                  Model Interface Overview 
                  Model Results summaries 
                        Florida 
                        Puget Sound 
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                        Georgia 
                        Chesapeake Bay Results 
                  Model Limitations 
                  Considerations and Costs of Implementation 
 
            Afternoon Session 1:00pm-4:30pm 
 
            This will be a hands-on computer session in which users will be 
            trained to use the SLAMM 5 model. 
                  Installation considerations 
                  Hands-on Tour of Model Interface 
                  Hands-on Tour of Model Tech. Doc 
                  Input data format 
                  New accretion rate capability described and demonstrated 
                  If Internet Access, tour of helpful websites for input 
                  data 
                  GIS requirements -- ArcView vs. open-source MapWindow 
                  Runs and exercises with sample data files from Puget 
                  Sound and Georgia 
                        Set Map Attributes 
                        Use of QA Tools 
                        "Frac-fresh" calibration screen 
                        Running model for "Time Zero" 
                  Considerations of computational requirements, File 
                  Optimization 
                  Running Large sites -- input and output sub-sites 
                  "Batch" mode 
                  Tall Spartina Model 
                  GIS output format 
                  CSV output format 
                        pivot tables and graphs in Excel 
                        fractal dimension 
 
Jonathan Clough will be leading the day’s sessions, he has been working 
with the SLAMM model since 1998 and has been the programmer for SLAMM4 and 
SLAMM5.  He has also recently applied the model in Florida, the Puget 
Sound, the entire coastline of Georgia and South Carolina, and Chesapeake 
Bay with funding from the National Wildlife Federation and EPA. 
 
Please send inquiries about the session to Jonathan Clough 
<jclough@warrenpinnacle.com> and/or Dr. Brian Needelman <bneed@umd.edu>. 
 
Bill O. Wilen 
National Wetlands Inventory 
703-358-2278 
Bill_Wilen@fws.gov  

From: Tom Moorman [mailto:tmoorman@ducks.org]  
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2008 4:55 PM 
To: johnlopez@pobox.com; Jerry Holden 
Subject: FW: Maryland SLAMM Workshop, February 25th 2008 Contact: Dr. Brian Needelman 
bneed@umd.edu by Feb.11,2008 Please distribute to interested colleagues  
 
Hi John, 
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Thanks again for taking the time to come up to discuss the Chenier Plain and other issues.  Here 
is the email that we received regarding the SLAM Model.   
 
See you soon. 
 
Regards, 
Tom 
 
From: John Lopez [mailto:johnlopez@pobox.com]  
Sent: Thursday, February 07, 2008 12:57 PM 
To: Tom Moorman; Jerry Holden 
Cc: Carlton Dufrechou 
Subject: DU - LPBF action items 
 
Tom & Jerry, 
 
Thanks for the information on SLAMM. 
 
Here’s our new action list. ( I hope you don’t my over‐zealousness with  organizational stuff). 
 
John will contact Dr. Meselhe regarding the report and a presentation in Lafayette 
Modeling proposal is on hold for the moment 
John will brief Natalie Snider with CRCL and invite to meeting with Dr. Meselhe 
Tom will send some proposed draft language for the MLODS report 
John will send 09 appropriations request for the Pontchartrain Basin (attached) 
John will send Bucktown marsh link to Tom  (below) 
Carlton and Jerry will hold regular phone meetings 
 
http://www.saveourlake.org/wetlands.htm    (Click on the Bucktown Monitoring – bottom left ) 
 
Regards, 
 
John A. Lopez, Ph.D. 
Director-Coastal Sustainability Program 
Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation  
SaveOurLake.org 
225-294-4998 - land line 
504-421-7348 - cell 
johnlopez@pobox.com 
 
From: Tom Moorman [mailto:tmoorman@ducks.org]  
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 2008 5:45 PM 
To: johnlopez@pobox.com; Jerry Holden; Bob Dew; Jennifer Grand 
Cc: Carlton Dufrechou 
Subject: RE: DU - LPBF action items 
 
Hi John, 
 
Sorry for the delays in getting these comments to you.  These relate to Planning Unit 4.  As you 
will see, we believe there is room for structural marsh management as an interim strategy until 
such time as large scale restoration features can be completed.  These comment are offered as 
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constructive in our mutual efforts to find commonalities in our work, or at the very least, to fully 
understand where and why our differences exist. 
 
Thanks John. 
 
Regards, 
Tom 
 
Attachment: 
 
Comments and suggested verbiage for interim strategies to protect and restore coastal 
marsh in the Chenier Plain. 
 
Page 25: Document states: “A particularly disturbing aspect of hydrologic management 
or reclamation of wetlands in Louisiana is that once wetlands are brought under 
management, it seems very difficult to bring them back as estuarine wetlands.  A casual 
look at a map of the Louisiana coast reveals many unnaturally “square lakes” which 
were once wetlands.” 
 
Comments: 
 
It is important to distinguish here between levees and water control structures designed 
by professional engineers with wetland management objectives in mind, and spoil banks 
into which water control structures were installed with no well conceived or designed 
management plans in place.  The former, we believe can protect and sustain coastal 
emergent marsh, whereas the latter often has and continues to result in “square lakes”.  
As stated, the language in the MLDS document assumes all levees cause conversion of 
estuarine wetlands to open water.  While we concede that such conversion has occurred, 
we suspect that much of this conversion is the result of no engineering of water control 
structures.  Further, we suspect many of these structures were of inadequate size to (1) 
enable introduction of fresh water to mimic what is believed to be historical sheet flow 
hydrology of Chenier Plain marshes; (2) allow timely drainage of freshwater from major 
rainfall events; and (3) allow timely drainage of salt or brackish water introduced by 
storm surges associated with tropical or other storm events. 
 
Additionally, it is important to understand that some of the “square lakes” found today 
were not the result of marsh management at all.  Many of these areas were developed for 
agriculture and are the result of years of subsidence and oxidation.  Avoca Island, for 
example, is not the result of marsh management, nor would we anticipate marsh 
management would create open water at this scale. 
 
Today, many of these areas are no longer deemed suitable for agriculture, causing some 
landowners to abandon the areas, resulting in relatively unproductive open water. 
However, where landowners are able to manage these sites we typically find some of the 
most productive wetlands for waterfowl, alligators, shorebirds, fish, and other marine 
organisms.   
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While one certainly can point to “square lakes”, one can also point to significant tracts of 
estuarine marsh that exist today only because they are protected by perimeter levees and 
water control structures that prevent long term shifts in salinity that kill fresh and 
intermediate marsh vegetation and result in open water.  Notable areas of marsh loss that 
occurred in absence of levees exist, especially in the Cameron-Creole and Calcasieu-
Black Lake areas of the Chenier Plain.  Further, as evidence that levees and water control 
structures can successfully be used to restore damaged marsh, one need only look at the 
Cameron-Creole watershed project.  Prior to protection by levees and water control 
structures, marshes immediately west of LA Highway 27 were brackish and rapidly 
converting to open water. During the 1990’s, after being brought under management, the 
area once again supported vegetation characteristic of fresh and intermediate marsh that 
existed historically.  Clearly, this area of marsh simply needed protection from the 
insidious, long-term effects of lengthy exposure to salt water. 
 
Page 127:  Document states: “During Hurricane Rita this altered hydrology and the 
extensive use of marsh management stranded saltwater in the fresh marsh severely 
stressing the fresh water marsh.  The extent of this damage is undetermined, but may 
prove to be extensive.” 
 
Comments:  This suggests also a preconceived idea about marsh management and 
impacts of Hurricane Rita.  Hurricanes have been an important part of coastal wetland 
ecology for millennia; it seems likely they always have been one of the most significant 
forces that set back plant succession in LA coastal marshes.  It is not necessarily correct 
to assume negative impacts related to the interaction of storm surge and marsh 
management, particularly in absence of any science or supporting data.  The outcome of 
Rita is further complicated by the extensive drought that followed the storm – resulting in 
little freshwater to flush the marsh – impounded or not.  Further, it’s entirely possible 
Rita had some desirable impacts to Chenier Plain marshes related to somewhat temporary 
kills of exotic species of vegetation, and also in creation of shallow open water areas that 
provide excellent waterfowl, wildlife and fisheries habitat.  What is not clear at this time 
is if the natural process of plant succession that slowly, over decades, results in emergent 
marsh vegetation that closes hurricane induced openings, has been fatally interrupted by 
alterations to hydrology in the Chenier Plain. 
 
Generally, areas with management capabilities recovered quickly once managers were 
able to reinitiate management following Hurricane Rita. Without management, areas 
subject to high salinity water will likely continue to deteriorate. As soon as the Cameron-
Creole watershed levees and structures are repaired, this area, too, will recover. 
 
Also, some land managers held saltwater within impoundments on purpose. These 
landowners took advantage of Hurricane Rita’s saltwater surge to open marsh areas 
dominated by cattail and other undesirable plants.  Most of these areas have subsequently 
become some of the most productive marshes for waterfowl in the past two years.   
 
Pages 131-143:  Specific Recommendations, Planning Unit 4 
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Comments:  The 18 specific recommendations are all consistent with large-scale, long-
term protection of people and property, and restoration of processes that can sustain 
Chenier Plain marshes.  However, we have concerns here regarding the planning horizon, 
particularly the length of time that will be needed to complete key recommendations 12, 
13, 15, 16, 17 and 18.  We view these various large structures on shipping channels, and 
the freshwater diversions, as critical to restoring Chenier Plain marshes.  Essentially, 
these structures and freshwater diversions seek to restore, to the extent possible, the 
natural hydrological processes that created and sustained Chenier Plain coastal marshes.  
As such, we fully support those features in this plan.  However, it will almost certainly 
require decades to complete these features, leaving hundreds of thousands of acres of 
coastal wetlands at risk of loss form exposure to salt water intrusion and/or inadequate 
management infrastructure in the interim. 
 
Consequently, we do not believe it is accurate to characterize all levees and water control 
structures, or all intensive management at medium to smaller scales, as leading to open 
water or “square lakes”.  Rather, we suggest the MLDS should incorporate perimeter 
protection, such as was completed under the Cameron-Creole Watershed Project, as 
interim strategies to prevent additional conversion of fresh and intermediate marsh to 
brackish or salt marsh, or worse, open water.  The planning horizon of the MLDS is 100 
years – a reasonable time frame for such an effort.  It’s not inconceivable that key 
features of the MLDS Planning Unit 4, such as items 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, and 18 could take 
3-7 decades to complete.  Examples of such public works taking decades to complete are 
many, but one currently in the news is the Yazoo Backwater Flood Control Project in 
Mississippi.  Various features of this plan, which was conceived and authorized in 1941, 
are still not complete, and are still being debated – over 5 decades since the project was 
initiated.  It seems likely that major features of the MLDS might face the same delays.   
 
Therefore, we believe MLDS for Region 4 needs an interim strategy that will prevent 
further wetland conversion to more saline types or more conversion to open water.  We 
believe we have water control structure design that can greatly reduce impacts related to 
storm surge flooding or flooding related to major precipitation events.  We believe the 
fundamental key to management of these coastal wetlands in Planning Unit 4 is 
professional engineering that correctly prescribes (or over-prescribes) capacity to enable 
removal of water from storm surges or heavy precipitation as rapidly as would have 
occurred under “historical patterns” of salinity.  These same water control structures that 
enable drainage of storm surges or floods from heavy precipitation can also be used to 
introduce fresh water from MLDS Planning Unit 4 items 16, 17, and 18.  Failure to 
include such management as an interim strategy until the key MLDS recommendations 
can be completed will almost certainly relegate thousands of additional acres of coastal 
wetlands in the Chenier Plain to conversion to open water.   
 
Finally, as we have discussed previously with LPBF, we reiterate that in Planning Unit 4 
in particular, it is essential that the protection and restoration community develop models 
of current hydrology in its altered state, and models that enable us to predict outcomes of 
various MLDS recommendations.  
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From: KC King [mailto:k0c0king@gmail.com]  
Sent: Sunday, March 16, 2008 10:53 AM 
To: johnlopez@pobox.com 
Cc: Audrey Evans; shirley Laska 
Subject: Adding Civilization to the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy 
 
Dr Lopez, 
  
Let me introduce myself.  KC King, retired Boeing software and process engineer, 
Hurricane Katrina inundation victim, Citizens' Road Home Action Team (CHAT) board 
member, LRA Housing Task Force member, UNO Center for Hazard Assessment, 
Response and Technology (CHART) volunteer.  My areas of both personal and 
community concern have been of using best commercial practices to speed fair 
compensation to road home applicants and to do the same for elevation assistance.  In this 
area my emphasis is on elevating entire threatened communities. 
  
I've just been introduced to the Draft LACRP Technical Report, Feb 2008 which in turn 
referenced you paper on Multiple Lines of Defense.  I fully appreciate your concepts of 
both lines of defense and target habitats and the importance of integrating them for a 
systems solution particularly given the IPET finding that the New Orleans HPS was a 
"system in name only".   
  
Reading your paper, suggested to me that your frame work might be even more useful if 
Human Civilization was added as a target habitat within the total ecosystem.  I believe 
this would help people and decision makers about housing actions, incentives and 
restrictions see them selves as part of the overall solution to include the last line of 
defense for immobile assets.  Advocates of citizens taking responsibility for their role in 
defenses are concerned that the Corps is continuing to avoid whole systems thinking by 
dismissing "non-structural" mitigation in virtually all of it's options.  Adding a human 
habitat, from both an ecological and social science perspective, to your framework that 
the Corps may have already accepted could do wonders for clarifying the entire system.  I 
thing it would be a plus to consider how these human and natural habitats change and 
interact with each other, usually at the expense of the overall system's performance.  
  
Alas, I'm a systems professional and don't have a clue as to how to treat such a human 
habitat but I am convinced that it would be profitable.  I would certainly appreciate any 
thoughts you might have on this. 
  
KC King 
5919 Pratt Drive New Orleans, LA 70122 
  
I've attached a silly graphic to illustrate this concept  
 
From: John Lopez [mailto:johnlopez@pobox.com]  
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2008 10:15 AM 
To: 'KC King' 
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Cc: 'Audrey Evans'; 'shirley Laska'; Carlton Dufrechou 
Subject: RE: Adding Civilization to the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy 
 
Mr. King: 
 
Thanks for your email.  You obviously are  well-read and read well.    Your idea of 
adding civilization as a habitat goals does remind me that we need to work harder at the 
human element.  We don’t address it directly enough and maybe we should.  I think we 
sometimes incorrectly have mentality if “we build it they will come” with the it being a 
flood protection system.  I think you are correct we need to be more direct; however, 
adding civilization as a habitat goal is probably not the best way to do it.  Some may find 
this de-humanizing.  Aside from perception, our approach in our report is NOT to tell 
public people where they should live.  However, we do recommend where the 
government should support people living and that everyone understands the risks they 
either take individually or as a community.  Some may chose high risk, but it should not 
all be with taxpayers paying the bills. 
 
Thanks. I’ll consider a more direct approach to this issue. 
 
John A. Lopez, Ph.D. 
Director-Coastal Sustainability Program 
Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation  
SaveOurLake.org 
225-294-4998 - land line 
504-421-7348 - cell 
johnlopez@pobox.com 
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|-----Original Message----- 
|From: feedback@mlods.com [mailto:feedback@mlods.com] 
|Sent: Monday, September 22, 2008 12:30 PM 
|To: undisclosed-recipients: 
|Subject: Visitor Feedback from Your Website 
| 
| 
|First Name: Irwin 
|Last Name: Marant 
|Address Line 1: 225Robinhood dr. 
|Address Line 2: 
|City: Covington 
|State: La. 
|Zip Code: 70433 
|E-mail Address: imarant@msn.com 
|Comments: I am a lifelong resident of this Louisiana, 55yrs. old. I have 
|fished (commercial and recreational)southeast Louisiana for over 40 
|years. There is no way in hell to stop much less restore the damage that 
|has already accured to the eco system. You know that. Here we are 3 
|years after Katrina and it's still at the talking stage. We all know 
|that people have made millions of dollars over the last 30 years by 
|studying it to death. The only one who could reverse the effects of 
|years of neglect of a sinking and fast erroding marsh is GOD. You people 
|should tell the people the truth about how devestated the coastline is 
|and find someother work. IT'S OVER LET IT DIE IN PEACE!! 
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: John Lopez  
To: imarant@msn.com  
Cc: Carlton Dufrechou ; Natalie Snider ; 'Steven Peyronnin'  
Sent: Monday, September 22, 2008 2:43 PM 
Subject: RE: Visitor Feedback from Your Website 
 
Mr. Marant: 
 
I suspect with your 40 years on the marsh that you love this coast as much 
or more than I do.  I also suspect it is hard for you to suggest it's a lost 
cause.  It takes courage to do so and I respect that.   I can't say you're 
wrong to conclude that we should just give up.   One day I may find myself 
making that conclusion and be in that state of mind.  Anyone familiar with 
the coast at all would have to consider it.  All I can say is that I'm not 
there yet and not ready to quit. I agree we do need to be honest with folks. 
We do try. If there is anything in our report or website you consider 
inaccurate, please let us know. 
 
Thank you for the comment. 
 
John A. Lopez, Ph.D. 
Director-Coastal Sustainability Program 
Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation  
SaveOurLake.org 
225-294-4998 - land line 
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504-421-7348 - cell 
johnlopez@pobox.com 

 
 
From: Irwin Marant [mailto:imarant@msn.com]  
Sent: Monday, September 22, 2008 5:35 PM 
To: johnlopez@pobox.com 
Subject: Re: Visitor Feedback from Your Website 
 
Mr. Lopez, 
  
Thanks for your reply. I just happen to be sitting around the house , and I decided to 
blow off some steam. Sorry you got in the way. 
I am very passionate about what happens to our coast. It's very frustrating to go out 
there and see it slip away piece by piece. 
Just to stop the errosion process would cost billions. And that's something this 
country is not willing to do.     Irwin 
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